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INTRODUCTION

Government preserves have accumulated a vast amount of valuable scientific
research material on the biology of wild animals. The results of this research are
of great scientific and practical importance. particularly for the hunting trade. Re
searches in the field of biology do not always produce data which can be put to imme
diate practical use. but it does often serve as a necessary prerequisite for conducting
further research. Such data. when used by other investigators in conjunction with
new results, acquire immediate scientific and practical value.
The material published in this collection on the results of a number of research
works on mammals of the species important to the hunting trade and industry will
promote wider exchange of experience in the study of mammals and the working con
ditions prevailing in government preserves in particular. Such an exchange of exper
ience is especially important and essential for scientific workers in government pre
serves, with many young speCialists among them.
The further development of the hunting trade depends upon the correct solution
of numerous problems. among them the need of determining the method of checking
the individual fauna species important to the hunting trade,the ascertaining of the
optimal density of their populations, and of deciding on their normative utilization
limits.
The government preserves carrying out research in this direction should parti
Cipate actively in the solution of these problems. The works published here cannot
pretend, of course, to give the final solution of the problems raised, but yet they
might be of use in solving these problems correctly.
The first three articles in this collection deal with the studies of the most valu
able fur-bearing animals in the fauna of the USSR- the sable and marten (forest and
stone). A proper economic exploitation of these species cannot do without a profound
and comprehensive study of their morphology. ecology. and history.
The work of G. N. Likhachevexplains a number of little-known aspects of
badger ecology. This study is of vital importance for the conservation of this ani
mal, which because of its destruction of rodents and harmful insects. is so benefi
cial to forestry and agriculture.
M.N. Borodina summarizes in her work the results and the prospects of the
measures taken for increasing the beaver population in the Oka River Basin. Beaides
the practical conclusions and propositions contained in this work, it will be useful
to young specialists as an example for the plap.ning and execution of similar
investigations.
P. B. Yurgenson. in his article on the method of the quantitative registration of
the white hare. dwells on a number of theoretical and methodical problems. which
are very essential for the elaboration of quantitative registration methods.

G. F. Bromley in his monograph deala comprehensively with all fundamental
ecological problems of the wild spotted deer. an animal which baa become a very
rare specimen in its natural area. This work will undoubtedly prove useful in
planning the measures to be taken for the preservation of this rare and valuable
animal; in the practical work of the deer breeding ranches. and also in the planning
of the measures for the distribution of this deer species beyond the boundaries of
its natural area,

G. F. Bromley
ECOLOGY OF SABLES AND YELLOW-THROATED MARTENS,
WIDELY DISTRIBUTED IN THE MARITIME TERRITORY
(Sikhote Alin Govemment Preserve)
(Materialy po ekologii sobolya i kharzy, rasprostranennykh v Primorskom Krae)

The Sable
The Sikhote Alin sables, as well as the Sakhalin subspecies Martes zibellina
sschalinensis Ognev, are dlstinguishedbyapoorly-developed skull and teeth and by
light-color fur with pale-yellow and rusty shades predominating. As a result of a
survey of a great amount of material, B.A. Kuznetsov in 1941 distinguished the
sables of the Ussuri River Basin and the mountainous parts of the Sikhote Alin
as a distinct subspecies under the name Martes zibellina arsenieki Kuzn. He ob
served that they were of a lighter color than the Sakhalin type.
The coloration of the Sikhote Alin sables is not always uniform. Exceedingly
rare dark individuals are found, but more often the fur is a rusty shade which some
times even resembles the color of the Siberian mink. Hunters have noted that
sables of the eastern slopes of the Sikhote Alin and its southern range have a much
lighter coloration than those of the western slOpes. The best specimens are found in
the more northerly regions, along the upper l'eaches of the Gorin, Kurmi. Urmi.
Amgun,and Kharpi Rivers. Here. dark-brown sables of a peculiar variety with
good quality fur are most frequently found. To improve these qualities in the
Maritime Territory. Barguzin sables were set free to mate on several occasions.
Their desirable fur qualities are being transferred very slowly to the more nutr.er
ous sables olthe Sikhote Alin, and completely disappear under the new environmental
conditions. The economic value of this method of improving the quslities of the
variety has not yet been proved sufficiently.
Below are data on the percentage of the various kinds of sables caught in the
upper reaC!hes of the Samarga River in the Ternei Region of the Maritime Territory.
during February 1952 (Table I).
This table clearly shows the low market value of the sables of the eastern
slopes of Sikhote Al in.
Tables n and m present the weights and measurements of lOcal sables (in
cm and g). All the sables enumerated in the tables were caught in the 1947-1954
period.
From the given data it may be seen that the male sables are larger than the
females.
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Table
Kind

Number fiot each
of sables kind

I

Number '" of each
of sables
kind

Kind

Normal head

-

-

Collar dark

22

37.9

Nape.high

9

15,5

Collar normal

11

19,0

13

22.4

Bright fur

3

5,2

Nape normal

n

Ta bl e

Date

Sex Weight

Length
of

.

Length Length 01 Length
of
hind
of
.
foot
ear
12,1
3,2
7.8

..

Place of Capture

3/XlI

9

522

H/XlI

9

541

39.6

12,7

'7.2

lI,lI

II

II

17/n

9

602

40.1

13,5

8.1

3,7

"

"

!l64.7

39.7

919
750
754
847
782
771
635
673
849

(1.7
43.0
42.0
44.2
41.0
43.5
39.3
43.1
43.0

13.8
13,!I
13,0
14,2
13.!I
13,9
12.1

7.8
8.5
9.5
8.5
9.2
8.5
6.8
7.9
8.0

3.9
4,3
4,2
4.1
4.1
3,4

784.8

43.1

Average
30/XI
28/XlI

11/1
14/1

7/n
24/11
7/n
25/tI
18/XlI

d'
d'
d"
d'
d'
d"
d'
d"
cr'"

Average

39.5

12,4~

13,5

-

3,1
4,8

Ternei Region

Ternei Region

"

"

"

II

It

"
.11
"
H
"
Lazo Region

"

II

Taukhe River

Table III
Date

a/XlI
24/XlI
17/II
30/Xl
28/XlI

Sex

q

I'
9
d"
d"

28/XlI

d"

24/n
25/II

0"

d'

Total" Basic
length lengih
73.2
72.9
72.1
82.7
78.1
83.9
81.3
77.9

67.7
66,4
66,9
73.8
72.4
73.9
73,0
70,9

Condylo

ba:~
len h
72.0
71.4
71.2
81.0
76,4
81.5
78.2
76.6

'" All measurements are given in mm.
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Breadth
of skull

36.9
37.1
37.3
46.8
33.1
47.1
(5.0
38.7

Height of skull

32.0
32.2
32.1
34.3
34.2
35.1
34.9
32.8

Until 1904 sables were widely distributed throughout the entire Maritime
Territory. Local veterans have givtm many examples p.'!'ovm, the former large
numbers of these animals. One old timer, A. A. Kovez of the Taukhe River Valley
(Lazo Region), said that 75 sable furs were seen pegged out for drying by the wind
around one of the Chinese hunter's houses in 1908. This was the catch made by a
smgle hunter durm, winter in those days. According to information received trom
the natives of the area in 1~18~ 1919, and 1920 there were so many sables in SIImote
Alin. that on the first night of a hunt they gathered around the carcass of a slain
animal and very often spoiled the hunter's provisions. the raw furs, and the dried
fish for dogs kept on the sledges. According to Russian immigrants, until 1930
there were more sables than Siberian minks. They were widely distributed~ not
only in the mountainous parts of the fir forests (taiga), as today, but also in the river
valleys, About 7010 of all sables of the Maritime Territory except Kamchatka. came
from the middle of Stkhote Alin. Below are figures (in percentages), on the sables
caught in various parts of Sikhote Alin (1920·22). based on preserve records.
Northern part of the Sikhote Alin to
Samarga River

20

Middle Sikhote Alin from Samarga River to
Lazo Region

40

Southern part of Sikhote Alin
south of Lazo Region

10

Left bank of Amur River and other regions of
the Far East, excluding Kamchatka

30

100
In the period 1928-1930 the sable represented, finanCially. 6010 of the State
fur purchases in the Maritime Territory. However. it should be pointed out that
a decrease in the numbers of this" antmal had already become noticeable by 1920.
In the opinion of old -timer hunters. the fur trade was conducted at the expense of
the basic "breeding stock" so that the sable population was seriously depleted. In
spite of this fact the fur trade WII.S not reduced but, on the contrary. increased. and
just before 1928 reached unprecedented proportions. This is explained by the appear
ance of experienced hunters from Minusinsk trom the south of the Krasnoyarsk
Territory who used specially trained sable·hunUng dogs. Within two years these
new·comers, together with the inhabitants of the Maritime Territory, had caught
almost all the sables of the more accessible parts of the taiga. The new hunters
were skilled in trapping. which proved to be tJoth simple and effective, especially
during the oestral period. In the beginnin, of 1928, as a result of these techniques,
1000 sables were caught for State purchase in the valleys of the Sankhobe, Beltmbe,
and Ta-Kema Rivers (Ternei Region). In one year alone, more sables were caught
than in the previous IS-year period, (1911-192~l).
Because of the absence of any restrictions on fur trapping, there has been a
disastrous decrease in the number of animals cau,ht since 1930. Proof of this fact
i.s presented in :lata in Table IV on the state purchases from 1928 to 1933.
As a result of the SJ:nall number of sables in the Ternei Region in 1930, hunters
were cOlrpelled to aeek a livelthood far beyond the mountain passes in the upper
re.aches of the Iman River tributaries. i. e•• at cl'istances of 100-180 krr: from the
Ternei settlement.
The rapid disappearance of the sable was due not only to excessi.ve huntittg.
but also to mass deaths that occurred in ~927 from a disease of unknown origin.
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IV'

Table

Number of spectmens caught
Year of capture Number of IilpeciInens
of sable
caught in the Far East, in the lman
in the 1Hlrln
in the
excluding Kamchatka Rtver Basin River Basin Ternet region
1928/29

2318

US

93

427

1929/30

2292

180

263

190

1930/S1

2160

136

152

65

1931/32

N1

17

154

8

1932/33

935

8

4

0

Sable hunting was prohibited in 1933. By that time only a very nwnber of
sables had survived in almost inaccessible areas, e. g.• around the sources of the •
Bikin and Ulyangou Rivers, among the deposits of the northern slope.s of the
Bogolodze Mountains, and, according to data in the preserve's archlves, on the
northern slopes of the Kurwni Mountain ridge. These districts were later incor
porated Into the vastarea of the S1khote Alin Preserve. Other areas where scattered
groups of sables have survived are: upper reaches of the tributaries of the Biltina
S1tukhe, Khaisan, Koltukhe, Chinga, Khandagou, Site, and Mudyu Rivers. Sables
were also found in the upper reaches of the tributaries of thl!! Tatibe-Bailasa,
Chichingouza, Koloktui, Tal1kan, Bol'shaya Slbichi,and Malaya Sibichi Rivers. At
the upper reaches of the Armu River sables survived at the sources of the Nantsa,
Mikula,and BaUaza tributaries; a few sables have also survived at the Situkhe
River, south of the source of the Iman River between the Daubikhe and Gilanze
Rivers.
In the northern part of the Ternei Region. sables survived in the upper reaches
of the Samarga and Ta-Kema Rivers. In these river basins and at the upper reaches
of the Sitsa, Akhte, Chlma,and Wme Rivers, sables rarely appeared as isolated
specimens. More to the south, Isolated specimens remained along soine tributaries
of the Tunsha and Sitsa Rivers. In the Sitsa River Basin, according to data in the
archives, sables were seen in 1933 around the sources of the springs Podrebesnyi
n Shirokaya Pad", Goremyka, Sparnyi, and the right and left banks of the
Khairyuzovka. Some specimens were found on the Snezhnaya Mountain in the
aI' ga Region and the sources of the Vanchin River Basin. Further south,sables
survived on the Tachin-Chtan Mountain ridge.

In 1936, at the time. of the .establisrunent of the S1khote Alin Preillerve, sable
tracks were seldom seen within the former borders of this 1,800,000 hectare preserve.
They were Seen only among the abundant deposits and in the higher mountain areas
where previously the sable could not have been caught. Observations made In 1938
proved that individual sables periodically vIsited the lower mountain areas of the
Sikhote Alin. Their spoor was seen on the border between the Okhotsk forests and
the ManchUrian forests.
At the end of February 1944, the scientific worker V. D. Shamykin, travers
ing the trail from the Zimoveinyi Spring to the "Shirokaya Pad" Spring, discovered
sable spoor around the sources of the Sitsa River Basin: Zimoveinyi, Sukhoi,
Korytnyi. Kamennyi, Kholodnyi, Balobanovskii, Yuvchenko, Skvortsovskii, and
"Shirokaya Pad". According to the data of V. D. Shamykin the tracks of only 13
sables were found in the.area of 7,000 hectares. In 1944 and 1945, V. D.
Shamykin found four fresh sable prints around the Serebryanyi and Tigrovyi
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Springs, one around the Starikovyi Spring and one arolUld the "Pereval R • Accord
ing to his calculations the traca of one sable were found to be 7-10 km of trafl.
In 11144 the aables on the Kurumi MOlUltain ridges inhabited the high mountains,
periodically coming down :In 1I'ebnary and March to the slopes of the foot of the
mountain.
In these areas the taiga bad been IUltouched by fires and for centuries bad
remained unchanged. Accord:lng to V. D. Sbamyk1n. aables had the best chance of
survival in this area. As a result of his studies, :In 1945. V. D. Sbamykin arrived
at the conc.hulion that the sables continued to inhabit tbe Kurumi MOlUltain ridge.
and that there was no danger of their exterm:lnation.
On 11 Febnary 1953, a special unit arrived to the "Podnebesnoe" Estate in order
to register sables. From 12 to 21 Febn&ary. four men in pairs going in diUerent
directions daily investigated the areas of the streams fiowing from the KUnimi
Mountain ridges-the Solnechny1. Lentocbnyi. Korytnyi, Kabanii, Balabanovskii.
Yuvchenko, Skvortsovskii. D'yachkovsk1i. and MedvezhU. Sable footprints were
not found anywhere. Evidently the sables in the areas either perished from epi
1I00tics or the information given by V. D. Sbamyk:iJl was shown to be unreliable.

In the Sudzukhe Preserve (Lazo Region), where f.ormerly sables had lived
on the mountain peaks around the Sudzukhe and Taukhe River sources. during the
period between 1936 and 1950 they settled on the shady slopes of the Chernaya and
Sandagou Mountains and on the Osinovaya. Napevskaya. and Bruanicbnaya Mountain
deposits.

Some sables settled on Tumannaya Hill on the seashore and around the
Ta-Chingou River sources 3 km from the scientific baae.
Table V shows the statistics of sable trapping in the period. 1932-1952, as
a percentage of the year 1947 in the Maritime Territory.
Table
Year

.. caught

Year

.. caught

Year

.. caught

1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

16.8
12.5
18.1
0.6
9.2
9.1
0.2

1939
IMO
IMI
1M2
1M3
1944
19U

0
0
1.2
7.8
2.9
9.3

1946
1947

19.1
100.0
4.1
1.3
3.6
200.0
20.0

10.3

~M8

~M9

1950
1951
1952

V

In the Ternei Region of the Maritime Territory. the following number ot
sables were caught in the above period (Table VI).

It should be noted that State sable purchases are now being made in areas
which are gradually being repopulated with aables. The time has not yet come to
proceed with the sable fur trade on a large lICale. Intensified hwlting may impede
restoration of this animal's stock. The sables in the Maritime Territory have not
yet settled in the fir forests at the foot of the mountains. as was observed in 1927.
i. e., when the extermination of the animal's basic herds began.
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Table

Year

1933
19M
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

Number of
specimens

0

1
0
0
0

1
0

Year

Number of
specimens

Year

1{K0
19&1
1{K2
1{K3
l{Kol
l{KS
1{K6

0
2
15
15
12
33
511

IM7
19la
1949
1950
1951
1952

VI

Number of
specimens

30

3U
29
30
60
80

Table V1I presents data on aable nutrition in the Ternei Region during the
1946-19501 pertod based on an analysia of the content. of 11 atomacba iIUld 27 excre
ments. The latter data were collected Broud streams of the Pravaya Akhte SprtngB
(tributary of the VelikayaKema River).
Table
Feed
Mammals·
Shrews
Mllridae

Number
of data

'feof
occurrence

33

88.8

1

2.8

16

011.6

foot

Number
of data

occurrence

Flying squirrels
Birds

e

1&.8

3

7.9

Hazel hens

2

5.2
10.4

Peed

Voles

'I

18

iVegetable feed

01

Forest mice

8

20.

iCedar nuts

2

5.2

Squirrels

6

15.8

lCowberrtes

2

5.2

1

VII

In December 1953 lIIlexpedltion of three men visited the beat aable araaa in
the Ilpper reachea of the Vellkaya Kema River. Aa a result of a detailed study of
Wa river's tributary. the Pravaya Akhte, this detaclunent aucceeded in recording
the following findingB:

Sablea CilUl be foud in individual iaolated groups on the eastern slopes of the
Sikhote Alin, mainly in the immediate vicinity of the ridge. Sab1ea are not to be
found in areas which have suffered from forest fires. During the cold winter months
the sables on the e. .tem alopea of the Sikhote Alin have aeveral temporary dens and
foodstorea. They do not always prepare a warm winter (permanent) den. The
tendency to do so ill more pecllliar to.the female in February. The aabl•• alao pre
pare warm dens near a larp carc....for inatance. that of a muak deer, on which
the animals live for several days. In the colde.t winter months. the aablea remain
for 3-4 days in the dens and food storehou... , with large quantities of food.
The number of sable prints made over an interval of twenty-four hours is
not constant, depending mainly on the presence and abundance of natural food and
to a lesser degree on the height of the snow and temperature of the air. Aroud the
• Translator's note-Apparently not otherwise identified.
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upper reaches of the Pravaya AWe Springs where the expedition work.eci in
February 19H. we found that the average length of the daily run w_ MOO m
(ranging between 1200-3200 m). This observation was made on the baais of six
thorougbly inspected tracks of sables when the heigbt of the anow varied between
12-14 em.
The "individual" realms occupied by the sables varied in size, and were not
large. It is noteworthy that in winter the sables very seldom leave their selected
"realms" or overstep their boundaries. For instance, it is known that in one cas.
a sable covered a distance of 9 km from the eastern to the western slope of the
SUdlote Alin through an area Without forests (elevatlon-1400 m).
Sables are very rarely active in the dayti~e during the coldest Winter season.
They appear on the first warm days of Febl"UlU'y.
Three sketches are presented on page 8 following a sable's tracks for 24
hours at various times in the vicinity of the upper reaches of the Pravaya Akhte
River (scale of sketch 1 cm .. 100 m, the seale is reduced by half).
Yellow-throated Marten
On the basis of the State's fur purchases and information provided by hunters
the yellow-throated marten is rarely found. The animal is quite unknown in the
latitude of the branches of the Kapi. Botchi,and Tumnin Rivers, all of which now
into the Sea of Japan.
On the western slopes of Sikhote Alin, th~mit of the animal's range passes
through the upper reaches of the Xhungari River Basin and crosses the middle
stream of the Xura, Urmi. Bira, Bidzhan, Zeya, and Bureya Rivers, Ita extreme
northern point is on the Oldoi River, where the border of its range crosses the
USSR boundary.

As in the case of the Himalayan bear (Ursus tibetanus cuvier). and the goral
(Nemorhaedusgoral)-<Hardwick), the yellow-throated marten must be considered
one of the species which. originating in the mountainous regions of Asia. spread
northward as far .s the Oldoi River where they stopped for various reasons, The
Himalayan bear's spreading further north was prevented by the absence of his staple
food found in forests of the Manchurian-type (Mongolian oak and Korean cedar),
The barrier which prevented the spread of the yellow-throated marten farther
north was the deep snow on even the steep rocks of the mountains in the north.
The ability of the yellow-throated marten to climb or move through the treetops did
not suffice, apparently because it obtains its principle food from the ground.
This marten may be found in the most varied regions of the Bikhote Alin from
the foot to the bare crests of the mountains. The animal may be detected among the
sheer rocka of the seashore. in places inhabited by gorals, in waterside scrub-oak
forests with dense shrubs populated by the Manchurian hare. in places burned over
by fires at various times, in centuries-old broadleaf-cedar and oak forests, in
dark-needled taiga, consisting at spruce and Silver fir trees, in high mountain
forests of birch and Libocedrus cedars and on bare stretches covered by Uchen.
The yellow-throated marten may more frequently be found in the dark-needled moss
grown forests typical of the northern slopes of the hills in the Okhotsk Region, in
the habitats of the musk deer, and in valleys with springs and rivulets. The marten
keeps to theae spots until the anow becomes too deep.
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Figure 1.

Diurnal traCk ot male liable, 19 January 195'
(length of track 1316 em; air temperature...tO o up to...t50 )

I-burrow in the"mountain depoll1t.; 2-ptcked mo••; !I-ate remalJul
olllquirrel; '-ate a mouse;5-1ay in the mOWltain depoalt.

Figure 2.

Noetumal traclLa of male aable, .. November 1954
(length of traclLa 3110 m; height of IInOW 13 em;
air temperature-II to-4:\0. Sable hWlt1ng for hare
1- "nest" (place of daY's rest).

Figure 3. Noctumal tracks of male .able, ., November 195'
(length of track 1825 m; height of anow 12 em;
air temperature-12 toiBO)
1- nest in mOWltain deposits; 2 - sables hunting tor hazel grouse;
3-ate ten cedar seeds; '-nest under uprooted tree.
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After the snowfalls in March, when the snow is 50-60 COl deep, the yellow
throated marten is Wlable to walk through the snow, and starts moving through the
treetops, gradually coming down to the foot of the mountains, to the zone of broad
leaf forests with little snow. The yellow-throated marten'sloadcoeffieient is 3lg
per sq em; it is higher than tha.t of the Siberian mink and the sable.
There is no foundation for the statement made by N. T. Zolotarev in 1937 that
this marten is to be found only in the Me.nchurian type of forest but not in the needle
forests.
The results of investigation of a yellow-throated marten's twenty-four-hour
traeks in the Sikhote Alin. Preserve are given below (Figures 4, 5, 6). .p
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HolIow-restiDa place of muteD 
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Diurnal track of
two martens,
19 January 1953
(length of track
529601)

Marten track

Figure 5.

Track of two martens,
6 and 7 February 1953
(on 6/11 covered 16 km;
7jll18 km)

1- refuge 5 -6 February;
2-refuge hollow 6-7 February
(remains of Manchurian hare)
3 - I!te two hazel grouse;· 4- remaine
of Manchur~an ha.re; 5 - refuge
hollow 7 -8 February
( scale; 1 Col" 1 km reduced three
times).

1 - body of musk deer;
2-feathers of haael grouse;
3 - skin and blood of a squirrel
(scale; 1 Col" 1 km reduced
three times).

The yellow-throated marten ha.s no permanent lair and is constantly on the
roam. It increasee in numbers, according to the rise of the musk-deer population.
These facts were discloeed by registering the number of marten tracks over several
years in the Sikhote Alin and former Sudzukhe National Preserves. Conversely,
martens decrease in number after large scale destruction of musk deer by the hypo
dermic larvae of the gadfly. These localize in the croup; as many as 1,600 have
been fOWld in one animal. Thus, at the beginning of the winter of 1940, a great
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number of musk deer apPeared in the Sikbote AUn Preaervdj faUowed in 1941 by
a corresponding increase ''In the number of rnartemr.· A marked ,..... in the numbe..
of musk desr followed by an increase in the number of martene ..... lIotb:ed in 1948.
1949 and :1950, As a result the game _rden$ in one year d.eetroyed an unprece
dented number (37). According to one old-t1lner, there ",ere f_er martens up to.
192'1, since in the past, sable trapping was alwo.ye accompanled by slaughter of the
musk deer which 18 the main food of the yellow-throated marten. lit trapping the
musk deer. the Chin.seused nooses set in glades among densely' growing trees.
Thus. the continued destruction or musk deer kept down the numbenr of the yellow
throated marten in a given area of the forest. Prom 1937. when tWeable trade
(as well as the musk d_r trade) _s curtailed, the musk deer IJtarted to increase
in number, so that the marten alBO increased in number.
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Figure 6.

'track of ......""
Restltllt place

Diurnal track of marten, 23 Pebruary 1953

l-ate one hazel grouse; 2-killed white hare; 3- remain. of woodpecker
(scale: 5 em = 1 km reduced three times),
The yellow-throated marten's fur i. sparse, lIhort (33-21) znm long) rough,
and bIcolored; it is sold at a low price. The government bo\mty of fifty roubles for
each trapped marten,. established in 1940, has now been abolished, Yet it is diffi
cult and time consuming to trap. They are usually shot on chance encounter, never
purposely hunted.
In Table VIII data are given on the yellow-throated marten purchased by the
government in the Ternei Region in 1935~1950,

The table shows that lit the Ternei Region the average amnia! catch was 37
martens. The annual catch of yellow-throated martens in the Maritime Territory
is also small.
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Table
Number of
yello",
throated
Year
martens
caugb.t

Year

L__

Number of
ye11ow
throated
martens
caught

Year

Number of
yellowthroated
martens
caup.t

Year

Number of
ye11ow
throated
martens
caught

1935

54

1939

56

lst3

18

lst7

31

1936

55

1946

31

1944

32

1948

35

1937

35

19U

18

1945

23

1949

40

1938

48

IOU

26

19U

29

1910

62

__

_

-

-

,

-

--

,

._-----_... _-_._

--

-----

..• -~-.

~

Table
Number of
yellowthroated
martens
caught

Number of
yellowthroated
Year
martens
caught

Number of
yellowthroated
martens
caught

Year

1935

350

1939

164

19&3

218

1947

119

1936

183

19&0

241

lst4

180

1948

122

1937

105

19&1

161

1945

au

1949

86

1938

115

19\102

256

19&6

147

1950

164

Year

~--.-.-

........ --

,

-

vm

Year

IX

Number of
yellowthroated
martene
caught

c _______

The average annual catch is 180 specimens. As was said before, the negligible
Quantities of yellow·throated martens purcbaaed by the government can be explained
by the difficulties in capturing the animal. It 1s seldom tempted by bait. Because
of its·acute sense of smell it can even avoid trape set on its path. Its extreme agility
aids it in escape from hounde l)0"" of the time.
Tb.e yellow-throated marten is large and strong and attains a lengt4 of 71.9 cm
(excluding tb.e taU). It has a thin and supple body, weighing only 5.7 kg and has been
known to leap a'distance of 3-3,l) m. -. It moves fut on the ground and in branches,
jumping from the top of one tree to another so quickly that a man, overcoming all
possible difficulties <1f the forest, is unable to reli!Cb or shoot it.
Table X and XI pre8ent data on the weight and dimensions Un em and g) of
varioue yellow-throated marten8 obtained lin the SIKlzukhe and Sikhote Al1n Pr~serves
in the years 1945-1954.
As is shown in the tables, the male8 are 80mewbat larger than the females.
Table XII pre8ents 80me measurements of yellow-throated marten skr.lUa obtained
in the Ternei part of the former Sikhote Alin Pre8erve.
The skulls of old yellow-throated martens ha.va teeth which are worn down to
the gums. Such martens are caught by hounds that toy with their victims before
killing them.
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Table
Dimensions and weight

X

ot males

Length
Date

Weilht

Total

TaU

".2
42.1
·U.1

3450

71.9
66.7
63.1
69.7
65.0

2s/XIl

2760

56.0

-

2367
2463
2690

50.0
60.0
50.0

3317

6:1..2

SO/X
11/1
3/III
19/X

-

14/1
12/1
Average
formalee

57U

"48
3611
-

Bind
limb

13.6

12.3

-

n.1
12.2
Very old
specimen
37.0
11.0
38.0

-

-

Eat-

Chest
girth

'.0
3-'

32-'

It

If

34.1

"

II

2.7
3.T

11.5
11.0
10.0

33.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Place of capture

Terne1Regicm

"

Lazo Belion
Tachin-Chtan Mountain ridgel

..

Tt

-

-

"
"

If

"
"

.

II

II

"

...

"

If

Table

XI

Dimensions and wei&ht of females
Length
Chest

Date

Weight

21/XII
24/X
19/VID
ae/XI

2711
3101
3119
3819

54.9

3827
2650
2356
2380
1156

57.0
57.1
62.0
55.0
62.0
57.0
57.0
50.0

2765

57.5

-

25/X
13/XI

-

ll/n
25/XIl
7/1
Average
for
females

2534
-

Total

TaU

Hind
limb

61.8
61.3
55.1

·U.6
41.9
38-'
35.4

11.7
10.7
12.1
12.3

-

38.8
42.7

-

41.0
39.0

-

11.3
11.5

11.2
10.0
10.0

Ear

atrth

3.7

24.2

3.1

33.1

3.8
3.8

3.4
4.5

-

-

12

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pleee of capture

.

Tame! Belion

.

"

II

"
"
"

""

"

I'

"
"

"

It
It

It

11

Tachin-Chtan Mountain ridge

"

II

"

II

!

Table

xn

Measurements of skull (mm). we!ibtCg). leqth (cm) of YeUow-throated marten
Sex and date

Total length

11/1

HI/X

29/XI

c!

<f

9

108.1

110.3

110.1

19jVllI
V
101.B

au

99.8

99.5

96.3

106.9

109.1

109.4

99.9

Breadth of skull

66.'1

6'1.8

601.,4

61.0

Hetpt

44.5

''1.1

46.8

"'3.9

Weight of body

3448

3819

9119

M.9

65.1

Basic length
Condylot)asal length

601.1

Length of body

69.7 .

Very little is known about molting inthUI species of animal. Even experienced
hwlters cannot provide much information. On 37 September 1940. a yellow-throated
marten caught in the Sikhote Alin Preserve had fur with a very marked pigment on
the underhair. The underhair varied in color only on the forehead. cheeks. nape.
groin,and along the tail. The pigment of the overhair appeard on the spine. nape,
and both Bides of the body. According to the external marks. the molting does not
end in June. and S1UJlIQer hair i.e acquired only at the end of August. It is shorter,
rougher, and less downy than the winter hair. In summer the fill" 1s darker; the light
spots also contain gold.en shades. The hair of the females in both summer and
winter is usually :more delicate and shorter than that of the males.
The yellow-throated marten's diet i.e highly varied. It can execute long leaps
of up to 3-3.5 m and jump freely to the ground from heights of 12~14 m. In the tree
tops it moves easily ~m one tree to another 10-12 m apart. It can thus run down
any fast-moving prey. Owing to its endurance, it can cover a distance of lO-12 kIn
during day or night while hunting prey; following the footprints to the lair, its tracks
are difficult to follow. 'l'be yellow-throated marten constantly changes its very
extensive hwlting area. Moving with unUorm bounds it can cover the entire basin
of a stream in a single day checking each hollow, log. and river bend for iis prey.
In following the iracks, one may discover the remains of bares, birds, or musk deer
after 3-6 km (Figures 4, 5. 6). In February 1947. after trailing a yellow-throated
marten on the o08st of theSiao-ChingkowBay·(former Sudzukhe Preserve), the re
mains of a sable devoured by a yellow-throated marten wered:Lscovered. Fifteen to
twenty days later. the skull of a sable ~t had been killed by a yellow-throated
marten was found in the area of this bay. The yellow-throated martell is especially
persistent in pursuit of the musk deer in the oak-fir forest zone and the adjacent
valleys where this amall deer usually hunts fer lichen. The yellow-throated
martens pursue the musk deer to 80me extent in the winter. when the fawns of the
other ungulate8-the red deer. Japanese sika, and roe- are grown and dUficult
for the marten toldll. Numerous remainS of musk deer ldlled by the ye1low
throated marten can be found in winter over a dililtance of 18-25 km while crossing
the froseD ealiltern rivers of the Slkhote Alin. When thezoo1ogist Yu. A. Salmin,
in 1936. made a winter fl!XPedition over the hummock-ice of the Armu River and its
tributary the Nantaa,he found twenty-six care...... of musk dee%' in a stretch of
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200 krn-half of theif.l.(le<R>Urctd by yellow-throated marterul. SroID.tl vietmul were
frozen f.n the ice layera 1110 that the number of
dee. IdJled by the marten may
have been actually much INater a.tII it . . . notpos.lble to count them all. 'l'be
average number found by Yu. A. Salmin was one musk deer carcass per 7.7 krn of
trail covered.

_.11.

The following results have been obtained through the registration of the re
mains of muitk deer in various years along the Sitsa Biver (30 km trau) in places
often visited by rangera and setentific workers of the reserve (Table XUI).
The uneaten remains of _uak deer constitute a considerable percentage of the
food of the Siberian mink in the winter.

v. D. Shamykin, who atudled the ecology of the Siberian mink lRateet that over
the year the remains of muak deer carcassea repreaented 6,87" of their stomach
contents. Thill percentage increased in wintertime as follows: January 13.61":
February 14.12,,; March 11.36'!t; October 2.97,,; November 8.87,,; December
10.07". As aeen from the data, most remains were found f.n FeDl"IlIU".f (14.12,,).
During that month the remains or mUlllk deer killed by yellow-throated martelUl can
more often found. V. D. Shamykin pOinted out that f.n 1II0me wintera the remains of
musk deer carcasses provide 30" of the food of the Siberian mink.
Table

Year

Number of musk-deer
carcasses found
(at a distance of 30 km)

1937

5

XllI

Correlation between dtatance
covered alId number of
carcasses round
,

1 musk deer~distance

1938

6

1

1939

15

1940

3

1
1

1941

4

1

1952

4

1

II

.

"

..

6 km

5

II

2

"
"

10

"

II

!

7.5 "
15

"

The yellow-throated martens areespec1al1y dangeroulII to the musk deer in
autumn, when the young ttmrtens are almost full-grown and begin to hunt and chase
live prey together. In such,cases the musk deer are doomed to fall prey to the
inappeasable killer.
Like many other animals, during the chase the yellow-throated martens usually
move in a close Circle trying to remain in the. viCinity of the victim's lair. A few
martens cross the musk !leers trail and reach their victim easily after 10-15 minutes.
After the formation of a thick layer of ice on the rivers and streams, the yellow
throated martens, like wolvea, d.rive the musk deer out on the ice, where they quickly
run down their floundering victim.
In March, as soon as even a slight frosen crust forms on the snow, the yellow
throated martens need to pursue the musk deer for only 800-1000 m before the deer
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fall victims to the smaller animalJl. The deer have a load coefficient of 80 " a.inst
the marten's 31 I aad therefpre can only move slowly over the snow.
The marten
ha.e been observed creeping to the lair 9i the musk deer on thick snow. In 1&40,
at a time when there 11'8.8 no frost. three yellow-throated martens were seen jumping
into the water to catch the musk deer takillg refuge in a stream. When this happens
the martens ue unable to swim &..pinst the 8treemto reach theh:' victim.
Two or three martens do not GevOll1' a musk deer at one feeding but return to
the carcass on several conaecutive days; Excrement accumulates near the roots
of trees around the remnants of a CUC8.8S. Blood-stained paths leading to tempor8.l"Y burrows or hollo:ws and tufts of musk4eer hail' ac31tezoed by the wind can also
be found. The martens ofteD. drag part of a slauptered m.usk cleer beneath wind
felled trees and branches or into hollows. In heavy frosts'the musk deer carcasseS
freeze quickl;y and the m.arte1lJl leave them and look for new food.
The yellow-throated marten begin to hunt the young of the ungulate anima.ls
with their appearNlce in the euly spmg. This persecution ceases when the young
raach a weipi of 10-12 kg.
Red deer, Japanese sika,and goral fawns 'Which were killed by this predator.
have been found more than once in the Sudzu.khe Preserve. mven a squirrel, when
chased by the marten can only escape by hiding in a narrow hole. At night, the
yellow-throated martens successtully catch the hare and Manchurian hare in their
feeding grounds and leave the site of their repast strewn with scraps of hare skin
and fur. The martens climb trees aad hunt and seize the fiying squirrels hidden
in the broad hollows and sometimes devour their entira broods. They rarely hunt
among the alluvia of the mountains and river benda. If so they cover a distance of
dozens of meters unde:r the stones aad tI"\1.11k8 of trees. They seldom catch mice
or cbipmunks aad unlike the fox, are unable ,10 elig ,sn the ground. Throuabout the
year they kill varlOW! birds and their broods. In 'ummer they destroy the eggs in
the nests, apparenUy favoring those of the hazel gl'OWle and pheasants.
Yellow-throated martens eat small spawning fish. mollusks, grasshoppers,
aad herbage-cedar seeds, nuta.berries, grapejJ"etc.

Wben the food is divided into groupe accorcl1ng to animal consumption, per
centages ue aa follows:
50'Jl,-smali ungulat.s
30'fe-rodents val"Ying in size from chipmunks to hsres
5'fo-mice Nld voles
15 "'-other food.
The data given suffice to show how harmful the yellow-throated marten 'is
to the hunting trade.
The following list shows the conteDta of the yellow -throated martenl s stomach
and excrements in the StkboteAlin Pzoeserve ,from 1~5-1954.
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Cont.ms of stomach
2 Janua17-flesh and fur of musk deer
S March-fur and nesh
19 August ....nesh and fur of squirrel; grapes, eaila
24 October-fur of squirrel and musk deer. flesh ·of n1m.on
30 October-remains of salmon, bones of mice and nying squirrel
19 October-bones and flesh of salmon
24 October-bones and nesh of salmon, fur of musk Ifeer. vole
13 November-fur and flesh of musk deer
29 NoveJD.ber-fur and claw of squirrel. remains of red-backed vole
21 December-fiesh and fur of musk deer
Composition of excrements
18 Janua17-fiesh and fur of mUlJk deer
20 Februa17-fur of musk deer and hare
4 February-fur of musk deer, claw of bird
16 February-fur of vole and mull: deer
211 February-nesh (apparently of musk de~r'
29 February-feathers and nesh of ha••l grouse
20 February-fur and flesh of musk deer
On skinning young yellow-throated martens caught in v.rious·mOJ1ths of the
year. it is almost always possible to find an aecumulation of fat on the lmmb ed
groin. The yellow-throated marten 111 obviously always provided With food and never
suffer from pangs of hunger during the year.

Although the yellow-throated marten Is an adroit and relatively strong predator
there are almost no complaints of asaultson poultry-yards. The rsason is that it
avoIds open spaces around human settlements and seldom approaches even the taiga
dweller's yurts. Only old martens without teeth are som-etimes forced to approach
settlements to collect edible scraps in garbage piles. A yellow-throated marten
which entered a bee colony in a kolkhoz in the Ternei :Region in a few days succeeded
in gnawing through more than 400 frlUlles of dry beeswalt. pickln&' out scraps
of honey from the combs. Another old marten was ldlled over the carcass of a horse
on a deer ranch in the Sudzukhe sovkhoze. Laze Region. The hungry old martens
are careless and easily trapped. Young yellow-throated martens With intact teeth
do not take bait and prefer the fresh meat of animals which they themaelvea have
killed.
Hunters and veterans in various regions of the Maritime (Primorsk) Territory
have indicated that the mating season of yellow-throated martens Is from the begin
ning of June to the middle of July. At this time the male martens fight and they cease
to be cautious.. This information, obtained by inquiries, ahould be verified by large
scale dissections of summer yellow-throated martens, however, these are scarce.
The yellow-throated martens give birth to two, three or somBtin::1ellfour kits at the
beginning of May. The young apparently remain with the dam a long time in a
hollow or some other sheltered retreat; they have never been Seen living in nature
in the summer. In autumn the kits reach full size and start to take partin the pur
suit of prey.
In summer the yellow-throated marten harbore the tick Ixodes perauleatus and
fleas. They are quickly picked up from the fur of slain animals. When the bodies
of the yellow-throated martens are dissected (40-50"'" of all cases), the intestines
and stomach are found to contain roundworms of unknown origin.
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The yellow-throated marten is a destructive predator which should be exter
minated tbroupout the year. UnfortuQately, a plausible method of control has not
yet been cIiIIcovered. Nevertheless, the sUpt practical experience and knowledge
obtained in the Sikbote Alin Preaerve have proved that it i8 po8sible to combat the
bea8t by the following method8:
Tracking and 8hooting yellow-throated martens trailed by specially trained
hounda. for which the dog must be agile, medium sized. and not trained to chase
large ani.mal8. Th18 can be achieved by the special training of a puppy. An obser
ver in the Sikhote Alin Preserve who owned suoh a dOl sucoeeded in catching 17
martens in 1949, that is, more than 50,. of all yellow-throated martens.purchased
by the atate in this region.
The yellow-throated marten could be hunted if it were possible to use a lure
imitating the voice of a 8tr&nglinj"hare, m.usk deer, or ungulate calf. The yellow
throated marten 1& unable to ustin passively to such a cry and tnee to approach,.
coming to within 3040 m, or quite cl08e enough for small shot. Unfortunately.
such a lure baa not yet been manufactured. Also the method of using traps placed
near a balt covered. with honey or conaillting of honeycombs ahould be tried. Old.
yellow-throa~ed martens are readily attracted by honey especially in Ule winter.
This method 1& more often used by hWlters intere8ted in catching them alive. There
18 no doubt that a government bounty for the extermination of the yellow-throated
marten would. greatly 8tipulate effective control of this predator.
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F .D. Shaposbnikov
ECOLOGY OF THE SABLE OF THE NORTHEASTERN ALTAI.
(K ekologti sobolya severo-voatoebnoln Altaya)

An appreciable increase in the number of sables bepn in 1940 as a result
of nature conservation measures in the area in the northeastern Altai. The present
study was carried out in 1950-1951 :In the Altai Prea.rve. Aa a renIt of its re
habilitation the sable has unavoidably come into contact with the Siberian mink. The
author's aim in this paper was to aseertain the chief relatiOllShipa existing between
these two species and their effects on the hunting trade.
The follOWing material served as the basis for this article: 8 sables obtained
by the author in different seasOllS of the year; 16 Siberian minks; 6M excrement
analyses; data on thirty areas investigated for the purpose of ascertaining food
material; data on tracks of sable and Siberian minks were followed for 140 Ian;
registration and observation of about 1,500 km at trails; and ObeervatiOllS made on

sables kept in captivity for a per:l.od of eleven months.
Ecological Differences Between the Sable and Siberian Mink
Some characteriBtic features of sables and Siberian mlnlar in adapting to the
environment are peculiar with regard to behavior and types.
Under the winter eonditiOllS which prevail in the mountains and taiga reglOllS
of the Altai. when there 18 much snow, the sables must spend much time on the sur
face of the snow in order to obtain food. In hunting small mammals, it often watch

es its prey, steals up to hazel grouse and wood grouse sittin, in the snow-holes,
pursues squirrels, and lookll for cedar seeds that fall and are concealed by nut-eat
ing animals. Along the way the sable visits berry fields, climbs trees, scans the
hollows, looks for food left by squirrels and owls, and hunts small birds perch
ing for the night. Between two lairs the sable covers a distance of 5.8 11m in search
of food, While the Siberian mink covers only 2 Ian. In seeking food, the sable cr&,lrJ.l;l
under the surface of the snow and beneath logs 3-4 times per km of route, the
Siberian mink twice as often.
It is hard to determine the undersnow distances cOltered by these animals.
TIle great frequency of holes made by the Siberian mink discovered under the snow,
lUI well lUI scattered observations (a Siberian mink covers a distance up to 50 m
without appearing on the nrface of the snow), show that the animal in quest of food
makes maximum use of the hollows under the anow.
In contrast to other animals, such as the Siberian mink, ermine, and weaeel,
that devour mice and actively pursue mouselike rodents irrto their refuges. the
sable makes greater use of a keen ear. It reacts to Ii ruatle made by a slight rub
bing of the palm on cloth at a distance of up to 27 m, while the Siberian mink per
ceives this sound only at a distance of 15 m.

• Work carried out in 1950-1951 in the territory of the former Altai Preserve.
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In Oil!' opiDion the ,able best.l all other animallil with wbich it competes, owing
to its wider adaptation to variCIWI cond1t1on8 of habitat and ite abllity to utilize vege·
table food,resources which are unacceptable to some other related ecological fOruLl.
Aa a result Ql the combined utiUzation Ql both vegetable and animal food, the exist
eace Ql this animal depends much less upon food as a whole. When there is a short
age of one food,the sable begins to uae another. Thill characteristic is the main rea
son for the ,able's O«cupation of the ,ame region over a period of several :years.

Replenishment of Sable Stocks and the Dynamics of its Distriblltion in the
Northeastern Altai
In 1982. the year of both the prohihition of sable huntiDg and the estabUshment
of the pre,erve areaS. the sable survived in onl:y a few regions inaccessible to trade
in the <lorno-Alta! district. Sable tracQ were found· in the Teletskoe Lake Basin,
along the slopes of the Altyn-Tu and Toulok Mountains. and In the rock)' canyons of
the Bolllhaya and Malaya Chili, and :&t.yas rivulets; a few sables apparentlY survived
on the very upper part of the Bolsboi Abakan River. aloDg the Kair and Kurumchuki
Tributaries. to the southweet of these places in the Ust-~n Region along the Kumir
and Iol'd' Rivers, and alODg the upper reaches of the Katun' River. In the following
years all theae places became the breediDg grounds and distriblltion centers of
sables tbroupout the territory of the northeastern Altai.

""
In 1948 the sable was to be found In most of its normal habitats in the Borshoi
Abakan River and Lake Teletakae Basins. In 1950 the sable. occasioaallY appeared
on the upper Bofshoi Abakan River to ita confluence with the Malaya Abakan and frOD).
there penetrated Jnto the upper reaches of the Chul' cha and Koksha Rivers and
the Kamga Valley. From the Teletakoe breeding ,round the sable spread along the
Ky:p, the middle reachell of the Chul'cha. and from here Into the middle reaches of
the Shavla River; to the north and the northwest of this breeding ground the sable
began to spread to the lett bank of Teletakoe Lake, reached p,»zha, and to the south
along the River Chul:ysh~. the tributary ot the Shavla River. Chul:yshman. reach
ing the Shavla Trlblltary.
.

The reinstatement of the sable began simultaneously with and in the same
places as the disappearance of the Siberian mink. Table I clearly illustrates the
increase in sable J:Wmbers and the deere.,.. in mink num.bers in the Bol'shoi Abakan
RIver basin.
Table I
NUmber of sable and Siberian mink footprints (10 km trail) in the Botshoi
Abakan N:nl' :&!.ain (tributaries: Kamd and Syktyzyl)

Year
1940
1941
1942
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

Sable
0
0
0

1.09
7.9
21,S
12.6
18.43

Siberian mink

1.4
1.2
3.1
5.62
1.3

1.8
0,3
0,09
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NUDlber of k;m covered alon,
the trail in question
17
100
88
138
119
83 (in February)
163
138

,

In 1938,9.4 Siberian mink footprints, but no aabltt. tracks were re.oorded along
10 km in the Lake Teletakoe Buin (Ydyp River). Tb11oteen;yean later. in the l16me
region no Siberian m1Dk tracks were recorded but 67.0 sable footprints were noted.
During eighteen years when sable hunting was completely prohibited in the
Hotshoi Abakan River Basin, the sable ranged oyer 55-60 km in a straight llDe from
the redistribution center. The numbers of Siberian mink in tid. area dropped over
4.5 years to single specimens.

Redistribution or the Sable and Similar Eco10fPcal Forms
According to Their Principal Habitats
In the northeastern Altai the sable ranges within the foreatzone from eleva
tions or 450 m up to 2.200 m. As elsewhere, the sable in the Alta1llvolds areaS with
sparse forest stands, open swamp areas and burnt forest and mountain tundra areu.
In his typical range the sable markedly exceeds similar ecologic:al forms in
number, as is clearly illustrated from the values recorded on the basis of spoors
in various stations (Table

m.

Table 1I
Number of footprints per 10 kIn of traU in various stations
Station

" along slopes of
Cedar-fir forest
Turochak River. 1950 •.•••••••
1951 •••••••••
Cedar-fIr-pine sparsely growing
trees in the Valley of Kamga
1950 •••••••••
River,
1951 •••••••.•
Ced/U'-larch forest along the slopes
of Sur'yaza River
1950 .........
Thickets of birch-bushes in the
Sur'yaza River Valley
1950 •••••••••

Sable

Siberian
American
mink
mink Ermine Weasel

9.0
36.6

5.9
2.0

1.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.4
4.9

9.6
10.2

1.7
0.0

6.3

2.1

8,8

1.1

14.0

1.2

0.4

0.4

0.0

0.0

10.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

Wben the sable encounters the Siberian mink and ennme, open antagonism can
be observed between them.
Settling along forest-covered mountain slopes. the Sable drives the Siberian
mink into the open river valley spaces and tundra bush. The sable tenaCiously
chases the Siberian mink and ermine, hunting them docgedly•. Following trails of
sable Sl'OOr. we discovered three cases of dead Siberian minlt and on several occa·
sions detected the fur of this mink in sable excrement. The ermine generally es
capes by biding among the stony slopes; its fur has only been found once in sable
excrement.
~.
The greatest concentration of sables in winter is usually observed in the
center of the forest zone, on northern and western slopes, mainly along the upper
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reaches of rivers and streams. The mountain slopes in such spots are extremely
cluttered witll brushwood and rotten trunks of trees felled by tlle Wind. Hazel grOUH
8t'd wood grouse palls the night in the 81)1811 glades. The snOw in the•• places is
loose and has Ulllll\1 hollows heneath.
Food Resources and Diet of the Sable
The abundance and periodicity of cedar--aeed crops are of great importance in
the diet of the liable.
The majority of Altai mountain-taiga inhabitants are to some extent cedal'-seed
eaters and complicated food relatioll8hips e:nst among them (F. D. Shaposhnikov.
1950). The sae of the seed crop affects the numhers of rodents, squirrels, chip
munks, gluttons. wood grouses. hazel grouses, and nutcrackers not only in a given
year, but also later.
According to observatiOll8 by the geobotaniat. N.S. Lehedinova, a four-year
cycle .of fiuetuatioll8 in the cedar-seed crop occurs in the northelUltern Altai cedar
foreats; crop failures of cedar sud were noted in 1933, 193'1. 19·U, 1945, and
1950. Meteorological conditiOIl8. both in spring and in autumn. greatly affect the
crop fluctuatioll8. Early spring frosts destroy the ovary and cold damp in autumn
harms the unripe cones, cauilling them to fall. We should point out that the topo
graphy of a mountain creates a variety of growing conditions, so that consecutive
years of cedar-seed crop failures seldom occur.
.
According to N.S. Lebedinova, mOlt sable food crops are peculJ.ar to cedar
forests lyiag at a level of 1,000-1,400 m abIIolute altitude. especially mossy cedar
forests of both the bilberry and wood sorrel type, where the greatest .aeed crop per
hectare is about '100,:,800 kg, or 350-400 kg of nutritive matter (1953).
An idea of the .aable forage reserves in their natural ranges may be obtained
from data on estimated food reserves in experimental arelUl e.atablished at different
altitudes (Table III).
.
Table

m

Summary of estimated sable food re.aerves in cedar-fir and cedar-larch
forests on 28 plots of 0.25 hectares on a per hectan basis (1950)
Cedar-fir-tne foreat

Cedar-larch forest
50o-'100m 90o..t000tn 1200-1500m
aba. alt. abs.alt.
aba. alt. 1200-1500 m abs. alt.
iPotential crop of cedar-seeds
based on kernel of nut (kg)
!Actual seed Cl"Op duringyear
of registration ••••••••••
)Actual crop of ashberry(kg)
~.ctual bilberry crop (kg)
Muridae (catch per 100·
hunting days) •••••••••••
J squirrels .
Registered chipmunka

I

pikas

!sean

{ nutcracker.
hazelgrollBe .
wood grouse

300

250

30
12
3:&

25
10
7.5

21

1'1
:&

:&

1

2

0
:&

:&

1
1
0

1
0

21

160
0.0
0.0
:&
28
0
1
0
1
1
1

140
0.0
0.0
0.0

,
9

0
0
4

0
0

The sahl.'s prOspects of using the ve,.tabl. food reserve. depends to

iii.

great

extent upon the number of other eedar-aeed and .shberry eatera aftd m.eteorolol1cal
conditionir.The stalks of the cedar cones are pitched in the hot limnftler and clinl
firmly to the branches, then gradually tall during the winter S!fason. The seeds of
cones which fall in autumn are eaten in that season b,y bears, ehipmunklr,and rodents.
The cedar cones left on the trees are eaten more (radually,especlally during the
hibernation period of the bears and Chipmunklr.
Aceording to observatiOns, in winters with much snow. the .able eats only
the ashberry. which, 'beinIf covered b,y snow, is protected f:rom the small birds,
the pine finches and bull finches, that customarily eat them.
The animal food reserves are mueh more 'stable. beine 'inalnly eomposed of
rat-fat'nily rodents. The Siberian redhacked vole is most ritimerous among the
reserves (Table IV).
Table IV
Corilposition and RUmerical relationships of smau animals in t*lar'"f'ir
forests on ,mountain slopes (according to recorda on 30 plots-total of
1.093 Winter hunting daTIl of 1950/51 season)
Speeies of small mammals

Number in catch per
100 hunti.ng days

Siberian redbacked vole .................... -............
Redbacked vole (Clethrlonomys rufocanus) ••
Vole (Microtus occonomus) ••••••••••••••••
Vole (Microtus (stenocranius) s:re~is)•••••
Field mouse ........................................... .............
Common shrew ..................................................
Pfgm.y shrew .......... '" ...................................

10.8

Total •.•.••.

15.0

2.8
0.3
0.1
0.4
0.5

0.1

AccordiD& to exat'ninations of sable and Siberian mink excrement in the
winters of 1949/50 and 1950/51 (when there was a good crop of vegetable food) the
sable's food varied from 49.1 'lb vegetable food to 81.5 'lb animal food (Tables V-VI).
The Siberian mink consumes only animal food (Table vn).
A comparison of the composition of the food consumed by the sable and
SIberian t'nink shows clearly the Bable'lil adaptability to a wide range of foods and its
utilization of these foods according to the special featurelll of the yearlD question.
Competition among animals illl particularly aggravated in yearlt of vegetable
food crop failures when the existence of the two competing species dependlll upon
one kind of food (Table vm).
As may be seen from Table vm. eompetition tor food between the sable and
the Siberian mink takes place mainly with regard to the ratlike rodents.
In those regions .where both the sable and the Siberian m:tnIt live, the sable'.
animal food consists mainly of Siberian redbacked voles and that of the Siberian
mink of gray voles. The shrew is more important in the diet of the Siberian mink
than in that of the sable,
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Tab}.
CmnJlOlllIUon of .able food, aecordfn, to ....._
1950

1951

""otal of all . e _

IWlnter; Nov. -Dee. lsummer. May-Sept Wint'1\OctrApril Isummer. May-July
101 'pee!mena oIII.peetmena
138 apeci_
30,peci_
Compo.ilion of 'di.t

.
1

t"
if
It
f
II
1a t
u!
I
"I 1-; i Ii It
il
'Ie
I
til
I~ If! ii il ~e ttl
" .s

'8!

.....

~irr.le

.........................
~hipmunk.l ....................... "' ..
If . . . . . . . . . .

lPika " ...........................
Fl:rtni .qui.....l....................
W....els ..........................
lB1bertlll1 mink .....................
Mara! (Alta! wapiti) •••••••••••••••

Musk deer ........................
Wood pou........................
Basel po'OU8e •• ,. ....................... " ........
Itl1tcracker ... ,. .. " ............... " ..................
'Small paDerin. birda •••••••••••••
Birda (UII1d'l1tifled) ................
EllS fII. btrdtl •••••• "•••• "............
Beetl•• (Carabidalll ............... '
InIIecta (Idlidelltified) ..............
Oedar seeds ......................
I

AIIbbeTr:r.........................

iBilberry .........................

Blueberry ....... , ................
'Cowberry ............ , ...........
Vartoua berrl.....................
,

'I'

•

5
1
18
112
1

7
1
2
10

i

11.11 s .•
3.11
l.B
4.9 2.4
0.9 0.5
17.8 8.7
21.11 11.0
0.9, 0.5
••11
3.4
0.9 0.5
0,11
1.11
B.8 4.e

15
18
6

32.6
34.8
10.8
11.4

1

2

1

II

1
8
6

8.8
O.B
'1',8
•• 11

4.3
0.5
2.8
2.4

- -1.4
-3 2.9
1
80
43

---

0.9 0.6
58.8 28.8
"9.2 20.3

8.1

-

.,6

-

:I
1
1
:2

'.4
2.2
2.2
4.4

21

411.6

- -

-- -- -- 15.'--- -- ~ j '.4'I'

~i #s

28
2
48
10
22
15
1
4
2
1
1
111

80.0
10.5
1.8
UI 0.8
11.11
14.5
5.7
8.3
0.4
0.6
12.7
8.7
2.0
2.B
4.11
8.5
1.1
1.6
0.2
0.3
0.8 '
1.11
0.4
0.6
0.2
0.3
0,3
0.2
3,2
4.7
1.1
1.6
1,6
2.7
11.0
3,'

44.1
15.4
2.'1'

la
II
I

1
8
8

s

t
!

.El

0.5 12.4
10.0 15.8
10.0
11.2
1.7
•• 3
20.0 10.3
10.0 10.3

-- -- -U
--- -- ---- -- --- -- --- ,
- - - - - - 2.01
"
- - - - -- =I ~81 - 3~31 -

3.0
2.2
1.0
4.4 I 2.0
2.2
1.0

--- --- -- -.. -- -- -- -- -- - I

15.2 148
18.2 62
5.1
8

- ;.8 I 3

'81

#.2

-II 19.8
- 9.1
- .9•
8

,,!

'81

#s

#s

Redbacbd vol•• (Clethrtoaomp) ••••
Gray vole. (M'ierotua) ..............
Iv0l.s (UII1de~•••••••••••••••
Forest mie. (A,podetDu.' •••••••••••
~.(Sorex) ....................
Ratlike rodent8 (unidentified) •••••••
[w'ater v,oles ....................... ,." ..........

.s

.s

i

~

3.0

2.0
1.0
1.0

8
1'1'
4
I
1
21.2 i 47
7.1

2.0

1.2
0.3
19.11

r'
4
S

y

of the ,....r

1.2
O.B

0.8
0.2
19.6

2
2

8.8
8.8

3.11

2

8.8

3.&

I

13.3
11.8
23.3

'.9
lUI
13.0 j

1'1'

1.6
0.81

1

1.7

1116 .pecftneftll

t

f " oS

11i-; J

i
i)
'81
i .. #S! il
183 35."
U 1&.'1'

22

••S

8
1.1
112 15.9
84 12.4
3 0.6
liS 10.3
14 2.'1'
28 111.4
16 ..1
1 0.2
4
0,8
2 0.4
1 0.2
4 0.8
25 4.8
Il
1.2
20 3.9
!3 4.5
1 0.2
13 2.5
4 0.8
185 116.2
43
B.3
111 2.9
4
0.8
f>
1.0
1 0.2

21.4
B••
2.11
0.5
8,6
7.5
0.4
8.2
1.8
3.3
1.9
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.5
2.B
0.7
2.3
2.'1'
0.1
1.5
0.5
15.7
5.0
1.1
0.5
0.6
0.1

Table VI
Percentage composition of sable food in winter during good and bad cedar
seed and ashberry crop ;years
Winter 194/9/50
(good crop in 194 9)

Composition of diet

50.9

8'1.5

38.0

'1'1.0

19.2
8.'1
3.4
0.5
0.1'
4.8
0.5
0.0.
11.0

48.8

4.8

• • • • •
.. .. .. .. ..

. . .. .. .

0.0
&.'1
1.9
49.1

3.2
0.2
6.1
1.0
12.5

• • • • •
• • • • •
• . • •

28.8
20.3
0.0

9.5
0.0
3.0

Animal food • • • • • • • • •
This comprises:
Mammals. .. . .. ..
" .. ..
.. .
Including!
Ratlike rodents. • • • • • • •
Shrews "
.. . .. .. " . ..
Squirrels .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .
Chipmunks. • • • • • • • • •
Pikas . . .. .. .. . . . . . ," .
Flying squirrels .. . .. . . . ..
Water voles .. . . .. . .. . .. .
other mammals. • • • • • • •
Birds . . . . .. " .. .. . . . .. ..
Including:
Hazel grouse. • • • • • • • •

.

.

..

.

.

Wood grouse .. .. .. ,,. .. " " .. "

Otber small birds. •
Insects.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Vegetable food " .
This comprises:
Cedar seeds • • • •
Asbberries. • • • •
Other vegetable food·

WInter 1950/51
(crop faJ.lure in 1950

.
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9.9

8.'1
2.0
4.5
1.1
0.4
1.6
9.5

Table VII
Composition of the Siberian mink' 8 rood during year

Composition
of dlet

1950

1949/51

Summer
(May-Sept.)

Winter (J an:-A pril
and Oct.-Dec.)

10 specimens

98 specimens

I

Total for all
seasons

108 specimens

.......
o

~

!i

'Ii

Red vole (Clethrionomllil)
Gray vole (Microtus) ••••
Vole (unidentified) •••••••
For.lilt maus. (Apodemus)
5brew(~l ...........
RatUke rodellts (unidentifled)
Water vole ••• , .', ••••••••
5q'u:J.rrel ... """"
Cbipmunlt•• "" ... "" ....... """
II . . . . . . . . '"

2
3
1

20
SO
10

16.8
25.0
8.3

1
1

10
10

8,3
8.3

1
3

10
30

8.3
25.0

... "

Pika .. """"" .... """" .... "" ......

Flying squirrel •••••••••
Weasel. II. " ..... " .. " "" .... """
Roe (earrion) •••••••••••

Hazel grouse "" .. "" ........ "
Small passerine birds ••••

16
30
5
3
48
1.0
1
1

16.3
SO.6
5.1
3.1
49.0
10,2
1.0
1.0

12.3
23.0
3.8
2.3
37.0
7,7
0.8
0.8

1
1
2
3
5

1.0
1.0
2.0
3.1
5.1
1.0

0.8
0.8
1.5
2.3
3.8
0.8

1

Bird eggs•••••••••••••••
Bees. their larvae IIJ1d
bee-bread ............

I

I  I-

3

18 16.7 . 12.7
33 30.3 23.2
6
4.2
5.5
3
2.1
2.7
48 44.0 33.8
7,8
11 10.1
1.4
2
1.3
1
0.7
0.9
0.7
1
0.9
2.1
3
2.7
0.7
1
0.9
0.7
1
0.9
2
1.4
1.8
3
2.1
2.7
5 4.6
3.6
0.7
1
0.9

I 3.1 I 2.31 3 I 2. 7 I 2.1

,

Table

vm

Relative utilizatioll of different kinds of animal food by the sable and the
Siberian mink
Pereentage of oceurrences
COlUP'l)slt1on of diet

Animal food" . . . . . .
Mammals
Ineluding:
Ratlike rodents " .. "
Shrews (Borex). • • •
Other mammals
Birdll and their e,p " . ..
Insects " .. .. . " .. .. .. .
Ve,etable food .,
..
'It

"

..

Sable
Siberian mink
(516 specimens) (108 specimens)

" ........ " "

76.5
65.3

100
91.5

, .. " " . " "
• • • • • • •

41.5
9.5
14.3
9.2
2.0
23.5

50.0
33.8
7.7
6.4
2.1
0.0

..

..

..

" " "
.. " ..

"

..

..

"

.. .. .
. .. . .
..

. . . . . . ..
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The potential euryphag!a* of the sable becomes particularly apparent on feed
ing them in captivity. Of the thirty-three Jdnds of animal food wbich we offered the
sable, it completely refused to take the flesh of the mole. the S1berian m.tnk. and
the ermine (although it does eat the latter two in the wild atate) it also refused to
eat eelpout fish. carabus beetles. and forest rugs. On the other hand it readily d ....
voured the flesh of other animals: wild and domestic: ungulates. dolJl'. rodents.
shrews. birds, fish (especially fishwith scales'. and eggs of birds.
Of 18 kinds of vegetable food. the sable refused to take the red currant and
cranberry, but accepted, albeit unwillingly. apples, They readily ate the folIowing-.
bilberry. black currant. ashberry. dried apricot, grated carrot. boiled pOtato,
white and rye bread, and various porridges made of rice, wheat, barley. and oats.
Of the milk products, the sable relished cottage cheese and Bour cream. It con
sumed its food rapidly and in great quantities. A sablec'ean deyour a bird the size
of a hazel grouse or an animal as large as a squirrel in a single meal. It UBually
brings its food remnants into a corner of the optmcair c:age. but the large accumula
tion of these hoards proves that the animals do not care to make use of them.

The speed of the sable's digestion and the frtHluency of defecation are remark
able. Traces of fleshy food are found in the sable's excrement 30-40 minutes after
it has been consumed. Vegetable food remnants appear even faster in the excre
ments, after 25-30 minutes. The sable defecates on an average of 24 times per day.
which explains why its excrement can be found SO frequently.
The physical composition of ita food 111 of great importance to the physiology
of the sable's digestion and excretion. For "normal fUnctioning there must be 80me
indigestible roughage in the foodls composition: seed and fruit rinds. hair, feathers.
Analyses of the excrement of wild animals, particularly mustelid, alwA78 reveal
either small solid lumps of wool and feathers or concretions of detri.tul!I bound to
gether by mucus whiCh coveH the sharp fragments of bird and small mammal bones.
This is doubtless a protective accommodation against port.ible injury to the intestinal
mucous membrane at a certain stage of peristalsis. As a result at our experiments
for a 3-4 day period, of giving sables food free ,of indigestible ronghagesuch as seed'
hulls, fruit rinds, berry sldns, wool, or feathere, viz, the external coverings of
foods constituting the sable's usual diet, it was observed that the anlmal1aexcre
ment became liquid. It reverted to its norm.al condition with the ffrat intake of food
containing roughage. Among other peculiar pbyaiological characteristlcsof its
digestion, it is worthwhile noting that the sable quite often vomits the indigestible
parts of his food. We observed this phenomenon while following the tratl of the
sable's footprints, If the sable ate a vole or a mouse whose stomach was filled with
thoroughly digested vegetable food, the sable vomited the entire contents of auch a
stomach.
It is of great practical importance to determine to what extent the aquirrel,
a valuable fur animal, is necessary for the sable's diet. V. V. Timofeev, a well
known expert on sable. has paid much attention to this problem. In the taiga and
mountain parts of the Altai. where other kinds of food around. the squirrel is not
very important in the sable's diet. An analysis of the sable's excrement shows
that squirrel remains constitute only 10.3" of all animal foods. while an:iongthe
other constituents of the food. the squirrel represents only 6.3". It should be
pointed out that the presence of squirrel remains in the stomaCh or excrement of
the sable does not explain the cauee of the death of the squirrel. According to our
observations, the sable eats the remains of squirrels caught by hawks and other
birds of prey.

'" Translator's note - A neogiem, eury • wide rim.. phage • pertaining to food,
therefore an animal that eats many different kinde of food.
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It is well known that during periods of coniferous seed crop failures squirrels
leave such places en masse and only individual specimens remain. In such cases the
remaining squirrels are unable to obtain sufficient food in the upper parts of the
trees and descend to the ground to lead a terrestrial existence. During the hiberna
tion period the weakened animals fall easy prey to the sable. This was observed in
the Ydyp River Valley, where not a single squirrel survived during the spring, and
where the remail;lS of squirrels caught by sables were also found.

In such cases the restoration of the squirrel population can only be achieved if
the animals immigrate from other regions.

Reproduction of Sables
The sables of the northeastern region of the Altai have the same periods of
oestrus,mating,and bearing young as sables inhabiting other regions (G.D. Dulkeit,
1929; R. V. Kler, 1948. V. V. Timofeev, 1951).
A male sable caught on 6 June had enlarged abdominal glandules. the hair
cover of which was wet by their secretions. The testicles measured 17><11 mm and
weighed 2.3 g (during passive sexual periods their weight was 0.5 g). On 29 June
the sexual organs of a female sable were in a con4ition of heat ("tage 7/8, according
to P.A. Manteifel).
Young sables caught on 18 June measured as follows: male 35 cm long,
female 32-33 cm; respective weights 500'and 450 g at about 50-60 days of age.
When these kits were seven months old, they displayed signs of aexual excitement during
the last ten days of September. The male sable persistently pursued the female and
repeatedly endeavored to mate with her. The female snapped at him and concealed
herself in the nest. At night a noiss emanated from the caj'e. and the male squealed
continuously. Be~ause of a fight between the animals, they we.re placed in separate
cages.
The excitement of the male ceased at the beginning of October. The second
period of sexual excitement was observed in the middle of May. The male became
restless and attempted to mate with the female, but at first she paid no attention
to his advances, and only after a few days did she also become excited. The abdominal
glands of the male became noticeably swollen, but no changes were observed in the
external sexual organs of the female. At that time the sables were eight months old.
Unfortunately, at the end of May the two sables were released due to circumstances
beyond control.
In the natural environment, the sables in the Altai Region, as those of other
regions, showed si-gns of the oestral cycle in February (G.D. Dul'keit, 19Z9;
V.V. Raevskii, 194'1; V.V. Timofeev, 1951).
According to a study made by R. V. KIer (1948), during that period the female
undergoes placentation of the impfegnated ovule. which until then had been in a
latent stage.

Molting and Hair Coloration 01 Altai Sables
The characteristics and periods of molting by the Altai sables, 11ke their
sexual cycle, are Similar to those of sables of other regions. The hair begins to
change in March. The winter hair first changes on the head and then gradually on
the body. Remainders of the sable's winter fur may be found until May on hind
parts of the limbs. The summer underfur is l3. mm long and the winter underfur
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33-33 uun. the length of the overhair in summer 18 23 mm and in wInter 48.4 mm.
The winter hair starts growing at the end of August and in September the sables
become more downy. During November and December. fur of the sable is downiest
with a silken luster. At the end of January the fur loses its luster. fades. and
begins to shed in places.
Owing to its coloring and flUffines•• the fur of the Altai sable belongs to the
typicai "neckpiece" varlety. According to old trappers who have been hunting sables
for 50-60 years, the darker specimens of thie animal have more often been found
close to the upper border of the forest among the stony deposits.
Peculiarities in Sable Behavior and the Methods of Hunting the SablEr !n the Past

In his monograph on the sable in the Konda-Sotwa Preserve (i947), Raevsk1i
notes four types of sable la1rs:breeding or spring, summer. winter and temporary
lairs. The sables of the Konda-SollVa Region had one permanent lair during the
cold period of winter in January-February. The sables of eastern Siberia behave
similarly, accord!ng to observations by V. V. Timofeev (1951). We were unable to
ascertain the permanent nature of the winter lairs of the sables in the mountain and
taiga areas of the Altai. After following the spoor of the same sable for several
days it was impossible to state with certainty that this sable had II. permanent lair.
On the contrary, sables as a rule change their resting -places every day. and very
rarely keep the same one for more than 2-3 consecutive days.
What is typical of the Altai sable is itll reoccupation of the same region and
winter lair-that is. after a certain period, 2-3 or even more days. the sable
re~rna to the lair it occupied prmously. In all probability.thie may be explained
by the fact that the winters in the Altai are milder than in the Konda-Sosva Preserve
and northern Siberia. A drop in temperature to -200 or -23· has seldom been observed
in the region of our work. The abundance of biding places in the mountain taiga is
also of great importance. AccordIng to our data, per he.ptare of cedar-larch forest
there was an average of ten wind-uprooted tree trunks 1n whose hollows and pith
cavitlelil the sables liked to hide themselves.
Adult sables behave dUferently toward the lair than do young 2-3 month old
sables. When the adult sable senses that its lair bas been detected, it leaps head
long from it at the earliest opportunity, and when the lair cannot be destroyed, the
sable will remain there until smoked out of his hole. The young sable remains in
the nest until it 1s possible to take him out with one hand. On 18 July a couple of
young 2-month old sables were in a hollow of a rotten fir tree uprooted by the wind
beneath the upturned roots of this tree. The trunk of an old cedar that had previous
ly fallen was found, and inside tbis the main breeding lair bad been established.
A block one meter long was cut from the trunk of the fir·tree in which the young
sables were l;ying and they were thus carrled,1n the arms of those who found them,
to the boat four km away. The young sables clawed at the cordate knots of the
hollow and all efforts to remove them faUed. However, they were smoked out and
ran into a portable cage placed under the trunk. The next morning we discovered
a hole that had been gnawed through in the zinc net by a young sable. The cage
was put on the ground close to the cordon's hOUB. wall, with the.forest 150 m away.
No one paid any attention to this cap which was filled with the dust of rotten wood
from the nest. A sable ldt sleeping in it was diseovered by chance when the cage
was about to be sem back into the forest for the purpose of sable bunting. The
second sable ldt which had escaped through the gnawed hole was found by the obaer·
ver's Children under the granary floor. This incident proves to what extent the kits
reflex of holding the breath or the imitation thereof is developed in the lair.
The sable's dallyfood in Altai, as in other places where they live, depends
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chiefly upon the kind and abundance of the food available. We have no foundation
whatever for describiDg the sable as a nocturnal or diurnal animal. In years with
abundant vegetable foods, the sables are active during the day and night. When the
sables eat animal food.• they USually hunt during twilight. After a successful hunt
the sable as a rule goes atralght to his lair regardless of the hour of tbetd!ly or night.
Ita activity decreases with weather cbII.nges and frosty days; according to our ob
servations. this results from the changing activity of tbeJ.r prey, especially the rat
Uke rodents.
Modern methods of hunting sables resemble those used decades ago. Of the
Altai methods, traJ.;lPing is worth mentioning. The t~p te plac:ed where sable tracks
cross. In order to get .the aable definitely trapped, a suitable place is chosen where
the animal jumps over a log or stones. The trap must be cQ¥'ved by a light material
or paper so that i.ts outline may not be seen on the snow.
For smOking sables out of holes under large stones. old hunters of
the Altai blew the smoke into the crevices through a tube. using the usual smoker
with sulfur added. In places inaccessible to smoke and SDares. the hunters did not
molest a sable already in a bole, but waited patiently some distance away with his
gun ready until the animal looked out·of the bole. In our work we have Ituccessfully
taken advantage of this sable peculiarity of looking out from the hole or shelter from
time to time. However, the cbief sable hunting method at any time of the year re
quires a specially trained sable-bunting huaky. which is an irreplaceable assistant
both to the trade and to scientific .wol"kers.

C ONC L US IONS
1. Because of its ecological peculiarities. the sable in the northea,atern Altai
may b!! considered a form broadly adapt!!d to various habitats in the forest zone of
the mountain taiga. The utilization of both vegetable and animal food by the sabl!!
creates an advantage for it tn tts competition with stmilar ecological forms.
2. In regions wh!!r!! the sable appears, the Sibertan mink soon disappears, as
a result both of its destruction by the sable and of its being driven into open unfores
ted spaces. To ensure the preservation of the Siberian mink as a commodity in the
inter!!sta of the hunting trade, the sable should not be admitted into large tracts of
unbroken forests.
3. The competition between the sable and the Siberian mink becomes particu
larly fierce in years of vegetable food crop failure, when both these species consume
animal food. in which ,e railike rodents are of paramount importance.
4. The squirrel does not play an important part in the diet of the sable, except
in years of coniferous seed crop failure. when the squirrels remaining in the area
are annihilated by the sable; hence the delayed restoration of the squirrels' numbers
in such regions.
5. The approach and dUration of the periods of the biological cycles of the
sables in question-reproduction and molting of hair-doss not differ perceptibly
from the biological c1c1es of the sables in other regions.
6. The aable quickly restores its numbers when conservation measures are
employed. During the 18 years that reserves have been estabUahed the s1ngle spe
cimens that survived in 3-4 limited areas bred and dispersed over the peatest part
of the forest zone of the territory of the northeastern Altai mountains •

.
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P. B. YI.lrgenson
COMPAAATIVE SURVEY OF SABLES AND MARTENS
Postglacial Hletory of Area of Distribution of
Martens $Dd SapIalll in European USSR
(Ocherki po sramite1t nomu tzucbeniyu sobolya i kunits)
Fo.sUs of martens (genus Manes) occur a.mong the fauna of the Paleolithic
period
only silt Upper PaleoUthiCSiitions OOuchevskaya. Ust' Katavskaya.
AkhshtYl!lfkaya. Sakazhliya. Shan-Koba,and Kanevskaya}. Although more than 300
fossUs have already been found in the USSR to date, the fragments in OW' hands do
not enable UIiI to make a determination as to the specie. level CV .101. Gromov,l948;
V.I. Gromova, 1948; 1.0. Pidoplichko. 1951). It Is notable that all the above areas
are sitllated on the periphery of the l!:ast l!:uropean Plain (the central and southern
Urals, Crimea, and Caucuu) and, at the same time. outside the territory covered
by Quaternary glaciation.
.

if

It ts an important fact that a considerable Quaternary separation occurred
between the areas of dtstrtbution of the marten and the sable, and also between the
rangssofthe Caucastsn races of pine or forest $Dd stone marten and their ranges
In Western Europe. We may a.gree. on the appearance in the southern Urals of a
disruption in the region of the Ural race of the pine marten, but there are stUl not
enough data for this. At the same time. we mel" affirm that the environment of the
majority of the PaleoUthi~ zones was unfavorable as a habitat for the marten genus.
I.G. Pidoplichko, 1961. is undoubtedly correct in indicating that the jonctlon bet
ween the regions of the pine or forest marten and sable ts of comparatively recent
origin and was formed as a result of the disappearance of some Quaternary barrier.
Undoubtedly the ran,es of these species were jlolXtaposed in the Pliocene and early
Pleistocene.

The presence of the cedar in the substage layers of the Velikie Lukl ObIa.st·
(N. N. Sokolov. 1949) indicates that in the Paleolithic period extremely favorable
condlttolUl existed in the forest zone of the European USSR for sable habitation.
The cedar grew .s pe.r~ of fir-deciduous forests along with a rich hazel subforest.
The occurrence of cedar pollen in indiv1dul layers ranged from 0.5 to 16 S. It is
notable that the fir trees in those Umes were more related to the Siberian species~
. which Acag.emictsnV.N. Sukachev potnted out in 1928. As in the Neolithic period
the ranges of the sable and pine or forest marten again touched one another. We
rr<ay state that the process of settlement of the East European Plain by "ble and
pine marten took place in the period between the Upper Paleolithic $Dd Neolithic.
Unfortunately the length of this period is not known to contempor~y archeology.
However, the materialwvidence permits us to apeak nf the history of the distribu
tion of the sable and forest marten from the time of the Neolithic epoch. The
Neoltthic culture of the European USSR ts dated mostly wltnin the limits of 4,000
800 B. C. However, most of the Neolithic zones, the fauna of which has been
stUdied. dated according to the newest data CA. Ya. Bryusov~ 1952), from a narrower
interval of time, or apprOximately from the middle of the third to the beginning of the
seCOnd mUlenban B.C••. i.e., within the Umits of 1.5 tbolllland YeaTs.
a1

"

M8l'ten representatives were df.llCoVered in theosteOloflc&l material of
14 habitation :aones sitaated'between the
of the Olla River, Cia the aoutb to
80- N.lat.~ and on the north and from 24 to 43° E, long. (Table n,

".ue,

'l'he sabie (in aU cases together wftb the marten) Wal!Ntetermtned in the fauna
of three areaS: Ladoga (Professor A.A. ll108trantsev); Xolomtay. U1 men Lake
(Professor V.A. Gorodtsev): Ydykovakllya acuhin Raton. . Ya.roatavll Oblasti);
tv .M. Gromov}. The bones which were found with the dlggthg up of the pUe settle
ment on the Modlona River. CharOSerskti Raton. Vologda Oblasti. 80- N. lat•• be
tonging to 9 individuals A
€ . Ya. Bryusov), could pelonl to either martens orsables,
The material of the Kolomtsy site was detel'mtned by V.A. Gorodts4v.. and was not
preserved. In the material at th., Ladoga site. A.A. Inostrantsev dtacovered the
mandible of the forest marten (pine marten) and of one sable. A(!Cbrdtng to our in
vestigations.. there are no marked differences 1.1:1. sme and proportion between the
lower jaws of the sable and forest morteno In the osteologiaat material of the
Yazyko7skaya site. Y.l. Gromov determined 93 sable b:mea and &8 bones 01. the
forest marten. We re-examined this tnteresttngmaterial in IMI. Having
established in advance that the length of the lower Jaw of the martellSconstttutes
8'" of the condylobasalleDfth of the cranium on the basis of 1& mandibles found
in the Yazykovskaya site.. ",e determined the apprOlttDlate condylobaaallength of
the skulls here. findinl them equal to 74.8-83.8 mm (average 80.3h the average
length of the femur was 41.8 mm (9 specimens), The average lenlth ot the tibia wa.
75,2 (12 specimens), . The coefficient of the ratio between these bones, 0.95, coincides
with that of the North Ural sables. That of the lOcal marten equals 0.8&, The only
large fragment of the posterior portion of the c nmlum (No 36) was undoubtedly from a
sable, according to a Jlumber of diagnostic proportlODalfeatnres(P. B, Yurlenson, 1948).
ThiS un'ambtguov.s data permit a clear determination of theprevtoasly doubtf1l1
data of Y.A. Gorodsev and A.A. lnostrantsev. The sable of the YallOykovakaya site
was small.
.
In the osteological material of the Vladjchinslcaya. site. (Spas Klepik! Raion.
Ryazan Oblast'), in the Meshehera lowland. for the first half of the second millen
ium (B.C.). determined by Solotksvich (PIN, Paleontological Selence Bulletin of
the Academy of Sciences, USSR). we discovered 18 skulls~ one of tbem (No 1288/
3770) was fully preserved; the rest were partly damaged or constated of large
fragments. A detaUed study of this material enabled us to establish in thls series
the remains of the hybrid of the sable
forest marten, the so-called "kida".
together with forest martens.

ana

Thus, the forest of tbe.left bank of theOka and Upper Volga Rivers, was a
region of concurrent habitation by these species, The boundary between the ranges
passed somewhere through here In a Wide belt. Both species were encountered to
gether within the boundaries of the region.
The phenom.ena of heterosis is often manifested in cooaiderably larger dimen
sions than in the initial species of the given locality. The report by K. Gly'uk con
cerning the very large ttbia of the forest marten found near the city of P,arnu
(Esthonian SSR. K. Greve. 1909) also sunests that there too he was dealing with
the kidas [hybrids), The station is dated 8-7 thousand years B. C.
Three Ne6l1thicstattons- Volosovskaya, 'With the remains of individuals of
the marten genus. the Panftlovskaya. and the Neolithic strata of the "Kropotovskoe
gorodishche" [Kropotovskoe, ancient City) -lie in the valley of the 01ta River, which
• Translator's note - Name aSsigned to hybrids between forest marten and sable.
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we have already established as the boundary line between the ranges of tne sable
and the forest n.arten.
The atattons of the Lower Veret' e, Kubenino (Onega. Krat), Modlons pUe
settlerr.ent,and Fedorovskaya (on Lake Cbukbloma. Kostroma Oblast'), lie north
east of the boundary determined by us. Thus, the remains in "these IItations were
more probably those of sable than of maven. The species of the remains at the
Bologoe site are still in question. Both 'sables and forest martens could have existed
here.
Great intereet is attached to the remains of martens found in the fauna of the
ancient (6-7 thousand years. B. C.) Neolothic statton of Lammemyagi (Kunda), in
the Esthonian ssa tA. Ya. Bryusov, 1962). The possible presence of the remains
of kidas still further west (City of Pyarnu) and the general character of the forest
vegetation make habitation by the marten at this time quite plausible. A determina
UOIl of sable habitation in the early Neolithic pertod on the shores of the Baltic Sea
could be of extremely great importance tor the history of the fauna. It could also
be a fresh confirmation of the autochthollism of the postglacial fauna of European
USSR.

--I

----z
----~J

_-f

Figure 1. Schematicmap
I-reconstructed boundary of the range of the sable in the
Neolithic period; 2-reconstructed boundary. on the basis of
relict habitation sites of the unbroken range of the red vole;
3-northern boundary of range of the wild boar in the Neolithic
period; 4-schematic boundaries of the forest zone. Ii-places
where sable were found from ~he Neolithic perio;l.; 8- same
during period of Anan'in culture; 7-places of finding kidaa from
period of Anan' in culture; 8- contemporary moat southern areas
where miceUke (Muridae) rodent£! are found in the taiga complex;
9- pl.ceB where kidaB were found from the NeOlithic period.
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The data given are quite sufficient to establish with certainty the western
boundary of the sable ran,e in lheNeoUthte period. from t.he city of Pyarnu on
Lake Il'men. to the Kashln. Raton, the KalIn.In. Oblast', and then to the valley of
the Oka River iDclw:Ung its left bank (the Ryaq,n' MeJlhchera), to the ea.t from the
mouth of the Moskva River and up to the city of MUl'OD:Ij further to the east tt).e
osteological material of a somewhat later period permits us to deterllline the
boundary between the..able and the fore.1Jt marten (see IQaP).
Confirmation ot the above-mentioned on the character of the forest vegetation
of the Quaternary period may also be considered by the fact that the southwestern
boundary of the range of the Siberian red vole (Clethrionomys) also extends at
the present time, along the water divides of the Volga and Western Dvina Rivers
and then along the left shore of the Upper Volga. Another representative of the
fauns of the Siberian taiga, the lorest lemming, has also been found recently in
the n' men Lake regton (S.I. Ognev, 1948) and on the water d1v1des of the Volga and
Western Dvtna (P. B. Yurgenson, 191i15). The relict and slXlradic habitation sites of
the Siberian red vole were also discovered considerably to the south, in the pine
forests of the Mordov Preserve (1951) and In. the Zhtguli. where the vole was
discovered by E.M. Snegirevskaya. This compels us to asllume that taigs. elements
in the IXlstglacial fauna of the Central RuslJisn Plain were not less and perha ps more
ancient than the elements of the broadles.f forests of the Western European type
(P.B. Yurgenson. 1955). It is probable that they may be considered as autochthones
of the East European Plain.
Data by O. K. Goldsmaier and V.D. Kraft (S.I. Ognev, 1940), relXlrt linding
the chipmunk in the Sarov and Tnns-Sura Reg10n forests. As a result of the discovery
in the Barov forests and the Zhtguli pine forests of· the red vole these .dsta are no
longer m doubt.
Neolithic fauns east of the Volga in the forest zone of European USSR has only
been known to exist in peat bogs. There are no remains of IT_artens there. For
the Trans-Volga we mUlllt thus employ informat1on based on a somewhat later fauns
of the ancient towns of the so-called Anan'n culture, which 1s dated in the period
700- 200 B. C. Thus, this fauns is only several hlUldred years yvunaer (Table Il).
The wild fauns of the

1* ancient cities and settlements of this culture is known

to us. Remains of "martens" were found in e1ght of them. In the fauns of the

Vetluzhskie cities, and also of the Odoyevskii" BogorodskU and Chertov areas,
A.N. Formozov (1927) and P.B. Yurgenson (19U) have determined clearly distinct
kidas. The matarial from t~lIIe clUes is veq extensive. Well preserved s.kulls
are present. Wigure 2).
In the osteological material of the old city of II Soroch'1 Gor,y", at the mouth
of the Kama River. we also discovered a kids skull w\ih typical traits of heterosis;
we obtained the same type of skull near the city of M\lropl. The dimena10na of
theae skulls exceed those of the lar..-t of the Kamc;batka sables.

We discovered the undoubted remains of kid&a and sables in the osteological
material of the ancient vUlate of Kontsegorak near the. mouth of the Chuaovaya
aiver (fragment .of skull No 1/20357 of the OsteolOgical Division of the Zoological
ID8Htute of the Ac.~y of ScfeD,ces USSR. excavation of A. V. Zbrueva).

We had no opportllJ!.ity to iDvestipte the remains of "martens" frOQl. the fauns
of aD.cient citiss near the Kama River the SvtnogorakU, PizhemakU, Oalkb:lskU,
Sabanchikar, etc (#.. V. ~ruva. 1937).
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Tabla
Mammal fauna

~
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As a result of the above-mentioned data, it is unquelltionable that tbe boundaries
of the ranges of the sable. and forest martens UIltU the beginning of our era extended
from the valley of the OkA River to the mouth of the Kama River. Further east they
probably eontintted along the valley of the Kama up to the mouth of tbe Chusovaya
River. The presence of the kidas in the middle reaches of the Vetluga and also
at the mouth of the Cbusovaya, indicates that from the first half of the second
millenium B. C•• forest martene IlUCceeded at tim•• in advancing considerably
eastward. There is no question in our minds that thla resettlement of the forest
marten Chiefly took place by skirting south of the sable range.
In the first mUlen1um at our era, the boundary between the sable and forest
marten ranges was still forthe most part unchanged. Among the osteological
material of the subfossU fauna of the "Byehki" (Steer) cave on the Cbuaovaya River
we discovered the remains of kidas and sables with heterosis phenomena(a possible
condylobasallength of 95.6 mm}, We also establi8hed the certainty of Iddas in the
fauna of the old city of Malakhai on the boundary of the Cbuvash and Man, ASSR.
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Figure 2. Skulls of subiossil kidas with signs of heterosis
I-skull of a kida from excavation near Murom City; 2-skull of contemporary
forest marten (male), from Moscow area; 3-skull of a kida from excavations
of Sorocha Mounta:bl. at the mouth of the ItemaRiver.

In the fauna of the old city of "VoIna" near the clty of Yaroslavl' (4th century
A. D.), we determined a forest marten, as we did :bl the forests of the ancient
city of KondrakovskU.. Dear the city of Murom (E. G. Andreeva, 1941). We did not
exam:ble the "martens" ot the tauna of the Upper-Volga cities of the tirst millentum
B. C. -Pekunovskif.. Babeukii, and Gorodnya (V. I. Bibikova).
Toward the tenth to twelth centuries, the torest marten, undoubtedly assisted
by man, who exterminated the sable, managed to move further northward along
the valley ot the Itema River. The rema:\ns of k1das ot rather large dimensions
(pollsible condylobasallength. 91mm; length of the temur.79mm), were discovered
by us :bl the fauna of the "city of Rodanov". Cbernovsld1 Raton, Molotov Oblast'.
Thua, in 1,000 years, it moved approximately 100 km further north (No 1994.3,
Zoological Institute ot the Academy of Sciences, USSR).
The fact that the forest marten cbiefly skirted the rsage of the sables on the
south was also proven by the tact that, penetrating into the Trsas·Urals in the same
manner, it also skirted the re/ilion of dentie sable distribution in the buin of the
Konda and Sos'va Rivers (V. N. Skalon, E. S. Zhbanov. and V. V. Raevskii. 194.0).
This is also confirmed by data of P. Pallas (L. P. Sabaneev, 1875) regarding the
tact that the torest lnarten had already been encountersd in weetern Siberia by the
eighteenth century.
During the first halt of the seventeenth century. as shown by P. M. De Lamartinier
("'Voyage into Northern Countries in 1653". Russian trsaslation by V. M. Semenkovich.
1912, Records of the Historico-Archeologicallnstitute, Vol 15), the forest marten
was taken together with sables in the buin of the Mezen and Pechora Rtvers. Thus,
in the store at Pustoozersk, the leaders aecompanyineDe Lamartinar bought five
aeta of sables. two of which were black as pitch and of the best quality, and 200
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martens of an a.h-gray color. In a 6-hour trip from the city of Putrtoozersk east
ward they purchaeed from local chieftaina ellbi more sables. Local ~a1ns
prepared sables in their own districts only. and huntere afraid of the chieftain did
not dare to make sales themselves. The origin of the aables bought In the city
of Pustoozersk are thUII not open to question.
In the year 1738 the historian F. I. MUler (sammlung Ru8siscMr Gesehichte)
wrote that sables were found near the cities of Pustoozersk and Chernin only In
ancient times. ThulII. it is leas than 400 years since they have been: found here.
There is no doubt that the rate of settlement of the marten walll considerably in
creallled as a reault.

In the first half of the seventeenth century sables were still encountered on the
Kola Peninsula. The aame De Lamartinier relates that from J.oeal hunters in
Moscovite Laplandia they purchased martelUl among other furs, but not of such good
color as those caught in Barandeya, Samove.~ and Siberia.

Johann Sheffer (1673). referring to reports by 01&y the Great and. Jotmson,
wrote that "the supply of them is small and even very rare" (B. M. Zhitkov.1937).
B. M. Zhitkov was .not sure that this phrase referred to animals ot the local fauna
or to the accumulation of the sable furs cirCulating among the population. Bowever,
the data of De Lamartinier indicate that sables were obtained by local hunters
(Lopars by nationality). The expedition of the "Northern Trade Company". in which
this author participated as a surgeon, occupied itself exclusively With the purchaae
of furs. Be witnessed all such operations and thus hIs data are undoubtedly correct.
Within the limits of northern Europe, thesablemaintainedltselftninsllnificant
numbers up to the middle of the last century. A series.of tactual data on this point
1.8 presented in the article by B. M. Zhitkov. Thus, a(;)cording to the "Description
of the Russian Empire" of 1845, sables were rarely found in the Mezen County.
whereas in the Vologda Province (today Vologda Oblast') they were common to
gether with the beaver, but are now absent. According to Academician L F. Brandt
(1856), sables were killed near Kholmogor and Kem', on the Pechora, and.l.n the
Mezen County. The newspaper" Peterbur,skie vedomosti", No 79, 1840, re
ported the taking of sables in the Arkhangelsk and Kem' Counties district
(14 sables were taken).
In 1933 (P. B. Yurgenson) data were presented by E. Dytlbyuk to the effect
that a number of names of villages and natural features of the Upper Volga un
doubtedly testified to the previous and evidentally very rare habitation of sablea
there. Indications by the same author that the sable was encountered near the
city of Uglich in the fifteenth century are highly important.

We may conclude that these data coincide with the data on the distribution
of the sable in the Neolithic period and at the beginning of our era. They also
indicate that the process of displacing the sable beyond the Urals proceeded very
aIowly, gradually speeding up proportionately with the growth and improvement of
the hunting trade, The subsequent stages of this process were connected with the
use of the bow and arrow by man in the Neolithic period by the fact that pelts of
fur animals attained commercial value, with the sable fur acquiring a monetary
unit value in the State of Moscow, and with their recognition as a government
monopoly.
The forest martens expulsion of the sable in accordance with the hunting
trade plan, has also occurred recently. Thus, in the Pechora Preserve region
in the eastern Urals, according to 1. 1. Me~entsev, only sables were obtained.
Some years later the same forest martens began to appear as were obtained on
the western slopes. The exclusion of the sable was also hastened by the absorp
tive hybridization of the sable with the forest marten and the kida with the forest
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marien. Experiments in zoos (A. T. Portnova, 1941; A.L. Ponomarev, 1946)
indicate that INch hybridization produces fertile offspring.
In the kida. we have been able (P.B. Yurgenson, 1948) to trace the presence
of intermediate features as well as the phenomena of heterosis. Later in the
Pechorskaya race of the forest marten we also succeeded in finding not only a

shoriened tail but also a series of other intermediate features in skull structure
and limb skeleton. We discovered forest marien skulls with the felltures of sables
(absence of the poste.rlor ocular swelling of the skull Capsule and others) in the
former Kirillov County of Novgorod PrOVince, the former Vytegra County of the

Olonetsk Province, and in Bashkiria (Vicinity of Belorechensk): we consider this
oddity to be the result of the hybridization of sables in comparatively recent times
(t00-200 years llgo). At the same time this confirms the boundaries of the former
distribution of sables. In Bashkiria, the forest marten undoubtedly met the sable
not too long ago. Similar skull features convince us that concurrent habitation
by these species also took place north of the former Novgorod and Olonetsk Prov
inces (skulls of the forest marten, Nos 16344, 16345, 5564, and 9557 of the O.teo
logical Division of the Zoological Institute).
Let us note that reports of Arab geographers of the tenth century stating that
sables were obtained in the country of the Boortases (Middle Volga reaches) which
formerly seemed doubtful to us are cODfirmed today by the finding of subiossil
kidas between the mouths of the Oka and the Kama Rivers. Thus here also the
displacement of the sable occurred in historical times.
Our data on the developmental history of postglacial landscapes of the East
European Plain are very scarce and frqrnentary. We know that in 12,000 B. C.,
Ilccording to the abaolutechronology of DeGeer(K.K. Markov, 1939), the territory
of Leningrad happened to Ue outside the glacial area.
Soviet archeologists (A. Va. Bryusov, 1952, and others) have established
that the increase in the amount of peat in the forest zone amounted to 4-5cm per
hundred years. From this it follows that the data mentioned above (12,000 years)
and the data of the ana,lysis of the pollen from depths of not less than 6 meters
agree.
According to data on studies of the Toano peat areas (I. P. Gerasimov and
K. K. Markov, 1939) forest vegetation-fir, pine, and birch trees-grew near the
edge ot the glaciation, not only at this time but e.lso considerably earlier (depth
above 8 meteria) •
In addition at the depth of 6-7 meters, we find pollen grains of species of
broadleaf forests. This was the time of the "lower fir" and the transgression of
Baltic &lacial lakes.
The supposed "forest tundra" near the &lactation undoubtedly did not so much
resemble the arctic high latitude forest tundra as it did the high mountain tall
trunked sparse forests of the northeastAltal, where the stands of the roundleaved
lumber birch spread'extensively, often adjacent to the mountainous tundras where
partridgeberries grow. The climate here is completely different from the sub
Arctic, and the occurrence of birch is associated with low soil temperatures and
earth which I.s not constantly frozen (3-40 at a depth of 40 cm).
Ten thousand years B. C., on the Yargoba River in the Sheksna Basin. the
trees included maple, En&lish elm, and alder (A. Va. Bryusov, 1952). In the
northeast of the Velikie Luki OblastI (" Katin mokh", accordillg to the data of
T. T. Trottmov). at approximately the same time of the year the forest consisted
of pine (4QS), btrch (45.,.), fir (9.,.). wUlow (1o,r.), and alders (l %). Somewhat
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earlier at a depth of 6.25-6.50 m, It waa poitllible to find fir and pine treea,
mg to 2~ birch up to 5""- wfllcnq
and aJ.denI to 2,..·

to",,-

amount~

In Iw.nOVoOblaat· (V.S. DokturovskU. 1932), at the ....me time, plne tree,
pollen predominated (50"-70,"), followed by birch (up to 10,.) andapruce (15ft).
The pollen of the broadleaf species amounts to 8,., that is, the conal distribution
of the forest vefetation is very clearly followed. Numerous points remain unclear.
for example, the l'easGn why spruce trees are displaced by plne and birch. Their
temperature requirements are approximately slmUar. HoweveT. the requirements
of these genera with regard to soU, humidity. and Upt differ distinctly. No one
has attempted to evaluate the true silP1iflcance of the change of the forest genera
on the basis of the data obtained from pollen analysis. Actually temperature
change only affects the broadleaf varieties.

The fauna of the Yargoba Station includes a number of species typical of the
Quaternary period, the cave bear, the giant deer, musk ox. and mammoth, as
well as such animals as the fox, hare, river beaver, and elk. As shown they sur·
vived the glaciation. lived in fir or plne forests mUted with broadleaf tree
varieties.
The next &tap is data of the early Neolithic stattons-Ittmdaand Pyarnu In
Esthonia, which are dated trom 6,000 to 7,000 B. C. Forellts at this time consisted
of pine (53-67") and birch (33-37"), with a mixture of alders (2.5"'. elms
(2,.). and hazel (2-3"). in the sublorest. The combination of elm and hanl
gradually increased and linden appeared, but oak and spruce trees were not yet
present.

In the Itunaoftheae stations, otwhicbthe Kunda is somewhat more ancient, there
are animals typical of Quaternary fauna, nch as the mammoth, brown bear,
glutton" river otter, seal, wolt, fox, kid&,. forellt marten (?), river beaver, hare, red
deer, roe deer, elk" reindeer, aurocha,and wUd boar.
Faunal elements of the
pine tree taiga are encountered here among those of the broadleaf forests. Thus.
the conjunction of the ranges of the forest marten and sable in the Pre·Baltlc had
already occurred around this time, and in the epoch of the ·developed Neolithic
period these species were in close juxtaposition for several thousand years.
This period also corresponds to the data of pollen analysis from depths of
3.5-4 meters.

At this time, in the Vellkie Lui Oblaat' ("StaroseUkU Moth [rnoss)"), accord
ing to pollen analysiS carried out by S. v. Katd, discoveries of pine tree pollen
fluctuate between 60 to 35 ':4; spruce, a5-20 ~ birch, 35-13;'; broadleaf genera,
3- 5 'l4; hasel, 20- 4 ~. The same depths, at a distance of not :more than 1a-15 km ,
according to data from "Katin Mokh". oonveya somewhat different picture. Pine
trees are 34-23 'l4; birch. 48-1 <y.; spruce 19-7 'l4; broadleaf speeles, 18-11 <Yo.
In Ivanovo Oblast" birch pollen predominates in the analysis (50 ,.); pine tree
amounts to 20-25%. broadleaf genera to 16-17"; and spruce less than 10".
In Moscow Oblast', in the Neklyudovlllkoe Marshes (V.S. DokturovskU, 1932),
the picture changes We find the pollen of broadleaf lllpeelelll to be greater than
40 %. spruce and pine at 10", and birch at approximately 20 ,.. Thus geographical
zoning also took place in this period. It is interesting to note that whUe there were
no spruce or oak trees at that time on the IIIhores of the Baltic, in the Moscow area
the broadleaf species predominated in some places. The conclusion to be drawn
from this is that in the Moscow area at that time it wall warmer and drier than at
present. but in the region of the Baltic it was colder.
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The majority of the Neolitbic stations, from the aka River Baain and nortb.~
ward up to •• N.Sat.
of the Oneca River), are.ted at 2,000 to 1,000
B.C.

ea".cb4NJ

The list of mammalian fauna of tbe Neolttbic stations is presented in Table 1.
and will not be repeated here. W. will dwell merely on individual features which
are important for our purposes.
M.E. Foss (1941), has presented tbe general characteristics of tbe natural
condUions of tbe region of the Station of Mlzhneveret' e (Lake Lago, 35 Jon from the
city of Karsopol, in Volop Oblast'). At this time, pine, birch and spruce pre
dominated in tbe eastern part of the northwestern regions, whereas in the western
portions spruce, pine, and birch predominated in that order. The station was
situated on tbe boundary of tbese regions where mixed forests of pine, spruce, and
birch grew, witb a mixture of alder, oak,. EnSUab elm, willow, and hazel. Approx
imately tbe same species are encountered at the present time in the northwestern
part of Velikie Luki Oblaat~ This was tbe beginnlnll of tbe second "upper" (i. e.,
nortbward] maximum of spruce, A mUder climate is also confirmed by the pre
sence of thermophUl.c fishes in the fauna of tbe basins of the White Sea rivers
-rudd. minnows, bream-no longer encountered nortb of the Vol. . River Basin.
However, there too they cOll8titute no more than " ... of all finds, and the majority
of the bones at tbe station belonged to species which aiso inhabit the area today.
Somewhat to the south, on the Modlona River, in the CharozerskH Raion of
tbe Volop Oblast', below 60" N.lat, at the beatnnin&' of the second millenlum
B. C., at the junction of tbe so-called Sub-Borealand Sub-Atlantic periods, a pile
settlement of fiabermen-hunters niated. Accordinll to data of A. Ya. Bryusov
(1851), birch-spruce-pine forests Crew bere. The trees also included alders,
elms, ash, linden, and juniper. Linden and elm enst up to the present day.
In more ancient strata than that of the settlement,tbe pollen of spruce constituted
60-70"'; pines, 20-30 .... birch, 10-20"'. and forest species, 2-3%. The
level of the water pools waalower than at prennt and the climate was drier.
According to data from exoavations by A.A. lnostrantaev a.lon& the eouthern
shores of Lake Ladoga, spruce, birch, alders, and oate pew to & sl:&e of 1.6
~ers in diAmeter and to an age of 250 years.
The period of 3,000-5,000 B. C., corresponds to layers of peat at a depth
of 1.5-3.5 meters. The upper maximum of spruce and broadleaf species in the
Lenincrad vicinLty in the Tosno Marabes belonie to the beginning of this time.
AccOrding to the data from the pest of the Nlkotskoye Marsh in Lentncrsd Oblast'
(V.S. Dokturovllkii), the upper maximum of spruce lies above 1.5 metera (l.30m),
whereas the maximum of broadleaf species is at 11-2.25m. The maximum of broadleaf
species in the region of the "GalitskU Mokh Marah" in Kalinln Oblaat'(15-l'l""
also falle in the beglnnini of the period we are examinlni. whereas the upper maxi
mum of the spruce occurs at the end of tbill period. The same result is obtained
from tbe pollen analyais of peat from the Katin-Mokh marsh (broadleaf species
15", rarely the hornbeam) and from ''StaroselskU Mokh" (broadleaf specie.
11-23 % at the beginning of the period and spruce 60" at the erui). An analogous
picture ia also seen in lvanovo Oblast' (broadleaf species 18"). In Moscow Oblast'
(Nekqudovskoe Marsh) in the given period spruce was at a leVel of -to % between
the two maxima (50-60 %). The maximum number of broadleaf species which
occurred here at the beginning of the period was also 18". penetratina the deepest
layers.
Thue, in this period, the northward movement of the elements of the leafy
forests had already reached its limits and a reverse process set in.
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Fir tx-ees and spruce-pine forests with the ueual. ml.xture of birch, alder,
and a va.ryin, percentage of broadleaf species of 'WCIOd complexea also extend north
of the valley of the Oka River at present. The intensity of development of the
hazel subforest differed. Undoubtedly the distribution of the. llmall forest elements
and hazel was closely connected, as it is today, with the degree of soil richness
and mOisture. The predominance of the main species, pine and spruce, w_
determined on this bas:!s.
The needle-broadleaf forests extended everywhere, penetrating somewhat
further north than they do today. Only occasionally, somewhere near the latitude
of Moscow and princIpally west of Moscow, do we note any very Clonsiderable
proportion of· elements of the small broadleaf forest. This area was somewhat
drier and the top level of the rivers and lakes was lO'Wer than it is today. In
summer, in July, it was 1.5-2.0 0 warmer. In winter the frollts were not severe
enough to damage the oak, hazel, .and other spectes, as was observed in a nUlnber
of regions in 1940- 1941. The majority of the fauna of the Neolithic stations do not
permit us to draw any generalized ecological conclusions. These 'Were the widely
distributed spedes of forest fauna that may dWell in various parts of the forest
zone. The frequency of encounter:lng subfossU remains in excavation. of the
Neolithic stations [s not, for the most part determined by the relative profusion of
individual species in nature but by a series of circUlnstances-the adaptation of the
stations to the shores of the rivers and the lakes, the relative accessibility of these
or other species of animals and birds to the Neolithic hunters of a given level of
hunting technique, .the absence of a fur trade, the better preservation of the bones
of large animals, etc.
In addition to the forest marten and sable, the most lIIignifie&nt animals are
the .ungulates. We must also note the complete absence of the forest cat ('WUd
cat), found simultaneoualy in the Scandinavian Neolithic and Epipaleolithic.
A. N. Formozov, 1946, has shown that in wlnter the forest cat can obtain its food
only when the height of the snow is 10-20 em. From this we may affirm that
such conditions were not present in the Neolithic north region of the Oka River
Valley.
The wild boar was conSiderably more widespread. Its remains are found in
the fauna of 15 stations to 60"N.lat. In the Onega Kral.the northern limit of its
Neolithic range inclined considerably to the north, even further north than the
contemporary average isotherm for a 50 cm deep snow cover, A. N. Formozov
considered the limiting level for boar at only 30-40 cm. We may explain this by
the aridity of the climate, since the amount of winter precipitation in the northwest
in the Neolithic period was less than at present, and we should also take into
consideration the deep northern penetration of such species as the oak, hazel, and
others, which provided the boar 'With winter food which is not avaUable at present
even considerably to the south. The presence of winter food enabled the boar to
exist when the height of the snow reached 50 cm or more, especially when there
was no intensive persecution by man.
The roe deer is rarely encountered in the Neolithic fauna and only in the
remains of four stations: the Baltic vicinity (the city of PyarnuJ. Lake Ladoga.,
at Modlona pile settlement, and at Shigirskaya Station in the central Urals. In the
last case, we are probably not dealing with the EuropelUl but with the Siberian
species, The Modlona Station Is located north of the contemporary boundaries of
the roe's range. The roe deer was encountered in the fauna of the Epipaleolithic
and Neolithic periods in Scandinavia considerably more often, being one of the
leading species in the region. It is apparent that, as now, the forest zone of the
European USSR was not highly favorable for this animal. The roe ill an animal
of the forest clearings, the small forest hUl, and the forest coppice, and definitely
not of the large forest massif.
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':he frequency of remains of European deer is characteristic.. The deer was
found m fauna of three stations: the Olea River Valley (Volosovskaya Panfilovskaya
Kropotovskaya). in the fauna of the L°yalovskaya Station on the K1ya~oma River
•
(above ~e railway station at Skhodnya of the October Rallway), and in the Baltic
area (Clty of Pyarnu). The last site is dated from the sixth to seventh mWenium
and the L'yalovskaya site from the middle of the third mWenium B. C. The EuropeJiln
deer iB an animal typical of small broadleaf forests and the forest steppe. Its
northward dietribution undoubtedly was limited not only by the snow cover, which was
40-50 c~ (according to A. N. Formozovl. but also by the food reBources;-in summer.
the grazlng stretches, meadows, and small valleys and in winter and fall, the acorns
of the oak. According to data of the Voronezh Preserve, oak acorns are of great
importance in the nutrition of the European deer in winter. In the extremely snowy
winter of 1950/51, there was a considerable loss of bucks, which, according to
data by P.A. Merts, was caused by the absence of acorns. Deer which were ell
hausted from sexual running were unable to reestablish their normal winter fat
reservee. It I.e of interest that the boar,
h is less tolerant of the depth .of the
snow, penetrated considerably farther nor
an the European deer during the
Neolithic period•. This indicates that the
as not the decisive factor in the
distribution of the animal. In the limits of the contemporary Oblastls of Voronezh
and Kursk. the European deer survived for long periods and only disappeared
because they were exterminated by man. In the Voronezh Oblasti, the remains of
the European deer and the boar were found in the fauna of the ancient city of
"Kuznetsova Dacha" near the city of Voronezh (tenth to eleventh centuries, excavat
ions by P.P. Efimenko) and in the ancient city of Borshchev (eighth to tenth century
excavation by P. P. Efimenko). In Kursk Oblast' (E.S. Ptushenko, 1937), the
European deer sustained itself up to the fifteenth and the boar up to the eighteenth
century.
The remains of wild bulls, the aurochs (Bos primigenius, B. latifrone), were
encountered in the Baltic area (Kunda, in the region of Lake Ladoga, in the fauna
of the Bologoe and Kolomtsy lake sites, and in the valley of the Oka. It is highly
probable that I. G. Pidoplichko (1951) is correct in connecting the distribution of the
aurochs with the growth of the tall grassee along the shores of the forest pools.
However, the auroch wall never encountered north of the Oka River. The data
on the frequency of elks added nothing to the ecological chlilXacteri:;:ation of the fauna.
To this day they inhabit the enttre forestzone.
The data on the reindeer are undoubtedly of interest. It was encountered in the
fauna of nine lIiteli. The southern boundaries of its range in the Neolithic period
closely coincided with that of the sable. We may say with certainty that it was
present in the same pine forests, then as today, in the small white lichen forest,
the lichened marsh and among the spruce with a profuse development of tree lichens
on the IIhores of riverll and lakes. Along general lines, the southern boundary of
the reindeer in the NeoUthic period did not differ greatly from the southern boundary
of the animal in the varloWil regions inhabited by it during the second half of the
paet century. We may assert that any alteration of the boundaries of the range of
thie animal after the Neolithic period was determined directly or indirectly by the
activities of man alone: by direct extermination, the eradication of Iceland moss
vegetation, repeated forest fires, altei'atton of the type of forest ae a result of the
felling of trees, etc.
The data on the frequency of the badger is of interest. It was encountered
in the fauna of nine Neolithic aites, five of which are located in the valley of the
OkaRiver. Two finds were connected with the cemeteries of the FatYanovekaya
culture (the end of the second mWeniumB. C. L A badger was also found in the
fauna of the L'yalovskaya site and the Modlona pUe dwellings. The badger ie an
animal of the forest fringes, of low hills in the forest and of forest coppices, as is
the roe deer. Thie fact JIlakes it easy to unders.tand its gravitation toward the
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valley of the Oka River. The Fat.'yattovoDWl waa a cattle breeder. In the fauna
of th~lr cemeteries w.e al80 find the hluluIter, as we do tn the old citle. tit the
Anan 1D culture. Thus, In the places Where they lived, thent were UIldoubtedly some
open speees. Thus the badger al80 found an ecologleal environment peculiar to it.
However, the fauna of the Modlon settlement. indicates that, as today, the badger
penetrated deep Into the dense forest massifs of the nOrth.
DisCoveries of the forest polecat (Putoriu8 putorlU8 L.) have been made in the
Yazykovakaya, Ladoga, and Vladychenskaya sltes and In the Vawovskii cemetery.
The forest polecat is also UIlcommon in dense forests and, when dwelling there,
lives near the abode of man. The same was probably true in the neolithic period.
The fauna of the andent cities of the Anant in culture, s~tuated mainly in the
Kama RlverValley and its tributaries, aa well as along the VeUu. . River, Is
poorer than the faUlla of the Neolithic period. This is explained by its territorial
limitations, the later hlstorical epoCh, and the fact that this culture existed a
short time (only ftve centuries).
Finally, it is of importance that the popalatlon
of these anCient cities eOl'lllisted to a coneiderable de,"e of cattle breeders, for
them, as for the lI"at)-anovi, huntin, did not have the exclusive importance it had
for the coastal lJettlements of Neolithic hUllters and fishermen who possessed no
domestic animal except the dog.
The fauna of the anetent cities of the so-called tlI>yakov" type of the tIlird
century B. C., to the fourth to sixth centuries A. D•• was of a liltill poorer type.
Here (V. I. Bibikova, 1950, and others), remalM of domestic animals already
predominated tn the osteolOgical material of the ancient clty, and wUd fauna consti
tuted no more than 30-37"'. For this period we Chiefly find the remains of the
forest marten in the fauna of these ancient cities.
IndiVidual cases of finds of the ktdas occurred further ealJtward. Special
interest Is attached to the reports of the entry of the Arctie fox in the re!flon
of Kimry Ralon of Kalinin Oblast' (Pekunovskoe-anclent city, data by
V. I. Blbtkova).
Concluding. we see that in the Quarternary period, in the territory of the
East European Plain, conditions for sable habitation were less favorable as a
result of the distribution of the Siberian cedar, than in the postglacial period. The
wide Neolithic distribution of broadleaf trees and the presence of needle and broad·
leaf forests, slmUar to those of today, permit us to consider them as more denseIT
inhabited by Muridae rodents than the needle forests of the tal. . type. This was as
favorable for the sable as for the forest marten. Thus, WhUe we encountered them
at the outset of the Ne~Uth'c period In the region indicated already, they maintained
their position almost up to the start at our era. The disappearance of the oak and
other broadleaf species from the needle forests brought in its train the depletion
of small mammal fauna and, accordinily of the food of the sable. The forest
marten ate squirrels which were unattainable to the sable, thus found Itself
in a better position and enabled it to displace the sable. However, the principal
role was played by man, since the last sable disappeared from the European USSR.
eltcept for the Urals, only in the middle of the nineteenth century.
In 1869, Academician A.F, Middendorf. as did a number of other zoologltJts
up untU B. M. Zhitkov (1937), probably ereatly doubted the reports from a number
of ancient sources on the previously wide distribution of the sable In the European
USSR. He conSidered ltpossible that the sable was confused with the forest marten
and that in a number of cases the importation of furs was meant Instead of furs at
local capture.
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He wrote; "The problem of whether it sometimes reached Lithuania up to
Olltzee &eiton and the north of the 8ca11d1aavian PeDfllsv.l& w1ll remain unaolved
IUIUl we discover undoubted proof of this in ancient documents. Thus. I draw
special attention to this lacuna. Zoology m\l.st dra.w numero\l.S deductions.irom
hiatorieal documents" (1889).
0111'

As we have seen, the osteoloitcal material from archeological excavations
and the newest data on the distribution of a number of species of the tatea fauna

completely confirm the accuracy of the sources presented by us, while the data
of Vinekhold, Paw. Novia, Goemer, Stockenberg, M.ueller. Gackstenhausen. which
aroused the doubts of A. F. Middendorf, are much more convincing than new
arcbive documents.
We see that while the truth may sometimes be combined with fantasy in ancient
sources, this constitutes no basis for COIIdem.n1ng the data of the source in its
entirety.

In addition. there waa a Lithuanian Statute (sixteenth century) which fixed
a tax for each sable killed. It is completely imposalble to believe that a juridical
document named an &nimal which was ahaent from Lithuania (as 1t was formerly
constituted).
From all the previous data we may assume that the ancient so\l.thwestern
boundary of the sable ra.nge did not begin on the east coast of the Bay of Riga but
much further to the southwest,. poaalbly including the entire contempora.ry belt of
the broadleat spruce foreats.
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Morphological Adaptations in Martens and Sab19s
Geographical variability ot body size
The ultimate body dimensions are not 19S5 characteristic of the organism
than its other features. The various body dimensions in a species result from
evolution and complex reactions between the organism and the environment in
consecutive stages; given the same hereditary characteristics. the size of the
body may change according to the influence of the external environment (conditions
of nutrition and temperature which determine and accelerate the processes ot
dilferentiation and final maturation). Growth processes are closely linked with
all physiological processes. There are no changes in the organism which fail to
manilest themselves in one way or another as a limitation upon the growth process.
It is pertinent to mention here the data of R. Besse (1927) established that the area
of the absorptive surface of the intestine determines the upper limit of possible
growth, since in the growth of an organism its requirements for food materials
increase proportionally to its mass, while satisfying these needs is proportional
to the intestinal surface. i. e., it lags behind the requirements. This is one of the
links in the long chain of relationships between the total size of the body and its
organization. This factor must be taken into account no less than the dependence of
the amount of heat loss on the ratio of bod;r size to external surflilce area.
The maintenence of the energy balance of the organism is the paramount
problem to the solution of which all the adaptive properties of the organism are
exercised (N.I. Kalabukhov. 1946). It is effected by all the measures at the
disposal of the organism, very often in complex combinations, and it is completely
unnecessary for the body size to be named the principal factor. The physiologist
K. Bergman in 18·n ennWlciated the law Which later became widely known, to the
effect that: II If two speciee of animals dilfer only in body size, the geographical
distribution of each will be determined by its dimensions, the smaller requiring
a warmer and the larger a colder climate" (E. L Lukin. 1940). Ae was stated by
K. Bergman, the smaller the animal the more sensitive it is to cold. However.
he himself exercized caution in his pronouncements, stating that in addition to
body size there exist other no less influential adaptations which lead to similar
ends. i. e.. the provision of normal thermoregulation Wlder varying climatic
conditions. E.I. Lukin (1940) has devoted considerable place in hie studies to the
K. Bergman law and researches connected with it.
We will now proceed directly to the objectives of the present study. We note
that the K. Bergman law should be considered effective only within the limits of a
single species or group of closely related species. The species of the marten genus
are divided into a number of geographical racee which considerably differ precisely
in their dimenSions. As 1s known, the condylobSJllal length of the skull has the
closest correlative relationship to the total dimensions of the body. from which it
follows that when a sufficient number of direct measurements of the body length are
lacking. we may possibly consider it legitimate for our purposes to employ "erial
measurements of the condylobasallength of the cranium of: the fores·t martens and
sables of the various geographical race.. We took our figures from the work of
B.A. KuznetI!Iov (1941). with some of our o'lin data (Table UI).
The data presented in the table on the geographical races of sables do not
reflect the characteristics of all varieties. but for our purposes this is unnecessary.
Nor shall we dwell greaUy on a meticulous comparison of one fact with another
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with regard to latitudes and loagltudes, January isothertna and so 011 since
the chief element8 are visible even without such data. By ~electing

mdt.Yidl.1al

races, we are able to present here an apparently not unaatiBfactory illuatratiOll
of K. Bergman's law; for example, living in the north, illl the large ltIi.mchatka
race and in the 80uth the eOllllJiderably smaller Sakhalin race. However. we may
make this aS8ertlon OBly if ~r treatment is to be formaliat1c and auperilcial.
Let Ulf note that the climate of the Tugur-Uda coaat and the SJumtar Islands i8
harsher than that of Kamchatka, althougbthey lie i'urther south. Let 118 note
further that the large sables of the nominal race (balm of the KODda and Sots....
Rivers) are replaced south of the l"ilnge by the Altai race which are DO amaller in
size (upper reaches of the Katun' IUver); that is, from the lower reaches of the
Ob' River to the Chinese boundery, d.epite the differences in climate, the size of the
the sable remaJ.ne unchang$l. Finally let WI mention that one of the smallest
sables, the Zhigansk sable iDbabita the region with the coldest and most severe
climate of any region fDhabited by sables at the present time.
A con.clusion may be drawn that the law of K. Bergman does not apply to the
geographical races of the eable and thus neither does ita interpretation of the
adaptive significance ofgeograpbical varlabfJ1ty on the dimensions of the body.
Material on the geograpbical races of the forest marten is also presented in Table
ill. It would 08tellllibly seem that here too we could speak of the applicability of
the K. Bergman law: the largest forest martens of western Europe live In
Scandinavia, and the smalleat on the Island of Sardinia in the Mediterranean.
However. very large races iDbabit the southern Urals, the Caucasus, and Ceotral
Europe. The marteiUI in Spain are also large. The middle and northeastern
European foreet belts are inhabited by smaller races. Both large and small races
occupy ranges varying greatly in climate, winter temperatures, etc. Bearing in
mind the contemporary ranges, the X. Bergman law is as inapplicable to the geo
graphical races of the forest mar,ten as it is to the sable.
The latitude range of the stone marten is of no particular· interest. The
data on the American sable presented by E. ThompaOll-Set011 (1926) indicate that
here too the situatiOn differs from the conditions that D. Allen wished to demon
strate (E.!. LUkin, 1940). The large acutOla race lives on the Alaska Peninsula
together with the smaller kenalerisll race. Further. while small sizes are typical
of the California race (caurfDa). the same could also be said of a number of more
northerly island races, the brumalie of Newfoundland and the nesopbila of Queen
Charlotte Islands. The contemporary climate does not explain the features of
geographical variability in the body sizes of a number of species of the genus
Martelli.
Examining the representatives of the genus MusteIll the ermine and weaeel,
produces a very significant picture. Like the sable. the large (Tobol' sk) ermme
race in Western Siberia ranges from the Arctic Sea to the steppes of northern
Kazakhstan, whereas Yakutia (including the Pole of Cold) is inhabited by a amaller
race. The ermine of the European USSR also does not visibly fiuctuate in size over
the entire region from the Barents Sea to. the Volga-Dnieper Delta area.. The
considerable differences in size between the Kamchatka and Xaraginsldi Island
ermine and Shantar Isle and mainland ermine are explained by the insularity of
the island (P.B. Yurgenson, 1936).
A good lllustration of the geographical Variability in body size governed by
law completely contradictory to that of X. Bergman, is also observed in the weasel.
The entire north and central belts of the European USSR are inhabited by the small
nominal race. To the south, the chernozem-steppe belt is inhabited by a larger
and long-taBid Central European race, the vulgaris. South of this, in the CaucllJlus,
we find the even larger Dinnik weasel and, in the Tranacaucaaus, the very large
Mediterranean race (M. bocamella). The Central Asiatic race (pallida) Is also
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larger than the small weasel iohabiting the country north of it. The order is
disturbed only by the presence in the Cauca,us ofa smaller U,lht race - the caucasica,
in addition to the large DimUk race.
Table

m

Geographical variability of the condylobasal length of
skull in the sable and forest marten
Males

Species and
race

No

Martes zibelUna
ka.m.tschadaUca

93

M. z. zibell!!!!
M. z. altaica
M.z. tp1BUssens18
M. z. sajanensis

Females
No

Mean

Mean
80.81 ± 0.3"1

Remarks

88.49±0.18

76

11

85.8

10

3

85.6 ± 86.5

3

78.l±80.3

Upper reaches of
Katun' River

36

83.0±0.47

19

77.0±0.38

Lower and Stony
Tunguska.

4

74.5

5

81.40

79.13

Kamchatka.
Tumen' Oblast'

Eastern Sayans

M. z. prlncef!

11

81.0.t. 0.73

10

73.8.t. 0.34

Baikal area

M. z. jenisensis

67

80.3 .t. 0.33

39

73.9 ± 0.40

Krasnoyarsk Taiga

M. z. sachalinensis

2J

79.77.t. 0 • 39

18

M. martes martes

35

87.95

S

M. m. lorenzi

73.53

± 0.34

Maritime Territory

-

Kola Peninsula

83.6'1.t. 0. '13

-

30

83.57 .t. O. 'l3

-

Northern Caucasus

Central-European
Race

33

84.53 ± 0.48

-

-

M.m. ruthena

33

83.04

-

M.m. sabaneevi

a3

n.l

-

-

M.m. latil10rum

3

86.0±88.0

-

-

1

80.6

M. m. ur.alensis

..

..

-

-

Central and
Southern Ural,
Bashkir ASSR

Western Europe,
·western regions
of USSR
North and central
belt of USSR
Northern Ural,
upper reaches of
Peenora River
North Italy (M111er)
Sardinia Island
(terra typica)

A highly important factor for the entire marten family is the presence of a
distinctly expressed sexu&l dimorphism as regards total sio. The difference here
is so great that to recognize the adaptive thermoregulatory importance of body
size would m.an also recolJlUsing that one of the sexes is better adapted and the
other more poorly adapted, which is, of course, impossible. Sexual dimorphism
18 deepq1aherent in the nature of the specl418 in qusation. and thus it considerably hinde.rlJ
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natural selection in thi.direcUon_ Sexual dimorphism i. excellently <tXPrened
in the .lIabl. (Table 1): f01" inIlItance, the difference between the sexes is larpr
in the nominal race than the difference between the latter and the Ba;guzin rae
According to our data in the forest marten or the Central Russian race - ruthe:~
there is no overlap at all between the varying total dimensions of the skull of the male
and female: the maximal skull size of females ia less than the minimal in the
males of the same race.
In addition to sexual dimorphism, R. Genzel (1881) eStablished the presence
considerable range or individual variability or body size in a number of families
of the marten with all possible stage.. from examples or gigantism to dwarfillm.
This is characteristic or polecats, minks, .Siberian minks, ermines, wea,els.
and other llpecies, and may be abundantly illustrated by examples. Considerable
individual and sexual variability or overall body size indicates that this feature has
no decisive lJignlficanee for the survival of the species of the marten family.
Under equal environmental conditions small and large individuals possess equal
vitality. However, the majority or geographical races of martens and sables
differ from one another in size. It may be mentioned in passing that the speeles
ranges of nuctuation in the dimenSions of the sable and the forest marten are
very similar.

or a

What is the origin and cause of this geograpbical variability in body size.
in as much as we have rejected the K. Bergman law?
We must not faU to scrutinize the prime importance of Dtrtrition and the
problems of environment as determining factors in .pecies body size. It is
generally known that the absence of available food and the lack of ability to obtain
it under snow-cover conditions is precisely that which compels migratory birds
to leave their nesting plact!s and not the direct innuence or the low temperatures.
We imagine that very often the variability of the total body Billie is determined not
by temperature conditions but by the Ilmount and quality or the food obtained.
The largest race of elks possessing the most poWerfUl antlers, inhabits the
northeastern Siberian areas and the Alaska peninsula; the smallest, with less
developed anUers. lives in the mountains of the Maritime Territory. Does the law
of K. Bergman operate here? No. The study of elk ecology has shown that the
degree of development of the antlers is above all an indication or the adiposity and
general condition of the animal. In the Kaliningrad Oblast', where the large lit elk
with powerfully developed antlers are found, the main foodl! are the highly nutri~
tlous shoots of various willowS (P.B. Yurgenson, 1935). The same willowlI are
the chief food of elks of the Kolyma and Anadyr Rivers and Alaska Peninsula. The
crux of the matter is that despite the severity or the climate the feeding conditions
there are more favorable than those in the mountainous dark-needled taiga or
theSikhoteAlin. (P.B. Yurgenson,1935, L.G. Kaplanov,l948). Atthesametime,
the large. heavy, and widely-branched antlers are not a hindrance to the elk under
the conditions of the sparllt! near-Polar forests and brushes. On the other hand,
in the mountainous taiga they are completely unfavorable, like a mas.lve body
size. A smaller and lighter animal with small light antlerll ill more mobile in the
mountanous taiga. This is particularly important since elk are not mountain
animals by nature.
Thus ,facts which apparently correapond to the rule of Bergman acquire a
different and ecologically broader basis; the smaller the mammal, tbe higher
the heat loss, the more Ilctive the total metabolism, and thus the more food
required for the replacement or energy expenditures.
The weasel is a typical monophage, eating Muridae rodents almost exclus1\,ely.

Arctic tundras, where the sm.allest weasels live, are rich in voles and lemmings,
which are tile weaBel's tood, and, in order to capture them successfully here,
sm.all body size is incomparable more profitable than large size. A small size
give. the weasel access to the lIubsnow and underground burrows and dens of the
lemmings and voles in which they pass the w~nter. It is impossible to doubt that
the large Mediterranean weasel, Which is no sm.aller than the ermine in size and
can penetrate into the burrows of the water rat only. is less well adapted than the
sm.aller weasel, despite the smaller weasels heat losses. High heat loss is reduced
by the subsnow lite habits of the weasel, which is provided with food and the possi
b1l1ty of warm shelter in the nests of rodents. The ecological advantages of sm.all
8ize exceed the physiological advantage of larger size in the thermoregulatory
processes.
Which factors are associated with the occurrence of geographical variability
in the overall dimensions of the sable and forest pine marten? Our studIes an the
ecology of the species permit us to underllne the following factors; degree of
tood availability: under equal conditions more food is needed by the larger animal
of the same species in order for it to Inaintain its energy balance; when foad
i8 lacking the potential limiting growth cannot be provided for; size of prey;
during the investiptiOD. of sexual dimorphism in the nutrition of the Pechora forest
m.arten (P.B. YUrgenson, 1947), we established a very marked difference betweeu
the sexes; we found in the food of the male, which is stranger and larger, the wood
grouse, black grouse, and white hare, which are apparently difficult for the female
to obtain predominate, while in the food of the female, VOles, small birds, and hazel
grouse predominate. The squirrel is eaten equally often by both sexes.
In the forest food of the large forest marten of the Kola Peninsula
(A.A. Nasimovich, 1948), which belongs to the Scandinsvian race, we discovered
a higher percentage of large prey than among the smaller Pechora race. In the
former case the wood grouse constitutes 35 % of the diet in winter and the white
hare 7 %; in the latter case, the wood grouse constitutes only 3.4% and the
white hare 0.4 %.

AcademicianA. F. Middendorfidentified larger and lighter plain (Urman) sables
and smaller and darker mountain- taiga sables. L. P. Sabaneev (1875) agreed
with this opinion. This formulation is generally correct and is explained by the fact
that the plain Urm.an sable is better provided with food. The highest density
figures known totlay were found among sables in the more favorable Urman regions
in the former Konda-Soava Preserve (marshy, dark-needled Urman forests along
the shores of rivers). In 1869, A.F. Middendorf wrote that animals in mountainous
regions are smaller than those living in the plains. He considered that the small
forms of animals encountered an. high Mountain ridges, except for the pure alpine
forms, apparently correspond to the recent generations in the deep north.
A. F. Middendorf observed in this connection that even if the animals survive they
have no time to attain their full na,tural height. The autumn molting begins before
the animal has had time to grow 8Ufficiently. He also believed that sharp tem
perature changes and rough autumn foods influence the not yet fully developed
organism, accelerating the onset of m.aturity and cessation of growth. Normal
sizes were also not attained by the recent generation of the red-backed forest voles
Clethrionomls - in the northeastern Altai (P.B. Yurgenson, 1938). A. F. Middendorf
was also convinced that a decisive role in the variability of the overall body size
is played by the amQUnt and quality of the food. He wrote: liThe quantity and quali
tyof the food became a most important inatrument in the hands of man by Ineans
ofwhich, in the breedingof animals, extraordinary results in the area of dimensional
increases were obtained. II Nor Is it coincidental that the potential fertility being
equal,the large west Siberian sud Kamchatka sables are in fact more fertile than
the mountain-taiga sables of the Barguzinrace. Thus, according to data by
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V. L. Zallker (l95S), tile average number of corpora lutea of tile ovaries in the
Kamchatka sable was 3. J, and in the _bles of the Tyumell' OblastI 3.4. while in
the BarlUin sables during the 1951-52 seaBOn, according to the data of
Yu. B. Baevskii, it was 2.? (13 specimens). It is noticeable that in the seascn of
the year 1952/53 when the food was better, the corpus luteum figure ..... 3 (32 speci
mens). Thus, in the final analysis. the tert1l1t,. is the result ot the ava11ah1l1ty
of food.
We present in percentages the chief nutritional companenta of the B8.r lJllZin
race (830 specimens), according to V.1(. Timofeev (1948) (analy&ed by the author
ot this paper), and of the Konda-Sosva sables (V. V. RaevakH. 1947).
Barguzin sable
Sorbus berries
Cedar seeds
Voles
Cedar tronda
Squirrels
Hazel grouse

Konda-Sona sable

S?

Voles
33
Cedar seeds
28
Birds
21
includln, black grouse
0.36 Bllberries
bl Shrews
Squirrels

51.8
61.5

28
10.8
11
11

6.6

Black ,rouse and wood grouse are completely .pent trom the food of the
Barguzin sable. The plain Ronda-Sosva sable is better provided with food. The
percentage ot animal food eaten by the Konda-SosVll sable. Which belon,. to the
large race, is higher than in the BarlJll.in sables. We must particularly note a
higher frequency of relatively large prey. Black grouse to.8Ift as compared to
1.4%, squirrels 6.e,!!> as compared to 0.36%. We may indicate here that according
to a number ot teatures of the muttcatory apparatus the carnivorousness of the
Konda-SosVll sable is considerably more marked than that of the Barguzin sable
(including the degree of development of the cranial ridges).
The large Kamchatka sable may IWJO be considered to be well supplied with
foods. Its special combination of foods includes voles, berries, seeds of the
Libocedrus, cedars, and also a considerable percentage of willow ptarmigans and,
during the spawning period, transient fish. The comparatively am.aU dimensions
of the Zhigansk sable are undoubtedly explained by the scarcity of the food resources
on the left bank of the Lena River.
From the prevWus data one may conclude that the sable or marten can only
attain larp slzes when fully provided with food. Comparatively the large SHe
makes relatively large prey available to them. thua increasing their food supply.
Thus. in the forest marten and sable the overall body size is most intimately
related to their nutritional ecology.
Relative Dimensions and Proportions of the Skeleton
The deepest qualitative difference between the forest marten. the semi
arboreal forms and the ,round form. and the sable consists in the fact that the
first is able to obtain its food in the topa of trees. It was thia yery ability that
enabled the marten to broaden its original range. the broadleal forest of the
Western European type. and. adopting squirrels for food. to inhabit the needle
forests of the East European Plain, thus entering into successful competition with
the sable.
The semiarboreal mode of We could not help being refiecteci in the character
istics of the marten. In studying the features of the forest marten and its differences

from the sable and stone marten, _ were able to discover a number ot species
characteristic in the relative dimenaloDs and proportions of its vertebral
column and limbs. We studied over 100 complete skeletoojl in order to make a
comparison between the forest and IIItooe martelUl, sables, and kidas (Table IV).
Relative proportions of bones of forelimbs

Species and race

lRelativE Relative !Relative IRelative
Iscapula scapula humerus radius
ength
eneth
width
length

Table IV

J:lumerllE ~so.rrejradius Lative lengtha
ndel[
of anterior
limbs

Martes marte. lorenzJ

8.9

8.4

1S.9

11.8

1.34

3.6.6

!4. K.

8.S

8.S

15.4

12.5

1.23

36.8

K. zibellina zibellina

8.6

7.9

14.8

12.1

1.22

35.5

K. foina nehrinsi

9.0

8.1

13.9

11.7

1.10

34.6

Bange of average
sizell

0.4

0.5

2.0

0.8

0.24

2.2

sabaneevi

All figures are given in percentages relative to the length of the skeletoo.
The interspeeies differences in the relative dimensions and proportions of
the bonell of the ant.rior Umbs are qUite significant, and undoubtedly asaume im
portance in the aj;)i1ity of the animals to cUmbo The narrowest scapula is possessed
by sables, followed by st008 martens and kidas. The forest marten bas the widest
scapula. A wide scapula is closely associated with the powerful musculator,y de
velopment of the proximal portion of the forelimbs, which in turn is an adaptatioo to
cUmbing in the semiarboreal mode of existence. However, a narrow scapula is
characteristic of the good runneraamong KammaUa (I. Krumbigel. 1&30). Accordlng
to our observatioos. the forest marten is distinctly inferior to the sable in its
speed of motion over the surface of the ground or snow.
The sable and the stone marten, which are entirely ground forms, also have
shown a relatively aborter humerus than the forest marten (Table IV). The shorten
ing of the humerus is also observed in forms leading a semisubterranean mode of
life. Thus, in the least weuel, the humerus equals 11.'" of the body length (5
mea.aurements), and in the auasilul wild hare it is 60')10 of the length of the humerus.
The climbing mechanism in mamma]s bas not been studied sufficiently to
provide a basis for the significance of the differences found amoog both species
of martens and the sahl.e. The total relative lengths of the scapula, humerus. and
radial bones .in the ground forms of the marten and sable (M.6-35.iS), is also less
than in the forest martens (86.6-36•..,.). The differences demonstrated are 8Up
plementedbydifferll!llcesin proportions. In the ground forms. in connection with the
sbortening ot the humerus•. the index: of the proportions of the humerus to the
radial bones is le.s than that found in the forest marten. The proportions of sable.
and .tooe martens are close to the following: the least weasel1.0S, Brandt vole
1.05 and Dawrian gopher 1.03. We found the smallest figures among the jumping
rodents: Mongolilul jerboa and Russian bare 0.81, and wild rabbit 0.92. A similar
picture is provided by the index: of the ratio. by the scapula and the humerus: sable.
and stone martens 1.4 and 1.6; both races of pine marten 1.7. The tubular or long
bones of the anterior Umba in the forest marten, in aSl!OCiation with the more power
ful DlUsculatory development also proved to he somewbat more massive than those
of the aable. The masslvity index (:ratio of grea1est diameters to length of the humerua)
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in the pine marten 111'0.66, and in the .able 0.63; for the radi'IUI. the corresponding
figures are 0.063 and 0.064.
.
To tum to the skeleton of the hind limbs (Table VI; it is found that in both
races of the pine marten the tibia is 0.4.,. longer than in the stone marten and 1~
longer than in the sable. In the pine marten the bonee of the foot (tarsals and
metarsalsl were also longer. They were somewhat shorter in individuals of the
Pechora race. in comparison to those of the Caucas:Um race. They are even shorter
in the ground forms, the sable and the stone marten.
Table V
Relative dimensions and proportions of Skeleton (.,., of hind limbs
Femur
Species and race

To
body
length

Tarsal and
metatarsal

Index Sum of
rela
of
hind
To
To
To
To
To
tive
limbs
total
body total
body total
lengths
length length length length length

Martes foina nehrinBi

17.2

40.2

M.

2' ibellina· 211""llina

Tibia

18.4

43.0

7.1

16.8

0.93

42.7

18.7

39.7

17.8

42.5

7.5

17.8

0.95

42.1

M. martes sabaneev1

17.8

40.0

18.8

42.3

7.8

18.6

0.94

44.4

M,M. 10renzU

16.8

35.9

18.8

44.7

8.6

19.4

0.85

44.2

The relative dimensions of the femur provide a less distinct picture. This
bone Is shortest in the pine or forest marten of the Caucasian race and longest in the
sable, but in the stone marten it is shorter than in the forest marten of the Pechora
race.
The total length ot the above bones tumed out to be, as had been already noted
in the case ot the anterior limbs, shorter tor the ground forms than for both races
of the torest marten.
The index of the posterior limb (ihe ratio of the femur to tibia) has shown that
in the forest marten of the Caucasian race the traits of the typical tree climber are
well marked (0.85.,.). Bodents which climb and jump sk1llfully, the squirrel and
pocket mouse, have indexes of 0.82 and 0.71 and the Mongolian jerboa (3 measure
ments) 0.70. In the Russian hare the index is 0.81, ss compared to 0.92 in the wild
rabbit, .and 0.94 in the torest marten of the Pechora race. In this case characteristics
are observed that seem transitional between the forest marten and the sable (0.95)
which we associate with the origin of the ra"Ce as the resolt ot a lengthy process of
hybridization on the boundary of the range of the two species (P. B. Yurgenson, 1948).
These characteristics are thus reflected in a large number of indexes and not merely
the dimensions of the shorter tail. This is also confirmed by the fact that in the
arboreal marten of the Zhiguli. the index at the posterior limb equals O. 87 •

The mas.ivity inden. of the long hind limb bones of the marten, as in the
anterior extremities, ind1cate that they are more massive than in the sable (the
difference is O. 00l). So that the proportions of the bones of the hind limbs IIl&7 be
more obviou1!lly marked, the corresponding measurements were once again calculated
as a percentage of their total relative length taken as 100. It became even clearer
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(Table V) that in the proportions of hind limbs the Pechora race occupies an inter
mediate position between the forest marten and the sable, aa is eapecially clearly
marked in the relative sizes of the femur and the tibia. while in the relative dimens
ions of the posterior foot bones the s~cies specificity of the forest'marten makes
itself apparent: the differences between the races of martens is O.8fo. while between
the Pechora and sable it is 1. 3".
In the Caucasian race we see the maximum shortening of the femur (35.9%).
whereas the tibia aZld the bones of the hind leg are longer in this race.

Thus, the features of the tree·climber are strongly expressed here.
It is known that among mammalS the swift runners and good jumpers are
distinguished by a low anterior and higb posterior. which illl sometimes very strongly
marked. Among the ungulates, a well-marked high posterior is clearly seen in the musk
deer aZld chamois. Among the racelll of domestic dog this illl very well marked in the
borzoi; among rodents. the jerboa possesseS this characteristic; while in the small
Dauri hamster, the length of the hind limb Is in a 1.40:1 ratio to the fore limb;
in the Mongolian jerboa the ratio is 3.09;1. The height of the posterior portions
especially during movement, is also obvious in all predators, including species of
the genus of martens. In this the index fluctuates from 1.18 to 1.2'1. It appears
once again that the index of the forest martens of the Pechora race (1.20) it is nearer
to that of the sable (1.18) than to that of the Caucasian race (1.2'1).

Thus, we find confirmation of the fact that in tree climbers which execute long
leaps from tree t(l tree a higb posterior is more strongly marked than in small
ground predators. The index of the sable is nearer to that of the least weasel (1.1S)
In the stone marten it is closer to that of the forest marten or the Caucasian race
than to that of the sable.
We could only compare dimenlllions and proportions of the pelvic bones of the
forelllt and stone martens of the Caucasian preserve (S and 9 specimens). It proved
that the pelvis of the forest marten is considerably smaller than that of the stone
marten in absolute dimensions as well as in ratio to the overall body length. The
total length of the innominate bone in the forest marten Is amaller by 0.5%. the length
of the ilium by 0.4%. the diameter of the aperture of the pelvis by 0.34%. ConSider
able differences also exist in the sum length of the different regions of the
vertebral column. In the forest marten. the distinguishing features are the short
ness of the cervical region (14.03." as compared to 14.42.,,) and of the thoracic
(30.2'1% as compared with 31.94%1. In the regions of the vertebral column the
sum of the relative lengths of the lumbar and sacral regions in the forest mar
ten is 35.'1'" as compared wlth 32.S", in the ground marten. i. e.. thelle regions
in the forest marten grow at the expense of a shortening in the length of the
cervical and thoracic reg1ons.
Observations by B. B. Dubinin (1949) confirm that in all climbing. jumping
forms and in those which leap or glide from tree limb to limb. the relative length
of the cervlcal vertebral region is shortened as compared to the precaudal length
of tha vertebral column U)'tlX, marten, squirrel, howler monkey. orangutan. and
others). This is not only true of the Caucasian forest martens. In martens of the
Pechora race the sum of the lengths of the lumbar and sacral vertebrae (8 specimens)
also equala 35.a.". In all species of the genus of martens the usual manner of
locomotion is jumping (fore and hind limbs act in concert). An important role in
this process is played by the fiexing and unflexing of the vertebral column under
the pull of the very powerful back muscles. but the elasticity of the vertebral
column is intimately associated with the length of it. lumbar regions and with the length
of the back muscles. including especially that of the sacrospinalis muscle. The short
ening of the cervical region in the forest marten occurs to thErextent of 0.39.". chiefiy at
the expense of the third and stxtb vertebrae.
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The taU of m amma18 (an organ wblch enables it easily to maintain eQu.Wbrium
while in motion) i8 of particular lmportance in rapid. pacing, jumping,and turning.

The tail is also of great lmportance in gliding jumps from tree to tree and itt
tree to earth jumps. An indirect pooof of the fact that the fore8t marten, according
to our observations and the observations of Pechora hunters, actively uses its taU
when jumping is that in jumping from trees to the snow it leaves no taU prints. Thus,
it is curved upward at this time, is somewhat lifted, and participates actively in
the mechanics of jumping. The sable and kida, when jumping on the snow, leave an
imprint of the tail, and it -is thus inert in these animals at this time.

In colUlection with this, an lmportant adaptive value is attached to the relative
length of the taU and the number of taU vertebra.e and their dimenSions, which
determine the length of the tail (Table VI).
Table VI
Number of tail vertebrae and their variab:ility
Species and race
Martes zibellina zibellina
M. m. sabaneevi (male)

M. m. sabaneevi (female)
M. m. lorenzi

M. foina nehring!
lKidas

(male)

~das (female)

No of
specimens

4
1'1
31
5
9
13
6

Range

Average

15-1'1
18-22
1'1-20
18..21
20-22
16-20
16-18

16.00
18.66
18.63
19.40
21. 20
1'1.53
1'1.00

From the data it may be seen that the number of tail vertebrae is an inconstant
figure with the species and races. We see also that the smaller figures are character
istic of the sable, followed by the kida--the hybrid between the sable and the forest
marten,followed by the forest and the stone martens.
As is seen from Table W, there are distinct differences in the average value
of the relative length of the tail among species and races of sables and martens.
Table VII
Relative length of tail (in comparison to body length)
Species and race

..
..
..
..

iMartes zibellina zibellina
u
Jeniseenis
"
" aajanenais
sachalinensts
It
kamtscbadalica
Martes martes sabaneevi
ruthena

.

....

n

It

i:Oi;iiZf

foina nehrlngr-

No of spec
imens

16
93
22

Range

Average

24.4-42.0

-
-

31. 1
36.4·
35.2·
so. 0*

46.3-54.6
42.0-52.1

45.2
50.8
.'1.2
5S.0

-
-
87.0-54.0

22

"

6'1

18

17
5

-

Note: All data refer to males.
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34.1

However. it possesses a considerable individual variability. which is ·of an over
lapping character. As a result of this, the relative length of the tail cannot con
stitute a distinct diagnostic! feature, neither as to race, nor as to llpecies. Neverthe
less we see tbat the greatest relative tail length is characteristic of the ground
marten (53S), followed by the forest marten (45.3%-50.8%), and finally the sable

(80-8a.....).

.

It is quite clear thet the optimal relative sizes of the tail are adaptations to the
nmiarboreal mode of life and are distributed in the range of 45-51%, while the
average relative length of the tail of the ground marten ill exceeded in single individuals
of the forest marten, reaching 54. 6,.. From this, the shortening of the tail length
in the sable should be canaiclered as an adaptation to a ground and subsnow mode of
life with a simultanousloss of ability to Ulle the tail actively when jumping (gliding
is also not characteristic of the sable). The tail of the stone marten should be
canaiderecl too lollg for these purposes. Probably this was the size of the taU of
preaable forebears.
The data of the table also indicate that the species of the genus ~ are
not subject to the "Allen law" which aBserts that the taU length in kindred forms
de ~reases from south to north. The tail of the Kamchatka sable is longer than that
c~ Sakhalin race, while among forest martens it 1s shorter in the Caucasian race
than in the middle Russian race. Simultaneously with the process of tail shortening
a reduction in the number of taU vertebrae and a lesllening of the length of the
centrum occurs among some of the species. In comparing individuals of various
specles. differences in the length of the centrum are present in all taU vertebrae,
while within a species the differences are obeerve4 only from the ninth vertebrae,
being most varied in the distal portion of the tan.
In the forest martens of the races studied, the length of the centrum of individ
ual vertebrae gradually increases from the first to the ninth vertebrae inclusively
and later evenQ- decreases. In the stone martens and kidas the increase in the length
of the body terminates at the seventh centrum and rudimentary forms begin from
the twentieth. In the forest marten of the Caucasian race, the reduction of vertebral
sille to 3.5-6.0 mm also begms from the twentieth vertebra, in martens of the Pechora
race from the eighteenth and in the kidaII from the fifteenth to the sixteenth.
In aummary ..e may say that during the process of adaptive evolution in too
sable there occurred a reduction in the number of taU vertebrae, as well as a change
in the siu of some of them, while in the forest marten only a reduction in number

occurred.
Osseous Auditory Tympanum (bu1J.ae osseae)

Max Weber canaidered the function of the auditory tympanums to be the amplif
ication of sound. They are especially well developed in desert mammals. R. Pocock
(1921) established the preaence of two types accol'ding to the intenlal structure of
the f!.uditory tympanums in the marten family. one characteristic of the stone marten
and the yellow-throated marten, and the other, more primitive, typifying the forest
lp1rtej marten, gllltton,
badger.

,,00

To carry out an objective evaluation of the extenlal dimensions and their
variability we multiplied the bullae osseae by their maximum width (in two cans in
percentages of the condylobasal cranial length). . We have onlY individual measure
ments on sev,rall'llcea and thull thelle liaures require more pracision(Table VIII).
We should also note that amoni the stone martens the smaller indexes character
ised the central Asiatic and Crimean races. in the forest marten the Caucasian, and
among the sables the Far lilaatem (Sakhalin)'. The figures obtained show canaiderable

interspecies 'Variability with overlapping in the variability of the sizes of the bullae
osseae. For the stone marten, the interspeeies range is 188. 16-217.56; for the
forest marten, 212.5-246.8; for the sable, 213.0-280. O. The average index for
four races of the stone marten equals 201. 8; for five races of the forest marten
231. 4; for six races of sable 248. 3.
'
Table WI
Indexes of bullae osseae
Species and race

....

Number

Martes foinaintermedia
" nehringi
n
rosanovi
n
foina
Martes marteS"iOi-enzi
sabaneevi
"
"
n
II
lafinorum

"

II

8
10

--

.

"

II

15
20
23
1
21
15

~

~

Martes zibeUina sachalinensis
II
It
kamtschadalica
II
II
~
zibellina
"
II
prtnceps
"II
tungassel18is
" paleosinensis (fossil)

I
I

..

5
11

..

1
1
3

Mean
188.2
204.4
197.1
217.6
212.5
224.0
226.6
244.0
246.9
213.0
240.3
U6.8
256.8
280.0
257.8
222.6

Thus, the largest bullae osseae characteriae the sable; this data coincides
:fully with reports of experienced hunters of the Komi ASSR (for example,

I. 1. Mezentsev) who claim that the sable possesses more acute heartng than the
forest marten. In fact, in the northern Urala, the index of the sable is 251.77 and.
of the forest marten only 244. This ill quite natural because of the terrestrial mode
of liCe of the sable which is undoubtedly less safe than the semiarboreal mode of
life of the forest marten.
Examining the indexes of the geographical races olthe forest marten, we
see that the maximum sille (246. 9) belongs to the martens of the Scandinavian (no
minal) race on the range of the Kolo Penil18ula. This is natural, since in this
region the marten leads the same strictly terrestrial mode of life as the sable.
Furthermore its carnivorousness is here maximally manifested, and, in order to
acquire large prey, acuteness of hearing is absolutely essential. The relatively
high figure for the Central RuSSian race (244) is explainable by the fact that martel18
of this race from time immemorial have been subjected to the maximum degree of
persecution by hunters and, at the same time possessed 1es. favorable ecological
conditions than, for example, in the Caucasus, where they were faced with a
fiercer struggle (or exillltence. Acute hearing Is required for successfully capturing
prey and for defence.
As a whole, we consider the stone marten .the most prtmitive and ancient
species, which deviated le88 than the others of the Pliocene marten ancestors.
The maximum index (217.5), which Is distinctly different from that of the other
races (188.2-204.4) i8 shown by the Western European (nom1l18l) race (our species
from the Ukrainian SSR). Thi8 may also be interpreted as a secondary adaptation
to close contact with man in an area which we alao consider to be secondary in
nature. Habitation by wild animala in populated areas and even around cities under
standably requires more acute external sensory receptors.
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What has been said concerning Central Russian forest martens is also com
pletely applicable to the Barguzin race of martens. in which the figure (280) con
siderably exceeds the index of other races (213.0-251.8).
The markedly different index (213) of the Sakhalin race, i. e .• the sables of
the Far East, also commands attention. This may be connected with the slight
snow cover there. since obtaining food beneath the snow undoubtedly demands more
acute hearing.

Masticatory Apparatus
Two factors are of interest in the masticatory apparatus of martena, these
being the degree of carnivorouanesl$ and, on the other hand, the degree of omni
vorousness. The best indication of the degree of carnivorousness may be the ex
tent of development of the upper PM4 (carnassial) tooth. On,e of the objective
features expressible in figures tor this tooth could be the height of its shearing
crowns in relation to its relative length (Table IX). In each of the three species
we deal with the mean sille obtained in measuring series (10 skulls of adult males
from 4-6 geographical races of each sl-eeies). We present the range of variation
of the mean sizes according to the speciea and the overall mean. The higher the
shearing crests, the smaller the value.
Table IX
Tooth data
Height of PM"
Species
Forest marten

Width of)42

Limit

Mean

Limit

1.53-1. 64

1. 58

1. SO-l. 39

Mean
1. 35

Sable

i. 50-1.59

1.56

1.35-1.39

1.36

Stone marten

1.44-1. 64

1.54

1. 53-1. 60

1.56

As seen in the table, overlapping sizes are found, but it is quite clear that the
most developed shearing crests belong to the stone marten, followed by the sable,
and are most strongly developed in the forest martens. In complete correspond
ence to this, the characteristic feature of the stone marten is the narrow, poorly
developed talonida of the upper molar teeth. the only food-triturating surface in the
dental system of species of the genuII~. The next position. on the basis of
thialeature, is occupied by the sable. followed by the forest marten. The small
difference existing lUIlong the latter is determined by the Caucasian race of the
forest marten, with an average index oll. 30. In fact, in the food of this marten,
vegetable lood anelinsects are presented in greater quantities (P. B. Yurgenson,
1951). whereas large (relatively) warm-blooded animals are absent. For the
lorest marten we have already had occasion to show (P. B. Yurgenson. 1951) a
d1s~inct relationship between the degree of carnivorousness in food and the structure
of the masticatory apparatus. This aleo plays a role in the differencea between the
most carnivorous flables, which capture large prey and. which are mostly of the
plain races, and the more omnivorous and he~ivoroU8 mountain-taiga sables. In
fact, in the mountain-taiga sables of the Barguzin race. the index of the height of
the pJ44 is 1.57"'. while in the plain sables of tile nominal race i.t is 1.39.
Table IX shows the indexes all differing sharply from the contemporary food
habits of the stone marten, which eats more herhivoroull food than the other two
'" The ratio of length of this tooth to the height of the middle creat.
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species. Thill can be explained by the aharply expre. . .d cOb••rvaUllm of the heredity of
of the given species and the mON primitive type of its stJ."tlCture. The nutritional
changes resulting therefrom found no refiectiOb in the morphology.
Extemal Integument of the Body
After coosidering the significance of the sises of the tympanic bulla in the
degree of development of acuity of hearing, there is room for some remarks Ob the
role of the dimensions of the helix of the ear. According to data by R. Pokock(1921).
the highest type of davelopment of the extem8J. ear in the family of the martens 18
found in the .pecles of the genus ~ (martens) and the genus Lamprople (yenow
throated marten). Thill author (1914) himself indicated that.the ears of the forest
marten are IObger and wider than those of the stObe marten and that the species
Significance of these differences are not to be dou.bted. In the forest marten the
height of the ear is 41 mm and the width 3'1 mm. In the stone marten the corres
ponding figurell are 3'1 and 31 Mm.
Academician I. F. Brandt (1855) wrote that the ear of the sable is larger and
more peripher'8lly angular than that of the forest marten, in which the ear 18 shorter,
rounded, and covered by short sparse hairs (in the specimen of the nominal race.
the height of the ear is 53 mm in males and 48 mm in females, constituting 8. '1~
of the length of the body). Thus, the sillies of the external ear constitute a valid
aeries extending from the atone marten through the forest marten to the sable.
This must be associated with the extreme acuity of hearing which all sable hunters
and naturalists IItudYing the sable have noted in the animal in quest:lon. ThWi. the
sille of the internal ear is an adaptive feature connected with the direct function of
the hearing organ. wbile the direct task of the external ear is to belp collect and
magnify sounds.
Glover Allen, in hill work on the geographical variability of the mammals and
birds of America, first established that the silles of the peripheral parta of the body
limbs, ears, tall in many mammals. and birds- obey a law of increase moving
southward. Glover Anen associated thill with a climatic factor-temperature.
Consequently:. this increase proved to be in inverse ratio to the geographical
c;WlgeS in the body lIille determined by the "law" of K. Bergman, and was related
to the thermoregulation of the organism. Allen's data were later confirmed by
rellearch made by R. Besse and B. Rensh (B.L Lukin, 1941), and which were
termed the "Allen law".
R. Hesse emphasized the significance of the helix of the ear of mammals in
thermal regulation, whereas B. Hensh (data by Anthony) has shown that for Ameri
can mammals the "Allen law" was confirmed in 13 cases and unconfirmed in three
Cllses. Thus, the material for cbecking was limited.

Our data Ob the genus of martena are completely in cObflict with..Allen's Law" •
The stone marten is distinguished by a smaller ear size and its entire range lies
to the south of the sable range, whose ear, on the contrary, is very large. The
forest marten, on the other hand, occupies an intermediate position.
From this we may conclUde that the adaptive significance of the size of the
external ear which is correlatively associated with the lIizes of the bullae osseae is
directly connected with the direct function of the organ of hearing. This direct
function undoubtedly is of greater Significance than thermoregulation for species of
the marten genus. This is compensated by the fact that the larger ear of the sable
living in the colder regions is well protected by a denlle hair cover which protecta
it from the cold. Within the species, no geographical variability in size of the
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external ear i. o~. In the Central • • •ian race, lUI in the clUle of the Cauca
sian race of the lozeet-.rteu, it. relative size is ma1rl.ly U. 1-11. 6ft ot the total
body length.
..
,
'nle vibris.ae lUI ta,ctUe organ. are of con.iderable importance in the life ot
mammala, increlUlingly so in animals conducting a dusk or nocturnal mode of life.
In predatory animala which carry on a aemiarboreal way of life. Academician
L P. Brandt Ua55) was the ttrat til draw attention to the interapeele. diftereuces
ill the vibri....e. Thevibri8aae ot the sable. in hi. atudiea were thinner and shorter
tbaD those ot the torest marteu. They are long in the latter, extending po.teriorly
and protrulUng aomewl:lln be.l1tDd the ear, w.bereu in the aable (vibris. .e ot the
upper lip) they Mnot reach the upper edge of the ear.
R. Pocock (1921) hu noted that in predatory mim.la with an active terreatrial
:mode of lite-the genera ~ and Mustela-the tactile vibri.aae are longer and
more abundant than in animals conducting a 8uberranean :mode of existence-the
badger. Meles. the honeyeaters [honey badgers) Mellivora, and the skunka.
Mephitis. The corporal vibrisaae are alao more atrongly dev.eloped in the active
terrestrial forma. The vibriaaae are a1ao weakly developed in the aquatic torms.
According to G. A. Novikov (1939), ill the Buropean mink there are only two short
vibrissae near the nose, two supraocular ones, two an(JUle.r one., and two on the
chin, all of them short. In the species or the genus of martena, seven groups of
vibrissae exist, eac:h containing large and small vibr18eae.
The number 01 vibriasae of the various groupe ia shown in Table X (material:
foreet martens I, kidaa 2, aables 5. atone martens 3).
Table X
Species

Vibrissae.
Lower lip
Limit
lMull

Upperllp
Mean

Limit

Chin
Limit
Mean

Fore8tl~J~a

20-20

20.0

8-8

8.0

3.3

Kidu

15-16

20.5

16-20

18.0

3.3

3.0
3.0

Sablea

U-2S

18.8

6-10

II. fJ

1.3

2.0

Stone marteua

1.-18

16.S

6-8

7.S

2.3

2. :I

Vibrissae

An :ular
Mean
Limit

.-<1
.-<1
0-<1,
3-<1

•. 0
•• 0
2.4
3.6

Supraocular
Mean
Limit

4-<1
3-6
3-6
6·7

NlUlal
Mean
Limit

4.0
•. 0
•• 2
6.7

2-2
2-3
1-3
2-6

2.0
2.5

a.a

3.3

Corporal
Mean

Limit

3-<1
2-3
2-3
3-3

3.5
3.0
2.5
3.0

The counting WIUI carried out on one aide, the total IlWllber of vibrissae in
the forest marten on the average equalllng 44.5, in the atone martens 40.5, in the
)d.du 37, and in aabies 36.6. 'IbwJ, the torest maneu baa the greatest number of
vibrisaae.
The maximal length of the vibrisaae

ot the upper lip proved to be: k1du.

75.0-90, 0 (.,ean 82.5); foreBt mart.s, 59.8-80.8 (mean 60.3); aable•• M. 1-'16. a
(.,ean 68.5). and atone m.artellll U. 8-72.0 (mean !'i7.2),
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These data: are not cOfit:radictory to the reportaof Academician L F. Brandt,
since the greater absolute lilJngtb of the vibrissae in the sable is connected With its
larger over-all size. The abundance and length of vibris8ae. as well as the
distincUy expressed brisUe quality of the fur in kidas, should. be considereda8 one
of the mantfestations of heterosis in the hybrid.
The most characteristie trait of the fore.. marten is the number of its cor
poral and chin vibrissae, which must be considered as an adaptation to the semi
arboreal mode of life. The 8able occupies the last poeition in the number of corporal.
angular. and chin vibrissae. In the "one marten, the number of near-nasal and
supraocular vibrissae draw. attention. All species have large and 8mall vibrissae
in equal number on their upper liJ:l. Small vibrissae predominate on the lower lip.
The. dimensions of the ~08tocu1ar aperture of the cranium are closely con
nected with the development of the function of the tactile cranial vibri88ae. because
it i8 precisely through this that the nerve innervating the Vibrissa passes.

The nerve' comJilefely fills this aperturtt; thus, the area of its sectiOll is
equal to the area of the aperture. The degree of development of the nerve in
question and the dimensIons of the postocular aperture are in complete agreement.
What is clear is that the relative diameter of thil!! aperture in the kidas equals
5. s.,;. of the condylobasallengtb of thl!l skull; in the forest martens of various races,
4.7 -5.2; in sables of various races, 5.•-5. 5; in stone martens of various races,
4.1-4.9%. In the forest marten of the Pechora race, to which we ascribe hybrid
origin. the diameter of the postocular aperture is the same as that in the sable
(5 .•'Yo). Thus, the development of the postocular aperture and the postocular nerve
are adequate.
The forepaws of the liable have the thickest fur trim, eapeciallyin the winter;
those with the least amount belong to the stone marten. On this basis the surface
calluses of the sale of the stone marten are well developed. The significance of
fur-trimming on the foot is twofold: for heat insulation and to increase the surface
area of the paw, which promotes locomotion on snowy surfaces. These features
of single species undoubtedly possess permanent hereditary value, since in our
observations they are maintained in the northern Urals even when the sable and the
forest marten live together within the range of the same mountain valley. The
same is also true in the northern Caucasus in regard to the forest and stone martens.
There is no room for doubt that the relative size of the surface area of the paws is
an adaptation which assi8ts in the locomotion of the animal on the snow. According
to data obtained by us from animals taken simultaneously in the valley of the UkYu River (northern Urals), 9. 55 g of body weight in the sable rest on one cm2 of
the sale of the paw; in forest martens, 11.90 g and in the kidas 13 g.
One must remember that in the white hare and the willow ptarmigan, which
are more adapted to locomotion on the surface of the anow, the weight load is
8.4-11.8 g and 15-17 g (0.1, Semenov-Tyanl shanakH. 1939; A.N. Formozov, 1946).
In the Tolai bare [Lepus toW) and in the European bare [LeP!ls europeans). it
rises as high as 19 and 22-2. g.
Thus, the liable. forest marien. and kidas.are animals which are well adapted
to locomotion on the ice, but the sable is better adapted than the forest marten and
the kida.
The features of the claw structure are of great aignlficance. The differences
between the species here may even be seen by the naked eye. However, up to this
time. the systematists and morpholOgists have not given sufficient attention to
these features. The claws of the forest marten are shorter than those of the sable,
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but they are bent at a more acute angle and are more prehensile. The claws of the
stone marten are relatively small, but substantial. It is necessary to translate this
into quantitative language: taking into account the method of UlriCh DQerst (1926),
we made the following measurements for the claws of the fore limbs: 1) the length
of the greater curvature of the claw; 2) the length of the lesser curvature; 3) the
length of the bass of the claw (measured in a straight line); 4) the height of the
base of the claw; 5) the width of the base of the claw; 6) the height of a perpendicular
lowered from the highest point of the leaser (internal) curvature of the claw to the
middle of the straight line which constitutes its chief length; 7) the oblique length
of the claw.
Using these measurements we obtained four ratios: the relative length of the
claw, (the ratio of the length of the greater curvature to the length of the body), the
index of the curvature (the ratio between the third and sixth measurement above),
the index of massivity (the ratio of the height of the base to the oblique length), and
the relative height of the base (ratio of this measurement to the body length). Five
sables of the nominal race (northern Urals) were used for measurements, as well
as two forest martens of the Pechora race, one kida, and three stone martens.
The data of these indexes are presented in Table XL
Table XI
Indexes of the claws of the fore limbs
Index of
relative length
Limit
M

Species
Forest marten

6.8-8.3
8.6

Kida
Sable

9.8-10.1

Stone msrten

Index of
massivity
. Limit
M

Curvature
index
Limit
M

Relative
height of base
Limit
M

7.4 0.39-0.31

0.30 0.31-0.39 0.35 7.9-8.3 8. 1

--

--

0.37

0.33

--

9.3

9.4 0.26-0.31 0.29 0.26-0.35 0.29 10.2-13.5 11.6

10.4-10.8 10.6 0.28-0.38 0.32 0.20-0.29

0.24 11. 2-13. 5 12.6

Note: M" mean
Muscular System
There is no doubt that the weight of any muscle or group of muscles may serve
as en index of the degree of muscle development. It is therefore permissible in
ascertaining this, to use the relative weight of the muscle (in pro mille of the weight
of the skeleton muscular system of the given individual). In order to evaluate the
development of themaaticatory musculature, the temporal, masseter, and the
biventer muscles of the mandible were measured.
The relative weights of the muscularis pectoralis major were also demonstrated
end examined, aa well as those of the anterior and posterior extremities as a whole.
Fifteen forest sables of the Pechora race served as material for the study, as well
as two kldas. 19 Trans-Baikal steppe polecats. six ermine from the upper reaches
of the Pechora River ,one glutton, and nine least weasels from the Trans-Baikal.
Herbert Schutze (1936) also investigated 12 stone martens and forest polecats by
these methods. We had no opportunity to study the musculature of the sables by
this method..
Table

xn presents the appropriate quantitative data of the relative sizes of

the musculature. Table XIII presents data on sexual dimorphism :in the develop
ment of the musculature. From Table XIII we see a well-expressed sexual di
morphism in the muscular 4evelopment of the forest sable and stone marten (although
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lUI.

tbe latter ladented by H.Schutze)
lUaUence in the 8teppepolecat. It 1rill
be more diatlnctly eXl-ressed in abtJolute weight becauae the total weight of the
ElkeletODluscular sYllttml in females is considerably lowel' than that of males
(769.0 and 1.0:U. 2 g for stone martens).
Table

xn

.Relative development of _WICUlature

"a

f,!! '"

'"

~g

1/

1i
Forest marten
Stone marten
Steppe polecat
Forest polecat
Ermine
Small weasel
Glutton

~a

15

12

8.3
11.1

19

13.8

-6

9
1

-

9.6
14.4
111.8

i~

l!r::
Go ID

:il

iii

3.0
2.5
3.5

2.3
3.8

>

:t

e

2.0

- -

2.4
5.8
".1

lot

I

'"

1 / 1/

1.7

-

2.•

"ael.

...!!!
!:J
";r!$.o

011 .......

1/

!S!iiia ~8J
0.36
0.26
0.25

-

0.25
0.40
0;25

..a

~

gOo

'"

0

Ii.

..a

t)

..a

~a1Jll!.
.§
.... f I - "a~
M

•
'8 1/ ..lit 1
-3:2
iii ~ ..a...,
" .... Sod

14.5 '71.3 103.7 32.4
13.0 49.0 99.0 50.0
14.3 55.6 88.1 10.5
41.0 71.0 30.0
17. (J 55.6 85.9 30.9
17.2 48.2 58.7 10.5
12.7 127.0 110.0 17.0

-

1.48
2.02
1.18
1.73
1.54
1.21
0.85

In pro mUle of the weight of the skeletoMuscular system, in percentage of
weight of skeletomuscular system.
Table XW
Sexual dimorphism in the development of the musculature

Species

..a
"'"

~

Forest marten (males)
If
" (females)
Stone marten (males)
(females)
Steppe polecat (males)
(females)

..

..

..

..

i

8.
~

'"
1:
Ql

ID
ID

01

z

E-<

::s

7
8
8
4

9••
7.5
12.5
9.7
13.0
14.0

3.2
2.8
2.8
2.3
3.4
3.6

11
8

'"

i.:;
IQ

2.4
2.0
1.8

2.2
3.7
3.9

..a

~

..a

.§
....

'0"
Ii.

Ql

.:rl"a

73.•
89.5
50.0
48.0
54.3
57.5

111.1
97.3
97.0
101. 0
66.2
66.1

The problem ot the significance olthe sexual dimorphism in martens and the
causes ot its absence in steppe polecats was lStudied by us elsewhere
(P. B. Yurgenson. 1947).
The simple 8ci8llOrllke up and down mowment8 of the lower ja... provide for
the shearing function of the dentition and are chiefly made by means ot three mus
cles,the temporal, masseter, and biventer. The first two raise the lower jaw su
perlad and the third lowera it (a passive movement) together ...tth the action of the
gravitation ot the jaw.
As is known. the temporal muscle ts very strongly developed.1n predators
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and the masseter considerably less, whereas in rodents the situation is the opposite,
The movements of the lower mandible anteriorly and posteriorly and its limited
lateral movements are made by the masseter. together with an increased function
by the temporal. These functions, as shown by Yu, A. Orlov (19471 are caused by
the various layers of the masseter. In connection with the passive function, the bi
venter muscle is equally developed.in the majority of species, the only exceptions
being the forest and steppe polecats. We see that the temporal mUScle is most
weakly developed in the forest marten (8. 30,." followed by the ermine. and only
then by the stone marten
The muscle of the glutton is most strongly devel
oped, since this animal eats the carcasses of large animals (15. 7,.). The strong
development of the mUScle in the least weasel, the smallest predator of our fauna,
probably compensates for its insignificant absolute size (14. 4). It could not otber- .
1ri8e kill its victims by severing their occipitum. The masseter m.uscle in the stone
marten (2.35), is, on the contrary, more poorly developed than that of the forest
marten (2. 23). The relative development of this muscle 1s also reflected in the in
dex of their ratios. The most highly developed masseter muscle in relation to the
temporal is that of the least weasel (0.40), followed by the forest marten (0.36) and
the stone marten (0.26). The indexes of the glutton. ermine and steppe polecat are
.qualin magnitude (0. 25).

(u,."

The degree of development of the masticatory musculature is chiefly reflected
in the development of the cranial osseous pectens, in the width of the zygomatic
arches, which is closely connected. with the development of the masticatory mUSCles,
and in the relative width of the postorbital narrowing, which in tum is connected
with the development of the temporal muscle. While the development of the osseous
pectens in small predators is difficult to dsscribe in figures, it is not difficult to
express by two other indexes. The appropiate measurements can be implemented
on sJwlls in almost any scheme.
This permits Ult to study more widely the variability of development of the
masticatory muacles also including that of the interspecie8 type.
It is

m01llIl

that the more strongly developed the masHter, the wider apart

are the zygomatic arches of the sJwll. This may he seen not only in herbivorous
forms but also in predators in which the powerfp]. development of this muscle some.
times takes place at the expense of those layers of it which increase the strength of
the temporal muscle, 1. e •• the seizing and shearing function of the jaws and the
dentition. The same situation is JIIeen in cats, lynx, etc.
In other cases, when the dentitiOll possesses triturating surfaces and the ani
mal eats various foods (including fruits, berries, and invertebrates) II. larger sepa
ration and a widenmg of the :tYiomati<: arches is associated with an increase in the
size of the other layers of the masseter muscles and in a reduction of carnivorous
ness. The latter ia particularly true of the sable.

The geographical races of the aable may be divided into three groupa on the
basia of relative zygomatic arch width: 1) nominal and Tungus races; 2) Kamchatka
Far Eastem,and Yeniaey races; 3} Sayan, Altai.and Barguzin races. The zygo
matic arches in the third group are placed most widely apart-in the mountain taiga
sables.
The first group differs from the second. by O. 6,. in this resFect. and the se
cond. from the third by 1. 3"_ The amplitude and range of variability in the first
group is 0.2, in thll second 0.4. and in the third O. 5". Thus. these groups are
not artificislly separated. In addition, each group possesses a common group range.
Ttlese data once &gam confirmed our conclusion thet the mountain taiga Barguzin
type of sablfl is less camivorous than the nominal West Siberian type which inhebits
the plam taiga. Besides the peculiarities of the dentition and the disposition of the
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zygomatic arebell, we find a reflection of the latter in the wealdy develo d
pectens of the slrull (the weaker development of the temporal muscle) anrin
proportions of the lower jaw.

:S80US
e

In the Barguzin race the relative width of the zygomatic arches ill 2 5" hi h
than in the nominal, Their wide separation in the Altai race (58 1M.) i
.
I g er
b Ba
. ,. s very c os€'
to t. e
rguzin type IIIld confirms the differences between the mountainous and
plain sables which were already correctly assumed by Academician
A. F. Middendorf on the basis Of nutrition. It may be mentioned here that accord
ing to Academician A. F. Middendorf (1889), tha interapecies differences :In sizes
depen~ primarily on the varied food supply, partieularly during the period of the
orgarusm's growth. The Sayan race of sable, included in the third. group, is also
a mountainous taiga group. The sables of the second grour are tranllitiona between
the mountain-taiga and plain sables.
The dependence of interspeciea differencell in the development of the muscu
lature of the masticatory apparatus on the type of food and the degree of carnivor
ousness in forest martens has already been shown by us (P. B. Yurgenson, 1951).
Yu. A. Orlov (1947) remarked justifiably that the limited mobility of the lower
jaw of predatory animala also limits the possibility of anterior, posterior, and
lateral movements. which produce the wide separation of the zygomatic arehes and
the strong development of the mallticatory muscles, which, in turn, should chiefly
increase the action of the temporal muscle. In a number of cases this is actually
so, but not in the sable and marten, in which increaee of the masticatory muscles
parallels the weakening of the temporal muscle and the decrease in the clevelopment
of the osseous ridges of the cranium.
It is well known that in predatory birds, along with the development of the
temporal muscles, the width of the posterior ocular narrowing of the cranium is
considerably decreased. The same 1s seen in the process of ontogenetic develop
ment among individuals: together with the age increase in the power of this muscle,
the postocular narrowing decreases and the osseous ridge parallelly increases in
size. In various races of the forest marten the average figures for the relative
size of this narrowing vary from 22" to 23. e"(mean 22.64,.); in the stone mar
ten of various races from 22.3 to 22.6" (mean 22. 62,,); in the races of the sable
from 17.9-22.5" (mean 19.98,.). The species average values for forest and stone
martens are identical. In martens the range of the interspecies variability is
3-4.6,., in the sable more thIIIl 4. 6~. In all cases the postocular narrowing is
It-ss in the sable than in the two species of martens. Thus the temporal muscle is
more strongly developed in sables and carnivorousness is more markeclly mani
fest. It should be noted that only fully mature individuala were compared in all
cases.

The postocular narrowing was least marked in the Sakhalin race of sable
(22.5,,) and most strongly expressed in the Kamchatka race (17.9%).
The type of developtnent of the musculus pectoraliS major in species which
are studied in Table X and the role of this muscle in the mechaniCS of the move
ment of the fore limbs indicates its special significance for animals which climb in
trees (the forest marten) and for rodents, which often alao move subterraneously
for long periods.
The forest marten occupies the second position in development of the skeleto
muscularsyste.mofthefore limbin the marten family, being second only to the mas
sive muscular glutton, in which the fore limbs are even more strongly developed
than the hind; in the stone marten the skeletomuscular system of the fore limbs is
considerably more weakly developed than in the forest marten. In this we should
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undoubtedly recognize the adaptive character of the IItronger development of the
muscular IIYlltllm of the forest marten in accordance with its semiarboreal mode of
life (function of cl imbing in trees). The musculature of the fore limbs is most
weakly developed in the forest polecat.
In the majority of cases the skeletomuscular system of the hind liIub in spe
cles of the marten family is more strongly developed than that at the fore limb.
This is associated with the jumpe which are its most frequently employed methods
of locomotion (compare the particularly po.werful development of the hind limbs in
jerboaB, bares, and bonoi). The single exception is the glutton, the typical gait
of whicb is the lope; on the other hand. the powerful development of the muscu
lature of the fore limb in the glutton is aS8()ciated with the capture of large ungu
lates and the tearinlil' apart of.carrion, which in winter may even be frozen.

The forest marten is in second position after the glutton (l03. 7"'), whereas
the stone marteu occupies third place (99.".,). The index of the posterior extremity
(the ratio of the relative weigbt of the fore and hind l.imDs) indicates that in the
stone marten it 18 more strongly developed than in the anterior extremity. The
lesser index of the forest marten is connected with the more powerful musculature
of the fore 11mb. The powerful (lOS. 7.".,) musculature of the hind limbs provides it
with jumping ability for moving from tree to tree. while for crawling it is provided
with the musculature ('11. 3) of the fore limbs. Probably the development of the
musculature in the sable and stone marten is similar.
Internal Organs
The relative weigbt of a number of internal organs of wild animals possesses
a distinctly marked individual variability. Thus the relative weigbt of the liver of
the pine (forest] martens of the Pechora race ranges between 14.3 to 46.7 pro
mille (53 measurements). The index of the relative length of the intestine varies
from S. 7 to 5.2. In the Dzhungara hamsters the relative weight of the heart ran
ges between 11.8 to 24, of the Iddney from 8.8 to 22.1. of the spleen from 4.4 to
13.3, and so on.
Thus. the race and interspecies variability of the relative sizes of the h.ter
nal organs is of a distinctly overlapping character. In viewing the internal organs
we should also consider changes due to age (for the hee.rt). as a result of the exer
ciae of the organ in life.
Table XlV compiles all data in our possession on the relative heart weight
(pro mille) in relation to the total weight of the animal's body. The method of
treating the organ was the same as that used by S. N. BO'golyubsk1i (1941). The
range of the relative heart weight within the marten family is very great, extending
from 4.60 in the massive sluggish skunks up to 16. 80 in the most minute predator,
the least weasel. According to our incomplete data. the relative weight of the
heart fluctuates from 7.40 to 9.62 in the sable. Among sables bred on farms in
cramped quarters. the relative weight of the heart is. of course, leS8. The forest
marten is represented by four races. The smaller heart size-7. 41-is found in
the southern race of large size animals (Caucasian). The heart of the large
Central European race 18 similar in size-7. 66. In the smallest (north-central
Russian) race, the heart is already considerably larger-9. 83. It ill relatively
larger in foreet marten II of the Pechora race, which are undi8tinguishable in size
from the previously mentioned animals but which dwell considerably farther north
11.62.
•
Thus, the rlUlge of the geojp'aphical variability of manens equals 4.11. con
firming the obse.rvations of R. Hesse with the correction8 of B. Reno.
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Unfortunately,. there are no data on the tonfst marten of the Kola Peninsula which
is the most northern t)'1)e. Ktetu occupy intermediate posftione between th~ sable
and fort>st marten UO. 88); we then see thlat the heart of the Pechora ermine is
considerably larger than that of the central European variety. The heart 01 the
steppe polecat of the southea.atern TranS-BaikIU is twice H large H that of the
German forest region. That of the European wild mink is also larger than thlat of
the Americtln mink, which is also confined in cages on faruus. A very considerable
rplative heart size in the smallest predators is closely cormected with their small
size and northern origin, which results in an intensive metaboIJJnn. In the large,
sluggish, deliberate glutton the size of the heart i. considerably larger than that
in skunks (4. 60 and 9. (2). This is linked to its greater distribution in the north.
as well as its extreme endurance. It may be noted from all the previous data
that the relative dimensions of the heart depend on the load itnpoaed OIl it, which Us
chiefly determined by the intensity of the metabolism and the manner of lite. The
connection with the geographicaIloeation and the body sise is a derived effect de
termined by the intenstty of metabolism. It should be noted that the relative dimen
sions of the heart in the forest marten (7 .41-11.52) are considerably larger than
those of its prey. the squirrel (5. 0-5.90). which undoubtedly is of help to the mar
ten when hunting. However. the examples of the squirrel and lymr; (lymr;-4. 85,
according to V•. G. Geptner and L. G. Turow) demonstrate that brief muscular ef
forts cannot influence the relative dimensions of the heart. These animaJ.8 are un
able to perform intensive work with their heart muscle (Table XIV).
Table XIV
ltelative weight of heart
Species and race

Number

Mean

10
15

4.60
fl. 38
fl. 3'1

14
33

7.40

,

·

Skunu (Bogolyubl!lkii)
American mink (farm; Bogolyubl!lkii)
Forest polecat (KrumblegeI)
Sable (farm; Bogolyubskii)
Caucasian forest marten (Bogolyubl!lkU). • •
Forest marten (Central Europe; KrumbiegeU·
Stone marten (Central Europe; SchU'etze
,
European mink (Moscow Region) .
Sable (nominal raee of North Urals)
,
Glutton (Pechora)
Forest marten (Moscow Region)
Kidal!l (Pechora)
Ermine (Central Europe: Krumbtegel)
Forest marten (Pechora race)
Steppe polecat (Daurian steppes)
Ermine (Pechora) •
Least weasel (Daurian steppe)

·

·

·

·

·
···
·

· · ·
·· ·· ··

··
·
·
·
. . . . · · ·· ·· ·· · · ··· ···
· ·· · · ·· · ··· ··
·
·· ·· ·· ·· ··· ··· ·· ···
... .· ·· ·· · · · ·
· · ·· ····

·
··
·

·
··

·· ··
··· ·,
· ·
··

-

15
7
4
8

'1
10

S8
20

7.41
7.86
7.50

9.52
9.fl2
9.82
9.83
10.66
11.02

11.52
12.34

5

13.54

9

16.80

Changes in the relative weight of the liver are undoubtedly adaptive, being
closely connected with the quantitative changes in the function of this organ and the
reaction the organism to the change of the environmflnt of the habitat, which is re
nected in the cliet, metabolism. and thermoregulation. We have already noted the
high variability in the relative liver weight of the forest marten. In .the Trans
Baikal steppe polecat it also fluctuates from-50. 1-101. 7, in the least weHel (Trans
Baikal.) from M. 9 to 144. and so on. Despite this. the curve of the variab1l1ty in
forest martens of different races has a sharp peak, which permits us to consider
the average values obtained from a series of weighings to be 8Uff1c1enUy reliable.
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Table XV
Relative weightll of internal organll
Spe~iell

and race

Foreat polecat (Germany)
Steppe polecat (southealltern part of
Trans- Baikal)
Ermine (Pechora)
Leut weaael (Trana-Baikal)
SIwnk.
American mink
Forest marten (Caucaaian race)
Glutton (Pechora)
Sable (farm, BogolyllbsltU)
Stone marten (nominal race)
Forest marten (Pechora race)
Sable (nominal race)

Number

Liver

Kidney

Spleen

44

79.7

5.7

6.6

20
5
9
10
15
33
8
14
15
63
4

74.6
58.5
57.6
54.9
46.1
41.3
39.6
37.6
38.8
33.8
33.4

6.0
6.0
7.6
4.2
4.2
3.8
4.6
3.7
3.5
4.2
4.0

8.1

-

14.6
3.1
3.2
2.8

-

2.0
2.6

-

The function of the liver has considerable lIignificance in carbohydrate and
fat metabolism. Its role in protein metabolism is not very important. It would
thus seem that the heavieat liver should be found in omniveroua predators, which
ia apparently confirmed by the figures for ak:unlul (54. 9) and the Caucuian race of
fore at martens, in which the liver ia heavier than in the more carnivorous
Pechora race (41. :I and 38. 8). However, while in the purely carnivorous ermine
and leaat weasel the large lIizea of the liver (53.5 and 57. 6) are connected 1IVith
their small sizea and consequently their heightened metabolism, the maximum fig
ures are demonstrated in the purely carnivorous species of larger aizes (the foreat
and steppe polecat). Unfortunately nothing is known of the relative intensity of the
fat metabolism in all theae speciea of predators. Thua, the only certainty is that
interllpeciea and intraspeciea differencea in the average relative weights of the liver
do exat.
There is no complete parallelism in the relattve development of the kidney
and liver. Neverthelesa, the larger relative dimensions of the ltidneys are observ
ed in precisely those species with the heaviest (relatively) livera. This permits
the allsumption that the size of these organs is governed to a large degree by the
intensity of the overall metabolism and. as a result, the type of constitution, aa
noted by S. N. Bogoiyubskii (1941). The smalleat predators (the least weasel)
possesa the relatively largest heart. liver. and kidneys' (14. 6). The kidneys of the
northern forms of the north Ural sable and the Pechora forest marten are also lar
ger than those of the southern Caucasian race. In martens and sables the spleen
is moderately developed. but is considerably larger in both species of polecata.
particularly in the least weasel, whose weight (14.6) is seven times heavier than
that of sables raised on farms. relative of course to the ratio of the body weight of
the respective species.
The general conclusion is that the degree of development of individual internal
organs shows the same kind of environmental adaptation as is shown in other struc
tural features. Intra- and interspecies vartability is as characteristic of internal
organs a8 i.t is of those diagnostic features firmly rooted in the systematics.
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O. N. Likhachev

SOME ECOLOGICAL TRAITS OF TiD: BADGER
OF THE TULA ABAT1s* BBOADLEAF FOR!.lSTS
(N'ekotorye cherty ekologii barsuka v shirokolistvennom lesu tul skikh sasek)
'
Oka-Terrace Preserve
Our observations Were carried out in the center of the southwestern part of
the forest massif of the Tuta abatis (ICrapivna and Odoeva Raiona, Tula Oblast') m
1936-1939 and, to some extent, in subsequent years (1940-1950).
The Upa River crosses the territory studied, which is 7. 300 hectarea wide,
and forms a rather broad valley. All other forest rivulets and brooka are very
small with valleys which are not wide. The forest-covered area Is characterised
by clearly marked erosion surfaces. The trees of the Tula abatis are oak, Imden,
maple, elm, and ash. More than 80'llt of the territory in the region of our study is
covered by forests which are between 20 and 120 years old, with individual regions
of aged forests more than 200 years old. The forest areaa younger than 20 years
of age are small and bidden among older forest areas. The narrow strip of the
Tuta abatis is 2 -6 km wide, surrounded on the north and south by agricultural land,
and is the most important habitation area for badger m the entire region examined
by us.
The badger of the Tula abatis only rarely leaves its den m November. mainly
m the evenmg for a short time. Mornmg excursions are rare. At the end of
November and beginning of December it enters into total hibernation. In cold 'Win
ters a short warm period does not cause the badger to emerge from its den. In
warm winters when some of the badgers apparently do not hibernate at all, they
have been observed to emerge from their dens in January and February (Table I).
The dates of the spring mass emergence of the badger from its burrow depend on
the type of spring (Figure 1). In the majority of cases the badger leaves its burrow
after several days of warmth. The average date of the spring emergence is 1S-14
March, with ranges from S-23 March.
We studied the nutrition of badgers (1936-1939) by analyzing their stomach
contents and the food remains in their excrement (Table n). The latter were col
lected on the paths near the burrows occupied by the badger &!nce in the Tula abatis
the badgers do not dig "badger latrines".
The badger eats many different kinds of food (Table Ill). However, during
the analysis of the contents of individual stomacha, it _s possible to note that very
often during a night the badger ate one or several kinds of food (Table IV).
•

Translator's note-An abatis is a clearing in a forest. It may also be an area
among dense tree growth where trees are sparse. The Rusltan word is "zaseka".
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Table I
Emergence of badger from burrow in winter

Year

Sum of median daUy
temperatures
December

Description of emergence

JanuaryFebruary

1942/ f.3

251. 5

680.2

Badger began hibernation and remained in
burrow all winter

1943/44

97.6

284.3

Emergence of badger from burrow was
noted throughout winter

1944/45
1945/46
1946/47
1947/48

300.1
303.2
260.0
89.8

657.1/
475.6
696.01
524.7

All three winters without emergence of
badger observed

1948/49

176.2

345.8

Badger began hibernation toward end of
November, but single individuals alllO
occasionally emerged in December

1949/50

129.8

729.6

Separate emergences of badger from bur
rows noted throughout December, later
ceasing

1950/51

318.3

763.1

Badger began hibernation in November and
did not emerge from burrow entire win
ter

Entire December without beginning hiber
nation; in this winter. without much
anow, despite cold, some badgers emerg
ed from burrows in January and February

Table 11
Amount of materlal studied for badger nutrition
Time of collection

!Excrement
Stomach

May

June

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Total

10
2

SO

53
1

20
4

12
1

1
9

0
1

128
19

1

In a single stomach the presence of 81 voles, 152 earthworms, 362 bumble
bee larvae. etc. indicate that the badger requires a large amount ot food.

Among the mammals, the badger primarily exterminates the common and red
vole; 1t hunts all the other species of rodents and also insectivores considerably
more rarely. even incidentally (Table V).
In the Tula abatil!l it is a rare phenomenon tor the badger to eat insectivores;
apparently the hedgehog is the most frequent victim of the badger. In the stomach
of a badger obtained on 18 Aup.at 1938, almost the whole carcass of a hedgeho,
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was disecivered (four paws, head, much flesh, bones, and viscera), ineluding the
skin and five vertebrae. When eating a hedgehog, the badger concisely devoura the
enUre underside of the small beast, leaving only the armor intact. We have found
such completely Cleaned-out spiny integuments of hedgehogs on numerous occasions
near burrows occupied by badgers.
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Figure 1. Dates of mass emergence of badger
from burrows depending upOn temperature
conditions. (Curve indicates average daily
temperatures in March)
Table ill
CompoSition of the food of the badger in the Tula abatis
Stomach
Amount of Material

Food
Vertebrates
Mammals
Carrion (large animals)
Rodents
Insectivores
Birds
Reptiles
,Amphibians
Fish
Invertebrates
Earthworms
Insects
Fruit

Excrement

19

126

Number of
% of
oecurrences occurrences

13

68.4
31.6

6

-

-

4
3
5

21.0
15.8
26.3
5.3
26.3
94.7
63.1
63.1
31.6

1
5

-

18
12
12
6

llB\1ll143
74

Number of
occurrences

.,. of
occurrences

106

84.1
70.6
0.8
69.0
4.0
27.0
4.0

89
1
87
5
34
5

-

1

121

-

121
30

-

O.B
96.0

-

96.0
23.8

Table IV
Analysis of contents of stomach of badger

~

3lIY aO/VI 5/VlII IS/VIII aO/VIII 22/VIll 29/VIII 2/X

10/X

Food

Voles
Hedgehogs
Fledgling birds
iFrogs
oads
!Earthworms
lBeetles
Wasps
Wasp larvae
Bumblebees
Bumblebee larvae
Maybug larvae
pat longi
corn beetle larvae
Caterpillars

2*

-2

-

-1

--

-

-- --- ---- -- --

rr

-

-

97
-

--

1

15

-10

-

362

146

--

-

-

---

22
--

2
2
3
10
51
42

-

-

--

-9

-

many

-1

-
---- 104
1
-

81

--

-

2
152

2

---

-

---

-

-1
89
S

-

-

-

-

-

- -

Table V
Mammal food of badger

Food
Mouse-Uke (undetermined
spscies)
Common Vl)le
Red vole
Water rat
Mice (unidentified species)
Yellow-necked mou.se
Field mouse
1R0use mouse
Russian hare
Squirrel
Hedgehog
Mole
Common shrew

Stomach
of
Number of
occurrences
occurrences

"

-

-

Excrement
,. of
Number of
occurrences occurrences
31
35
22
1
3
2
1

83
10

86.4
10.4

--1

-

3
1

1.1

-4

---

-

-

1

1.1
1.1

1

1

I

29.5
33.4
21.0
1.0
2.9
1.5
1.0
1.0
2,9
1,0
1.0

-

3,8

The role of birds in the badger diet is not great. In the majority of cases the
badger catches the nonflying fledglings, since in its excrement single bird feathers
are encountered only in the spring and summer, chiefly in June at the peak of the
nestling period (Table VI).
At the same time the shells of eggs were found in the excrement. The role of
birds in the food of the badgers increasea in years when the number of voles in its
range is small.
Thus in the Tula abatis,when in 1938 there was an unusual number of red voles
and a plentiful number of common voles, the remains of birds were found in only
;--T~-fip-;;;sindicate the number of specimens of individual species.

'15

9'lIt of the excrements but in 1939, when voles abnost disaFpeared in summer bird
remains appeared in 67" of the excrements.
'
Table VI
Frequency of occurrences of bird remains tn badger exerement
duJ':ing the summer months
May
Number of exerements
10
including remains
of birds
3
'" of occurrences
30.0

Months
August

June

July

30

53

20

16

11

53.3

20.7

4
20.0

September

October

12

1

0
0

0

0

Badgers in the Tula abatis rarely eat reptiles-lizards and snakes. We c~
confirm the prevalent opinion that the badger eats snake. "With espacial avidityft and
is immune to their venom. Amphibians (toads and frogs) are among the important
spring foods of badgers. Their remains are, as a rule, absent from the excrement
but are found in tne stomach. In three stomachs (August to September) five common
toads were found, and in four (August-November) six grass frogs were discovered.
As we had no badger stomachs at our disposal, for April, we had no opportunity to
demonstrate the character of the amphibian food of the badger duJ':ing the early spring
However, just at this time, when the number of voles are st11l10w and whenfiedglinl
birds are abl1lent from the region, the eating of amphibians shotdd be maximal.
In analyzing the excrement composition, the amount of earthworms which the
badger eats was not detennined. However. to judge from finda in the stomach, the
worm Is one of the badger's chief foods for the entire second half of the summer
(Table VII), especially during wet, rainy years.
Table VII
Number of earthworms found in badger stomachs
Date
20/VIIl
22/VIIl
28/IX
2/X

1937
1937
1937
1937

Number of
worms in
stomach
3
152
63
104

Number of
worms in
stomach

Date
10/X
11 IX
13/X
16!X

1938
1938
1938
1936

89
35
37
30

Date
19/X
20/X
20/X
5/XI

1938
1936
1936
1938

Number of
worms in
stomach
52
10
4
20

The typical food of the badger is the various species of insects which it eats
each year during the enUre summer. The species composition of insects eaten is
diverse (Table VllI).
The species composition of the food is 8Ubjectto annual and seasonal variabUit,.
(Table IX). In analyzing the excrement of the badger, only the remains of adtdt
insects were discovered while, in examining the stomach, a large number of larvae
were found. Apparently, it is most typical for the badger to exterminate just the
larvae and not adult insects, which are not so easy to obtain in large numbers. We
found insects (63.1%) in 12 out of the 19 stomachs examined, predominantly single
specimens of beetles; in sredes composition they were similar to tbose in the
(>xcrement, while in stomachs examined from 31 May, 97 larvae of the maybug and on
20 June, 146 larvae of the longicorn beetle (Cerambyx cerdo) were found.
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Table VIU

Number of
~ of
occurrencea occurreJ:l,ces

Species of insects
Beetles. without further identification
Dung beetles, Geotrupes stercorarius
Dung beetles. CopriB lunaria
Dung beetles. Onthopbagua ap.
COCltcbaler, :Melolontha hipp?castnis
Cockehafer. Amphimenon solstitiall.
Chafer. Oryctes naaicorniB
Rose chafer, Cetonia aurata
Chafer, ~ sp.
Ground beetle. without furtber identification
Ground beetle, Carabus granulatus
Ground beetle, Carabus coriaceua
Ground beetle. C, concellatus
Carab beetle, Calosoma inquisitor
Beetle, Harpadus [HarpaluaJ ruficornis
Beetle, Pterostictua sp.
Beetle, Platysma [Platysoma) nigrum
Carrion beetle, SUpha carlnata
Carrion beetle, S. obscura
Carrion beetle, ~lodrepa quadrlpunctata
Carrion beetle,
eoptoma thoradca
Sawyer, P1rionus coriaceus
Capricorn beetle. P~ulum inquisitor
Weevil., PhUlobtus sp.
Seven-spot ladybl.rd, Coccinella septempunetata
Grai9shopper, Declicus verruclvoru!!
Mole Cricket, Gryllotalpa vulpris
Caterpillars, without furUler identification
Pupae of butterflies

9
46
15
1
10
24
5
1
I

13
14
23
7
7
1
14

1
1
1
1
1
33
2
1
1
1
1
3
1

3.77
19.25
6.28
0.42
4.18
10.00
2,09
0.42
0.42
5,44
5.86
9,62
2,93
2.93
0.42
5.86
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
13.81
0.83
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
1.26
0.42

Table IX
Occurrences of beetles in food of badgers in various years
(Analysia of contents of excrements)
Year
1936
1937
1938
1940
No. of 'Yo of No. of ~ of No. of 'Yo of No. of %of
Name of beetle
~cur- !occur occur Ioccur occur joceur- oecur occurrene.s !renees renees rencel rences Ireneea renees renees
Geotrupes stercorar1!!!
26
7
60.5
6
7
35.0
8.0
41.1
Pirionus coriaeeus
23
5
2
3
15.0
11.6
30.6
11.8
Ampbimellon solstit1al1s
9,3
2
11.8
4
3
15.0
16
20.0
Carabua eor1ace!!!
5
4
D.3
14
25.0
18.7
0
Coryis lunaria
2
0
1.0.0
10.7
29.4
8
5
4
Carabua aranulatus
0
9.3
12.0
9
1
5.9

-

-

-

The larvae of bumblebees and _spa have a seasonal character in .tbe nutrition
of badgers and are eaten durinl the secood half of the summer. Very otten along badger
palha, especialty in young forests, very deep wasp and bumblebee burrows, similar
to funnels, are found. Judging from the number of such excavations, these types of
food are very common at the end of aummer. In examining the contents of the
stomach of an animal obtained on 20 A~gust we found 51 adJllt wupa and 42 larvse
(Vespa vulpris), In 1he stomach of an animal obtained on 8 August, in addition to
odler food, there were several bumblebee honeycomb pieces of not leS8 than 50 cells
(Bombus tem'Us), Bspecially interesting wu the discovery in 362 honeycomb
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cells in the stomach ofa badger obtafned on 5 July. The cells contafned young bees ready
to fly out and a certain number of adult Bombus. as well all 15W1U1ps.
Vegetable food playa a very considerable role fn the badger's diet only durmg
the second half of summer, near autumn, when the berries, fruita, acorns, and
cereal crops become ripe. Of the fruits discovered in 30 or 23.3"" of the excrements
(July-November), the following were f01lJld: acorns, apples, pears, shadbush: fruit,
strawberries, and roseberries; of the cereals,wheat, rye, and barley were found.
In dissecting stomachs vegetable remains were f01lJld six times (3.~ of all stomachs)
but each tune in very small amo1lJlts.
.
11te data presented on the nutrition of the bedger in the 1'ula abatis show that it
possesliles an extremely large choice of foods. It is able to change easily from one
kind of food to another regardless of the time of year (seuonaI changea); when any
object of food disappears from its range, it immediately replaces it with another food
of equal value. The food regimes of the badger in various regions of its range (the
Crimea, Volga-Kama Krai, Buzuluk Forest) have much in common, but in each
region they are specific, depending on the presence in the range of one or another
kind of food substance. The omniverouaness of the badger is a characteristic trait
of its feeding habits.
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Figure 2. Schematic plan of counting area (Odoevo
and Krapivna areas of the Tula abatis).
Within the limits of the part of the Tu1a abatis inveliltigated by the author, 83
burrows were f01lJld durfngthe period of our work,only five oUhem being new. We divid
ed all of the burrows into tour groups (Figure 2):
Burrows in which a family and litter of badgers were discovered, 17 (27. 0'jI,);
Burrows which were systematically frequented and kept in state of repair by
the badger, 11 (17.5%); (Burrows only rarely trequnted and slightly dug up by badgers,
21- 33.7%);
Burrows never occupied by badgers or only visited by them one or two times during
the period of observation (1935-1952). 14 (22.2",). To describe the structure of the
burrows, three burrows of the second group and one of the fourth group were com
pletely excavated. Burrow No 61 was located on the tongue of land tormed by the
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confluence 01 two small ravines, which then became one large ravine. The grade of
the land on the shore of this "cape" fluctuated between 450 and 60". The area oc.cu
pied by the burrows was 53.5 sq. meters, and the total length ol all passages
amounted to 39 meters. They had two exits and three living chambers-" caldrons"
The depth ol the dens below ground (to the ceiling of the "caldron") was 1.3 Ill, for the
first and second "caldrons" and 1.86 Ill, for the third. The interden passages lay at
a depth 011.3-1.5 m. The enUre burrow thus lay in almost a single plane. Differ
ences in the depth ol indivtduallairs did not exceed 20 cm. The dimensions of the
first "caldron" were 65 X 80 cm, with a height 0132 cm; 85 X 70 X 37 were the di
mensions of the second, and 75 X 87 X 31 cm for the third. The distance from the
entrance hole to the "caldrons" (in a straight line) was 5.5 Ill, to No 1, 1.6 Ill, to No 2,
and 8 Ill, to No 3. The width of the passages was from 25 to 64 cm, with a height ol
20-29 cm; on the average, the dimensions were 33 X 25. The total volume ol the
burrow and thus the earth removed therefrom was approximately 9.5 cubic meters.
The soil subsoil profile near the first den gave the following data: AI: 0-10 cm.
Light gray fresh loam. A2:10-30 cm. Brownish-gray loam. B}:30-S5 cm. Sepia
brown, thick loam. B2:85-130 cm. Yellow-sepia-brown, uniform, heavy fresh
loam. The last two layers were not highly permeable to water. C: 130 cm and low
er. The parent material was sand of II. yellow color.
All passage.lil and "caldrons" were dug by the badger in the upper layer of the
sand immediately under horizon B2. The arches in the burrow were formed by solid
and waterproof layers of loams, the floor being pure sand. The entrances into the
burrow were made at points where the sand on the banks of the ravine was only
slightly covered with loam. e:xpecially the main entrance No 2.
Burrow No 20 was arranged in the upper reaches of the II cape" formed where
a small ravine entered the main ravine. This burrow had four entrances. The
grade of the slope ol the cape near entrance No 1 was in excess of 50". At entrance
No 2 it decreased to 30". The total length of the passa,es ot the burrow was 35 m,
and the surface area occupied thereby was 45.5 sq. meters. There were no living
chambers (" caldrons") in the burrow. The depth of the burrow~sages fluctuated
between 1 and 1.65 m. The widest point 01 the burrow lay at bifurcation. No I, its
si:/:e being 73 X 68 cm and 54 cm in height. The width of the passages varied from
23 to 63, the hels1!t from 15-32, averaging 3.5 X 20 cm. The total volume of the
burrow was 8.3 m 3 •
At entry No 4, situated higher than the others, at the point where the bank of
the ravine almost merged with the slope, the burrow descended preCipitously, and
at a distance oll.5 Ill, from the entrance was already more than I Ill, deep. At a dis
tance ol 3.5 Ill, from the entrance, at a depth of 1.4 m, bifurcation No 1 was located,
lying below an old stump. At a distance of approximately2 m from entrance No 'I, the
first so11 measurement was taken, giving the following figures: Al:0-IO cm. Light
gray. rather dry. dusty loam of an indefinite powdery structure. A2:10-50cm.
White-gray. dusty crumbly loam. Bl:50-110 cm. Yellow-sepla.-brownfresh loam.
rather dense. B2:110-140 cm. Yellow-sepia-brown fresh loam, dense, fused to
gether, gradually merging into the subsequent horizon. C:140-190 cm. Yellow
sepia-brown dusty fresh loam, dense, of average cohesion. The soil cross section
No 1 describes the soil-subsoil conditions of the entire central part of the burrow,
including bifurcation No 1. At this point the passages of the burrow l1e at a depth of
between 1-1.4 m, i. e., in the yellow-sepla-brown loam of the lower layers of hori
zons BI. B2, and partially in the upper part 01 horizon C.
The second 80il section was made in the western part ol the burrow, where
the so11 conditions differed:
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Al:_0-_15 cm. Gray cluBty, fresh loam with indeflDite po1rdery structure, eome.
what so4deQ.
All: 15-80 em.

Light gray, dusty. fresh loam, rather friable and porou.

Bt:'O-100 em. Sepia-brown, fresh loam. with Indefinite powde17 structure.
com.pacted.
82:100-125 cm. YeUow-sepia-browl1, compact. fresh loam, which merges
clearly with foUowin, horizon.
C: 12S-200 cm. Soil of alluvial origin. forming a bed. complex in character
and with alternation of layera of loam, sand, gray clay, etc. Below 18 a sand layer
at a depth of 2 meters. turning into a light loam. At this point the passages of the
burrow lal" at a depth of 1.25-1.45 m. in the type of lal"ered soU as in horizon C.
HOWever, despite the presence of sand, whleh1sconvenientfordlgging, a living chamber
_s absent.
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Figure 3. Plan and sectlon of Burrow No 59
a- location of burrow in ravine; b-plan of burrow; e-ssctlon of
burrow along line AB.

The soU at the northern part of the burrow was characterized by soil section
No 3.
AI: 0-25 cm.
Light gray. rather dry loam with a very small amount of humus
and almost complete absence of soUs.
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A2: 25 • 50 cm.. Yellow-eep1a-brown. ratherdrysandyloam. somewbllt porou.
with a amall amOl.Utt of root. of t......
aharply into the au.bHql.tent hGrillOD.

".Ung

Bl ~ 50-85 em.
density.

Brownillb light-gray fresh loam, rather dry, of average

B2: 88-118 em. Yellow, rather loose, porou.:s fresh sand with single roots
01 woody vegetatiOll.,
BS: 118-170 em.

Light gray. rather denee_ fresh loam.

C: 110-220 em. Yellow. loose porou.:a fresh sand. Here the pasfl8ges of
the burrow lay at a depth of 1.4-1.65 m in the lower part of horizon B • loam;
the sand of horizon C formed a bed at the bottom. of the burrow.
3
In addition to the burrow just described. we discovered above it, at a depth

of 20-S0 cm, a second burrow, only one bran~h descended deeper in the direction
01 bifu.:rcation No 1 but did not connect with it. This waa a very narrow and not
deep burrow with one entry terminating in a "caldron" in the roots of a stu.:mp lying
above bifurcation No 1 of the main bu.:rrow. The size of the "caldron" waa

55 X 40 X 35

CUl,

the totallengtb being 1.7 m.

Bu.:rrow No 59, in contrast to the first two, was not dug on the tongue of land
but on the aouthel'tl bank of the ravine in the upper reaches of a small gwly
(Figure 3a). the steepness of the bank being approximately 500 • The burrow
possessed three entrances, from which abundant sand and loam had been excavated.
The overall length of the burrow was 81 meters, the surface area 87.4 sq. m.
This was the largest of all the burrows opened by us. Nevertheless. only one
"caldron" was in it (Figures 3b and3c). The depth of the passages of the burrow
varied, rangingbetwee~ 0.4.to 1.65 m. The width of the passages changed from
22 to 63 cm. the heIPt from 14 to 32 cm, and, on the average, its dimensions
were 35X ao CUl. ThedUnelUlionll of the living chamber were 73 X 68 X 54 cm. the
distance from the entrance to the 'caldron'was 8, 5 m. and the total volume of the
3
burrow was 18.2 m.
The stru.:cture of the burrow was highly complicated. From entrance No 1.
l;ying almost at the edge of the revine, the burrow descended steeply, and already
at a distance of 2 meters from the entry. at a depth of 1.2 meters, fork No 1 was
encou.:ntered from which four pasfl8ges emerged. The soil at this point bIlppened
to be alluvial (Soil aaction No 1):
At: 0-10 cm. Light yellow. fresh. rather loose loam.

Aa: 10-25 em. Grayish-yellow, loose, slightly bu.:mu.:a loam.
B.

25-75 em. Yellow. rathel'lOOM, fresh loam. with light strata.

C. 75-140 cm. Light yellow. fresh, loose sand, with layers of ligbt loam.
In this region of the burrow, the pas-.ges were 1. 0~1. 3 m. i. e•• in lwrizon C.
A part of the burrow extended from bifurcaUon No t toward the northeast
aDd another to the northwest. and a third JlII.SH.ie extended almost parallel to the

entrance passage to the south. terminating in blind alley No 1. The nortbwelJlern
pIlrt of the burrow e¥tended through the sand or the loam situated above it (Section
No 1). This part of tI:Ie bu.rrow was characterized by very slight depth, from 0.45
(the central bifurcation) to one meter, and a great nu.:mber of passages sometimes
rather wide (3G X 22), aomet1m88 sharply narrowing (26 X 61)•. From the central
bifurcation. IJ1Dl completely in the sand (the dimenaiona 01 tbe bU'uFCaUons were
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42 X 32), passages extended in ditterent direc:tiOJill and steeply down rd Tb
passage which pointed northward was le88 deep
had
wa.
e
hi h
d
an extension to the south
w c passe almost above the blf'urcation and terminated in a blind
'
=r~i:~.Of 1.65 m, This was the only place in the burrow where twoa:::~~: !~::t
ft ....

GU",

J r:

The passage which pointed northward became deep quickly and ra .dl
che
a
d
a depth exceeding 1.5 m. Where it turned westward a living chambe : .
was discovered under the roots of the trees (Fi ure 3b) Th
r
e urrcnr
the 'caldron'presented the following picture;
g
•
e soil section lying near
AO:0-20c:m. Sepia-brownish-yellow with gray tones light dUBhr freshloam f
•
•
-.;T.
0

an alluvial nature.

At: 20-30 cm. A deep brcnm1sh gray. fresh, rather loose loam.
A2: 35-55 cm. Brownish, fresh. rather looae loam with l"OOt8 of trees'
gradually changing into an alluvial horizon.
'
BV55-90cm.
of tree roots.

Sepia-brown. dense, fresh loam, with large

1lm000t

B2! 90-155 cm. Light brown, very compact, rather dr)' alluvial loam.
riddled,with the roots of trees and cemented together (difficult to dig). turning below
into a hghter looser loam.
C 1 : 155-185 cm. Light. tresh. dusty yellow loam. changing at a depth of
185 cm into a uniform minute light yellow sand.
C2: 185-210 cm. Sand the main type of soil. the "caldron" at a depth of
1.6 m. in the lower part of horizon Cl and in the upper part of Ca. The ceiling
of the "caldron" was a compact water-impermeable layer of soil. and sand con
stituted the bedding.
The northern and northeastern parts 01 the burrow. which were quite long.
were distinguished by a relative linearity in their pa8sag&S. passing from a depth
of O. 65 to 1. 3 m, and only near blind alley No 3 was a depth of 1. 65 m encountered.
The dimensions of the passages were almost equal everywhere. averaging S1 X 11 em.
The soil conditions of these parts of the burrow were uniform. Soil section No 3
was as follows:
AI: 0-10 cm. A gray rather loose fresh loam. slightly humus,

A2 : 10-30 em. Brownish-gray. rather loose fresh loam.
B: 30-100 cm. Sepia-brown, compact loam, somewhat drier than the
overlying horizon. The site of the sol1 section. the passage 01 the burrow was at a
depth of O. 9 meters in the lower part of horizon B. The other passages also extended
under approximately the same conditions. We did not discover sand even in blind
alley No 3 at a depth of over 2 meters.
Summing up all the data on the three burrows of the second group excavated.
the following may be noted. The badger made the living quarters 01 the burrow.
the "caldron". at a depth of 1. 3-1.6, on an average of 1.4 m from the surface of
the earth. at the junction of the compact water-impermeable (alluvial) layer of soil
(loam) with the predominant type (sand). In passages dug entirely in loam. the
badger did not build living quarters. The "caldrons" lay (along a straight line) at
a distance of 5-8 m. averaging 6.5 m. from the entrance holes Into the burrow.
The average dimensions of the"caldron'were 74.5 X 76.2 X 38. 5 em.
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The dryness of the living chamber or "caldron" is the chief requirement of the
badger. The presence of a layer of more than a meter of a water-impermeable soU
fOrming the ceiling of the 'caldron: guaranteed it against ground water penetration, '
Howe'Vel', some penetration 01 water through the alluvial layer 01 soil covering the
Uving quarters 1s not dangerous to the badger, since on entering the sand which
forms the bed 01 theucaldron! this moisture passes through its rapidly. Thus, the
water-impermeable layer of spil above the liviDg chamber and thorough drainage by
the sand which formed the bed of the "caldron" insured the constant dryness 01 the
badger dens in the field 01 our observation.. Because of the long and complex
system 01 passages separating the den from the entrance, the "caldron" could not
be flooded by water through the entrance aperture.
The temperature com:litions 01 the burrow are also important for the badger.
A relatively constant temperature 1s provided by the depth of the living quarters
(over one meter from the surface 01 the earth) and their distl!.nce from the entrance
apertures, while the sand which beds the'caldronAwith a lower thermoconductivity
than IQlj.m, creates a lavorable temperature lor the badger during its winter hiber-
nation.
.
The badger can only survive its hibernation in the burrow if the freezing of the
soil does not reach the'caldron: The dens in excavated burrows lie at a depth of
1.3-1.6 m Irom the surface 01 the earth. Ususlly the freezing of the earth in the
abatis forest does not exceed 10-30 cm. The maximum freezing (only 16 years of
observations) was noted during the winter of 1938/39, when it reached 102 cm in
the open reaches of the forest. However, this extraordinarily intense freezing was
not dangerous for the badger, which hibernates at a depth great.er than one meter.
The strength of the burrow, which is so necessary lor a den UBed by badgers
lor many years, WIUl I!.ssured in all the burrows excavated by the presence above the
'taldron' 01 a thick. hard. waterproof layer highly unlikely to collapse,
In burrows excavated by us. t he most favorable conditions of habitation for
badgers were found in Burrow No 61. This was almost entirely situated on one level
in typical local sand with a hard water-impermeable layer of soil a meter thick ly
ing above it. Owing to such a succesaful combination 01 soil and ground conditions,
three'caldronswere created by the badger in this relatively small burrow.

The soil conditions 01 Burrow No 20 differed. It occupied a cave consisting
01 an alluvial atratif1ed type 01 loam mixed with sand. In the southwestern part of the
burrow. the badger found the sand it needed. but it was mixed with loam and no'cal
dron' was established here,' Advancing. it encountered different soil conditions.
In blind alley No I, sand lay at a depth 011.'1 meters as bedding material. However,
it was not covered by a layer 01 water-impermeable soil (Soil section No 3); At this
point, the badger waited to make a'caldron" (spurs of the blind alley) but apparently
it a.bandoned this attempt.
The soU condttlO1l1i1 of Burrow No 59 were rather interesting, The edge of the
ravine was formed by an alluvial lorm 0I1Qlj.m (Section No 1) mixed with sand; in
this part 01 the burrow, the badger. searching for a place to build its den. created
a series 01 shallow passages. but the upper compact clayey layer was abandoned
here. After a cll1ster of passages. they seemd to separate into two portions: 1n
the northwestern portion the badger found adequate conditions lor aden in a small
area at a depth 01 1.1 meterS. Here the "caldron" lay within the limits of the fresh
Upt 10l!.m; over it a solid layer 01 soU (Horizon Bl and B2) and sand served as a
bedding (SecUOil No 2). However. the layer impermeable to water lying over the
Caldron" was heaviq pieroed by roots of woody vegetation. which enabled the water to
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_:y.

percoDa.te throop to horlzoa C where the dell
We maycoac1ud4t from tlWt
that the lliteof the'ca]drod in thi. burrow was _ completelyla"f'Orable• .mce ..ater
could enter" In sea!'cll of betterlf:v1I1,coadittou. the I».dpr eoatmued to burrow
further and eXCavated .ome dozen. of .meter. more. but nM f1RI:I1ng appropriate cor.r
dition. (Secttoa NoS), even at a depth of J metera; (BUild alley No 8), where sand was
also lacking it did _ make a den and aU this portion of the burrow, de.pite it. llize,
turned out to be usel.... The described soil-ground condition. of the burrow. ex
cavated by us were apparently characteri.tic of the lDajorityof burrow. lying in the
Tula abati.. but here d1fterent condition. were al.o po.llible.

An

Utter. of badgers were otten encountered in Burrow No 7.
extremely lara
amount of clean .and wu thrown out of thi. bul'row. In the autumn of lH8. a J&tt
of the burrow collapsed and it. pa.sag. . were kid open. Thi. proved that the whole
tongue of land in 1t'hich the burrow lay con.isted of compacted And. The aUlIYial
layer of soil was ab.ent here, which had caused the collapee.The pa....e. of the
burrow from the .mace of the earth itself were laid dowo in pare ADd, at time.
reaching depth. of aver 8.5 meters. However, at this depth we also failed to find
sign. of a "caldron". The pa.sages descended deeper and the den was llituated eveil
lower, at a depth of aver" meters. We did not .ucceed in making a complete el[
cavation of this.burrow.
B&side. these large burrows inhabited by the badger. we also had the oppor
tunity to open another burrow of the fourth group. (Burrow No 47), It wa. construc
ted on a cape in a small ravine ilnd pone.sed a single ent llituated in the root. of
an old oak. Only one pa.sage, appro:a:imately" meter. long, lay in the burrow,
which terminated in a .pacious den (diameterapprmdmately 711 cm). The depth of
the den wa. only 50 cm below the surface. The entire burrow and "caldron" were
dug out in loam, sand being completely absent. Above the "caldron" there was a~
no solid layer of earth, and this wa. riddled with the roots of trees. Of course the
badger was unable to hibernate in .ucha burrow. Even in .ummer the "caldron"
proved to be damp. In this burrow we once found a fOl[ litter. and the nelli year a
1VOlf litter. The badger did not frequent this burrow every year, and came only dur
ing the second half of .ummer. In all probability this burrow was built by a fOll:.
In constructing it. burrow the badger penetrste. deep into the earth, and the
question of air .upply for the burrow ari.... Are there .pecial ventilating shaft.?
We did not find. any on digging into the burrow. The air entered the tunnel through
the main entrance, and through chance fl.sure. in shallow portions of the tunnel.
formed by the collaplling of the ground, through crevices of the earth. and so on.
We doubt that there are any.pecial ventilation .hafts made by the animal ttself, at
any rate near the den, since not only would air thereby enter the burrow, but also
cold and, especially. water. Furthermore, it would be very difficult for the badter
to make slleh aperture. in the depth. of the tunnels where they are particularly need
ed. To do it SO it wollld have to dig through a meter layer of solid earth, their ar
rangement near the entrance would be without significance, .ince there i. plenty
of air there anyway. In most of the burrows there are several entrances through
which air penetrate. into the pa....e •• However, the fact that the badger doe._
use several entrance. during a given year does not permit US to regard them to any
degree as .pecial ventilation .haft••

Do badger burrowa eon.ist of maDylevela? Talttng into consideration the BOll
condition. in which the badger constantly make. it. burrows,we are inclined to think
that the portion of the burrow. are _ a. a rule of many level.. Passage. on several
levels are encountered (Burrow No 69) but •• an exception. aver .hort distances, and
not in those places where the "caldron" is built.

It has been noted that the badger make. the entry apertuie. under stones or
underthe rootll oftrae., in order to protect it.elf from the collapse of the roofs of the entries,
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i. e •• it strives to exploit all natunl vaultings in order to reinforce the entrance in
to the burrow. In the Tula abatiB the great majority of badpr burrow entrances
w'!'re dug directly into the earth. Only individual burrows. and only some of their
entrances were dug under the roots of trees (7 burrows' or under slabs of sandstone
(2 burrows). One of the characteristics of a burrow which haa been inhabited lor a
long time is the number of entries. Thus. in 116.2" of the burrows in the lirst group.
there were lour or more entries. The same percentage also existed in burrows of
the second category (46.5 ",. of the third (23.3). and the lourth (14.2).

We find the most interesting data concerning the type and depth of badger bur
rows in the Moscow Oblalri' in the work of A. M. KDlosov (1935). It is true that this
author did not fully excavate the burrows. but for the determination of the soil and
subsoil conditions he used ,pits dug by hunters for the rooting out of the badger from
its burrow. Such casusl excavations also at times hit on a "caldron" and on the
pasnges of the burrows. and as a result it is difficult to judge the positioning of the
den in the burrow. However. the description of the badger burrows made by A. M.
Kolo!lov was much in cornmon with the burrows eltcavated in the Tula abatis.
Quite different conditions for the disposition of badger burrows are described
by N.A. Skoroournov (1980,. without. however. indicating the region of his observa
tions. He writes: "The burrows themselves are usually deep, since the badger con
structs them under a thick layer of sand in a harder stratum of clay or another sub
soil. The proximity of subsoil waters does not allow the badger to penetnte deeper,
and thus the burrows are smaller in damp areas. We may say as a rule that the den
ser and harder the ground and the higher the level of subsoil waters the smaller the
burrows, and vice versa. The burrows are deeper in places with light subsoil and
deep subsoil water." From these words of N.A. Skorodumov. it follows that the
soil water apparently pushes the burrows of the badger nearer to the surface of the
earth, but we have observed the contrary. When constructing the burrow. the badger
penetrated into the sand under a solid layer impermeable to water, striving to
conlriruct the burrow so that the underground (ground) waters pailS above the burrow
and not under it. Over a large range of badg08r distribution, depending on the soil
subsoil conditions and the climate.·the arrangement and distribution of tho burrow
may in all probability be rather variegated, but the correctness of the description
of the burrows presented by N.A. Skorodumov raises doubts.

In order to construct a permanently inhabited burrow, it is necessary for the
bad,er to have a combination of a water-impermeable layer of soil one meter UUck,
and sand as a bedding under this layer. In which places and under which concrete
circumstances of the Tula abatis CNt the badger encounter such soU and ,round condi
tions?
Tbe overall territory investigated by us may be divided into the following parts:
the western region (Odoevo raton), which lies along the water divided between the
Upa River and ita tributary. the BoIf8ha,ya Kolodn,-a River, and is the bipeat por
tion of the territory stadied. with a maximum elevation of 2'1Q.3 m above sea level;
the MaBhchens forest river basin. and still further east of the Plav... stream and the
right bank of the Upa River where an uninterrupted descent of water-dtvidiDg ele
vations extend from west to east. as well as the entire locality toward the Upa River
(from 270 to 135 mt!ters); the last portion in the left bank of the Upa. within the
limits of the so·called Suprutska,ya Bow. the maximal hei,ht of this region being
only 180 m.
Tbe distribution of burrows at various levels above sea level gives a varied
picture. Under the actual conditions of the territory studied, depending on the height
of the area, sand deposits hidden by coverlng loams are encountered within the limits
of b;ypsometric readings from 150 to 235 meters. In the great majority of cases the
burrows occupied heigbt, the boundaries of which coincide with the boundaries of
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the upper. horizons of sand in nature. Exceptions to this rule in the burrows of the
first two groups are rare. but are often noted in the burrows of the last two 4 groups
which are less suitable for the badger. Thus. the majority of badger burrows in
the Tula abaUs are situated in the moderately high elevations of the region. The
badger did not dig burrows in the highest and lowest parts of the territory.
In the highest spots of the territory (areas ly1ng near the water-dividing
stretches) the sand required by the badger is covered by a layer of many metera
of compact loam which it cannot penetrate because a poor1;r developed ravine (hydro
graphic) net is present. Somewhat lowerj where more developed ravine networks
intersect the covering loams, the badger can dig into the sand by making use of the
banks. This 1s the chief reason that under the conditions of the regions of our study
95.3"" of all burrows were formed in ravines. It should be noted that of the three
burrows constructed outllide the ravines, one was situated in the frontier branch and
two in moats of old earth fortresses (Table X).

Table

X

Distribution of burrows in the limits of ravine area
Group of
burrows
I
II
III
IV

Upper reaches
of ravine
Number
10
13
7
8
4

78.5
83.8
38.1
23.5

Middle
parts
Number
4
1
7
7

10
23.5
9.1
33.3
50.0

Lower
reaches
Number
0
3
4

2

-"

27.3
19.0
14.3

Outside
ravine
Number
0
0
2

1

,.

--

9.8
7.2

At the lIources of ravines (in the hollows) we found no badger burrows. Here
the sand along the gently slOping banks is covered by an over-thick layer of surface
loams. Nor are there many burrows in the lower reaches of the ravine network (dry
watercourse) and valleys. The basic material (sand) here is on the contrary, too
close to the surface and the water impermeable layer of loams so necessary to overlay
the burrow are almost absent along the steep banks except for their very uppermost
portion. The upper stretches of ravines and, to a certain degree. the middle parts
are the most suitable places for the construction of badger burrows. These points
of land occupy medium or higher...than-med1um elevations in the region, i. e •• those
traversed by the capper horizons of sand deposits. By burrowing here. the badger
easUy reaches the sand only slightly covered with alluvial soil. along the shore. above
which a thick Water-impermeable layer of solid loam. is Situated within the limits
of the slope. As a result we discovered 80.9" of all burrows and 100,. of the burrows
of the first group along the banks of the upper reaches, Gr more rarel,. in the middle
stretches of the ravines (Table X).
The pressure of ground water increases in proportion to the advance down the
ravine to the river. The small amount of ground water in the upper reaches of the
ravine as compared to the lower portions is one of the reasons the badger utilizes
precisely these parts of the terrain for its den. In the upper reaches of the ravines,
the badger usually constructs its burrows on the sharp capes which are formed
through the confluence of two originally small ravines or the blunter capes formed
by a ravine entering at right angles. At such points, the drainage capacities of the
small ravines forming the capes are so great that subsoil waters are almost absent
here, except for the temporary perched waters.
In the Tula abatis the majority of burrows were encountered on water-divided
slopes with sunny exposures and on steep insolated banks in the upper reaches of
ravines (74% ofthe first and second and 49"" of the third and fourth groups of burrows).
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The badger prefers banks bathed in sunlight. Thill is explained by the fact that
such sites are warmer, dry more rapidly, have quicker snow thaws in spring, and
have shorter and less intense morning frosts in the au.tumn, all of which permits the
badgers to emerge from their burrows earlier in the spring and begin hibernation
later in the fall. However. in the Tula ahiUs. where the ravine (hydrographic) net
is the result of ancient glacial erosion (A. s. Kozmenko. 1838), the native soil (sand)
Ues baN on the steep isolated banks of the valleys or is covered by a small layer
of quaternary depoSits. Only in su.ch places is the sand accessible to the badger on the
gently sloping sunnybanks, the layer of covering loams is so deep that digging through it
is adifficulttaskforthe badger. Thue. the fact that in the locality etudied by us the
badger constructed better burrows on the insolated sunny ehores of the ravines
can be explained by two factors: the climate and the nature of the soil structures.
If we divide the bank of the ravine into upper and lower portions, it becomes
clear that the entrances in the majority of burrows (85 'lIo) were of the first two groupe
situated in the upper part of the bank, whUe those of the burrows of the last two
groups were distributed rather evenly along the entire ebore. The cOntact between
sand and a water-impermeable layer of soil which is so necessary for the construc
tion of a permanent burrow is always found in the upper stretches of the bank. When
digging in the low stretches of the ravine bank, the badger would have to dig through
a great layer of sand before reaching a: sound roof for the burrow; for this reason
the entrances into inhabited burrows were found in the upper portions of the ravine1s
banks.

The badger very rarely digs burrows in sliding soil, which occur in abundance
along the banks of all ravines. Here, despite the profusion of sand, the badger does
not construct burrows, owing to their possible collapse, due of course to the
presence of a large number of irruptions of ground waters.
Usually the connection between a burrow and the nearest brook is emphasized
when describing the sites where burrows are located. Such a connection is of no
importance. The badger is a mobile anima:!, and roams many kilometers from its
burrow for food; thus it is not necessary for water to be located near the burrow.
Usually the presence of a stream not far from the burrow is explained by the fact
that the animal is compelled to construct its burrow in ravines because of the prevail
1n& soil conditions and here. streams flow in any case in the spring and autumn.
The great attachment of the badger to a once inhabited burrow is widely known.
(A. N. Formozov, 1947), emphasizes that this animal stubbornly clings to places it
oDOe selected. In confirmation of this we may note that after the opening or. in fact,
the complete destruction ofBurrow No 61, which was of great benefit to the badger by
virtue of its position. it returned there. lived two summers in the e:acavated burrow.
and then bullt a new burrow directly adjacent to it. This attachment of the badger to
its old burrow is caused by the fact that there are not very many places in nature
where permanently habItable burrows can be made. If the badger finds the neces
sary conditiona for a burrow It leaves such Il site only after extreme and prolonged
harassment. and always strives to return to its old excavat1ans.
The life of the badger is linked with the forest to a marked degree. However.
we were unsuccessful in finding any definite relationship between the character or
even type of forest and the dlJltribut1an of burrows throUJhout the area. A. M. Kolosov
(1935) correctly indicates that auch Il relationship would be only -secondary. when
an appl'()priate terrain is presant. badger burrows may be found in the ~at varied
forms of forest. The opinion to the effect that the food qualities of the rejpon influence
the distribution of the badger in the forest is rather groundless. The badger is om
nivorous and undertakes considerable expeditions in search of food, sometimes emerg
1111 beyond the forest limits.
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In a cenaaed tract. 18.,lI1' of tbe burrows of the firat p:'O\fP. 1. e. thoee moat
impol'taat for the badger, were in fore.te youn.r than 10 yeaH of.... Tbey were
undoubtedly.dug by the badger. long before the forest ...... lumbered. We bave ob~
served that uninterrupted heavy felling over a coneiderable .rea for many years
Complla the badger to abandon these areas temporarl.ly. At the same time, the act
of abandonment was a con.equence of the systematic molestation ·of the badger in itl!
burrow. by person. conducting lumbering operation... Bowever. the changes in living
conditione as a consequence of all-out lumbering operatione con.titute a factor which
does not so much have an etlect on the departure of the badl'ir as on the time of its
return to its old haunts. U.ually badger burrows in fore.tsleas than 10 years old
are empty and have an appearance of di.repair. However. toward the end of this
time, the badger occasionally begins to re-enter such burrow., and its Utter. have
already been found in burrow. in young 12-year-old forest.. Short-term felling
which doe. not greaUy affect living conditione doe. not intimidate the badger.
According to our observation. it may only cause a brief absence for a maximum of
one year.
The refIOrt that the badger inhabits the moat remote and solitary regions of
the forest is incorrect. We noted that one burrow s:ratemaUcally occupied by the
animal
sftuBt" at a distance of only live meters from a well frequented dally
by human.. In the badger. a. in any animal, "fear and cautiOn develop in direct
proportion to per.ecution" (8. I. Ognev, 1931). In burrowing the badger alway•
• trive. to dig a fully habitable burrow, but sometime., not finding suitable condi
tion., it 1s compeUed to halt a project once begun.. ApparenUy not all animals build
new burrow.. but only repair and widen enating and inhabited burrow.. Very fre
quenUy fresh burrow. are dug by young individuals not far frota old badger ".stUe
ments". Burrow. started by young badgers are often not completely finished before
they are abandoned, or sometimes they are refrequented by the animal in the summer.
Some burrow. of the thfrd group should be clas.ilied as this type. However, it is
possible that .ome of these "summer burro1ll8". occasionally frequented by the
badger were begun and bunt not by badgers but by loxe•.

wa.

In characterising burrows we selected 14 bu:l:'rows 01 the fourth group, which
badgers either did not enter or were only occa.ionally frequented over the sixteen
year period of our observation.. Th.se amall burrows, usually1y1:ng in casual stt•• ,
were in all probability dug by foxes. Tho, in tbe area of the forest checked by us,
the only burrow. which should be COIlsidered as true badger burrow. are tho.e of
the first, .econd, and partially the third grouP. tbe total being 49.

The average density of burrows throughout the 1,000 hectare area stUdied,
01 the thick Tula abatis forest had a value of 8. 63 (Table XI) per I, 000 bectares.
However, burrows 01 Group 1,1. e. , those in which the badger had. reproduced num
bered only 2.33. A. F. Chirkova (1947), not distinguishing between. the burrows of
the badger and fox, pre.ent. a value of 12 burrow. per 1,000 hectare. for the forest
region 01 the Serpulc:hov and Vyso'kovsk Kaions. in the Moscow Oblast'. For the
Lo8ino-Ostrov.k1i lumber concern near Mo.cow, V. G. Stakhrov.kii pre.ents a
figure of 3. 5 (A. F. Chirkova. 1947). Thus the density .hown by us in the Tula abatis
is ...ther high.
The highe.t deneity of burrows was noted in the Krapivna RegiOn (Moshchene
Stream, Plavka Stream. and Upa River) of the .ection of the Tula abatis investigated;
in the Odoevo Region there were lesll (Table XI). However, if burroWII of Group IV
and fO][ burrows are excluded, another picture emerges. The badger burrows
(Group. I. n. and m) ware rather uniformly distributed in the foreat. Bowever.
burrows of Groups I and II, particula..rly those of Group I, which i. the mOflt import
ant group for the badger, were definitely encountered in the largest number. in the
western portion of the section of forest studied, where the ravine network was most
highly developed and man,. ravines occurred. In the western, mo.t elevated part of
the forest the den.ity of Group I burrow. amounted to 2.12 and 3.68. Proportionately
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to the decrease inthee1evationofthe area toward the Upa, this va.lue dropped to 1.46
and 1.67 (Table XI and Figure 2).
Table XI
Density 01 burrows on 1,000 hectares of the broadleaI forests
TWa abatis under study

Region
Area

0:(

the

Odoevo

Moshchena
Stream

Plavka
Stream

Right and
left banks
of Upa
River

Tota.l

2,835

1,900

1,365

1,200

7,300

Total and burrows per
I, 000 hectares

ill

Total and burrows of
Groups I-m per
1, 000 hectares

6.70

Total and burrows of
Groups I-U per
I, 000 hectares
Total and bur~ws of
Group I per
I, 000 hectares

22

17

12

-

63

12

i:Ii6

8. '19

'"'fi[O

T.'i3

1':37

1"

7
6. lS

9
7.50

6.7T

11
S.88

9
4.74

2:93

"

3.34

"

3.9f

6
2.12

7
3.68
- _ _. __ _-_

2

2
1. 67

17
2.33

19

-

...

.......

1. 46
.....

_

II

"9

2.8

-'-

..

~

Both the badger and fox inhabit burrows, but for the latter they are of consider
ably less importance. The badger passes most of its life in its burrow, in which it
bears and raises its young, hibernates, and seeks shelter in summer. Thus, the
badger is demanding"in its form of domicile. The fox occupies its burrow in an un
broken stretch only during the period of training the young. The rest of the time
devoted to rest and night sleep is s.,ent in various shelters not only in the burrow.
The fox occupies a ready-made burrow, and when reconstructini one anew, disre
gards many features absolutely indispensable for the badger when building a perma
nent burrow. Thus. for the fOJ[ the burrow is a place of temporary .oode, for the
badger a permanent lodging.
Burrows constructed by the fox are characterized by a haphazard selection of
site, smaller size, fewer entrances, and more frequently have only one entrance.
Such burrows are usually used for only one se...on. are not kept in repair, and are
situated in chance locations, often with untavorabl4l soU and subsoU cond~tions, and
quickly fall into compIete disrepair.
Over 15 years (1936-1950) we found in the area observed 97 fox litters, 63%
of which were found in large old badger burrows and only 3",. in small c...ual burrows
almost unfrequented by the badger. We did not discover fox litters 01 small pups
outside the burrows. Thus, the fox. not being highly discriminating in its choice of.
burrow, may whelp in burrows of any quality, but most often occupies good badger
burrows for whelping. The badger litters found were always discovered in the
oldest and largest burrows of the area covered. The badger pelSsesses the burrow,
but the fox uses it merely to the extent tha.t the badger is not disturbed thereby. It
111 reported that -the fox drives the badger from its abode by virtue of its uncleanli
ne88. which was justifiably doubted by S. L Ognev. We did not have the opportunity
nf ob8erving 8uch an occurrence.
It may be noted that many entrances into badger burrows frequented in winter
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by foxes give off a powerful odor of fox urine in the spr1ng. However, by April some
of these entrances have been cleaned by the badger. In early spring, the fox occupies
free badger burrows in order to whelp, but if the badger wants to retum, the fox,
phyeically weaker, cannot resist. In 1938 we observed a male badger destroying
two fox litters. On 29 May in an old large burrow (No 1), a fox litter was discovered
with no appearance of badger footprints at the entrance of the burrow. Two days
later, near one of the entries to this burrow, four large fox cubs with toothmaru
in the neck regioo were found piled in a heap. and in another entry quite fresh traces
of digging by the badger. An analogous picture was noted some days previously in
Burrow No 7, not far from Burrow No I, in which three tox cubs lay dead. Similar
cases were also observed in other years, always in old burro....s. lit. A. lIIamkin.
who worked 20 years as a hunter in the Perehinskaya hunt, informed this author
that he had often found and dug up dead fox Utters after a burro.... had become fre·
quented by a badger. According to him, the cubs ....ere al1l'&)'s pUed in one heap near
one of the entrances or in a lateral passage inside the burro.....
The fox litter leaves the burro.....in June, and we have ofttm seen that almost
immediately thereafter the badger occupies the burro...., digging ov.t and cleaning
just those branches of the burrow wbich the fox cubs had occupied.
There are reports that badger and fox Utters may live together in a single
burrow. The large badger "cities" possess numerous exits,some of them com
pletely unused b)' the badger. These free exits are inhabited by the foxes. Here
there may be room for simultaneous habitation by badger and fox litters in a single
burrow. but separate external exits must be prellent. It ill more correct in such
cases to speak of the fox and badger as living together in two adjacent burrows.
The underground part of such a burrow is
large that the badger and fox do not
come into contact underground. It ia also poIIsible that the portion occupied by the
fox ia separated from the badger burrow by an earthen partitioo, the creation of
which constitutes no difficulty at·all for either fox or badger. However, such
cohabitation in the same burro.... is a rather rare pbenoJnenon; we found such a
case only once, in the aummer of J.937.
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In 19S8·llU,I. in the region of our~, we noted a decrease in the number of
badgers. In these yeare fox litters were found mainl)' in large old badger burrows.
From 1942. the number ofbil.dgers in the region apin increased and, in the period
from 1942 to 1950 the great majority of fox Utters .erefound in small burrows. The
increaSing occupation of the burrows by the badger compelled the fox to liTe in poorer
shelters.
In constructing a burrow, the badger, whi1ethrowing out an enormous amount
of earth-sand and loams-doea not leave it near the exit but. runging it beneath its
body with its forepaws and walkI.ng backwards, drags the soU a rather great distance
away. Thus. down the center of the excavated pUe a narrow trench is formed from
the exit toward the ravine. The more the badger works the longer and deeper this
becomes. The greatest trench we had the opportunity of seeing was five meters
long and 20-22 cm deep. The fox when throwing earth from a burrow, piles it near
the exit and never makes a "trench". Thus, near the branches of the burrow occupied
by the fox. a fanahaped rounded mound of thrown cut sand or loam i8 formed. It ill
true that such a mound will sooner or later also develop near a badger burrow, as
part of the sand must remain at the beginning of the trench, but it is invariably tra
versed by the trenchlike passage in all burrows and especially in freshly dug burrows.

In the spring. when the earth ill just beginning to dr)', the badger beginll to
rehabilitate its abode. At this time the sand thrown out from burrows where badgers
had hibernated is mixed with dry foliage.

When excavating burrows we discovered that the badger prepares bedding for
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the winter, consisting chiefiy of dry leaves of the oak. linden, and bazel. and ~
of dry graues; such a bed wu discovered Inthe"caldron" ofaburrow excavated by
WI (No 69). The weight of the bed exceeded 5 kg, and it was difficult to stuff it into
a large rucksack. Another burrow had less bedding. consisting ofleaves , twigs.
and branches (28 spec1es of woody plante and grasses), In the spring the unneeded
bedding is thrown Out by the badger while it cleans its burrow.
It is reported that the badger seals the entrances to the burrows In which it
hibernates. This hu not been observed by the author. On the contrary, the burrows
occupied by the badger for hibernation pUI"f'Oses were very often frequented in winter
by the fox and their external entrances were not sealed. In all probabUity. if the
badger does seal himself in. it is only near the "caldron"; to seal the passages
near the "caldron". old bedding consisting of leaves may sqmetimes be used(Burrow
No 69).
Since a fox litter leaves a burrow as soon as it grows somewhat older and the
badger litter remalns In its burrow throughout the sununer, there are no feeding
paths near the burrows occupied by the fox. Near burrows with a badger litter such
patha are clearly manifested. and toward fall lead Into the forest for over 100 meters
from the burrow.
Near entrances of burrows occupied by a fox litter excrement and food remains
in the form of partly eaten carcuses of voles and birds, bird feathers, etc., may be
aeen. Such remalns were never found near burrows inhabited by the badger. Near
burrows occupied by fox litters, excavations by the young foxes are observed. con
sisting of individual shallow holes and underpasses below the roots of trees. whereas
different types of excavations and consi4erably more of them are fOWld near burrows
occupied by badger litters. Holes dug near stumps in the search for insect larvae
are always fOWld; the stumps are surroun<led by these holes. Very often narrow
surface ribbons of upturned forest floor are observed. The young an<l adult badgers
when digging here do not move forwarcl but backward, pushing the leaves under them.
Diggl;ng by the cubs is obaerved :near the burrow and also far away along the food
paths, mosUy In the middle of summer. Toward fall less and less fresh digging is
encoWltered. AroWld this time th.e litter which baa developed somewhat moves a
considerable distance from the burrows lnto the forest to find food.
A censWl of badger litters was carried out annually by the method of rel'eated
ly examlnlng all burrows present in the census area during the spring and summer.
With familiarity with the census area, new burrowa were foundwhlch had been
missed in previous. years.
During the war none of the territory of the forest under study (Od,oevo part
of the logged forests) was included in the census. To judge the correctness of the
census of the badger litters, we indicated the number of burrows of the first two
categories per year, i. e .• burrows where litters could be found while Wlder observa
tion (Table XII). The more badgers there are in the forest the more burrows are
present which have been dug by them. Thus, the percentage of burrows dug (fre
quented) during the summer in Groups I, II. and m is an index of the number of
badgers.
The numbers of badgers in the region of our survey were not constant. There
were many badgers in 1936-37. but from 1938 to 1940 the number clearly decreased.
In 1941-1943, the number of badgers increased again and remalned considerable for
all subaequent years (194.4-1950, the years of our study) (Tabt. XII).
It must be noted that during the years with large numbers of badgers they did
not inhabit all the burrows, not even those of Group I. Apparently this is one of the
rsaaons why we did not observe the building of new large burrows during our period
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of study. This fact, however, permits us to emphasise that in the area of forest
we examined there WIlS no shortage of burrows in which the badger could procreate.
One of the causes of the decreued numbers of badgers WIlS over- extensive
hunting with hunting hounds. However, the increue in numbers noted WIlS due
partly to the ban on such hunting imposed in 1940. The complete cessation of
badger hunting in 1941-45 also promoted an increue in their number.
Table xn
Count of number of badger litters
Percentage of Number of Numbero!
Percentage of Number of Number 0
Year burrows dug burrows of badger Year burrows dug burroWllof badger
litters
Groups I;
Groups
Utters
Groupa I:
Groups
I and n
I andn
I-ill
I-ill
17

5

42

17

4

51

25

7

1944

80

45

2

1945

76

0

1946

94

100

57

20

4

1937

62

35

23

1938

43

23

24

1936

1939

58

29

26

1

1947

75

40

28

4

1940

62

30

28

0

1948

75

82

28

5

1941

80

43

25

:I

1949

80

53

26

5

1942

75

40

15

3

1951}

75

50

26

5

1943

80

45

15

3

-

-

-

-

-

The badger is omnivorous and readily changes to auchfood .a is available in
the range. Thus, the food factor should not greatly 1ntluencethe dynamics of the
population. Howeveri it should be noted that the amaller numbers of Utters
coincided with years of extremely unfavorable climatic:: c::onditions, i. e.• 1938-1940,
which very markedly changed the qualitative and C(1lIUl'titative compoaitioo of the food
sU{:ply. In the droughts of 1938-1939, the number of amphibiens greatly diminished,
the species complement of insects changed markedly and the number of earthworms
decreased. Following the extraordinarUy intenae and e1tremely pl'OlOllged freeze of
1938 and the extremely severe icing of the earth in forests and fields in the winter
of 1938-1939, mass extermination of all species of voles, lUI well u of hedgehogs,
molestahrews, amphibians, and reptiles, was observed. They were of negligible
numbers in 1939-1940. After the intense cold of January 1940, oak. huel, and
apple trees bore no fruit for a number of years. Such a drutic deterioration in
food conditions for three years in succeuion created a situation in which the badger,
despite its omnivorousness, could not raU to be affected.
The decrease in badgers and the drop in their reproduction rate from 1937 to
1940 noted by us were a result of the simultaneous effect of intensive hunting (1936
1939) and the extremely unfavorable food conditions in 1938-1940, curtailing repro
duction. The absence of these natural factors after 1940 provided the badger with
the opportunity of gradually reestablishing its former numbers.

The maximum number of badger litters, 15 per thousand hectares. was found
There were considerably fewer badgers in
other parts of the forest area (Table XID).
in the western part of the foreat studied.

The western part of the area studied in the bros.d1eat forests of the Tula
abatis (Odoevo Region) which a180 include the upper reaches of the rivulets and
streams entering the Kolodtya River, the upper reaches of the sIDaller tributaries
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Basin. totaling 4,735 hectares, is
situated in the most elevated part of the cen8\UI area. Here the ravine net..ork is
most highly developed lUI regarcia both length and ru.gged topogra~hy. u well as the
number of ravine heads present. Thus. the badger is able to find many places here
suitable for the construction of good burrows. Thls part of the forest contains the maxi
mumnumberofGrouplburrowsU20r71'11», the total number of burrows of the first
three groups lHIing 33, or 67". The average density of burrows per I, 000 hectares
..... u follo..s: Group I 2.5"; sum of firllt three groups 6. 99. Thus in this portion
of the forest, for the 15 years of the census, ... really discovered 38. or 74.5'11> of
all badger Utters. The average for the year was 2.53, which gives 0.53 litters per
thousand hectares, 1. e .• more than the ave...ge value for the entire area examined.
which ..u O. "6.
of the Upa River, and the Maalhchena Stream

Table XIII
Number of badger litters per 1.000 hectares
Region
Total Utters

Western

Eastern

38

10

Meadows of
Upe. River
3

Total
51

Litters per year. average

2.53

0.66

0.20

3.4

Litters per I, 000 hectares,
average

0.53

0.35

0.30

0.46

The other two regions (Krapivna part of the abatis. Table XU), the right
tributaries of the Upa River (eastern. and the delta of the Upa, With a total area of
3,565 hectares are situated on the ter...ces of the Ups River in the lowest portion
of the forest. There are relaUvely few ravines here but rather p1ent:l.tul burrows
(totaling 24.), but their quality is 10.... only eight of them being of the first two cate
gories. In this portion of the forest ...e found only 13 badger litters in 15 years.
The total habitation in the two eastern rejions of the section of forest studied were
considerably less tb.a.n in the _stem portion an average of only 0.3" Utters per
·1,000 hectares (accorclin, to flnd.s in two areas).
Thus, over 15 years of observations, the chlefsiie of badger habitation in
the section of the broadleal Tala forest studied ..aa the hi8hest western portion
...here the ravine net..ork ,..as moat higbly developed both :in length and topographical
sbepe.
.
The distinct }Jreference of the badger for dwelling sites :in definite reglons of
the forest instead of throughout the area is ..ell illustrated by the count of burro...
in which several litters were discovered 4ur1ng the 15 years study.
Only 5 burrows containing 5-7 litters were found (Table XIV). Twenty-nine
litters were found in these, or 56. 9% of all badger litters found during our entire
study.

Thus, more than half of all cu•• of badger reproduction took place at only
five points of the forest. the remaining 22 litters '''3. 1'11» occupying 12 different
burrows.
The badger not only lives in definite siies of the forest but is higb1y conaerva
tive in selecting a siie for reproduction. Year after year it occupies the preferred
bUrro.... for bear:lng young. Litters in casual burrows are l'lU'ely foud.
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Table XIV
Number of badger Utters round ill a 8i1lgle burrow
'1

Number or litters

6

5

3

2

1

I

3

I

'1

13

-

9

-

"

Number of burrows examined

1

:I

:&

Total Utters

-

29

-

-

25.5
56.9
5.8 ,3.2
----

Per cent of total number of litters
Litters per burrow

-



-,

1'1.6
1.2

I~:
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Ill. N. Borodina
RESULTS AND PROSPECTS OF DISTRIBUTION OF THE RIVER
BEAVEa IN THE OKA RIVER BASIN
(OKA STATE PRESERVE)
(Rezul1taty i perspektivy rasseleniyarechnoaobobra
v basseine rekt Okt).
At present the center of the European part of the Union is very densely inha
bited by beavers. Territorially this region almost coincides with the boundaries of
the basin of the lar,est river of the Russian plain-the Oka. Approximately 30% of
the rehabilitated beavers of the European part of the Union live within these bound
aries. The large nwnber of these antmals in the Oks River Basin is explained by
the fact that beavers were set free here at many points, mast of which had favorable
conditions for their reproduction and distribution. At those points where
the first groups of beavers were released (in the 1936-1940 period), a beaver popu
lation of considerable nwnbers has made an appearance-the JoIIeshchera. JoIIordov.
and ElyaZma croups.
The variations in the natural conditions of the vast Oks River Basin. together
with the rather hip density of beavers inha:biting it and the possibility of using station
observations carried out over manyyear/il, favor the selection of this region for the
first swnmary of results of the distribution of the river beaver in the central belt of
the Union. The work we carried out a.l.$) had practical objectives, 1. e., a determina
tion of UIe prospects for ecouomic use of beavers Ul the Oka River Basin.
The materials for the present sttldy were observations on beavers carried out
by the author in the station in the area of the Oka Preserve and other areas of the
Mesoohera lowland frolll 1937 to 19S5, and investigations by expeditions in other
beaver habitation areas in the Oka River Basin carried out in the period from Hili!
to 1953.
The region of the lower reaches of the JoIIoksha Basin in the Yordev Preserve,
the middle reaches of the Oka River in the Oks Terrace Preserve, the flood plain of
the lower reaches of the Klyaima River (in the former Klyaima Preserve), the upper
reaches of the Moskva River in the former Upper JoIIoskYa River Preserve, and the
middle reaches of the Tsn&. and Sh'ya Rivera on the welltern boundary of the Meshchera
lowlands were included in the area /ilttldied. To study these regions and the habitats
of the beaver in the Tesha and Sere:ma River Basins which the author was unable to
vi"it, the data in literature and in manuscripts were used.
The author extends sincere acknowledgments to Profes·aor V. G. Geptner and
the Director of the Scientific Division 01 the Oks Preserve, V. P. Teplov. for valu
able advice and aasi8tance in her work and also thanks the persons who provided her
with ijle recorded material required.
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Natural Conditions of the aka Basin
The aka Basin, whleh is 239,300 kln 2 in area, occupies the central part of the
Russian plain., bounded on the north and east by the Volga Basin. on the west by the
Dnieper ,Basin and on the south by the Don Basin. The territory of the Don Basin
penetrates into the aka between two protrusions of the latter-the western. whleh
extends alolli the upper reaches of the Oka and the eastern, which extends along the
paths of the Tsna and Moksha Rivers.
According to geomorphologi1::al descriptions of the Eastern European Plain
(I. P. Gera.inlov, 1939; B. F. Dobrynin, 1948). the SU.t'face of the aka Basin every
where bears a heavy covering of Quaternary deposits and signs of the direct or in
direct influence of heavy glaciations on primary preilacial form8 of relief. The
topography, despite its general pla.inlike character, is not of a uniform nature and
on the territory of the basin we encounter various geomorphological landscapes.
Accol"ding to B. F. Dobrynin, the structure of the liurfaceof the aka Basin is
of the following type: the northwestern part of the basin along the lvanovo-VJ.ad1m1r
Moscow-Kolomna-Kaluga line belongs to the moraine type of landacape, in which
the ancient relief continues to playa conSiderable role. Thi8 part of the basin. which
the author mentioned, relates to the central moraine region, occupies an elevated
position, the higbest zones being the Smolenak--lIDsca. and the Klin-Dmitrov Rid....
which extend in an east-west direction. The southern part of the basin, with a clear";'
ly marked erosional terrain is partly related to the elevated region of the Central
RUSSian Plateau and partly to the plain bearing the name of the Oka-Oon lowland.
The rest of the basin consists of a lowered area bounded on the east by the north·
western slopes of the Volga heights. This area, bearing the name of the 0Ir.:a.
Klyazma lowlands. belongs to the group of sand,. lOWland border zones ofQuaternary
glaciation, and the meridionally extendinll Oka-Tsna Ridge i8 divided into two sec
tions- western and eastern. In the western part the lowest site lies in the Meshehera
lowlands, in the eastern part in the Mokaha and Balakhna lowlands.
Thereatures of the geomorphologieall!ltruCture of individual regions of the
basin also determine their charactel'iaUe hydrographical traits. The Oka-Klyazma
lowland is marked by a great profusion of ponds. Its hydrographical network consiN
of natural bodies of water appearing as a result of the activities of man. The rivers
of the middle and lower reaches of the aka Basin belong to the first of these types,
the numerous old meanders and oxbow lakes of the former riverbeds of the aka, the
oxbows and old beds of its largest tributaries, and the lakes lying outside its fiood
plain, scattered among the vast stretches of marsh. The second category includes
the small land amelioration drainage canals crossing the marshes, the peat fields
filled with water after the removal of the peat, and the ponds made by damming the
rivers or dug specially without taking into account the enormous artificially created
water reaervoir of the Moscow .Sea". In the remainder of the basin the hydrograph
ical network consists chiefly of rivera,
The cllmate of the aka Basin,situated in the center of the European USSR, Is
rather severe. with continental characteristics expressed in the considerable ranges
of average temperatures (up to 31. 7") and extremes of temperature (up to 75. 1°).
The climate becomes colder in the aka Basin on moving from southwest to northeast
and there is a change toward greater humidity on moving from southeast to northwest.
This is illustrated by meteorological data (Table l) presented by S. 1. Neboltsin
(1922).
The time of formation of the snow cover chan. .s according to the changes of
the atmospheric temperatures, as do also the dates of the disappearance of the sna..
the freezing of the rivers,and the reopening of the rivers. In the southwestern part
of the baSin, the snow cover 18 usually established by 27 November. and it disappears
by 10 April. The freezing of the rivers Is observed between Z1 November and
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5 December. In the northeastern part the first snowfall occurs from 15 November
to 22 November, and the snow melts by 15 April. The rivers freeze between 18
and 24 November. According to the data of S. I. Nebol'sin. the snow cover on the
basin lasts 140-150 days; its height is generally 45-55 cm, and only in the region of
the Meshchera lowland does it attain 55 -65 cm bl beight.
Turning to the characteristics of the vegetation of the Oka Basin it should be
noted that t,p.e boundary between two landscape zones of the European part of the
Union crosses its territory. the forest ani the forest -steppe. On the basis of data
of the distribution of the gray podsollzed soils and typical chernozems (black earth).
soil scientists and geographers (I. V. Tyurin, 1939; F. N. Mil1kov. 1950) fix the
northern boundary of the forest-steppe zone along the line of the unbroken distribu
tion of gray podsollzed soils of the forest-steppe with patches and tongues of leached
and degraded chernozems. The geographical boundary between these zones on the
territory of the basin is determined by the points Karachev-Tula-Kashira and then
along the valley of the Oka to the mouth of the Mokaha River, Along the valleys of
this river and its tributary. the Tsna River, this boundary inclines southward, where
the belt of the coniferous-broadleaf forest descends in a broad tongue toward the
steppe zone. Geobotanists (E. M. Lavrenko and A. V. Prozorovskii, 1939;
V. V. Alekhin, 1947) include almost the entire right bank of the Oka Basin in the
broadleaf forest subzone and thus shift the boundary of the forest zone considerably
southward. Without entering into a disculIsion of this fundamental divergence of
opinion on the location of the northern boundary of the forest steppe. it must never 
theless be pointed out that the inclusion of the entire right bank of the basin in the
forest zone has the effect of restoring the vegetation existing formerly and does not
reflect the contemporary state of affairs. The forest was preserved south of the
Oka River only as occasional coppices.
An almost complete absence of forest is characteristic of the right bank of the
All investigators visiting thia region have noted this. The left-bank
part of the basin in the region of the upper Oka toward the north to the line Karachev
Tula has a similar appearance, The remaining part of the basin, which is greater
in surface area and has varied vegetation conditions. is still characterized by con
siderable forest growth. The northwestern corner of the basin belongs to the subzone
of spruee forests with a mixture of broadleaf species (V. V. Alekhin. 1947). For
individual administrative regiolUl, as indicated by V. V. Alekhin. the percentage of
forest fluctuates from" to 60,.. Tbe northeastern corner of the basin also belongs
to the subzone of spruee forestlll. Forests in this region. whiob includes considerable
unforested area of the Vladimir fields are also nonuniform. The principal part. as
stated by N. Dubensldi (1856). was • already without forests 700 years ago, almost
from the time of the fo·undation of the RUSsian Kingdom. The GrlUld Duke of Suzdal.
Yuri Vladimirovich Dolgoruldi. who erected the city of Yuriev in 1152 in this area,
called it ·Yuriev-Pol'skil1f because of the absence of forests and the wide fields
which surrounded it. while to Pereslavl, also erected at the same time. he gave the
name Zalesakii (Forests) because of the forest remains which, to this day; surround
it on three aides. .
Ok.a Basin.

It is necessary. IDwever. to point out that in a special study of the vegetation
of the Vladimir fields conducted by L. I. Krasovskii (1949) it was established that
when man firat inhabited this region, it was covered by broadleaf forests constitut
ing a unique region of natural hilftory with its own peculiar complex of natural con
ditions,

In the western part of the basin. moving southward, we may trace the order
of vegetal changes ·caused chiefly by climatic influences. (V. V. Alekhin, 1947) A
subzone of spruce -broadleaf-forests is situated adjacent to the subzone of the spruce,
which in turn is bounded on the aouth by the region of the broadleaf forests. The
zone of the spruce-broadleaf forests covers a considerable area. The average
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Table I
Average
yearly
temperature

Absolute
minimum
temperature

Absolute
maximum
temperature

Average
amount
of preci
pitatlon
(rnm)

Town of Kaluga
Southwestern part of
basin

1

VUlageof Gulynka
Southern part of basin
Town of Gorkii
Northeastern part of
basin

4.5

-3'7.9

34.5

606

4.2

-3'1.9

34.5

4T9

3.8

-40.8

35.T

542~

-

I....

..

~.-~-

percentage of its forestation. according to data by V. V. Al'illkbfn. iI38". This
author includes in the subzone of broadleaf forests a small region lying south of
Moscow and a region in the western corner of the right bank part of the basin sepa
rated from the south and west by the Likhvin-Tula and Tula-Serpukhov lines.
Narrow-leaf aspen and birch forests dominate the former region at present. The
region is up to 40~ forested. The remains of former forests are still preserved in
the latter region. The forest of the famous Tula abatis is included in these, stretch
ing in a narrow belt from Tula to the townofCbekalin. Tbe percentage of forested
area in this region is small-approximately 15"'.
The eastern half of the basin in the northern corner, which i8 covered by
spruee {orests, lies adjacent to a large sandy lowered area-the Oka-fQyazma low
land. which V.V. Alekhin regards as a special intrazonal pine-tree marsh region.
This author indicates that the vegetation eonditions of the region are determined by
the composition of the soils, mainly the sandy ones, and by the widespread develop
ment of marshlands. He mentions three subregions in this vast region:
1) Klyaz'ma vicinity, 2) Meshchera region, and 3) Tsna-Moksha area. According
to V. V. Alekhin, the Klyazma vicinity occupies the north of the Oka-KlyaZma low
land and is characterized by a predominance of pine-narrow-Ieaf forests, with the
occurrence of pinespruce forests and highland marshes.
In the Meshebera subregion. which occupies the central part of the Oka
Klyaima lowland, pine forests and lowland marshes predominate. In the Tsna
Moksha region, pine trees predominate. However, oak and oak-spruce forests are
also present. This region differs markedly from the MeSchera due to the
presence of the latter forests, the dry stretches of which project southward, far
advanced in the process of turning to a steppe. The afforestation of the entire ptne
marshy region, as indicated by V. V. Alekhin, is conSiderable, amounting to 50%
on the average, and in individual administrative sections rising to 75 %.

The various vegetal conditions in the Oka Basin also determine the character
istic: traits of its fauna. Among the mammals and birds living in the basin are types
typical of the taiga, those characteristic of the broadleaf forests, and those living
in open spaces. Two faunistic evolutionary complexes are encountered in the basin
territory. the forest and the forest-steppe types of animal respectively.
At the boundary between the forest and the forest-steppe, 1. e .• the Oka River,
we may note the penetration of single species far beyond the zone characteristic to
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them into regions with conditions favorable to them. A study of the fauna of that part
of the Oka Preserve which lies at the boundary of the forest zone revealtid the pene
tration along the Oka Valley to the north of such southern forms as the jerboa, the
white polecat, the bee eater, and the steppe pratincole. At the present time, the river
beaver is representative of the forest fauna in the area of the basin. Its penetration
into the forest part of the basin has, up to now, taken place in isolated instances.

In concluding this review of the natural conditions of the Oka Basin we should
touch on the question of the degree of hwnan aetivity in the area. An aequaintance
with this problem indicates that the settlement and intensity of ecoDOmic utilization of
the land in various sections of the basin are not equal. According to the intensJty of
the use of the land the entire basin JJl8Y be subdivided schematically into three types
of regions;
a) Densely populated regions, wbere the landscape is of a cultured type and
areas intensively ueed by man predominate, such as plowed areas, etc.
b) Moderately populated regions, where areas used intensively for economic
purposes alternate wJth less extensively Wledar~as (forests, meadows).
c) Sparsely populated regions, where most of the territory is occupied by areas
with moderately used land-!ar,e stretches of forests and marshes.
The entire forest-steppe part of the basin, the intensely inhabited lands around,
induatrial centers and the !ar,e areas of the Vladimir-Suzds! fields belong to the
first category.
The extensive forest-marsh stretches of the Me$hchera-Balakhna and the
Moltsha lowlands belong to the third catelOry.
The remainder of the baain may be referred to as moderately populated regions.
Review of Past Distribution of River Beaver
on Oka River Basin Lands
Numerous references to beavers in historical documents of the fourteenth to
eighteenth centuries grant deeds, petitions, and various ukases-are a clear sign of
the great importance of th.e river beaver in old Russia. These documents as well
as the reports of foreigners visiting Russia enabled later historians to reconstruct
the picture of the former distribution of the river beaver wheI\ it was already on the
ver,e of complete disappearance. In the extensive works of F. Keppen (1902),
G. L. Grave (1927), A. V. FedyU8hin (1935), and V. N. Skalon (1952) devoted to the
beaver, the former ran,e of the aniJJl8l is described quite fully.
The inforJJl8tion collected by WI for the Oka Basin, detailing information from
the reports of the above-menUoned authors, shows that even in the sixteenth century
beavers were widespread throughout the area•. Their distribution in the part of the
basin which today i.e 1JDforested. becomes comprehensible only by conJilidering the
former natural conditions. The presence of an extensive forest stretch north of the
foreat-steppe lying completely within the limits of the Oka Basin testifies to the exis
tence of the abatis charaeteristics in the Moscow State in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries in the region of the cities of Rya.zhsk, Rya.zan: Kash1ra. Veneva, Tula,
Odoevo, CbekalJn, Peremysbl l , Belev and Kozellsk (A. I. YakovIev, 1916), i. e., in
places where forests are now either absent or have survived in the form of coppices.
According to L. F. Turganovich (1950),& region of dark forests (linden trees) existed
in the baain of the Upper Oka and along the right bank of the Oka to the Don in this
period (1. e •• in the sixteenth century). 8The data of V. P. /?emenov (1902) on the
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former distribution of forests in the RU8sian ehernosem relion distinpillhed by him,
to which the entire steppe parts of the basin belongs, also correspond with this. W
It is quite natural that the forest in those times occupyinlfthe most moist sec
tions of the forest-steppe, should be widely distributed in river valleys. In notes by
S. Gerbershtein (1908) referring to the seventeenth century, we may find mention of
the fact thatthe "Oka River is surrounded by forests on both sides. " L. F. Turpnovich
(1950) writes that A. Olearius, who visited Russia in the fifteenth century. DOted vast
forest areas in the region of the Oka below its confluence with the Moskva River. as
well as forest on both shores of the Oka below the city of Kasimov. It is logical to
assume that the valleys of the right tributaries of the Oka were fOreated to the same
extent. starting at the very south of the basin.
F. N. MU'kov. (19S0) charaeterizes the forest-llteppe of the RU8sian plain as a
region of ancient agriculture, the development of whicb Willi assisted by the fertility
of the 80ils. the climate, and the presence of natural unforested areas. wThe assi
milation of forest-steppe zones-. aecording to this author, a started north of
the central Middle-Russian forest-steppe and became especially intensive during
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. According to data of Lyasbchenko, presented
by F. N. Milrkov (1950),lIfin the seventeenth century after liberation from Tatar oppres
sion the central forest-steppe already began to supply MoscO'lif with bread, and toward
the eighteenth century became an integral part in the over-allnationa! economy of
the Russian state, as the ·productive south·.
F. N. Mll1kov reported the time of particularly intensive fellin, of forests was
to be the nineteenth century, in the middle of which the cultivated landscape became
predominant. Using material accumulated by M. Palimpsestov and P.I. Lyashchenko,
he writes that in the 100 years from 1774 to 1874 the fotest area decreased by 20-35%
and in some places by 50%, while plowland in the chernozem and nonsteppe l:elts
amounted to 60. 6 % of the total surface area of land.
Turning to a study of the left bank of the basin which today is still considered to
be forested, we find, in the writings of L. F. Turganovieh. indications concerning
its solid forestation in the sixteenth century. This author attributes the onset of the
large-scale extinction afforests to the seventeenth century. In subsequent years
forested areas decreased continuously. In the eighteenth century sparsely foreated
areas began to appear. Among them. L. F. Turganovich (19S0) reports the southern
part of the former Kolomns County (district), the locality between the Oka, Moksha,
and Sura Rivers, and the area around the city of Murom. According to reports by
E. Zyablovskii (1810), around this time. there was also a noticeable decline of for
ests along the Tsns and Moksha Rivers and along the tributaries of the latter, the
Bad and Vysha-the center of potash production of those times.
According to data by V.P. Semenov (1902), durln,the previous century from
the time of the total land division of the year 1777 (including almost the entire left
bank of the basin) the forested areas in the Moscow industrial province dwindled by
an average of one-third of the former area. For the former Vladimir Province
N. Dubenskii (1856) indicates a 50% decrease of forest area during the same period.
The above-indicated change.in vegstation in the basin took place parallel to
changes in the quantitative and qualitative depletion of its fauna. In the wake of the
elimination of forests the numbers of typical forest animal species were conSiderably
reduced; today some of them are no longer encountered in the lorest-steppe part of
the basin, as for example, the bear, while others have become rare (pine marten and
others). Some species disappeared completely from the territory of the basin. A
Similar fate also befell the river beaver. However. as may be concluded from the
review presented earlier on the changes in the nature of the basin during the past
century. the ruthless extermination of this valuable animal was carried out well
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before the elimination of the minimum conditions necessary for its existence. Judg
ing from the data of old documents and literary sources. the beavers in the basin
had. been almost completely exterminated by the seventeenth century. apparently a
very amall number of them surviving until the end of the elghteenth century.
In the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. the beaver runs were still
widespread. We could not examine documents of an earlier period. but turning to
the investigation of V. N. Skalon (1951) we find convincing proof 01 the high economic
value of the river beaver in Russia in ancient times. Itshouldbenotedthatinform&
tion to transmit the location of the beaver runs (1. e •• the areas covered in obtaining
beaver) refer to relatively few places. chieny monastery e.states. Some refer to
regions which have changed in nature beyond recognition in recent centuries. This
leads one to assume that the former range of the river be.aver in the basin was un
broken and that its apparent patchiness was due to the incompleteness of the histori
cal data in our possession. The organization 01 fact. indicates beaver habitations
in the following sections of the river baain: in the southern section beaver runs
were indicated on the right allore tributaries of the Oka. the Pronya River U403.
1456). the Pavlovka and Pletenaya Rivers (1591). the OsetrRiver (1505, 11)95) and,
in addition. the former Ryazan Countywhere beaver runs were ,iven to the Olga. Monastery
(131)1), 1390). From articles by V. N. III bulkU (1928) and M. V. Babkin (1929), it
is learned that beavers were distributed in the former Skopin County in the fourteenth
to sixteenth centuries and in the former Mikhailova Subdlstrict in the fourteenth
century. Today all these regions of the basin are almost unforested. The next part
of the basin for which indications conceroing the presence of beaver runs remain is
the Meshchera lowlands. In this region beavers were also included in the Oka tri
butaries, the large ancient beds of the Oka River nood plain. and the marshy mas
sifs of the Meshchera. Of the Oka tributa.ries the Solodka and K:J.shma Rlvers (re
gions near the city of Ryazan) are mentioned. The latter apparently no longer exist
today. It is of interest that despite its apparently small size it was a beaver domain
and was known as such for centuries. We know of the presence of beaver runs in
this river in 1380 from the grant of the Great Duke of Ryazan'Oleg lvanovich. Some
300 years later the right to trap beavers in half of this river was bestowed on the
Bogoslovskli Monastery (records of Bos;oslovskii Monastery lands In the
Okologoryadnlyi and Ponisskii registries of 15511), Bellver runs in the old river beds
are indicated near the mouth of the Solodcha River (1390), in the region of the hIlm
let of Sanskoe, the then existing Voingkii County (1380), and in the region of the
village of IZhevskoe. Here bellvers were hunted on the Shteka River. nowing from
the marshes west of the village of Izhevskoe and entering Lake Izhevskoe. Our re~
view of the erstwhile distribution of hellvers on the territory of the former
Meshchera lowland given earlier (M. N. Borodina. 1949) reveilis that the Shteka
River nows Illong a field which today still bears the name of Ostrov (island), as ac~
cording to a veteran of the village of Malyshevo, I. E. Sigachev, it was formerly
included between two rivers. the Shteka and another which has now disappeared.
The shores of the Shteka River are devoid of trees; the regions went completely
leve1l4lld even within the memory of elderly natives of the region. However, in an
cient times forests providing the richest hunting regions were Ilpparently preeent
here. On a grant given in 1390 by the Duke of Ryazan~ Oleg Ivanovich, to the
Metropolitan Theognost, the "Island and the River Shteka Ilre granted for the hunting
01 valuable animsls. inCluding bellvers, or In an article by Cheslav Ch.khovich (1901)
devoted to the history of the Ryazan'fauna, a report is given of the existence of
'
beaver runs near Erakhtur Village Can extract from the personal registries of the
village of Erakhtl.lr for the year 1831 stating. • •• ''beaver runs in the said Lake Rumka
and its streams If).
Indications conceroing the capture of beavers in the swamps have been found
in one of the documents giving the Solodchinskii Monastery title to the land (1591).
The following was wrUten " ••• and from the Solodcha River to the right along the
Pra River to the Uruzhskii Trilct. 15 versts [3,500 feet} across, renowned as the
Znvalovskaya border land. possessing fertile soil Ilnd beavers. .. We th!!n come to
the KJ.yazlna Basin, whose many tributaries were once famous for their abl,lndance
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of beavers. In order to characterize the beaver supply of these places, there is
great tnterellt in the grant given by the Tlar and Grand Duke Ivan VasUmch of
Vladimir to beaver traders in 1537. announcing "These beaver traders in the IlerYice
of my Grand Duchy are to be in charge of beaver hunting, and will take beavers in
the Klyazhla River from Orzhavka River to the Sudogda River, the entire Sudogda
River and the entire KQloksha .River; whatever beavers they catch shall be brought
with their fur into my treasury. II Beaides these rivers, the Uvod t .River was also
mentioned as a beaver domain. A grant to hunt beavers given to the Vladimir
District peasants by the Tsar and Grand Duke Ivan Vasilevich states:- ''When our
friend Suvorko comes to you with our grant papers, you will set out on a beaver hunt
in our servieeand catcb beavers for me and tbe Grand Duke in the Uvod l River
down tbe Uvod' River and in theUvod' flood plain to the Klyazma and the mouth' of
tbe Uvocfl. and submit wbatever is taken to our treasury." N. Dubenskii reports the
capture of beavers in the seventeenth century along the Teu and Koloksha Rivers.
It is known from the docilment of grant of Dmitri Donskai to the Sergiev Troltaa
(Trinity) First Order Monalltery that on the Vors River (a tributary 01. the headwaters
of the Klyasma River), ''It is permissible to bag otters, beavers. and any other
animal" (1360). Attention should be given to the fact that this small river retained
its importance as a beaver region until 1423, .when a new document at grant appeared.
issued by tbe Duke Peter Dtnitrovich to the Troltaa Sergiev Monastery to bag beavers
in the section bordered by the Talitaa and lApetnya Rivers. According to the text of
this grant, Duke of Dmitrov bestowed ontbe monastery sectionS of the Vora River
formerly in his use and known to contain beavers: ''We, the Grand Duke Peter
Dmitrovieh. are pleased to issue grant to the !gumen (Friar) Nikon of the Holy
Troitsa Sergiev Monastery and any other friar of his brotherhood: we grant of our
posseSsions, on the Vora River and the Teremenevski1 Pool for catching fish and
capturing beaver. We also hereby grant him permission to catch fish and trap bea
ver along the Vora River and along monastery lands from the Talitsa River to the
lApetnya River, while my fisbermen and beaverwomen will not catch fish or beavers
lor me ...... (4 August 1483). Direct proof of the richness of the KlyazmaBasin
in beavers is contained in the report by A. P. Shchapov presented in the book of
V. N. Skalon (1951) to the elfect that on the Klyasma River and its tributaries. even
before the sixteenth century up to 24 villages and one small beaverin.. village were
inhabited by beavermen who founded the "Ilmekhotskii Beaver Station".
East of the Klyaz'ma and its tributaries we found indications of past habitation
by beavers within tbe limits of the basin on the Tesha River only (data by F. Keppen,
1902, which be presented from the works of Stukenberg. who wrote a survey of the
rivers of the Russian State). We lound little data on the former distribution of bea~
vers westward from the basin of tbe Klyazma River. They are limited to reports on
the environs 01 Moscow and the region near the towns of Dimitrov and Malyi
Yaroslavets. An address by It. Rule made on 18 July 1845, at a lestive convention
of the Moscow Imperial University, indicated that beavers lived near Moscow.
KQtoshikhin. describing the reign of Aleksei Mikhailovicb, clearly stated that beaver
runs existed below the village of lztnailov. Pavel Oderbern. who visited Moscow at
the time of Ioann Vasilrevich. deSCribed tbe way to capture beavers with "borzor'
bounds. Later K. P. Ru!'e mentions the existence of a sunken meadow (the noors
of stagnant pools) near tIE village of Restokino which the old inhabitants used to call
the "beaver place".
With regard to the region near Malyi Yaroslavets, we obtained ,information
referring to the year 1849 and cont8.inlng an order to the local village headman,
Savva Mikulin. to eifect the most exact inventory ("executinr a head-by-head search")
of all possible sources of income in certain Uninhabited areas in the Zimnitskaya
territory in the Medinskii County, ordering that IIhe himself register carefully how
mucb of this uninhabited area was earth which is plowed and unplowed, as well as
• Translator's note-The dwelling place of those who engage in the hunting of beavers
or the proceSSing of their skins.
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the border forests, recorded in versts and desyatins [2.7 acresl, and indications
of the rivers, lakes, fish-catch1D, sites, beaver runs, animal fluBbin, places,
animal crossings, border lands, and all other lands ll•
The contents of this document testify that it was possible to find beaver rWlS
among other sources of income of this "empty area", i. e., pl8ces inhabited by
beaver. The lack of knowledge of their presence in these relatively later times
would not seem to be an indication of the full habitation of these places but rsther a
proof of their becoming poorer in beaver. It is characteristic that to obtain infor
mation from the village mentioned previously it was suggested that inquiries be
addressed not to persons well acquainted with nature but to the local priesthood
("••• and where the forest is large and it is difficult to measure it in delilyatins,
thou ehalt write to ask of the local and neighboring priests and friars in the monas
teries administering there, etc"), i. e., the kinds of persons knowing more fully
than others the history of the use of the land, particularly with reference to Wluaed
and forgotten beaver rWlS.
A decrease in the number of beavers in the seventeenth century is also men
tioned in the notes of Cheslav Chekhovich (1901), who wrote on the last appearance
of beavers in the Ryazan' Province. Even in the year 1627 he ascribed the survival
of beaver rWlS near the village of Erakhtur to the rational curtailment of beaver
trading by the Dukes of Kasimov. He writes, "Since the Mongols were concerned
with the protection of useful game, undoubtedly both Kasim Khan himself and his
descendants, on finding beavers in the Kasimov Kingdom, put them under legal pro
tection. II This permits us to explain how, in the seventeenth century. when beaver
trapping places were no longer mentioned in the written archives referring to the
western part of the Ryazad Territory, they were still plentiful in the eastern sec
tion of the Kasimov Diltrict. Nothing is known concerning the time of disappear
ance of the last beavers from Lake Rumke. near the village of Erakhtur. However,
as Ch. Chekhovich writes, ''It may readily be supposed that the last Ryazan' beavers
were found in the tributary of the Pra River and the nonfreezing Kad' River. On
the boundaries of the Kasimovand Spasskii Counties, where there is a forest to this
day and there are no settlements except for forest huts for a 30 verst radius, the
last beaver died not long ago, at any rate in the last years of the eighteenth and
perhaps the beginning of the nineteenth century." Confirming these words, he pre
lIIents the tales of old inhab;ttants of Erakhtur who retained memories of the beaver
trade, "Approximately 10 years ago, in the village of Erakhtur, recalling the
Dumka River, 1 inquired whether the local old-Umers knew any legends or tales
about the beaver. A 70-year-Old man thereupon told me the following: 'We hWlt a
great deal in these parts, but there is never any report of anyone killing a valuable
animal. The marten is the most precious, and it seems that no more than 3 rubles
are being paid even for that. My Wlcle Filatka (who died during the Battle of
Sevastopol at the age of 70 or 80) boasted more than once, as I remember clearly,
that they used to enter the Bel'skii Forest (north of the village of Bel'skoe) in search
of animals along the rivera, and if they killed even one they could pay all taxes,
with some left over. t Another old man, almost 100 years of age, Tit Baregm, who
died approximately 15 years ago, also told me that when he was a lad, that is abOut
1800, while traveling through the forest to Urzha (also near the Kad' River), he
saw in the inn a strange dead animal the size of a hare, but round like a ball, dark
in color, and with a furlesa tail like that of a snake, but wider. "Apparently, con
cluded this author, the "precious animal with which all taxes could be paid was the
beaver, which the Erakhtllr people exterminated in their area in the Rumka, and
being aCClusinted with the methods of hWlting it, later went out to look for it in the
Bel'skoe forests on the Kadt River. They entered the Pra River north of Bel'skoe,
and here dealt the final blow to the beavers. which have now disappeared from the
Ryazad Province...
The staff of the former Klyaz'ma Preserve, on the basis of sources which
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remalnunbown to Its. considered the d1118ppearance of the last beaver in the Klyazma
Basin to have taken place during the firat half of the eighteenth eent\U'y.

Contemporar:y Distribution and Numbers of Btver Beaver in the Oka Basin
The first e_periments in the rehabilitation of the river beaver among the fauna
of the Oka .Rlver Basin were carried out in 1936 and 1937. In these years beavers
were relelUled in two sections of the baain-in the Mokaha Valley in the remote south
of the Oka-Klyaz'ma lowland (area of the Mordov State Preserve, 1936), and in the
Pra Valley (area of the Oka State Preserve. 193'1) in the lIOutheaatern region of the
remote Meshchera lowlands. The importation of animals in this section continued
in subsequent years and came to an end in 1940. In all, 34 beavera were released
in the Mordov Preserve and 23 intheOkaPreserve. In 1940, two more smallgrOUpBof
heavers were released at different points of the basin, 8 in the middle reaches of
the Klyazma River, in the area of the then-existant Klyaz'ma State Preserve. and 6
in the middle reaches of the Seresha on a lake of the Pustyn system (Biostation of
the Gorki University).
Further work on the Importation of beaver ...s interrupted by the war, and
was continued only in poatwar years.
In 1948. 28 beavers were released in the lower reaches of the Sh'ya River in
the southwestern part of the Meshchera lowland. In 1948, 9 were released in the
upper reaches of the Moskva .Rlver and " in the Tadenk.a River. which flows into the
Oka not far from the town of Serpukhov. In 1949. " beavers were releued into
Lake Glubokoe Gn the territory of the former Glubokoe-Istra Preserve. In 1950,
1'1 heavers were released ,into the Tans River which extends in the SOuthwestern
part of the Mellhchera lowland. In 1952. 7 beavers (4 adults and 3 yearlings) were
released into the Polya River, a tributary of the .Klyaz'ma. which flow. through the
region of the Shatura marsheS.

At present the range of the beaver in the Oka Basin is divided into separate
sections (see map). Each of them belongs to the lingle group formed at the place
of release. The size of the groups or. as they are usually called in referring to
beavers, the "colonies". varies at present. In some the number of individuals
amounts to a few or to dozens and in others to hundreds. In all, sill: beaver coloniea
may be counted on the territory of the basin, the Meshchera, Klyaz'ma, Monlov,
Middle Oka, Upper Moskva-River,and Puatyn' Colonies; their description is pre
sented below.
Meshchera Colony
The Meshchera beaver colony is today the largest on the Oka River. Approxi
mately 400 head of beaver live there (accordinl to the 1951 count). The area of this
colony is approximately 7,000 lan 2 . The colony began when 23 beavers were re
leased in the southeastern corner of the Meshchera lowland on the land of the Oka
Preserve between 1937 and 1940. The beavers were released in two separate re
gions. In 1937, 7 beavers were released into Lake Ukhanskoe, a large lake outSide
the flood plain, lying in a dense stretch of marshes in the northern section of the
preserve. In 1939 IUld 1940, 16 beavers were released in the western part of the
preserve, in the anCient bed of the Pra Lakes (Sundrits& IUld Tolpega Lakes and
Zakotetskaya Creek), and two bodies of water outside the flood plain (Lakes Svyatoe
and Bel'skoe). which are cc:iDnected with the fiood plain in periods of high water. In
the majority of cases only one pair took possession of a site on their release. The
rest of the animals migrated along the flood plain and took over other bodies
of water. Single migraUng individuals were encountered up to 1942. creating
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the impresaion that a growing ;poung population was present, althoU&h this in fact
began to be true oaly in 1M3. The beaVU8 relea.aed in the Pra fiood plain and ad
jacent sections settled in the Pra Batlin and penet.rated into the basin of the adjacent
Gus' River, the OlEa Valley. and then its rigbt bank tributaries. The beavers re
leaBed in I..aJre Ukbantlkoe. outaide the flood plain gave rise to a beaver population
in the wide mar8bland area of. the part of. the eastern pJ'Ovince of. the Mesbchera
lowlands near the OlEa. In 1846, the number of the Meshcbera beavers wu
increased by the release of. new tnbabU:ant.. Twenty-six beavers were released
by the Moscow Hunting Society into one of. the lakelike expanaions and a section of
the channelized fiow of. the small Sb';ya River in the western section of. lowland.
The region of the release was declared a beaver amctuary by decision of the ap
propiate authorities. The distribution of beIlveretook place along the Shlya River,
its old bed, and Us channelized section.. In 1850. 17 more beavers were released
into the Tana River. which ia the natural boundary of the Meshchera marshes and
which fiows almost parallel to the Sh'ya River which is not far away (8-15 km).
The importation of beavers was carried out by the M.oscow Regional OCfice of the
"Bureau for the Preparation and Provision of. Live Natural Besources", The slight
growth in the number of colonies noted here in 1852 apparently explained by the
partial emigration of the animals into the Sh';ya River Basin, which was easily car
ried out as the marshes surrounding tbls river are united in the fiood periods and
communicate with one another in the low-er reaches through the so-called
Darovatevskii Canal. Thus. in the western part of the lowland, mainly in the Sh'ya
Basin, a Dew focua of beaver distribution appeared. a rather important. one, deSpite
its recent formation. The settlement of the Sh';ya Basin took place in an eastward
direction. and in 1952 the boundaries of the two focuses of settlement (eastern and
western) grew so close together (the distance between the extreme settlements was
20 kilometers in 1862) and the interexcbange of. individuals became so obvious that
a unified Meshche.ra Colony of beavers coWd be spoken of..
Conditions for the distribQtion of beavers on the territory of the Meshchera
lowland are very favorable during fiood periods. i. e•• in the secood half of April
and at the begilmillii of May. Enormous areas of marsh and rive;r valleys become
covered with water. Numerous canals draining the marsh waters into the river
valleys become filled with _tel'. The large bodiea of _ter outside the fioodpla1n
no 100000er remain separate, The beavers find abundant possibilities for under
_tel' movement. ID view of this it 1s of. interest to follow their distribution in
various areas by years. The spread of beavers in the eastern focus of distribution,.
where the beaver habitations are bighl;y variegated beClW8e of. the nat.ural feat.ure.
of the environmsnt, took the form sho_ in Table II..
The data presented in the table clearly reflect the process of beaver coloniza
tion in the water of the Meshchera lowland. In tbe first years the settlement
of the ancient beds of the Pra took place. In subaequent;years. the percentage of
other types of bodies of water inhabited by beavers began to increase, primarily
amall rivulets and drainaie canals. The gradual lowerillii of population density in
the old river beds is explained on the one band by their almost complete coloniza
tion in 1951 of the entlre reach of. the Pra Rtver and on the other by the successful
distribution of. groups of beaver inhabitillii the marshes in tbe vicinity of the OlEa
lowland, where they settled on the la.Ir.es outside the fiood plains, smsll riveX"s, and
amelioratiV'f drainage canals.
In thla connection we shall dwell on the direction of the beaver movements in
taking over new territory and the di8taJ:l.ce covered while doillii so.

In the Pra Basin, durillii the fiX"st ;years after release, when it was still pos
sible to determine the origin of newly arisen colonies, these were nated predomi
nsnUyin those sections of the basin aituated higher along the Frs River than the
territory of. the preserve. Thus in 1M3. for iruliance, 3 out of 4 set.Uements were
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formed a considerable distance from the western boundary of the preserve. In order
to do this the beavers bad to cover a distance of 10-70 km along the valley of the
Pra. In 1944 two new settlements were discovered a distance 0180-100 km in the
upper reaches at the Pra Basin. In 1945, one of the new settlements in the Pra
Basin was at the boundary of the preserve, a second in one of the canals of the
marsh stretches. situated considerably higher along the Pra River (at a distance of
70 km from the western boundary at the preserve).

>

Table II
Distribution of beaver colonies on various types of bodies of water in the
southwestern part of the Mesbchera lowland according to years
1942

No
Old beds of the
Pra River
Pra Ri ver bed
Small river beds
of the Meshchera
lowland
Beds of drainage
canals
, Lakes outside
flood plains
Intermarsh
hollows
Old beds of Oka
River
Oka right- bank
tributaries
Total

9
1

1943

1944

1945

1947

1949

1951

% No

%

No

% No

%

No

% No

% No %

60
7

13
1

59
5

17

65

19
2

58
6

25
2

50 30
4 4

50 33
7 6

40
7

- -

- - -

1

5

1

4

3

9

9

18 11

18 14

17

1

5

1

4

3

9

6

12

7

12 11

14

4

6

26

7

27

6

18

7

14

8

13 10

12.4

- - -

.

1

1

- - 2 -

26

7

-

-

15

100

- - - - . - - - - - - - - - -

22

100

26

100

33

100

50

-

- -

100 60

2

2.4

3

3.6

3

3.6

100 82 100

In 1947. a total of 10 new settlements were noted in parts of the basin situated
in higher sections. In 1948, 9 out of 13 new settlements appearing in the Pra Basin
were noted in these sections. It is quite clear that not all could have been formed
through former beaver settlement.
It was difficult to map out similar rules of settlement In the Meshchera low
land. However, it must be noted that penetrating into the small rivers (Chernaya
River, which enters Lake Tatarskoe and the Biz-a tribu.tary of the Kursha River)
the beavers first inhabited their upper stretches. When beavers distrlbllted
themselves throughout the Oka and Sh'ya River BaSins, a tendency to move upstream
was clearly noted.
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In addition to the information presented above on the Meshchera Colony,
1t has been said that a amall party of bea_rs. 4 adults and 3 yearlings, were re
leased into the Poll Ri_r. a tributary of the Klyadna. This project was organized
by the Moscow Hunting Directorate. The beavers were exported from Belorussia
(the only case in the territory of the Olea Basin), Notwithstanding the unfavorable
time of release (13 November), a certain number of beavers managed to survive
(their tracks were found in the spring of 1953 at two different points of the bed of
the PoIt River), Thus, the basis was laid for a new focus of distribution of river
beaver on the area of the Meshchera lowland-in its northwestern section.
Klyaz'ma Colony
The origin of the Klyazina Colony took place on the release of ten beavers in
June 1949 in the ancient bed of the middle stream of the Klyaz'ma River in the sec
tion of its valley lying between the mouths of the Uvod' and Teza Rivers on the land
of the Klyaz'ma Preserve, The beavers were imported from the Voronezh Preserve.
10 in all. Two died on release. In 1942,2 others died. Thus, the initial number
of animals consisted of only 6 adult individuals, of which 4 paired off to dwell in
Lake Sorokin. in the eastern portion of the preserve. One adult with 2 young,born
in 1941,settled on the Shizhegda River, in the center of the preserve. and 1 adult
female went to Lake Peakro in the western part of the preserve. In the first years
following their release, the beavers colonized the old beds of the Klyaz'ma within
the range of the preserve. Beginning from 1949 (to judge from data by
A. P. Razorenova, 1951), their distribution extended beyond the limits of preserve
territory. Judging from their settlement sites, the beavers moved up the valley
of the Klyaima River and its tributaries. Unfortunately almost all information
regarding beaver habitation in the Klyaz'ma River are the result of collecting data
by means of interrogations, Only in 1953 did the author of this paper succeed in
revisiting the region of the lower now of the Teza to inspect its beaver-inhabited
old beds and peat fields. Supplementing the conclusions of the examination and
survey of the old beds of the Klyaima in the former preserve by interrogations.,
we present the data obtained in Ta/:>le Ill. where we compare them with the data of
our census of 1951.
It is seen from the table that out.ide the territory of the former preserve,
where the beaver dwell almost exclusively in the old Klyazma beds, settlement
took place in tbe rivers of the Klyaz1ma Basin and the old beds of its largest tribu
tary, the Teza. It should be noted that most of the beavers were distributed along
the upper reaches of tlle Klyaz1ma in Vladimir Oblast'.
The second factor which strikes ua on examiningtlle ta.ble is the lack of increase
in numbers of bea_r in the colonies. However, unless a detailed study is made
of the regions adjacent to the focuses of distribution. this maybe too hasty a .con
elusion. The fact that settling beavers were entering territory a distance of 50-60
Idlometers from the boundaries of the preserve was already known in 1950, and
thus the separation of the settlements which have arisen is very possible. However,
• This information was obtained by uafrom the forest ranger protecting beavers
in the sanctuary created within the former preserve, N. M. Potemkin. and from
the buoykeeper of the river port (8 February on the Klyaz'ma River),
G. T. Konovalenko, the hunting expert .of the Ivanovo Hunting Directorate,
1. G. Pankratov, and the hunting expert of the Vladimir Hunting Directorate,
A. A. Dmitriev.
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the sloW growth" of .new _ttl_me iD the regton of the forme,. p__rve IIDd Mar
by points IIhown by the data of exas:aiDatlOlUl carried OIlt between 1951 and 1918 1.
clearly not normal. The threat to the bea__ra by poachers 18 Indicated by five
demonstrated eases 01 bea__r 108ses 1n 1911 to 1955. ProtecUon of beavers on the
territory of the IJQnetU1U'7 organized in the former preserve was not actually en
forced.
Table III
Number and distribution of beaver of Klyazma. Colony
1911

1953

In territory Outside
01 former
former
preserve
preserve

In terl1tory Outside
of former
former
preserve
preserve

All beds 01 Klyallma Blver
Tributaries of Klyazma River
Ancient bed. of Tea River
Peat fields
Artificial pond.

21
2

---

-

---

Total

24

17

20

5
9
2
I

19
1

2
13
4
2
1

21

Korda. Colony
'l'hirty~four beavers were brought lato the territory of the Mordov Preserve
from 1936 to 1940. This prvvlded the nucleus for the colony. The number of bea
versgradually 1nereased, and in 1950 there were nearly 300. In 1950 the beavers
inhabited an area 01 3.000 lan2. The dtstriOOtlQ1l of beavers spread along the
Moksha Valley and its tributaries. As a rElswt its andent channels and tributaries
became inhabited. in addition small rivulets and rivers of an average size were
inhabited (Satis River). Gradually the beavers also penetrated into other bodies of
water. Distribution of the beavers _ . alao observed outside the preserve. Ac
cordin, to data of 1950, the distribution 01 beavers on _tel' reservoirs of various
types can be seen in 'I'able IV.

The number in this eolony sharply decreased in 1952 because 100 specimens
of the beaver were caught in the land of the preserve and adjacent regions. Accord
ing to data of the zoologist L D. Sbcherbakov. wbo conducted a census in previous

years, only 20 settlemeats (53 beavers) existed in 1952 on the territory of the pre
serve. One reawt 01 beaver trapping should be considered to be a sharp increase
in small settlements and settlements 01 single beavers. In 1950. these constituted
30" of the tntal number of settlements accounted for, in 19&2. 70 ~ It would be
higbly interesting to follow up their subsequent fate.

*.

'" Editor's note - and a1110 a considerable mobility of beavers•
. . In the fall 011954, according to data by 1. D. Sbcherbakov. 2'8 l!Iettlemeats
were accounted for, with a total number of 97"100 head of beavers. Their

numbers dId not increaae considerably since 1953.
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Ta ble IV
DistribqU,on of beavers of Mordov Colony in various types of bodies
of water according to the study of the year 1950

Number of colonies

In the territor)"
of the preserve

Ancient beds of the
Moksba River
Small tributaries of
the Mokaha River
Satts River
Artificial pond (darn
on the Mokaha Riveli

Outside the
preaerve

Total

Number

"

Num~r

"

Number

"

17

4J.i

17

53.0

34

47.0

14
9

35.0
21.i

13
1

41.0
3.0

27
10

38.0
14.0

-

-

1

3.0

1

1.0

32

100.0

72

100.0

40

100.0

Middle Oka Colony
The appearance of this small colony in the region of the middle reaches of
the Oka near the city of Serpulrhov took plsce relatively recently. Two pairs of
beavers were releaaed in 1948 on the land of the Oka Terrace Preserve, in the
&mall Tadenka River-a tributary of the Oka. One pair descended the Tadenka
River and covering approldrnatel)" 4Q krn. settled on the small GolovUnka River
(vicinity of the town of stupino. MoJIICow OblastI). Despite the not highly favorable
living conditions along this river-it flows near inhabited areas. possesses only a
limited supply of trees and bushy food. aDd is also a point where waste waters of
thermoelectrical stations are diacha.rged-the beavers stayed antil1951, after which
the)" abandoned it, departlni in an unlmown direction. In the tall of 1962, a family
with young was present in the Oka Tarrace Pre.. rve dwelling in the middle reaches
of the Tadenka River. and the young beavers born in 1949 and 1950 settled at
3 different points. on the 8uahb and· Bechrna Rivers and in the lower reaches of
the Tadenka lUver (according to data of the zoologist L. v. Zablotskaya). Their
total number was 11 head. We should note that regions of relea. . for beavers
were almost exhaaated.
Upper MOSkva-River Colony
A liIecond small colony of beavers appeared. in the territory of the Oka Basin
when 9 beavers were released in the upper reaches of the Moskva River on the
territory of the former Upper MOlfkva-River Preserve. According to the data of
the census of 1949-1950, conducted by the zoologist of the preserve. V. N. Ovidieva,
the beavers lived at fQIIr point. in the Moskva River.

In November 1952..Geltaer aatablished 6 points with fres.l1 gnawing of tree. by
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beavers lying 300 m to 2. 5 Jan apart on the territory of the former preserve and
1 region 4 Ian below its boundary, 2 Jan lower than the village of Novopokrov. This
data may testify to the existence of 5-7 settlements. Beside this, Yu. Gel'tser re
ports finding beavers in the upper reaches of the Moskva River. In the spring of
1953. we found only 4 points in the former preserve which showed signs of beaver
activity.

Pustyn' Colony
This colony appeared after 6 beavers were released in 1939 into one of the
lakes of karst origin through which the channel of the SerezhaRiver passes. The
release wss organized by the Biological Station of Gorkii University near the vil
lage Pustyn (Chemukhin Region, Arzamas Province). In 1948, according to data
by I. A. Shilov (1950). approximately 30 beavers were counted in the colony, and
their spread beyond the l1mits of the lake system bad begun. According to a per
sonal communication by V. I. Kozlov (lecturer of the Faculty of ZoolOllY of
Gor'kti University). which we received in the fall of 1953. no considerable increase
in beaver numbers was nated there in subsequent years. According to him. en
counters with beavers were also rare on the Serezha River, above and below the
lake system.
TUrning now to a review of the nwnber of beavers in the Oka Preserve, it
should be said that a reconstruction of the full picture of the change of beaver num
bers in various years is impoSSible, as the data of the census in individual sections
are rather inadequate.
From the table presented below, it is seen that a total of approximately
1,000 head were counted on the land of the Oka Basin (Table V).
Table V
Compilation of data on changes of beaver numbers in the Oka BaBin

~

1940

1941

27

35

8
81
6

11

122

1942

19451 1947

!

Colony

Meshchera
Klyaz'ma
Mordov
Pustyn'
Middle Oka
Upper Moskva River
Total

39

132

107

111

160

153

150

292

200
114
202
30

1949

1950

240

-

546

1951

400
160
300
30
10
16
1116

Colonies of River Beaver in the Oka River BaBin
Permanent colonies of beavers are encountered in all types of bodies of water
in the Oka Basin. The lodges were noted. even on the streams of as large a river
as the Moksha (this wss apparently the temporary summer habitation of the beavers
during the seasonal migrations). Beavers at the present time inhabit natural ponds,
• At the time of investigating the water reservoirs preceding the trapping of 1952.
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beds of rivers of moderate and small size, lakes outside the flood plain, temporary
bodies of water among marshes. and bodies of water appearing as a result of h~an
activities (draJnage ditches. peat diigings, artificial ponds).
Comparative data on beaver colonization in various types of bodies of water
reflect the characteristic traits ofthehydrographYQf the regions where the individual
colonies are distributed (Table VI).
Table VI
Comparative data on beaver colonies in various types of bodies of water
(according to data from the census of 195()-1953).
Colony

Type of body of water

IRiver beds

Number of settlements according to colonies

6

.

17

13

f Average

1Small

IAncient beds
ILakes outside flood plains
Temporary ponds in
marshes
Drainage ditches
Peat fields
(rtifieial ponds
Karst lakes

Oka

Upper
Moskva
River

6

-

--

-

--

-

0

0

-

-

Meshchera Klyazma Mordo'll

36
10
2
11
0

--

as

--2
1

-

10
27

34

-1
-

Middle

4

---

-

-

-

0

Pustyn'

--7-8 (30)

beaver

It is noteworthy that the heterogeneity of the structure of the surface, vegeta
tion conditions. and degree of economic use in the Oks Basin produced a diversity
of individual types of bodies of water in various sections. Thus, the ancient beds
of the Pra t fo·r instance, dUfer distinctly in soil and vegetation cover from the
shores of the old ~hannels of the Klyaziua and Moksha River/il. The small rivers of
the Meshchera lowland flowing along peat fields have little in common with such reg
ions as the lower stretches of the Oka. whoae valleys resemble ravinell.ke depres
sions and are bordered by high slopes of original shores.

The heterogenettyof the water reservoirs is further emphasized by the vary
ing intensity of economical use. Thus. we use the hydrological classification of
water bodies only to facilitate the placement of the material and do not identify it
with the classification of beaver stations. As a hasis for the description of the lat
ter, we established the fundamental features which determine the degree of suitabil
ity for beaver habitation, namely: 1) soil structure of the shore; 2) hydrological
regime; 3) abundance of trees and bushy food plants on the shores; 'U intensity of
economic explOitation•
• In the Mordov Colony the data given are for the census of 1950. in the Meshchera
for 1961, in Ule Middle Oka and Upper Moskva River for 1952; in the Klyazma
for 1953; in Putrtyrias we had no other materials. the data is for the year 1948
(Shilov, 1950).
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Beds

ot Rivers ot Moderate Size

We include Jivera 100-taO Ian long and 20-40 m wide in the group of Jivers
of moderate size. The number of such JiverB in the buin which are inhabited by
beavers bas 110 far remained small. They include the Pra River on the terrttory
of the Meshchera lowland,the Bati. River in the Mokaha Basin, the Teza River in
the Klyaz\na :sasin, and the Serezha River in the eastern distJict of the region des.
cJibed here. Each of these rivers possesses a unique combination of feeding and
protective condition. and represents a apecial type of beaver colonization Illite.
The Pra River has sandy banks and waterfall. alternating with wet sandy shal
lows. The dominant type of blink is the leafy forest. Along the shOft, the river is
fringed by busily willow vegetation (BaUxros.ica L.). The herbage on the abore
consists of grasseS (Calamagrostis eNeus L•• Molinia cerulea M.). The reed
canary grass [Phalarisj (Dygt'aphis arundfnaceu8 L.) and sedge (Cal'ex gracilis)
grow near the surface of the water. The river Is 30-40 m wide. In summer the
water Jises 3.5 m. In years with abundant precipitation an autumn water rise of
up to 2.5 m ia observed. The current is rapid and the river forms manyabandon
ed beds. Since rafting was stoPJlEld in 1950 the economic explOitation of the river
has not been intensive. The blinks of the river aft mainly used for haymald.ng.
The beavers dwell in burrows. Their numbers aft subject to seasonal fiuc
tuationa, increasing in .ummer, because the heavere migrate to the river cltamlel
from former beds. In winter, when the temporery inhabitants leave, the numbers
decftase. Taldng.s the index of density the average length of the river bed for
each beaver-inhabited aection, in the western section of the preserve the index was
2 Ian for the summer of 1953 and 1.5 Ian for the winter of 1952. After the cessa
tion of rafting down the river in 1950. the number of families dwelling permanently
on the stream began to rise. In 1950 two beaver families hibernated within the
bounds of the preserve on the bed (36 Ian long); in 1951, 3; in 1954, 4.
Bath! River. The share is similar to that of the Pra 'River. However. in
contrast to that, the shore consists not only of sand but also of loam. As the Satis
River fiows past the Mordov Preserve meadows are the dominant landscape along
the right shore, outstde the preserve, and leafy forests along the left, inside the
preserve. Both banks are bordered with willow stands. The grass cover of the
shores consists of grasses. sedges and various herbs. The width of the river var~
ies greatly, and in various sections of the middle reaches fluctuates from 1 to 30
m. Near the barrages of the hydroelectric stations it attains a width of 50 to 100
m. The spring rise of the water is 2.5 m. During repairs of the dams the surface
ot the water drops by 1. 2 to 1.4 m. The current is swift. Former beds are not
numerous. The right shore is Ilsed very intensively for economic purposes. Besides
hay cutting, the meadows are used for cattle grazing and in some places are plowed
for vegetable gardens. Two hydroelectric statton barrages Ue on the stream within
the preserve. Tbe beavere inhabit burrows, The numbers at their habitation1!l are
constant and rather high. In the faU of 1851, the presence of 8 colonies _ 8 estab
lished in the preserve along a laO-ian stretch of the river. On this basis the beaver
population density index: equals 2. 2 Ian per inhabited section.
Tev:a River. This river has precipitous clayey and loamy blinks. The lower
stretches of the river at one at the points at which traces of beaver were found is
surrounded by meadows. The edge of the bank is friDged in some places by
Willows and alders. The width of the river is 30-40 m. The current is swift.
The flood plain has numerous former channels. The seasonal fluctuation of the
water level reaches 2 to 2.5 m. The beds and banks are: intensively exploited
for economic purposes. The river is navigable. Roads are built OD the shor••,
connecting the villages situated along the river, and cattle are grezed there.
The river contains locks. Traces of beaver habitation which have been discovered
testify to their brief visits to the stream from the former beds.
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Serezha. River. The river has steep sandy banks mainly. and passes through
dense fir, lDlllDly plne foreats, which also cover its shores. Meadow stretches
are also preMnt. Willow stands near the shore are not very strongly developed.
The river current is sluggi"", Economic exploitation of the shore areas is limited
to hay raistng. According to reports by lecturer V. I. Kozlov. the beavers live in
burrows. Their Bettleinenta above and below the lake system through wbich the
channel of tbe Serezba River pas.... are. rare and cona1at 9f individual beavers.
A compari.son of the data on these rivers shows tbat the principal ecological
conditions consiat of an insuftlctency of tree or bush food plants on the shores, ec.o
nomical exploitation, and poor shore soH composition. The first of these conditions
determines the low density of beavers along the Serezba River, the second the Teza,
the third the poor colonization of the bed of the Pra River. With regard to the latter,
the beavers prefer the old channels, where the sandy shores characteristic for the
Pra and the bocUes of water of its nood plain are washed away to a lesser degree.
Other conditions (hydrological conditione, velocity of t)le stream) exert a subordi
nate infiuence on the degree of habitation of the rivers.
Beds of Small Rivers
Small rivers of less than 50 Jan in leDjth and 10-12 m in width are included
in this category. In the baains enumerated. the number of such rivers inhabited by
beavers is high and increases yearly. The majority sre 3-7 m wide and 15-30 Jan
long. The features of their natural conditions allow us to differentiate the following
groups. of beaver habitats:
1) Rivers which now along peat deposUs or marshyvalle:,ys, baving the char
acter of forested. or bushy marshes.
2) Rivers which pollses. no greatly eroded valleys aud which now through for
ested nonmarshy plllo1ns.
3) Rivers with. marshy valleys nowing on pwns of

an elevated type.

The first group includes the rivers of the lowlands--the Meshchera and Moksha
low land area (Rivers of the Pra Basin-Belays, Urazh, etc; the basin of the GusLKursha
and Narms Rivers, etc, the rivers Chemaya, Lamsha, Sb'ya, Tsna, etc, of the
near-Oka part of the lowland, the rivers of the Moksba River Basin-Chemaya,
Pushta). The shore. of thee rivers contain peat, and are covered by alders, alder
birch, birch-alder. and b!1lahy marabes with willows. The grass cover of these
marshes conaiats of nettles, reeds, eedie, blue joint reed grass, reed canary·grass,
cinquefoil, and maadowaweet. Shore 1Itand.a of willow develop in those sections
where the river cros. . . e~r bllaby mar.aes or meadow a.rea.. The predominat
ing lllpeci. . of willow is the gray wWow. The spring rise of the weters In ea.ch of
the rivers depeod.s on the area drained and in larger rivers (such as the Sb'ya and
T~) &mounts to 2 m. Economic 11M of the fields near the river is not great and
is reatricted to haymaldng. Beavers 1.nh!lblt smslliodges. more rarely burrowlII.
They u8ually dam the river channel..
Rivers crossing plains covered with mixed forests belong to the second group
On the territory of the Mesbchera they include the lower .reaches of
the Kad' River, in the Molutha Basin and the Vyaz'-Pu,mta Rlvers and OIle of the
streama in the _atem part of the basin. on the territory of the Oka Terrace
Preserve. The baN nonmsrshy ba.ak& of these rivers, compoaed of sands or 1oams,
of habitats.

llS

are covered with forests, leafy species pl'edom.blatina Shore ....."
b
The degre of n t ti of
......
W.l,UOWS are a sent.
e
uc ua on
the water level differs depending on the drainage areas
of each river, but does not exceed 1. Ii m. The beavers live in burnnrs Lod
are constructed when the level of the _ter rises. The beavers dam th~ stre:~:.
The third group of habitats include .rivers nowtng dOWn the "estern half of the
basin, of a higher altitude. These include the Moskva (upper reaches) Tadenka
and Sushka (nowing in the region where the Oka Terrace Preserve is l~ated) , All
:hese rivers possess well·defined valle,s where forest areas alternate with ~ead
ows. The nood plain forests consist of stands of gray alder (Moskva River) and
black alder (Tadenka and Sushka Rivers). with a mixture of bird cherries and wil
10.11' trees. The river channels are fringed for long distances by stands of bushy
w1llows. The grassy vegetation of the shores consists of various herbs, the
meadowsweet, angelica. chervil, etc. In some areas the river channels approach
the original banks, overgrown with mixed forests consisting of birch, aspen and
spruce trees. The hanks are compoaed of clays and loam... The bottom is frequent
ly sto~y. Economic use of the land along the ..hare is limited to hay cutting. Bea
vers live in burrows, sometimes lodgelike structures. They dam the river cur
rents,
A study of the population density of all small rivers shows that this depends
on two factors; the profusion of arboreal and bushy food plants along the hanks,
and the size of the rivers themselves. All small rivers up to 2 m in width and re
sembling brooks more than rivers have a very low beaver population density. In
none, regardle•• of which group of habitats it belonged to, did we note the presence
of more than one settlement. As an example we may present the list of all these
small rivers in which one settlement of beavers is present per 4-5 km of river bed:
Chernenkaya (tJ.rst group of habitats), Vyaz'-Pushta (second group), Sushka (third
group. The highest population density was encountered on rivers whose width
reached 5-12 m, and which possessed sufficient stores of good beaver food, such
as willows and aspens on their hanks. An example is the Belaya River (first group
of habitats) and the Moskva (third group), the population density index of which
amounted to 2. 0- 2. II km per settlement.
Old Channels
On the land of the hasin away from the rivers, the beavers live in former
channels of the Moksha. Ob, Pra. Klyaz'\:na,and the largest tributary of the latter,
the Teza. The old channels renecting the characteristics of the natural conditions
of the rivers which created them, constitute a special type of beaver dwelling and
merit special description.

Old Oka Beds Inhabited by Beavers
These are large oxbow lakes and lakes with a surface area of up to 9 hectares
and clayey shores, the high regions of which alternate with gently sloping areas.
The shore lands consist of meadows and forests composed chieny of oak, with a
mixture of aspen and birch. Along the water channel the lakes in certain places are
aquatic fringed with willow stands. The marsh vegetation of the coastal zone is
rather varied, consisting of eattails, reeds, rushes, :manna grass. marshy nower
ing rush, arrowhead, bur reeds, spatterdocks, water lilles.alld several spedes of
pondweeds, etc. The spring water rise is very great-4. 5-& m. Intensive economic
!lse Is made of the land around the lakes for cattle grszing hay cutting, acorn gather
ing, and eglantine or sweetbriar fruit picking. The lakes are regularly freqllented
by hunters or fishermen. The beavers live in burrows. The colonization of the old
beds of the Oka began fairly recently. Permanent beaver settlement on
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indiVidual lakes in the flood plains of the Oka River were first noted in the year

1950, ~fore which only cases of wintering were observed, the beavers subsequently

abandorung the lakes. Despite the large size of the lakes the density of the beaver
population is still very low. Only one beaver cOlony Is ~oted on each inhabited
lake.

Old Moksha River Beds Inhabited by Beavers
These are large lakes with an elongated form, 0.5-4 km long and 70-100 m
wide•. Some are situated between meadows, others among flood-plain forests, with
old e:nsting channels containing both meadows and forests. Steep shore regions
alternate with gently sloping banks. The trees on the shores of the lakes consist of
willows, the stands of which attain considerable density.· The flood-plain forests
covering the ehores in the lowest regions of the old river beds consist of alder trees,
and higher up of oaks, with a mixture of Russian elms. Shore willows are encoun
tered only on a few old river channels. In periods without floods, the old beds are
generally not connected with one another, an exception being a group of large old
forested beds on the lands of the Mordov Preserve, through which the lowest reaches
of the Pushta Biver flows. On the coastal fringes of the lakes the following are en
countered: manna grass, reeds, spatterdock,water lilies, and cattail rushes. In
the spring the water rises 2 to 2.5 m. Economic use of the shore areas is limited
to hay cutting. The beavers inhabit burrows and lodges. The intensity of settlement
on the old beds is not high. In the majority of cases one settlement was found per
lake, an exception being a group of forest lakes connected to one another by the cur
rent of the Pushta River. On each lake of this group, according to data by
I. D. Shcherbakov (1950), there were up to 3-4 settlements of beaver. These were
from 0.6 to 1.1 km of coastal line per beaver settlement.
Old K lya z'ma Rive r Be ds Inha bit ed by Bea ve rs
These are large lakes of elongated form often connected by streams. The
length of the lakes varies from 0.5 to 1.5 km, and the width is 30-80 m. These
are typical forest laltes, separated from the adjacent meadows by a tongue of for
est. Together with high shores composed of loams and covered with oak and aspen
forests, with a mixture of birch, lower sections are present with loose peaty soils.
covered with alder trees. The willows near the coast are spread chiefly along the
lower parts of the shores, the grass cover of wbich is well developed and variegat
ed.. The herbage around the oak forests and aspens consists of meadowsweet, gout
weed, cleavers, liUes of the valley, and footwort. Nettle predominates in the grass
around the alders. The aquatic vegetation occurs on the low shores, consisting of
groups of sedges, cattails, manna grass, reeds, water IUies, spatterdocks, etc.
The water rises 2.5-3 m in the spring. Economic use of the shorelands and lakes
i8 rather intenl:live. the former being used for hay cutting and cattle grazing. The
lakes are regularly frequented. by hunters and fishermen. The beavers live in bur
rows. As in the case of the flood plains of the Mouha one settlement of beavers
generally inhabits a lalte.
Old Pra River Channels Inhabited by Beavers
These are lakes of moderate size and elongated form, 150 m to 2 km long
with a width of 20-40 m. They are not connected. to one another except during high
water. The Ialtes are fringed. by forest-type vegetation. In some places meadows
line the lakes. Steep bigh ba.n.ks around the lakes alternate with those with gentle
slopes. The soils of the sbores are sandy. The elevated sections are covered with
forests consisting of oaks and birch with a mixture crt aspen, the lower parts are
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covered with .wi1lotr atands, chiefly the Ruaflian and gray lrlllow. The herbaceous
cover of tl'e shores is wUtorm and usually includ.sMollnia moor gran reed bent
sedge, reed cana,ry grass and cinquefoil. It alao fO~shes In the ~ore zone •
of the lakes, promoting a cover on U. The aquatic sone contains spatterdock, .....ter
lilies and floating pondweed. In spring the .....ter t'iaes 3-9.5 m. The economic elE
ploitation of the area is limited to hay cutting. Qldside the preaerve area, the lakes
are visited by hunters and fishermen. The beavers inhablt burrowa ami aemi
lodges, and in rare caaes lodges. On each lake there ia usually one permanent bea
ver settlement.

Old Teza River Beda Inhabited by Beavers

The. . are lakes of average si1le and elongated form, 0.5-2 kin in length and
111-30 m wide, and are typical to foreats. Meadow platforms line the banks and
are aeperated from the water by a ridaeof treea and bushy vegeta,tion (alders. wU
lOWS, etc). The higher regions have harclloamy soils and altemate with lower areas
consisting of looae peaty soUa. The wonds in the elevated regions conflist of oak.
elm and linden, with a subforeat of basela, bird cherry trees, and . .eetbrier, and
a herbaeeoua cover conaifJiing of goutweed, meadow8W'eet,and cleavers. Alder
treea with a herbaceous cover of nettles and reeds are distributed on the lower plat
forma. In the coastal aquatic zone of the lake, manna grass, lea..r reed maca,
reeds, spetterdocks, and .....ter lili88 _l'OW'. The beavers 11ve in blU'l'OW'a and lodges.
In spring the water riaeIJ 2 m. Economic use of the land around ia limited to bay
cutting. The lakes are frequented regularly by hunters and fishermen. The prea
ence of a single beaver colony ..... a noted on each of the old river beds.
Considering the denllity of settlement of the old beda of the rivera, we should
note that what ia charaeterietic of the old beds of the aka, lClyaz'ma. Pra, and Teu
is that one permanent. beaver settlement is aituated on each old bed. Two aettla
ments on one old bed constitute a rare event (noted in 1151 in Lake Sorokino in the
flond plain of the lClyazma River and the old bed of the Chulimikba in the Pra flond
plain). SUch a t1P' of beaver settlement distribution ia encountered in the Mokeba
flood plain beyond the Mordov Praaerve. The high population density in the forest
lakes on the preaerves may be ascribed to the flOW' of current wbleh markedly dis
tinguishes them from the old beds,
.
Lakes Outaide the Flond Plain Area
Beavers tDbabit lakes which are not onflood plains only in the region of the
Meshebera Colony on the territory of the Me.hebera lowland. The_ lakea are situ
ated among marshes (bushy or woody' at estreme points in the area and are of a
round form. The lake sizes are highly varied. The larpst body of water inhabited
by beavers is Lake Dubovoe. with an area of 120 hectare. (the northern part of the
Pra Basin). The smallest ia Lake Semenki. the area of whieb is not in elEces. of
0.5 hectarea (Oka Preaerve). The reglons of the bushy and woody marshes aloag
the coast ullll8lly alternate, but colonised lakes are encountered whleb are surround
ed only by foreat marshes (Lake Veshcherki and Lake Mymrus in the Oka Preserve).
The rows of trees of the bushy marahes cOIl8Lst of bireb and several species of wU
low, among whieb gray willows and bay-leaf willows predominate, The trees of the
.. We apply the term permlltlent to such aettlements as are inhabited by adult bea
vers constantly living in the glven body of water. The periodically appearing
new settlements usuall.y belonl to matured
clumgl.Dg their c:hrellf.n& often
passina the flrat winter of thelr independent eustence not far from the parents
and migrating only later.
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Flgure 1. Map of the OJra Rlver Baain iDdlca.tmc beaver lodges on the
river in 1851-1852

forest marshes are mainly alder trees aDd birch, which are encowrtered in various
proportions, and also stands of shore will.ows. which are found in the region of the
bushy marshes. In the herbaoous cover the usual veptation consists of nettles,
reeds, meadowsweet, sedge, lanc:eolate reed, bent cinquefoil, marsh cinquefoil,
aDd water arum. The lakes outside the flood pla.iDIJ IIltuated in the far parts of the
marshes have elevated sections of baDk covered by birches admixed with aspens.
(lAke Svyatoe, Lake Ukhanskoe, ete). Cloee to the baDks iD the aquatic zone there
are reeds, rUlilhea, cattails, marsh boraetana. manna gran, greater reed mace,
water lUies, etc. The baDks rise over the water to a helgbt of 10·50 em. The soils
are loose and peaty. The spring -*er rise does not exceed 0.8 m. The connection
with surrounding marshes III effected through ditches aDd caaa.1&. The ecoaomtc
exploitation of the shore areas Is limited to bay cuttJ.p.g in individual reg1oDS. The
lakes situated outside the preserve are replarly vtalted by hunters and flahermen.
The beaver live iD burrows aDd huta. On each lake outside the Uood plain on the
land of preserve, reprdless of its diman&1ona. ODe perlDlUleDt beaver setUement
18 noted.
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Tem porary Bodies of Water in Marshe.
All the beaver settlements on the temporary bodie.of water in the marshes on
the preserve are found on~ on the territory ot the Meshchera lowland, which is the
region most intensively inhabited by the beavers. Marshes where beaver settle
ments were d1acovered belong to the category of lowland marshes, since they are
bushy aDd forest-covered.
The sites of beaver settlement in the marshes consisted of depressions filled
with water!! (apparently the remains of lakes in the last stages of becoming marshes)
100-500 m in area, of an irregular form and 1.0-1.5 m deep. The water surface of
these depreSSions 1s almost at the same level as the water-free marBh, and the bea
vers, unable to find shelter in burrows, coutruct lodges. In the event that hlah non
nooded regions are nearby, the beavers construct burrows there, The woody food
of the beavers consist of willows and birches growinll on the marshes. The nuctua
tion of the water-level is sliaht (0.5-0.8 mt These regions are not put to economic
use. The settlement of beavers in such areas has been rare until now.
AmeItorative Drainalle Ditches
Cases of beaver habitation in ditches are also specific for the Meshehera
Colony. The ditehes which are inhabited by beavers are part of the drainage net
work made in 1817 in tire basin of the Pra and Gus' Rivers and part of the lowland
near the Qka. The ditches traverse areas of forest and bushy marshes. Their
channels are 1.0-1.5 m wide and are overgrown with aquatic and marsh vegetation
spatterdocks, cattails, and ditch reeds; they resemble natural bodies of water.
Their shores, which are of artificial origin since they were poured there, rise
above the surface of the surrounding marshes and the level of the water filling them.
The height of the banks reaches 1-1.2 m. A characteristic of the vegetation is that
it is xeropbilic, which 1s not usual for the vegetation of the marshes which surround
them (aspen). Willows are widespread near the water. The water level fluctuates
between the limits of 0.5 m and 1.0 m. Economic use of the area is limited to hay
cutting in individual regions of the marshes. The beavers inhabit lodges and
burrows. The population density is 5-8 !on of stream bed per settlement.
Peat Bogs
Beaver habitations In peat bogs which have become filled with water following
the extraction of the peat occur in the region of settlement of the Klyazma Colony.
Beaver settlements were discovered on the Yuzhsldi peat bog (9 km from the east
ern boundary of the former preserve). The economic exploitation of these bogs
began in 1998 and the first sections of peat digging there becoming covered by a
dense vegetation of trees and bushes.
The peat bogs, where the beaver colonies
are located, consist of a regular network of quadrangular bodies of water O. 5 -1,0 m
deep, 5·20 m long, and 5 m wide, separated from each other by low isthmuses
(0.4-0,8 m high) covered by stands of birch. alder, arboraceous willows, and
bushy. gray willows, The isthmuses are not wide-O. 5-2.0 m. Groups of meadow
sweet, nettle. reeds, and sedges are encountered in the herbaceous covers. Among
the aquatic plants of the bog zone only duckweed has been noted. The realm of
activities of the beaver family embraces an area of not less than 500 km2 , including
a complete system of peat bogs. No economic use is made or the area. The bea
vers inhabit lodges and burrows, Beavers which settled on this marsh in 1950 already
occupy several separate sections,
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Data on the UlliDterruptedly increasing numbers of beavers in the Oka Basin
indirectly demonstrate the normal course of their devltlopment. We have obtained
direct data on the intensity of beaver reproduction through observations of the
territory of the Oka Preserve aD.d the adjacent l;Iections.. These were supplemented
by data from other regions of the basin.
Information on the number of new families, the ratio of reproduCing to non
reproducing families, and infor~tion on the number of young per litter and deaths
per litter during the first DlOnthe of life were taken as aD. indication of the intensity
of beaver reprodUction.
The data presented in Table VII indicates that there was a considerable per
centage of newl,y formed settlements among the total number.
Table VII
Increase of numbers of settlements according to data of censuses taken
in the years 1949-1952

Year

1949
1950
1951
1952

Total number of
colODies

Newly formed settlements

NlUnber

NlUnber

27

2
7
8
14

32
38

17

% of total number of
colonies

7.3
21.9
22.2
29.7

An average of 20'1'> of all the settlements are new. It would be of interest to
obtain similaJ:" data for the entire population. Data on the formation of new settle
ments on the territory of the former Klyaz'ma Preserve in the 10 years following
the release of the above beavers also testify to the high rate of reproduction of the
beavers of theKtyaZma.
Employing the data on beaver colonization of new water pools for the period
from 1948 to 1950. we calculated that Clach newly inhabited body of water indicates
the appearance of Otle settlemCInt (with such aD. aasumptiOtl errors were only possible
by underest1~ting th. number of newq formed settlements), The yearly figure
for the increase of neW settlsments calculated from this wu 26.3-43" (Table VIIl).
The absence of new settlsments in subsequent years on tbe lands of the former
Klyaz'ma Preserve apparently testifies not to a fall in the rate of reproduction but
to the settlement of the animals beyond the Um.its of the presClrve. Information on
the Fesence of beavel' settlements outside the tel'ritory of the preserve 1s l'ather
limited. Data on the formation of new settlements are available for the Mordov
Colony, where an increase in the beaver numbers was noted unintel'l'uptedly up to
1952. We do not po....s s1mJ.lar data for the former KtyaPna Preserve.
Data on reproducing aDd nonreproducing fam.il1es were obtained by us only for
the tel'ritory of the OkaPreserve and the adjacent sections. According to our ob
servations, in the period from 1850 to 1952.12-18 families able to reproduce were
present in this region. We assumed that families from. the second year of formatien
were of this kind, wh11s 8-14 famJ,lies were newly formed, for which we .could not
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assume o1'fapr;iag. Un all. tbeaeCOD8Ulted of 58....a~ of aU f'amilles inbabitin til
area covered in our obsel'ftdtona).
g e

TableVDI
Number of bodies of water inbahtted by beavera on the tert'1tory ot tbruler
1Qyu:'ma PrellerYe from llM8to 19SO.

1948

lNlIUlber
Total DUmber of bodies of
water inhabited •.•••••
Number of n_ly inhabiteci
settlements••••••.•••••

1949
~

1950

Number

~

Number

"

14

100.0

19

100.0

2T

100.0

8

41.0

S

28.3

8

29.5

• Translator'. nole-Therate of appearance of 11_ IJettlementa and the rate of
settlemeat and remotene. . of the sites of dietributiOlll often indicate unfavorable
areas for beavers.

Data on the number of r.am.w.es with and without isaue are presented in Table IX,
Table IX
Number of tamilies with and lrithout issue

Year

1950
1951
1952

Numberottamilies able to reproduee
Families with
Total tamiliu
iB_
Number

~

12
18

100.0
100.0
100.0

18

Number
9
12

15

Total number of families
Total Auolliea

~

Number

75.0

18
24

15.0
8S.3

32

"
100.0
100.0
100.0

FamUies with
issue
Number
9

12
15

"

50.0
50,0
41.5

It is aeen from the table that i8llue .... produced on the average by '17~ oltha
families able to reprodUCfl or approXImately 50~ of all tamilies (1neluding new ones).

Fam1ltestaUlngto procreate principally either belonged to settlements exist
only for the second yeM" (built by l-year-old beavers) or had suffered chan.ces
in thetr composition and became _ _1' thereby. We 'POne" data 0111y for the Oka
Terrace Preserve on the reproduction of beaver fam111es lnJ:iablting other regtons of
the OkaBasin. The,. teatif)' to the hip rate of reproduction o~ the pair of beavers
which setUed on the territory of the preaerye after their release (on the Tadenka
River, a tributary of tile OW. Aceordlng to data by L. V. Zablotskaya. this pair
produced offsprlng in the fourth year of life and reproduced uninterruptedly up to
1951. An adult female oftbls family Jdlled by a poacher In 1952 proved to be
pregnant.
ng

We po&. . .s mfbf'matlbll CODceJ'IdDg the number of YOUng per Utter from data
collected on the territory of the Oka PreBerve and results of observations by L. V.
Zablotskaya (Oka Terraee Preserve).
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For the Keahchera population we possess 12 records on the number of young
per litter, compiled in 1950.1952. Of these" were compiled on the lake ... a result
of catching young beaver, '1 were drawn up from direct observatiolls at the bod,. of
water, IIUld one from the dissection of pregnant females.
On catching the aniJ:nalB it was possible to determille that in the " cases Oil
the lake one"'Year~lds were involved (one litter) In 3 cases, 2 young were found
in the litter, The average nUmber per litter found when catching was 2.5. For
each adult female eaugbt, according to our data, there were also 2.5 young (4 fe
males and 10 yearlings Were caught). Sim,ilar figures are also obtained after ana
lyzing the data of direct obaervations. In 1I cases there was one beaver cub per
litter an<l in " cases tbere were S beayer cubs. One case indicating the presence of
"beaver cubs oriBiUtedfrom the beekeeper of a kolkhoz, an inhabitant of the . '
village of GorodnOlt,' V. I.ZaklJarkin, who chanced to see a female with 4 young in
August 1951, on Lal!:eKholodnyi Kl;yuch. A pregnantfemale "a.ught on 25 March 1952
onLakeSmolyanka, had 3 embryos. According to this data, the average'number of
young per litter 1s 2.55. Comparing this with the average of 2 (V. S. Poyarkov,
1953), eetablished as the average ;rearly number of young under natural conditions,
we must conclude that c.o~tions for reproduction are rather favorable in the aka
Preserve region.

Information on the number of beaver cubs per litter for other sections of the
basin is rather IIcarce. :For the Mordov Colony we shall present the report of
F. D ~hapoahnikov who related a caee of catching a .female with 5 young, which is
doubtlessly a ver:r interesting exception.
L. V. Zablotskaya noted the following number of young in litters in the Oka
Terrace Preserve: 13 young in 1949 and 2 in 1950. On dissecting a female killed
in the spring of 1952, three embryos were discovered.
The death of yo\Ulg is hilbelilt during the first year of life. According to data
of the Voronezh Preserve, the death rate amounts to 45 % in natural conditions.
We have no data at our disposal to calculate the mortality rate. Cases of discovery
of beaver carcas.es ill _tlU'e' are extremel:,y rare, but single "baervatlons testify
to the fact that det.ths of yeung beavers do occur. We made observations in the
spring of ~a52 and 1953 on the composition of the beaver families. (Obsenations
from the eDlerjlenCe of beavers for feeding before the thaws open the bo<lies of water
and after floods a"'"'t to this). In these observations we were unable to note more
than two one-yur-old beavers!ID Lake Alesbina-L.uka althoUj'h in 1951 and 191';2
we DOted three young each year. There are also at hand <lirect obaenations on the
death of one-year-old heaver.. L. V. Zablotskaya reports a calle of the death of
a yearling in the middle of May 1950. The dieseolion and examination of this car
Calls showe<l that the animal was underdeveloped for its age and white tuhercular
formations were present in his lun,.. In July 1952, according to da~ by the forest
er N. M. Potemkin, a carcass of a yearling was found on the territory of the former
Klyuma Presene, on Lake PurklJalovo.At the same place a yearling was found
in death agoD)' after fialutrmen ejecteti it from a Krylena. (information given by
A. A. DDlUrlev-scientilit-hunter ·of the Vladimir Iluntini Directorate.
The death of two-year-olds in flaberments nets in the spring of 1952 w_
noted by L. V. Zablotskaya on the Re~a River, npt far from the boundary of the
aka Terrace Preserve,

• Translator'a note-Krylena lJJ a local name lor a bottle-shaped weir.
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We .established the presence of young beavers on the aka Phllerie by listening
to their calls near the burrows Uld lodges, Whining sounds cominJr from these or
from under the ground indicated the presence of ;young beavers. We 81iCceeded in
discovering YOWl, beavers between 1 May &rid 14 JWle by liatenIng.for their sounds.
The majority .of these cases occurred in the period from 1 to 20 May (20 observation.
Uld 21 May to 14 June (HI observations).. ·On the basis of these data, we asaume the
time of appearUlce of most of the youngiO be the middle of May. However. the data
from trapping introduced several corrections into our assumptions concerning the
time of appearUlCe of ;young beavers. Ten yearUngs captured between 20 ami 28
August 1952 weighed 4.3-6 kg, which, according to data of large-lleale measure
ments on the Voronezh Preserve, corresponds to UI age of 3.6-4 months (L.S.
Lavrov,1837l. Thus, the time of birth of mollt of the cUba is the end of April to
the begimUng of May. This coincides with observations on the time the young bea
vers first swim from their burrows, which was noted on 17 May 18+&, at Lake
Sundritsa; 1 JWle 1940, at Lake Ukhanskoe, and 2 June 1942, at Lake Svyatoe.
It must be noted that during the summer the young stay very close to the adult
beavers, or at least, to the females. Observations show that in June the adult bea
vers bring food to the young on Lake Svyatoe Uld Lake Ukhanskoe. We noted beavera
swimming with leaves of spatterdocks between their teeth to the lodges containing
the young.

All yearlings captured in August 1952 were taken In the SaJlle burrows as .
adult beavers. Manifestations of concern by the adults for the youn, were also noted
in the early spring when they had already almost reached the age of yearlinp.
Observing the activity of the beaver for several hours (12 April 19.52), we noted that
young beavers stayed near the edge of the IIhore whUe one very large beaver went
up the slope of the shore from time to time to obtain food (apparently a female).
Strips of young birch bark brought by this beaver were 1m.mediately set upon Uld
gnawed by the ;young beavers. The approach of the female with food for the young
which were waiting near the water channel was accompanied by sounds, apparently
a call and an answer.
Despite this there are indications that the younger beavers are to some extet
already independent at the age of 3-4 months. Not infrequently they feed on the near
by aquatic vegetation somewhat distant from the adult beaver. We observed young
beavers feeding on parts of reeds protruding above water in Lake Ukhanskoe (10
August 1942, Lake Ukhanskoe). On one of the old channels of the Pra, at Lake Krivoe
on 11 August 1952 we kept watch for a long period on three yoWlg beavers feeding
in the coastal growths of cinquefoil at a distance of 50-100 m from each other. TWo
young beavers which we watched on 31 August 1952 on the old bed of the Aleshina
Lake also fed on shore growths of cinquefoil, but they stayed close together.

Diet
The species composition of platrts eaten by beavers on the territory of the
Oks BaSin is highly varied. On the basis of oUr Observabons and those of other
zoologists (L. V. Zablotskaya. V. N. Ovidieva.and D. D. Shcherbakova), we compiled
a list of plants eaten by beave1's which contains 20 species of tree or btish types
and 49 herbaceous plUlts. This list is incomplete.
The list illustrates the wide range of the beaver in selecting his food. Bow
ever, observations in all regions of the basin have shown that during its entire lite
at a settlement, each beaver family makes use of a comparatively small number of
plUlts for feeding purposes, their composition being determined by their profusion
in the region inhabited.
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Especially iIXtpOrtant in the diet of heavers are the woody bushy foods which
are tbeehief food in the fall, winter, a.nd spring. a.nd to some extent in the summer
as 11'.11. The cODlpOsit1oQ and abundance cl these foods chiefly determine the weU
bein, oftlle populatio~,.The observations presented have shown that for all sections
of the basin of the Oka l\l~which we examined, the most preferred U'boraceous
bullhy peat plants were the aspen, Severa,lYillpecies of the very',widely distributed
willows-the RUSSian willow a.nd the bushy wUlow whicb occupy the shaly parts of
rivers, the gray willow, and the buaby willow which fringe the lower shores of the
laIuIs, and the, treelike bay-leaf 11'111011', wbicn IJ'Ows in marshes.
When there is an insufficient supply of thee. plants in the shore belt. beavers
eat consider~J.t,.-.mOMta of birch, oak, elm (r:nsinly of a yo~g a,.), birch, cherry.
bazel. etc.
All settlements of heaver colonies now in existence 00 the basin of the Oka
may be diagrammatically differentiated accord.i.og to the DIIotW'e of the faU, winter.
a.nd spring nutrition intq fnor groups:
1. Settlements where beavera feed mainly on aspen or willow or both.
2. Settlements where beavers eat food of secondary value (birch. elm. oak,
and alder, etc). in addition to willow and&(lpen.
3. Settlements where beavers mainly eat three species of food of secondary
value (birch, elm, oak). aspen and willow playing the role of supplementU'Y foode.
4. Settlements where beavers exist exclusively on three species of food of
secondU'y value.
The bulk ('10~) of the beaver population of the Oka Basin has a fall. winter. and
spring food regime of full value. based on aspen and wUlow in various combinations.
Beavers of the Klyazma. Upper Moskva River, CentralOka colonies and the majori
1;1 of the Mordov and MelJbcbera zone. have such a fall-winter-spring diet. Thoee
inhabiting the ancient bede of the Klyu'ma,eatchiefly aspens in the fall. winter.
andlilpring. These are distributed over the sl:)ores. However, because of the matu
rity of the shqre vegetation. wher~ the aspen has an avera,e diameter of 18-20 crn,
their food value cannot be considered hiF. The combinatiou which i8 most favorable
for beavers is the dieipZ'Ovided by aspen and wUlow. which is characteristic for
beavers inJlabiting the majority of the old beds of the Pra and the Oka (in the region
of the Okals flow which bends around the Meshehera lowland), the small rivers of
the reJion of the, c~Bl flow of the Qka and the upper reaches of the Moskva River.
The wUlow is the .chief food of the beavers in the old Mokshabeds, which are
meado...y in some old b~ of the Pra., in the .channels of drainage canals, and in
the majority of the small rive~. in the Meshehera lowJand.
ThewUlow a.nd other specles which have secondary food value (birch, oak.
alder. etc). are the ,b&(Iis of the beaver diet on the surface of bodies of water of the
Meshebera lowland. on the drainage canDal.. on various bodies of water outsi.de the
low~, on emall rivers, etc.
The birch i. a principal food on several rivers of the Mouha River Basin
(Pushta. Chernaya). Tbeoak and the elm are of prime importance in the food of
beavers on some Mok8ha channels once the supplies of willow are depleted. We
abould oote that a.mQnI the food plants which we grade a8 •.econdary frw:ts.· the birch
oecupleaa special position in the frequency of 'Its consumption. A certain proportion
of the total amo~t of food is made up by gnawings on this tree, even when there is
p:j.env of aspen and ",mow.. In this case itha. the significance of a IJupplementary
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food imparting variety to the lMtaVl!1' diet.· Among other wood;y· am! bushy focxbi which
are readJ.q eaten. the~. &lib ad the plnfl tree may be specified. when these
are abundant on the shores of the bodies ot watel'. The mo'llDtatn dh may become a
IJubaUtute·for the chief food. The dh Wd important in thisw.,. outa1de the Lake
Svyatoe-polunins1toe fiood plain (Oll the ~itol'Y of the Olea Preserve). In the period
1942-1943 it was regularly gnawed by the 'havers here unUlenttrely destroyed.

The pines on the shores of bodies of water, Which are eaten only rarely (auch
the buckthorn among the leafy species) cannot be considered among the incidental
foods. Our observaUons of Meshchera beavers convinced us of this.
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The presence of pines .am.Ollg the leafy shore .pecie.on the IJhcfe of the Pra
River and its old beds is a common phenomenon. Each year in several sectiGl18
inhabited by beavers we may note that a small amount of pine bark ill eaten. The
beavera make a ring around the section of 'the trunk near the root wbere 'the diame
ter is 8-30 em. or gnaW the bark of the trunk on one side of the tree (up to 80 em
in diameter). Small pines (8 cm in diameter) are pawed throuJh ad removed. On
small pines,gnaWed branches of 3-4 em 1h1cknes8 are found. In connecUon with
this apparently unususl phenomenon. we conducted: a count of the number of pines
damaged in regions inhabited by beavers during several succes.ive year.. Theae
regions were the shores of the old bed of the Chulimikha•. where the heave!"s lived
from 1949. and a region of the bed of the Pra River near the Samokbina Brook
(Square 184, where beavera settled in 1951. The results of such counts are pl"elllent
ed in Tables X and Xl,and reveal that of the total number af pines (105) in the
region of the shore of the old bed, which is 300 m long and 3 m wide, 39 showed
damage (36.8'*').
'rable X
COUnts of damaged

and undamaged pine trees on a

aection of the bank

of the old bed of Chulim.ikha

Pine tree dtameter (cm)
8-16

1-8

No
Trunk ringed at
height of
50-60 cm.. .,.
Trunk gnawed on
one side..••.•

~

- - -

Tree chewed up

'1

30.8

Two or three
branches of tree
pawed .•..••

2

9.1

18

59.1

Not damaged ••
TotaL ....•

No

~

16-24

No

~

24-50

No

50-80

10 No 10

- -

5

3aO

7

21.9 3

33.3

2

16.0

8

no

Ita 4

-

- - - - -

- 6

I

-

46.0 1'1

22 100 " 13 100

Total

No

10

15 14.3

13.8 15 14.3

-

-

7

6.0

- - - -

-

2

2..0

5&1 5

82 100
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9

5U 25

100

86.2

29 100

66 Sa4
105 100

Tal;)1e XI
Count. of damaged and undamaged pine trees on a section of the &hare
of the J?ra River near the SamoktUna Crsek
Pine tree diameter (em)

1-8
No

8-18
~

No

"

16-24

34-60

No

"

No

50-80

"

No

Trunk ringed
at height of
50-60 em.•.

1

8.0

5

9.7

4

50.0

- - -

Trunk gnawed
on one side...

4

31. a

1'1

32.6

4

50.0

1

100

Tree chewed
up .......•.

5

39.0

-

- - -

-

-

Two or three
branches of
tree gnawed

2

a.o

-

-

Not damaged

1

8.0

30

57.7

Total. . . .

13

100

52

100

8

Tatal

~

...

- - -

- - - - -

I

No

"

10

13.1

26

32.5

5

13.1

2

7.6

-

-

-

2

100

33

43.1

100

1

100

2

100

76

100

On a section of shore of the Prs River 160 m long and 5 m wide, 43 (66.9%)
of a total of 76 pine tree.- were damaged.
On the basis of our obeervaUoIl8 we concluded that the beavers inhabiting the
flood plain of the Frlil. River have a definite need to eat a small amount of' pine bark.
It is possible that this is connected with the general uniformity of the foods which
are so cbaracteristlc for the Pra River Valley. On the Yushskoe peat bogs we noted
one ease of gnawing of a pine tree 7 cm in diameter. V. K. Khlebovich (1937) indi
cates a ease of pine tree eating by beavers.

We tum now to a quantitative characterisation of the fall-winter nutrition of
heavers. We estimated the actual food requirement8 of beavers by considering the
parts of trees gnawed by them. These were expressed in weight units of ecUble mass
(we included tree bark,· bud.8.and twigs). The quantity of edible mails of trees of
various diameters'and various spec~swas determined ex~rimentally. On compar
ing the data obtained with the data for the quantitative eenlNs of bel1>vers on individual
bodies of water, where the number of beavers was determined by means of observa~
tions from blinds. it appeared that the amount of edible mass taken by the beavers
in the autumn amounted to a more or less constant value.• flUctuating between 81 and
123 kg. At the same Ume. however. the total amount of damage and felling of trees
per beaver varied very considerably. We should relate thiS to the considerable
variation in the unl.laeG parts 01 the t:ree. consisting of (1) trees gnawed by beavers
on the side or all around but left standing, (2) trees which hang on brancnes growing
nearby and thus unattoinable to the heavere and (l) \Ulu$ed l'eD)a.ir141 of felled trees.
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To compare trees with dlff'erent degrees of use, we expressed this degree in
units of volu:me of tree :mus.

3"

It proved that the used parta averaged 2'1.
of the total arboreal :mass of
felled and damaged trees. For individual species this value varied from 15.5 to
50"". Observations have sho~ that the nu:rnber of unused,trees per beaver is not
constant in different bodies of water and depends not only on thadensity of the vege- '
tation on the bank. (the increase in the llIlJXIber of unused trees being in direct pro
portion to the density) but also on their co:mPQsition and age. Thus, in bodies of
water with large nu:rnbere of aspens, the nu:rnber of gnawed trees in the shore- vege
tation is considerably larger than in other aquatic bodies. Nu:rnerous exam.ples of
this are seen in the .old beds of the Klyazma, where the aspen constitutes a conlllider
able portion of the shore vegetation. When there is an ample supply of aspen. the
beavers apparently ignore certain trees and clearly prefer others. In this connec
tion, there are notable cases of the extre:me perSistence and the endeavorB of bea
vers to fell trees which are severed from their stu:rnps but re:main Buspended in the
branches of adjacent aspens. We :made an observation of this kind in 1944 on Lake
Tolpega; in 1946 on Zakotetskaya Creek; in 1948 on the old bed of the Ale.bina
Luka (territory of Oka Preserve and adjacent area). Near such aspens, so:me of
which are still standing, we have found billets from the lower part of the trunk
gnawed by beavers, 3-4 In nu:rnber, surrounded by a thick layer of chips, testifying
to unsuccessful but persistent atteMpts to fell trees which, for some reason, attract
ed the beaverB. A si:milar case was deSCribed by L. V. Shaposhnikov in the territory
of the Mordov Preserve.

We shall note further that the younger the vegetation and the s:maller its aver
age dia:meter, the s:rna1ler the nu:rnber of trees left partl,y cut by beavers and the high
er the percentage of felled trees used. This also corresponds to the :manner of
using the bushes of the shore willows, the average dia:rneter of which generall,y does
not exceed 3-5 c:m, when at the sites of beaver "cuttings". no :more than 5"" of un
used branches re:main.
A count of the cuts carried out in the Oka Preserve has shown that on those
bodies of water where beavers feed :mainly on aspens of average age (14-20 c:min
dia:meter), the nu:mber of aspens reDlilininll cut up is approldmately 10 ti:mes as
high as the nu:rnber of aspens found in bodies of water where beavers feed on young
stands of aspen 8-12 c:m in dia:meter. In the first instance, there is an average of
3,6-6,8 pieces or 0.526-1,103 cubic :meters, in the second fro:m 0.8-0.8 pieces, or
0.58~0.370 cubic :meters. In bodies of water with feeding sections which correspond
to the shore growths of birch on the banka, where the aspen is encountered only as
an adjunct, the nu:mber of so:mewhat gnawed aspens is also notveat (0.8-2.6
pieces). while they include the trees which are thickest (:more than 24 c:m in dia:m
eter). Thus, the data on the volu:rne varying fro:m 0,014-0,689 cubic :meters are
less indicative.
The total :mass of trees and bushes gnawed and cut up per beaver in the fall
period, to judge from the data on gnawing. varies from 0.19-2.9 :m3 . It is highest . .
in bodies of water surrounded by aspen groves without willows on the banks and less
on lakes surrounded by willow growths with no forests in their vicinity.
Weshsll cotiBider t.he uatureof the succulent foods eaten by the beaver in the
sum.m.er in greater detail later. The herbaceou.s foods start to predo:rn1nate in the
nutrition of beavers at the onset of growth. In areas fiooded by spring waters
growth is retarded and judging fro:m observations in the Oka Preserve, beavers
• Translator's tIOte-The word "porub6k" literally :means the illegal felling of trees.
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eat herbaceous plants regularly in June. In the flood plain of the Pra River, which
is ~r in varioua herbaceous shore plants, a special role is played by one-year
old 'lnllow shoots when the beaver changes to eating succulent foods, On the old
Pre. bedain June. the shoots, together with sedges, remain tbe prinCipal food of
the beaver (willow shoots encountered 10Qll, of the time, and sedges 58%. on areas
examined in the old beda of the Aleshina Luke., Popovo, and Krlvoe, in June 1951
and 1953). Willow shoots are of similar importance in the diet of beavers on the
bed of the Pra lUver , whose shores are particularly poor in herbaceous cover and
bank and aquatiC vegetation are almost absent. Here the importance of willow
shoots has become particularly great as succulent food, making up for the insuf
ficiency of herbaceous foods. In July and August of 1963, willow eating was noted
in all places where beavers emerged on the Pra shores.
The herbaceous plants eaten by heavers of the Meshchera colony in the ma
jority of cues are aquatic and marshland spect... The chief food in the region of
the Pra are sedgee, whose parts near the roots are eaten with particular avidity
at the beginning of summer (June, beglnning of July), and. the cinquefoil, together
with other species of aq uatic -marsh plants, such as great water plantain, water
parsnip, manna grass, etc" which satisfy the reqUirements of beavers fOF green
plants, The high food value of meadowsweet and dropwort for the beaver is wide
ly known; it is eaten in small amounts in the Pra area, as it is extremely rare in
the herbage on the banks. The dropwort is of great importance in the food of
beavers which habitate ponda situated between marshes, lakes situated outSide the
Dood plain areas, drainage dttches, and smallllltreams, where apart from this
plant an important nutritional role is also played by cattails, water arum and
reeds. Thellle plants are rarely encountered in the flood plain of the Pra River,
We noticed that the roots of the spatterdock and water lilies were eaten in water
reservoirs of all types.
In areas where the herbage on the banks is diverse and well developed, the
herbaceous plants eaten by beaver III in summer belong to a considerable degree to
'Val"ious species of shore grasses, In June 1952 L, V. Zablotskaya noted in 10
beaver feeding lites 011 the Tadenka River (Oka Terrace Preserve) that 1Sspecies
were eaten. These wel"e distributed as follows according to the quantities con~
sumed (percenta,es):
54,5
Meadow.weet
Hora.etails (Eguisetumh~e)
12.0
18.2
Small ~defl tbistle
3,5
Nettles
3.5
River a'Vena
Sedges
1.5
2,0
Forelllt reeds
Goutweed
1.4
Archangels
1.5
Angelica
2.5
1.3
Sweet cicely
Miscellaneous species:
O. :Il5-0. B
(Speedwell. St. John's wort.
marllh marigold.Cl"epilll chicoriea.
horae sorrel, dead nettles.
vervainIJ )

The composition Qf the herbaceous foods in the fiood plain of the KlyaJ.'ma
River Is apparently a1.:milar to this. We possess no factual data on the composition
and frequency of consumption of species on the banks, In the period when the
beavera lived iA the flood plai.r:I of the Klyu!ma in the fall we noticed that they ate
only plants Oil the baJ;J.Ir.:a of the pools, 1. e •• water parsnip, manna grass, cattaUs,
and cinquefoil,
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Reflecting on the problem of reatoring the tree \pegetationdeatroyed by
beavers. we should note that all data on the growth of seedl1ng tndieat_ that the
~eveloPment of the kindil of trees they destroyed en masse takes place rather rap
101y in the central belt, .An example is the rapid development of 70UIig aspen and
birch groves on the shores of pools in the flood plain (Oka Preserve), which at the
age of lS-26 years attained a height ofU -13 m and an average diameter of 9-12
cm,

However. in those places where there are beaver "cuttings" of aspen, Wf!
observed no vigorous or viable rehabilitation. The shoots from the roots of the
aspen were low and thin. despite the cOlUJiderable age they had reached, and a high
percentage Of the specimens had dry crowns. .According to data from eight feeding
platforms laid down in 1950 on the shores of the flood plain P,OOls, the shoots were
of an averagehs:lgJIt of 1.1 m and an average diameter of 0,5 (0.3-0.8) cm in cuttings
4 -5 yeal'S old. Those with dry crowns .mounted to ,.,..
Shoots from stump. of birche.gnawed by the beavers were in better condition.
At the age of 4-5 years thay had an average height of 1.3 m (0.5-2 m) and an aver
age diameter of 1.5 (0.5-20) cm on the shorea of lake Svyatoe-Po1unins!roe which
is outside the flood area. However, it appeand that the ability of birch stUmp8 to
produce Roots was not the same everywhere. On the plain pools, according to
data of the 1950 census, only 2~ of the atUmpII of old cuttings po8sessed shoots.
The ability of the stumps to send out shoots fsapparently very slight in marshy
areas. In the marshy belt on the banks of Lake Bvyatoe-PoluninBkoe (northern
part of the shore) onJ:y one (3.a,.) of the stumps of a total of 2'1 (10 -80 cm) possesa
ed growing shoots.. 'I'hose of three stum..,. (10.8,,) proved to be dried up .and the re
maining 23 (85.8%) possessed no offshoot.. .at all. ThesedataindicatethatfollDwing
the destruction of birchelll and aspens by beavel'S, their rehabilitation proeeeds in a very
slow and unsatisfactory manner. The recovery of willDws out by the beavers follows a
different course. The intensive shoot production of\'8rious .-pedes of willows is well
known. Willow cutting by beavers, con8iatin, of a peouliar straddlingof the stump. is
usually accompanied by the appearance of shoots. The formation of shoots depends 01'1
numerous factors, foremost amOl'l,which is the age of the willow. III willow stands in the
Lakes Khar!amovo. Popovo, and Sundritsa areas of the Oka Preserve of a cOlUJiderable
age (over 20 yeara), the number of smallstumpa sending out sboots fluctuated between
19 and 54.3'!C> (1950cens\ls), The development of processes indicates that when a
second gnawing does not occur, the shoots of the :Russian willow at the age of 5-'1
years are 0.5-2.5 cm in diameter and 0.8-1.8 min length (groves in the old
Aleshina Luka bed and Alekseeva Creek). However, repeated gnawing of tbe shoots
sharply depresses the shoot productivity of the willow.
Repeated gnawing of processes is usually observed in places where the willow
does not form thick stands but grows in "curtains" (rows) adapted to one or another
part of the bank. The consumption of willow in these places is accompanied by a
progressive decrease in its numbers, finally culminating in its disappearance.
Examples of this have been observed in various regions of the ba.a1n. In the
territory of the Oka Preserve we may mention the lakes outside the flood plains,
lake Ukhanskoe and SV)'atoe, where the rows of the willow near the shore were
destroyed in the firat years after the .dvent of the beaver. A scarcity of willow
stands could be noted in a number of river flood plain pools which alllO had a diatri
bution of rows along their shores (former beds of the Alesbins LUG and Lake
Sundritea, the ancient bed of the Chullmikha). The willow was completely deatroyed
by the beaver on several old channels of the Moksha in the Mordov Preserve. In
regions where willows grow abundantly, their numbers are not observed to become
depleted.
The fine prospects for beaver colonization where the willoW grows profusely
and constitutes the principal food are clear. Areas where aspen is the principal
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source of nutrition have a limited period of use, first because of the aspens" rapid
and JU'OiJ"essive depletion in the shore zone, and secondly becauae of tts lOs. of
nutritive qualifies in proportion with its growth and deYeloPlI1'Jlttoa _ture age.
In concluding this review of the problema connected with the nutrition of
beavers, we mUa! dwell on the nature of the food trails and the factors innuencing
their extent and distribution. Obaervatlons in territories not put to economic use
or destined for various kinds of use indicate tbat the length of the food trails of
the beaver is determined by the distribution and abundance of the three food shrubs
Beavers inhabiting tbe immediate vicinity of human habitations, near roads but
•
tree from direct persecution. feed placidly at a distance of 15-20 m fromthe water
Obaervations carried out in the fall of 1953 on the Old Teu River near
•
SeU8hchi Village, abowed that the beavers periodically moved adists~ce of 22
meters from the brink of the shore to gnaw on alilpen 24 em in diameter growing at
a distance of 100 meters from the road to the village. Even more impressive was
the discovery in 1950 -1951 of paths and gnawings by beaver on the Satis River at
a distsQCe of only 40 meters from the buildings of a large sovkhoz (state farm).
Even the bright electric lights and noiaes of motors did not trighten the beavers at
night.

Building Activities of Beavers
In the Oka Basin, where beaver habitation conditions are highly varied, ob
Setvations of their building activities show that the type of activity dependll direct
1y on the external environm.nt.
In bodies of water with high and frequently steep banks (the lakes in the nood
plain of the K1yu:n:.a. Moksha, Pra,and Oks Rivers) and along rivers of medium and
large size (Satts. Pra,and Moksha Rivers), the beaver shelters, both temporary
and permanent, are burrows. The number of burrows in the area of each beaver
settlement is always very large. In the course of time some of them collapse at
the top and the beavers construct new ones in their place. The beavers readily
utilize the collapsed stretches of burrows as exits to the surface in winter. The
beavers of a settlement employ an abundance of burrows. Explorations and ex
cavations of burrowa in the former cha:onels .of the Pra (Oks Preserve) have Ithown
that the number ts Vf!ry great. On the small Lake Sipnoe (120 m long), the gently
swping southern bank bearing wilww shrubs possessed 8 burrows, the average
distance between theJIl being 15 m. The northern shore had 13 burrows: the aver
age distance between them was 6.3 meters. On Lake Popova, at a site higher and
more convenient for burr:ow digging. along a portion of shore 250 m in length we
discovered 12 burrows. .
.

The temporary drop of the water level on the Satis River during the fall re
pairs of the dam of the Kolkhoz Hydroelectrical Station (19 October 1951). enabled
us to discover 12 burrows in the slopea of the shore left bare in 11 region inhabit
ed by one family (a family of average size as regards the number of members).
The burrows showed signa of visitation by beaveTs before the water level fall.
Among the burrows which we excavated on the Lake Sypnoe. on the former Siversk
and Glushits.a beds, only a few burrows providing winter shelter for a whole group
of animals polIseased lateral branches cons1ating of tUWlels 2 -3 meters in length
leading to the surface of the shore and terminating in small expansions. These
were l:Illdoubtedly temporary (refuge) burrows. The winier burrows. in which the
entire family gathers in the fall. are trequently constructed by the beavereon low
stretches of the shore, veTyoften under the roots of willows, When the water
leyel in the ponds rises. the beavers are forced to reinforce the ceiling of such a
burrow from the surface and it becomes transformed into a semi-lodge. Usually
the construction of beaver burrows in low regions of the shore may be observed in
years when there is a smaller amount of sl.lmmer and fall preCipitation.
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The constl'Uetion of spring lodges on the highest. sections of the shore is
rather. interesting beaver adaptation for surviviDg periods of spring high watera
in
the Pra River fiOOd plain. Although thMe lodges are inhabited by the ~avers tor
a brief period only (the period of high water. wbieh lasta from the middle of April
to the beginning of May). they are repaired with great regularity, Thus, the sum
mer lodge on Lake Popovo, for instance, has been inhabited yearly for 11 years'
on Lake Tolpega, 7 years: on the former Aleshina Luka bed 6 years. Other 10d-gM
are used in the same way. As to the construction of their spring lodges, it should
be pointed out that actually these are also semi-lodges, appearing as a reinforce
ment oftheeollapaed ceiling of the burrow. However, due to the high level of
water in the lakes during the period of their construction /lnd habitation, theyas
sume rather impressive sizes. This occurs because beavers, endeavoring to
raise their nest chamber above the surface of the earth, are compelled to construct
a strong edifice above the surface of the grolmd. In shape these are typicallodge.
with a conical form attaining a height of 1.0-1.5 m. and a fioor area of 15-20 m
To construct them the beavers use not only il!Awed &tieQ and cbiaeled twigs, b~
also all kinds of arboreal debriS and windfalls. The demanda for building mater
ial during periods of high water stimulate the beaver to lift and lay all the roof of
their lodges not only pieces of wood lying scattered about but even the forest litter
itself. Thus, in the spring of 1958, for instance, the surface of the earth around
the lodges near the Belyi Xlyuch (White Spring) (square 186) and in Popovaya
Creek was laid bare for a radius of 3 meters. This was characteristic of all
lodges constructed during the short period of time in the fall of 1952 which waa so
unfavorable for beavers.
It should be noted that the construction of the spring lodges of the beaver
colonies in the Pre flood plain were an interesting exception. In the period from
1943 to 1948, we noted the appearance of clnly 8 lodges, on Lake Popovo (1943),
on Tolpega Lake (1947), and in the Aleshina Luka (1948). In subsequent yean a
considerable increase in the number of summer lodges took place in the old beds ,
of the Pra. In the spring of 1952, nine settlements were already in existence,
with lodges oUhe sprin.-sheltertype. The .autumn fioods of the year 1952, which
in the Pra fiood plein reached the magnitude of spring fioods and became a veri
table natural catastrophe for the beavers (it began in the second half of October
in the period when the beavers were making preparations for their winter hiber
nation), spurred the construction of lodges in almost all settlements where they
were not yet in existei1Ce. In the fall of 1952 lodges made their appearance in
12 more settlements on the channel and former beds of the Pra River. Beavers
hibernated everywhere on the Pra River in such lodges, spending the winter in
21 settlements. In the, spring of 1958. all these lodges were inhabited with the
exception of Lake "Sukhaya Reka" (Dry River),which the beavers abandoned. The
appearance of cubs in the majority of the settlements of the Pra River testified to
the suecessfulsurvival of the beaver through the marked rise of the water before
the formation of ice, which is thought to be very dangerous for them, The spring
lodges constitute the lying-in chambers of the females giving birth. One of the
signs of habitation by gravid females is a very thorough refurbishing of the edifice.
It is not difficult to hear the young born in the huts.
'

We have not yet observed the construction of spring lodges in the fiood plains
of other rivers on the territory of the Oka Basin. As an exception_ two beaver
shelters of this kind were observed in the Kama Basin on the .Timeher River and
Belaya Kholunitsa River. The shores of both rivers are not flooded everywhere.
In the fiood plain pools and in river beds of average siz.e, in addition to the burrows,
semi-lodges and spring lodges which are the baSic types of beaver buildings. we
may note their dams, with which the beavers block the fiow of water in the pools
which they colonize. These damil are a supplementary type of beaver construction.
They exist on all true water channels which connect the fiood-plain bodies of water
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with the bed of the Pra River. We observed the cOlUltruction of dama in the KI,aZlna
flood plain.iIl a chal:!nel flowing~1Q the ~1UI Lake Dol&oe.
In bodiee of water with low, peatyehores, euch as lakes outeide the flood
plain area, ameliorative or drainage canals•.aDd small stre8IQe flowing along peat

fielda or through IQIlrshy valleY', the beavers inhabit the lodges they build during
the period when the family collects for hibernation and in the spring dUring the repro
ductive period. In 8UI!I.Dler, when the level of the water drops, the beavers inhabit
burrows of rather Simple construction. The fact that 11-35 burrows were discovered
on both ebores of ditches or slQIlll rivulets along a stretch of 150-200 metel'tl in the
region of the .attlemeIlt a:rea.o.f one beaver faaIlly indicates how numerous the
burrows may be.
We .hould note that burrows are the preferred type of shelter. In all places
where the possibility of dwelling in .burrows e:x1sts, beavers do not make lodges, as
for example in the ClIerna;ya River, the shores {lf which inClude stretches rising
1.2-1.5 meters above the water in some places. In two settlements where we car
ried.outtrapp1o.aon the Chernaya River, the permanent burrows were aclapted to the
most elevated parts of the shore, their existence II:l8king it unnecessary to construct
lodges, which in fact we were unable to discover. ,Another example of the obvious
preference for burro..s over other types of shelter is the phenomenon of the substi
tution of burrows for semi -lodges (Lake Ukbanskoe) in the dry years 1938 and 1939,
when the water lev81in the lake droppe<l considerablY. A change of shelter was ne
cessitated on Lake Svyatoe-.Polunin8k(le in the rainy fall of 1958, when the beavers
left the burrows in which they had lived for many years to find ahelter for themaelves
in lodges. They repaired all the lodges which had appeared at various times in dif
ferent parts of the laJuI and inhabited them in the October of 1953. We discovered
5 such lodges inhabited by beavers. In tbis case, the lodges, wbich are the usual
type of temporary aheltere, replaced the site of daily habitation by the beavers, the
burrows. We obaervedthe same large number of lodges used simultaneously by
beavers in settlements in laJuIs surrounded by a belt of vegetation rafts (Lakes
Mymrus. Cherna;ya, and Erus), ill the Oka Preserve. The construction of burrows
was impossible in the raft and the beavers used the numerous hollows of fallen trees
for the arrangement of shelters. The beavers camouflaged the surface of the stump
with sticks. twigs.,and mud, The passages from the nellting chamber situated bulide
this construction led directlfinto the water!, it. entire abape resembling a typical
lodge.

On rivers and ditches with a small quantity of water. the beavers constructed
d81Qs, which are an indiapell88ble adaptation for dwelling in such bodies of water,
In a settlement 150 m to 8 k.aJ.1ong on a ditch of a river bed, a complete system of
dama is usually en«:lowdered. Each dam is diligently maiI\tained in a state of repair
even when the reilon in question is rarely frequented. On the shores of bodies of
water witll a looae peaty soil there are canabJ.whicb are dug by the beavers into the
stands of food plarlte preferred by them. On ~s situated outside the flood plain,
(Lake Ukhansme, Oka Preserve), after the reserves of willows nearby were ex
hausted, the beaver oxca""ted a Complete network of canals in the area of the swamp
adjacent to the lake which permitted them to leave the lake for ~ distance of 100
meters. The apace traversed in various directions by beav.er canals was approxi
mately two hectares ill area (observationa of 1943-1945), In the fall of 1951 we ob
served numerous canals 10 -20 m in length extending in aU directions from the lake
into the willow lItanda on a small vegetation-eurrounded pond, the"Dubchiki", situated
in a bushy marsh with "rush willow in the ranks of treeS (rigbt -bazIk flood plain of
the Pra River).
In concluding this review of the building methods of the beavers on the terri
tory of the Olea Basin, it must be poiI\ted out that the changes which they introduced
in the land near the ban&e cannot cqnflict with the economic iI\teresta of the local
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population. Thill refers prtmarl1yto the· dam. which create all artifie:lal barrier to
the current and are usually dmroyed by the inhabitants of those places where the
flooding of the meadows around sets in. We know of cases or the destruction of dams
on the Moginaka;ya Canal, wbichcormects Lake Lfilevo with the Pra: River (according
to the data of the study of 1947) and a ctuumel c:onnectinr Lake Yukbra with Lake
Derezovoe (in the flood plain of the Tella River, accor~ to !Rudies of 1853). 1n the
first case, where the presence of the dam was a necessary condition for hab1tatf.on
by the beavers, they were observed to abandon the ditch when the dam was destroyeCl.
This indicates that When distributing beavers on the terriiory of the Oka Basin acCOUDt
should be taken. in each region of the possibility of combining an increase in beaver
numbers with an increase in economic use of ihe land, primarily in the hay-cuttin,
areas.
However,human eConomic activities do not always deny to the beavet' the .
possibility of existence. The beavers adapt themselves to certain t,ccurrences, even
thon which constitute an acute interference in their lives. The fa1li that beavers
successfully survived the sharp fluctuations in the water level cormected with the
necessity of repairing the hydroelectriC barrages speaks in support of this contention.
We observed occurrences in October 1851 on the Bat18 River on the boundary of the
Mordov Prenrve. In one settlement 1.5 k:m from the Kolkhoz HydroelectriC Station,
the beavers were compelled to abandon the burrows they occupied following the
lowering of the water level caused by necessary repairing of the power dam. How
ever, the region inhabited by the beavers was not abandoned, and one week after the
water level dropped we noted beavers again inhabiting their winter burrows, near
which they had prepared a reserve or willow branches.
In another settlement, at the time the man-made dam was repaired, the beavers
also possessed a winter burrow, at the mouth of which they had begun laying in
stores of willow twigs 1n the water, When the water level dropped by approxUnate
ly 1.2 meters, the beavers did not leave this burrow, but continued their preparation
of twigs in the water, They abandoned their former passageway which was clearly
distinguishable under a portion of the stored tWigs and had been laid bare. A new
passage was. built lower down, this also starting under tWigs placed in the water.

Both eases may be regarded as experimental confirmatiOn of the beavers'
ability to adapt to living under variable hydrological conditions, As observations
have shown, this experiment, made during the most critical period of the yearly
cycles of the beaver (the period of preparing tor winter) caused no serious crises
in the beaver's life,
Com}leiitors, Enemies,and Parasites of Beavers

In the Oka River Basin the beavet's have no serious competitors tor food or
t he use of the shoreland where they conStruct shelters, All anlmals using twigs or
branches for food (elk. white hare) find them abundant in the areas away from the
beaver colonies as well. The gnaWing or beaver-felled aspen trees by elka and voles
occurs mainly with trees untouched by the beavers for one reason or another, Water
denizens (water vole and muskrat) carmot disturb such a large strong anlmal as the
beaver. Nor does the otter compete with the beaver because of its considerable
range per individual. *
The woU and the lynx should be included among the enemies of the beaver in
the basin. The lynx is rarely encountered and therefore represents no real danger
to the beaver grouP. The destruction of beavers by wolves on dry land is more

*

Editor's note-and of its different types of rood,
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probable, particularly during the winter migrations, which are sometimes observed
from one body of water to another. Cues Gf 'Wolf attacks on beavers are also known
to uS from the region of the Tsua B1ver, where two beavers became the prey of
wolves after having beencom.pe:lled to emerge frequently on the surface, through lack
of food during tbe dlfflcult period of their first wintering.
Material on helmintholog1c:al infestation of Oka Basin beavers 1s so far not
extensive, since it is based on data from dis.ections of individual animals and copro
logical analysi. of fecal lIpecimens taken from animals captured in the Mordov and
Oka Preaerves. A complete parasitological autopsy of three beavers obtained on
the territory of the Oka Preserve has shown that all Were infected by a trematode
(Stichorchis s!!btrtquetrus} localized (14-171ndividuals} in the small and large in
testines. particularly in the caecum. The dissection of two adult beavers (which
died after being trapped in the Mordov Preserve) yielded the same results. both
were infected by ~ ome tr.~tode. The coprologicalfinalysis of the feces of
beavers trappe<lin the Oka Preserve area showed that of 20 beavers caught. only
thre. were free of §!ic!mrchis eggs,
,
We may assume.. from all this material that extensive infection by the above
trematode elClsts in the beavers oBbe Meshchera and Mordov colonies. An indica
tion of the elClstence of other infestations follows from the results of the parasito
logical dissection of one of the yearlings caught on the territory of tbe Mordov
Preserve. in which a large number of minute forms of unidentified heln:linths was
found in intesti:aal wall scrappings and in fecal ma.ses.
A mite (Schizocaryus mindandil which is localized on. the hair is a Widespread
ectoparasite Of beavers captured in the Oka Preserve area,

Per.pectives of Dwtribution of River Beavers in the Oka Basin
Before turning to a study of the problem of the prospects of river beaver dis·
tributioD in the Oka Basin. we will summs,tize the material presented above illus ~
trating the past and present status of the beavers on Oka Basin territory and the
characteristics. tJlPical of tQe beaver'. life.
All the review of the former distribution of the river beaver sbows, it was a
normal repr$l!lemative of the fauua of the basin as early as the sb:teenth century.
A gradual change in the uat,ural conditions of the basin as a result of human economic
activit1$1!1 combined with incessant beaver hunting created such conditions that the
reproduction of beaver berd. no lOu.ger compensated for the losseacaused by their
destruction and tbe numbers of beavers began to decrease until they were completely
exterm1Dat"" toward ~ end of the. eighteenth century.
.

'lhe history of human colonization of th~ Oka Basin goes back to anCient times.
Within Ita limitll the first Grand Duehess of aneient RUBsia (Sl.1zdal! Ryazan', Moscow,
etc), and later also that of the Moscow State, were formed. Thus, the natural con~
ditions of this regiolUl are mixed with a high degree of domestication of all the natu
ral resources by~. Nevertheless, beca.use of the natural characteristics, Indivi
dual reglone still preaerved the complex conditione enabling the existence of beaver
populations, particularly the large depressions in the eastern part of the basin, the
Olla -Klya:lma lowland•• in which areal!' of low economic value, such as. forests and
marlJhes predom.b:llmt.
Worka on the rehahilitation of the river beaver as a member of the fauna of
tbe basin begun 17 years ago. The flrst experiments on their distribution were
made in the eastern part of the hasin in the Oka. Mordov,and Klyaz'ma areas. The
experiments were succe.sful and were repeated at neW points. As a result six
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beaver colonies appeared lnthe tiasi.ri~ tb.oldeltt and largest ofwhlch are distribUted

in its eastem half.

The number of beavers Withtn the basm at the present ttme 18 cJ.08e to 1,000
head.
Observations on beavers conducted in various points of the baaia enable uil
to draw the fonowing'major conclusions <'lharacterizm, the activity and Ittatua of
the animals upon their COlltact with the new conditions of habitat1<1nl
1. Tlw main directionor~titiftinttie d1lttributiOWl of tiM beavers was aD.
upstream movement from the focull of s~lement. along the mamWll'teroourse.

The' beaver. of the lO.,azma Colmly. re'ltllu,ed on the euteftl imimdary of the
preserve on the land of tJie IVIit!lCWo Ohlaat', .moved upstream in proportion to their
increase in numbers along the Xlyazlna River. Thus, at present moat Of the colony
is located m regions Situated higher upstream than the origiDal. site of releaH.
The beavers ofthe'14ellhchera Cotony, t'eleaaed in the loftr reachelll of the
Pra, dilttributed themaelvel!l mainly on its baSin. The fact that the migrating ani
mals moved over '10-80 km upstream 18 of great intereJlt. This tookplaee in the
first year of the eldstence of tJie colony. Dilttributlon along the Oka aDJo pl'oceeded
cbiefiy upstream. All known beaver settlements In the Oka VaUey and its tributaries
are Situated in regions which are higher upstream than the aite of relaR and the
settlement of the chiefpllrt of the colony. In the Mordov Colony, settlement took
place upstream along the Mokll'ha River and its tributariea.

f. Alongth&~thOfthediatr1bution,. the beavers settle permanently 10 the moat
varied types of bodies of wat&%'. and their denSity of settlement also varies. heing
determined by a nUtnbe1" of factors. In the snalority of cases a deciBive tnnuence
Is played by the economic use made of the water and the abundance of tree and
shrub food plants on the shbl'es, In flcnIfing bodies of water. the density of beaver
settlement is 2.2-2.5 km of riverbed length per beaver Itettlement. We should
note that in lakes in fiood areas as well as in those outside the fiood plainS. regard
less of aize. only one beaver family makes Us habitation per lake in the majority
of casee,
3. The reproduction rate Of the beavera on the baein is normal. the chief
reproduction indexes (the number of young per family and the percentage Of fami"
lies reproducing) being rather high as shown by observations of the territory of the
Oka and the Oka Terrace Preserve,

•• The range of foods selected by beavers on the territory of thebaain is
quite wide. In each relea•• region the beavers utilize a group of foocIa character
istic of the area. the principel ones being tree and shrub foOd plants. The Willow
is particularly important in the beaver's diet. reta1mng ite roleaa a food plant
even during the 8ummer.
5. The nun'lber of trees destroyed by beave!'s fiuctuates rather conSiderably,
de'penliitig on their age, compoSition, denBit,. of growth, etc. A satisfactory re
covery of woodland vegetation destroyed by the beaver is tIOtedonly among the
willows under conditions where they are abundant in places inhabited by the beaver,
Areas where willow i8 the principal buver food are thus more promillling in terms
of the duration of their utilization period.
8. The bUilding activities of beavers are weU adapted to habHation under the
most variegated conditione Of the external environments.
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'I. Further increase of beaver numbers is not inhibited by the presence of
enemies or competitors for food and sbelter. The principal IIIhlbiting factor in the
growth processes of the beavers is the economic activity of man, alii well as direct
persecution observed outside the preserve by man (poachers).

The material presented here provides a basis for stating that the beaver has
favorable prospecta as a commercial speeLes on the territory of the Oka Basin.
The example of the eXistence of lllmall beaver populations in the western part
of the basin (in the middle Oka and the Upper Moskva River Colonies) allow us to
assume that more of them are able to establish a large beaver population where the
free interchange of individuals is possible. The distribution of beavers in this
region. which isdenaely populated by man. would be characterized by the rise of
single settlements or small groups in the upper reaches of the main water courses
of the basin, wbere beavers would find the complex of conditions required for their
existence and where their ua:tural instinct to move upstream when settling would
bring them.
A different situation prevails in the eastern half of the basin, where large bea
vel' population. already exist which now contain hundreds of individuals. The spaces
of this half of the baBin. which are marshy and less occupied by man, are easily
taken over by the besvl1lr. when inhabiting ne.. water reservoir.. An example exists
of several individual populations which appeared after the release of beavers in
different parts of tbe Meshchera lowlands uniting into a single unit.
When looking at the map of the Oka Basin, the regions where large colonies
are situated are the vanguards for the settlement of the remaining part of the eastern
section of the basin. However. owing to the prolongation of the natural settlement
proeeslles in this arlila. cannot match our endeavors to create a beaver population of
commercial importanoe in the region of the basin. The natural distributi.on must be
accelerated by the release of several batches into separate regions With more promis 
ing conditions, particularly tbe area of the Balakhna lowland (northeastern part of
the basin) which includes a large amount of lakelAuld among large marshy stretches
and is drained by a rather large river. the Lukh, (left tributary of the Klyaz"ma).
200 km 1000g. Preliminary information on the basin of this river enables us to as
sume that tbis area ma'yheoome a region of beaver colonization numbering 200 -800
individuals. It would later be necessary to extend the limits of habitation of exist
1ng colonies, Preliminarily we may indicate sites for the creation of new focuses
of distribution on a number of rivers of the Meshchera lowland (Pol', Buzha, Kolpl).
and on the ancient beds and tributaries of the Klyazlna (Ned' and Sudogda Rivers),
and wben these b!1lcome settled tbe boundaries of the regions of settlement of the
Meshchera and Klyazina Colonies will merge. To the nortb of the boundary of the
Mordov colony. the settlement of sinale rivers of the large forest-marshy regions
of the M:oksha lowland i.possible.
As a result of the work conducted, the region inhabited by beavers will have
an area of '10,000 sq km, on which. according to approximate data. we would place
not less than 1,500-2,000 beavers.
To reach this goal it is necessary to carry out a large number of operations,
principally studies on the number and the protection of the existing beavers, Up to
this time protective measures have practically not been implemented. for beavers
outside the preserve, 110 one bearing the responsibility for the safe existence of each
beaver settlement (the value of which amounts to 8,000-10,000 rubles). The census
of beavers was !;lot ex;ba~ive.
It is quite evident that a similar state of affairs in c~ection With the main
tenance of such iii valuable fur -boarm, animal as the beaver can no longer be
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m.e

tolerated. J'he tielim'dJig of
bea"er trade bas be_postponed indefbd:tely•.
chien,. beeaueof the ab8eDCe of· aproteeu...e 81!ll'V1ce and CeDllltS of the beaver
herds. The or~1ort of sItCh. ·aervice 1s an iDdillpensable mea.sllre in estabUsb
inga beaver trade and it should be ~eDtrallzed aDd carrilld out by specialists aCCON
ing to a we1l-4.ntegrated plant.
Ccmerete measure8 directed toward achieving econottl1c denali)' of the beaver
herds are as follows:
Organization of a beaver CeasU8 in allrepona of the basin. to 8um up the
inventory of all beaver settlements.
The orgauif:ationof the protection of the beaver lind observatiou of erumges
In the numbers aud strength of beaver settlement.
OrganU.ation of the prior investigation ot sitea designed for the release of
beaver:. l)LukhaRiver; 2)& aeries of rivers on the territory of the Mellhchera-Pol'.
Busha. and Kolp' B1vers; 3) tributaries of the KlyazmaRiver-the Nerl'and
Sudoga Rivers; .) old beda of tlte Klyaz'iDaRiver between the'c1ties of Kovrov and
Orekbovo -ZuevoJ 5) S11Ove~r rivers and other rivers flowing in the aorthern part of
the' Mokhaha lowland,and the release of 4 -5 groups of beavers taken from the
Voronezh Preserve and numbering approxlmately 50 pairs iJl all on the territory of
the basih.
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P. B. Yurgenson
METlIODS OF COUNTING WH~TE HARE

(K metodike. kolichestvennogo ucheta zaitsa-belyaka)
The white hare is o~e of the principal and most common species sought by
the hunting and fur trade of the USSR. although each individual pelt is of little value.
This circumstance underlies the request of the hunting trade for a quantitative cen
sus of this species, atId accord!ngly for a method of making the count.
COWlting white hare cannot be done by cOWlting each animal separately. This
would be superfluous and would only complicate and raise the expenses of the work.
The method OfCOWlting the species should be simple and che.ap and should not in
volve too much labor. The problems confronting us consist of: counting the ani
mals in extensiveforeat areas; correctly evaluating the number of the animals
and their distribution in the area studied and according to types of hWlting regions;
and determining popu!4tion trends by. means of successive thorough counts.
An error in the determination of the population (density) of up to :t 10- Ui %
may be quite readHyallowed without loss to the practical objectives for which the
count was carried out.· Within these limits, however, the data obtained should be
accurate and the method Uselfshould be worked out on a.scientific basis.
A .Critical Survey of the Counting Method Now in Use
Interest in the problems .of quantitative estimates of Ule numbers of white
hare was first awakened 20-25 years ago during the peri.od when the problems of
the hWlting trade began to receive wide publicat10n in the press. We have in mind
the experimental counts in the Volga area carried out by A. A. Pershaltov and his
students (l935) and. the methodical studies of V. G. Stakhrovskil (1930, 1932).
The subsequent period. brought nothing substantially new. The problem of
the quantitative estimate of the whUe hare sUU remains practically unsolved. or in
sufficiently worked out.
Since counting by heads is not applicable for the white hare all methods pro
posed may be divldc!d into thOSe of counting sample areas with subsequent extra
polation of the whole territory and those of relative census. As a result of l1is ex
periments, A. A. Perehakov (1935) proposed a method of counting sample areas.
The size of the sample area recommended was a5 hectares, so that the census could
be carried out by one or two counters in a single day. Simultaneoualy it was indi
cated that the sbe of the IIlUDPle area should.notbe less than the area inhabited by
one individual of the spec:ies under investigation. The census should con~st of a
count of entering and departing footprints and their rec:ording, a sweep of the area
by two or more cen&1iIS. takars with dogs, and a repeat count of the footprints. Thus,
in fact, this method isa method of the "traffic· in the area. The labor involved
in this method ~y be Set at ao man-days for counting 1.000 hectares (10 km2)
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The authors assumed that the .ample area could be beltlike with it width of 1,000
2,000 meters. In order to preserve the characteriStics or the belt, it should be
3-4 Ian long with a constant width and thus cover an area of 300-800 hectares.

V. G. Stakhrovskii has tried th~s cenllus method in practice in an dperimentaI
sample area by counting the etlterlng and departing footprints without investigating
the interiOr of the sample area, and came to the conc1usiOn.thaUt was impractical.
It appeared that when the population density was high and a large number .of footprmtiJ
was found, the census of the area (2 hectares) took up almost an entire winter day
In in~vidUalcase8. when there were many footprints and paths, it proved to be i~
possIble to count the number of hares.
We should say that generally the method of determining the number of animals
by subtracting the number of entering and departing footprints ilil completely invalid,
since it permits different interpretations of the aaine initial data.

V. G.Stakht-ovskll (1930, 1932) proposed and testedCOUfttillg.bite hare by
the "beater1Jmethod in a tested sample area with a width of 31)0:"500.1'11 and elongated
rectangular outlines. Censusing by this method conslsts of Circumambulating the
sample area while obliterating all entering and departing footplI'il1trl, beating with
beaters placed every 50 m (75 I'll for sparse vegetation) along the long axis of the
sample area and a second circ:umll.mbulation':of the boundaries to count the fresh de-
parting footprints, the number of which will be equal to the number of hare. fleeing
from the area cQvel"ed. For this method 5-S beaters are necesliary In additiOn to
the supervisor'" .
According to V. G. Stakhrovakii, a count
method in a single day (8 sample areas of 12.5
hectares this would constitute 11'1 man-days.
than A. A. PersnakQv's method, but it is more

of 75 hectares may be made b1tftis
hectares eachl. In calculating 1.000
Thus, this method is more laborious
exact.

It must be polnted out that one should lise a sample area of 12.5-25.0 hectares
only where 'the density of the white hare is high. When the density is not high (10
15 hares per thousand hectares), in mixed spruee-leafy.forellt8, the dwelling area
of each hare covers 45 hectrlres. In this case, the sample area cannot be less than
50 hectares, and their total number not less than 500 hectares. When determining
the size of the sample areas it 1s also necessary to bear in mind that they should be
evenly distribUted along the region counted and should include the main types of the
region's hunting areas.

In order that the density index and thus the count 'of hares in the territory be
reliable, the sum of the sample areas must be a definite ratio to the si:te of the
territory and constitute a known percentage of it.
In pra.ctice•. in the eenBUS work of the antiepidemic institutions, it is customary
for this sum to be not less than 0.5,. of the area eounted. 1. e., 5 hectares per
l,OO()l<*. We have Been that the larger the area of the individualfs habitation and the
less the denstty. the larger the minimal dimensions 01 the sample area should be.
If for the small ground squirrel the area equals 0.5 hectare,then for the white hare,
it should be 50 heetarelll. The more VlIl'ied the conditions of life and the greater the
fluctuations of density in the territory surveyed, the larger the number ot sample
areas Should be .

.. D. Aspi80V considet'ed the area of' cen.us with 13beaterll to be up to 25 hectares,
with e beaters up to 10.hectares (200 x 500 m).
'" * tTp to 2 % according to the instructions of the Ministryof' Health noW' in ·fOl'ce.
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According to dita by N. M. Semenov (1937), when the sum ot the sample areas
was O.5~. the accuracy of the result tor the.mall F01Uld squirrel was not great
but was sufficient tor practical purposes. A two- or threefold increase in the s1ze
ot the sample area increaHIi' the precision of the results by an inltignilicant 2-4".
In order to obtain more PreclH reltults the specific value ot the sample areas. should
be 1'&18edto 5-8'lft,whic;b1s difficult to effect irlpractice.
It has been estab1iahed that in order tor the counting error irl sample areas to
remain les8. than 10'lft, the total$l'ea shoul,d not be less than 25" of the entire area
slU"Veyed.

.

According to our calculations for the white 'hare, .the sample areas should total
2", with IIPprmdmately the u.me precision u 0,5% for the small ground squirrel.
'I'h1a 11'01 be 2,000 hectares per 100,000 hectares of area surveyed. To take a cen
sus with this sample-'area plan would require 20-30 days for a counting team of
eight or nine men. The data obtained trom counting the central areas should be ex
trapolated tor the whole area being surveyed. Two methods of extrapolation may be
chollen: in the f!rat cue the average densitybued on all sample areas is calculated
and is used to determine the de~ity per unit area (for example, per 1,000 hectares)
~ on this buls, the number for the whole territory is determined (for an area of
100,000 hectares the value for l~ 000 is multiplied by 100, etc).
In the second case the density is determined separately for each type of area.
Of course, this 1s only possible (on the basis of data on forest conditions) when the
areas are known. The density is then determined ·per unified hectare- (after
Yu, aa;J.l~, 193f1),or the n~r of hares ie <:Ietermined for each type of area and
tllen totaled.

For the relative. cenS1UI of the white hare. a number of methods have been
proposed and applied.
In 1932, V. O. Stakhrovskii proposed a method ot recording encounters with
hares (and other animals) along the trail by means of special cards. This method
was proposed in connection with tOe taxaUon ol hunting areas.

For this purpose it was suggested that on every encounter with a small animal
the habitation sitebe·tlescribed in detail.S.P. Naumov (l947} also applied
V.a~ Stakhrovakiils method in, the stu.d:Y Of the ecology of white bare. The only
mer~t of thill method is that it permits a census to be made during snowy periods as
well. Direct encounters with hares are rather rare and acCidental. and consequent
ly there is not even relative certainty of the reliabUity of the figures obtained. The
frequency of encounterawUl alao depend on the element of chance and the protective
properties in eaehtype of region tor the hare.
Several relative censuBmethods were proposed by D; I. Aspisov (1936). He
proposed a method ot evaluating the ablmdance of footprints on the path. counted by
eye which is attractively simple but highly subjective. The Judgment is expressed
in grades and does not provide anumertcal index. D. 1. Aapisov also recommends
makin, the count 011 the ballisof the relative abundance of winter excrement at the
beJianing of &prine before the vegetation cover is developed.. Thus, it provides a
retroapective picture of tOe number of hares and their c.t1stribution in the territory
during the past winter. This method Is more laborious than the winter census made
according 10 the linear path of footprints and can be recommended only when the
winter censua periods were missed. The method consists in the fact that the excre
ment of the white hare. 18 counted on a sampleo! 10-30-stands- (one square meter)
3tJ...SO ~eters apart f1'Om one another.
The standll are laid downby a. mago~ line through the area under census.
The results are tc>taled and the value calculated for one square meter for the rell'lon
un4er au:Mley. The m.thod can~y have a. coadjuvating value.
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, D. L Aspisov pt'opoaett a quarterl,..ceMus of the atering lUIIi1 d~ foot
p.rlnts (which is pal:"aUel. to the method of the cenaua taken bybeatera). At th&eame
tlme the sum of the footprintB •Should be determl.ned for one km•. as well as the
number of entel'ing anel depal:"t.lng footprints and the differl!rtCe in number between
them. The author notes that the said method is le8s laborious (4 or 5 Urnes less
laborious thIU1 the beating method). He considered it applicable tOl' small areas in
conjunction with the latter method. It is not applicable tor large territories.
Ot a1ithe methods fOt' makini a relative cenaue, the wiitt~~tratl census of the
number pf footprints, as proposed by V. G. StakhrovskU (1931-1932) should be con
sidered the most successful (see G. A. Novikov, 1949)~ Its adv'antaie lies in the
facttrnrt it permits a simultaneous relative cenlll\lS of thll total number of species at
commercial fauna. In addition this. method clearly reflects the distribution of the
numbers of each species according to the land and type of area and also enables
temporal dynamics of the population numbers to be followed comparing them with
the results of preVioWl cen1luses.

We present severaLua.mples: in the region of the UpperVyehegda (Komi
ASSR), in 1930 (V. G. Staklu'ovsldi, 1932, .white hare footprint••. found in seven
types of hunting arealll, fluctuated between 44. 2 and 41l'l.3per.l0 kin (by a factor at
11); in the Zhiguli (1938-1939) they ranged from 42.5 to 1,381.6 (by a factor of 32);
in the former Central Forest Preserve (VelUde Luki Prov~e), from 0.4 to 65.1
(by a factor of 16)"', While in 12 out of 21 types of areas, the indexes were higher
than the total index for the al'ea (12,7). At the same tim&the aver.ge density per
10 km2 was 13.5, ThWl~ this method fully permits us to detnoDstrate the differencea
in types of areas and the distribution of footprints encountered in them and aceo.rding1y
in the region under·lturvey.

The temporal d)'n8Dlics ,and dimenSions of these fluctuaUons are also clearly,
expressed. Thus, in the former Central Fore.st Preserve (for nine years, 1930/31
1940/(1), the average number of encounters with the white hare fluctuated between
6.3 (1933-1934) and 75.6 (1939-1940) (by a factor of 12). The last figure was the
highest value (1931-1951).
In the Zhiguli, l.n i937/38. the average number of encounters totaled 111,
while in the year 1936/38 it was 660.1. i. e., in one year the number increased sb
fold. AccordIng to data of the relative cenllUs, it has been demonstrated that in the
Pechora-llych Preserve, for 15 years the wtrltehal:"e numbers had hundredfold
fluctuations (V. P. Teplov. 1951), and so on. Apparently the geographic variability
of temporal and spatial flUctuations is also depicted.
The relative census count data according to the method of V. G •. StakIu'ovakii
also permits us to demonstrate relationships between individual speeies. For in
stance, we succeeded in determining this law-the more footprints of the white hare,
are met, the more numerous are the trac'8S of the lynx. but in this case. there are
fewer footprints of the white hare than of the lynx than in the areas where the lynx is
rarer. It,has also been eatablished that there is no correlation between the frequen
cy of encounters of martens and white hares.
It is necessary to take the censtls on the same paths and the same time of
the year when the weather conditions and the snow cover conditions are the same.

The use of symbols p~ed on a lineal sketch of trail also makes. the method
simple to use, even for semiUterate hunters. A per-time value was recommended
for use in the original presentation of the method, but practice over many years
•

Translator's note-Apparently 162 is intended.
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h1UJ sbawn tbat it ia more convenient to countstepa, accurately fixing thAi! encounters
with each footpr~ or &roUP of them.
. . . .
This enables us to determine oot O,lily the munber Of footprint.s per unit at
range of walking (on 10 km) but .al80 the number of individuals met. This also per- .
mits the appliCatioDof the A,.. L Formozov formtUa U93ll). i. e., a ~ansition from .
th. linear CentiUS to an arliIal census in the s\WVeybelts.
These problems will be diIK:u8sed below.
BaBi~

Prerequisites for. Carrying out Census Methods

As is known, the around-the-clock. activity of the majority at·mammals takes
place within thep" luUIitation ranaes (micro,rangefll Or hunting ranges. according to
somea~llrs).

In 24 hours. the animal covers only a portion of its range with footprints. Its
range is called the area of around-the-clock activity. Thus. of the white hare, in
one case. according to our ob8ervation. in theVelikie Luki Province, the size of the
habitation range was 45 hectares (leafy-spruce forests). and the areas of around
the-clock activity were 9.9 and 12.5 hectares (28 and 29 December). In the case in
. question we called the around-the-clock activity, which was· reflected by the small
chain of footprints of the animal the .footprint activity·. The longer the c4llin of
around-the-clock footprints the more frequently the footprint chain is crossed by
the network of census-taking tours. Thus ,the freql,l;ency of encounters on the census
tour j,s not only an index of the abundance of the given species but also an index at
their footprint activit.y. This inQex permits uato demonstrate to what extent the
frequency of crossing of footprint chains depends not on the number of individuals
but on the environmental conditions.
The length of'the around-the-clock track chaj.n and the maenitude of the
around-the-clock activity depEmds on the VlU'ious environmental conditiollS, . on the
abundance and availa,bility of food (the lattercO,lidition subject to seasonal variations), .
and in winter OIl thecondiiiDns of the anow cover and air temperature.
The last condition has not been sufficiently studied, but it is not doubted that
at low temperatures (below minus 2O"C) the mobUit.y of the white hare. independent
ly of its pasturing activity, increases considerably. For iQStance. if the length of
the around-the-clock track chain in spruce-leafy forests in December and January
at night atmospheric temperatures otminus n·c is equal to 0.6-0.& km. then when
the temperature falla to minus 25· C under the same conditions, the length of the
around-'lh~clock tnck chainsbawd increase to 1.4 and even 2.6 km, i. e., it ill
doubled or tripled. In all cases the pasturing region with its confused networks of
footprints was excluded. TAt feeding activitiea of the white hare do not reflect a
great deal Oft the length of its around;"the-clock track chain. When the area of the
luUIitatioft rang•••• 45 hectares, 'ihe pasturing areas in some regions were less
than one hectare(i. e., apJlroxlmately 8.5""). 'In other cases, othel' conditione being
equal, when the size of the area of the &rOund..the-clock activity'was18 hectares,
thepasturin, areas wee~;003 and 0.15 hectares, i. e., less than

I".

.The major part of the length of the around~the-cl()ck track chain is made dur
ing the passsge from ~"ting plaeell.tO pasturing places and baek. and to !,'llovements
wIthin the limits of the daily activity.~e,., which is accompanied by very alight pas
tur~ activity,
.' ,
.
When the 1PlOW· cover is unfavorable for the movement of the white hare. the

*

Translator'. note--

3.

hour activity

,.~
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fOGtprintB, allis known, .•~e"ul.rplY euttail.d. l:rIie' hare remains ..lthiftthe lirt1ltlt"
of ita amalI pasturing areas U).d nms chiefly on wOl'Dpaths and foreat frana, the
latter usually liuring warmer periods. Under such conditions, a eenau take.. over
a net of censua rolltes made over one ltilameter 6r tbore can not fUlly ascertain
the pf'esence of harlila.
.
We were able to estabUsit from allit'ge amoUl'lt of material in the Zhlgull
(1938-19,9), that no differences existed between thliI average number ot white-hare
fOGtprints along census routes over aUcfit SOO1V eover and those over a 60-'0 cm
high snow cover•. The snow was loose in bOth cases. A difference existed only in
that in the second case the footprint erassinpwere concentrated over very small
pasturing arellks and between them no footprintl!lwere eheountered for a considerable
distance, i. e •• the areas of around-the-clock activity decreased. It ia, clear from
this that in order to provide reUable and comparative data the census of the white
hare should be conducted underslaUlar weather' &tid snow cover condid'ons. At the:'
same time,' these conditions should be sufficiently favorable for thliI footprintacU
vity of this animal.

'"'In

The data
a ltIUl1ber of census toUrli in the fO.rmer Central Forest Pre
serve indicates ho1V the footprint activity of the ..hite hare changes during the winter
(Table I).
Table

I

Dynamics CIf encounters with White bares in the winter 011948/49 in the
Central Forest Preserve

Month

Total extent of routes (1Qn)

..

'

.

Value for 10 km

Z40.7

First half of January

2.70

155.7

February

T.Z5

174,.4

March

ius

The question of whether the frequency of footpriotIJ characteJ'izllls not only
the intensity of activity but also the relative'numbers of animala has been posed
more than once. In our opinion this may be Valid.. In studyil::lg the C<lmmercial fauna
of the Zbigttli in 1939...e reached this conclusion. This is correct if the figures
obtained are taken with consideration for ,the conditions in the region ..hich they re
present.
We were able to determine that the frequency of wild hare fOotprinta was po
sitively correlated with the availability of fOGd in the region and the number of ..hite
hares per unit area.
when there iaa.,untform sparse distribution.ot rood throughout considerable
areas of a similar nature and when there are nllmerous encounters with footprints,
which do not correspond to the number of hares. a negative correlation is obserVed.,
The spPlleati~nof;he index of footprtm activity also permit. us to spply the
iI::Idexes of footprint frequency to a relative eyaluation.of the numbtit' of animals.,.
The index or footprint activity is a f!pre iftdicating how many footprint
crossings per single animal take place, on the a:verap. on the census route. This
index permits us to study the degree of around-the-clock ac:tivity under various en
vironmental conditions and during various winter season periods. This index also
permits theca1culation of the number of individuals encountered on census tours
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in those.caaes when the abundance of footprints in specific areas 40es not permit
calc.ulatWna on the &pOt and on the contour of the route. It is vel:)' important that
in IIUCb. caaes 'the ~r8QIUI~n.tin. the cenau. refrain £rQmcalculating the 11"-
bel" oOrldi~. .
..
.
. .
. . . ~.
Upw abo\lld WI be carried (Jut in practice in te.~, a cenlUS? The nun:iber
of footprint. il counted. oVer a considerable portion ot the route (i* is desirable to
count over tbe whole I'Ollte, .ubtr~ region,e with a profusion of footprints), and
the number of Ipeeies to which they belong i. determined;· From this it is el1sy t!>
obtain the number 01 £ootprinta per individual. The number of footprints in all
regi<ms'wlth ,abundant footprints is then counted and the total i. divided by the in
dell of footprmts obt&!Jle4. «1v1ng. 118 a result the nun:iber 01 hares in these regions.
Table U presentll data on the footprint activity of the white hare for the spruce
leafy loreata of the VeUkie Luki Prov~e (fermer Central Forest Pree.erve).
Table
Length of
census
route

Date of censu.
14... 28 December, 1933

n

No of white No of indi Index of fooi
hare foot
vtdwLle
print acti
prints
v1ty

154.1

122

49

2.8

18-31 December. 1949

35.9

136

49

2.7

26 December-9 January. 1949-50

26.7

23!

33

7.0

8....31 January, 1949

57.8

100

50

2.0

it is cleu.from the. above data that it i8 possible to determine the number of
animals on a linear r(Jute under any condition,. On the baais of the data of the
linear countJng. we may prOceed to ~·or ueal computations. These provide
tbebest proepeot of worldng out eaa)' methods of counting which JUIil)' be csrrled out
bymeane of II. s1JUlllforce of counte~. cove~g conllidera.ble areas of the foreet

.mu.u..,

The 101l9wing conditions are neceesary for this: the result of the linear count
.abould be recorded OD, the.ketch or map of the census route in the scale chosen and
the di$tance Irom· ooe croSSin, of footprints to the other ehou1d be deterQlinedby
the method of countins pairs of footprints. Under these conditions it. is also pos
sible to dete~ 'tbe awnber
individuals from the data o( the JUIilp, taking into
account the direction of tile· footprints and 1be distance between them. A knowledge
of the typical outlines and sizes of the regions 01 the around~the-clockactiY1iy
tbe white hare will ~1pconsiderably •.

or

or

The study of the a,J:'O\lnd"'"the-cloclt activity ot the white hare for the period
from. 26 DeCember toS'J.!'ebruary'1949-59. in the ValilUe LulU Province has ebown
that the aJ1I8. of the around...t.be-elock activity of tile white hare takes the ehape of
som.ething aU!1ilarto a~cle withan·4IPpro:dl:Date 3-1 ratio of sides (2.tH)
(Table III).

It is seen that in 12 caaes the length 01 the range fluctuated from 450 to 900
meters. an average of 5911 metera. The width ranged from 1.65. to 300 meters
(a"erate 220.. The value III tb~ ratio 01 the aides fluctuated between 1.66-4.50.
At the same time the are. 01 the ~-the-c1ock range was 9-18 hectares (aver
a,p 11.4), Thus, aU ~•• 01 this table fluctuate by a factor of two, the width
of the region always. beinl consideJ."ab1Y. smaller than the lellJth (by at least
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150 meters).. OnCettsus route. we always croSs there ion alo"
Iauvely small deviations. This 1s determined bY°tlte fa!t that ~s~o;X~~ :!:t~e
clearings and the contacts between the grOWths of var10us kinds extendedit.l.1Al
to the cleared areas on which the study routes were laid down. Data 'On J:::lrtent
of the sites of the around-the-clock activity area. may thusae.ist in .scertainin
whether a group of crossed footpribtsbelonls to a specific aniMal: .. For exam.Ple~
on 16 February, on a 14.6 km route. we counted 148 cross tracks of footprints be
longing to 15 hares, the index of footpritlt activity was 9.88 (i. e:. to). Actually. 1n
the range of one hare we encountered 3-18 footprint crosses.

Table

m

Size of area of around-the-clock activity of white hare
Dimensions (m)
Ratio
Length

Width

Area of around-the
clock range
(in hal

Dimensions (m)
Ratio
Length

450

200

2.25

9.0

600

500

200

2.50

10.0

900

200

4.50

600

250

600
5'00

Width

Area of a
round-the
clock 1;'8Jlge
(in ha)

165

3.60

10.0

450

200

2.25

9.0

18.0

650

225

2.80

14.8

2.50

15.0

600

200

3.00

12.0

250

2.50

15.0

500

300

1.66

15.0

200

3.20

20.0

800

250

3.20

20.0

.,

The length of the area of around-the-clock activity crossed by the tracks was
from 300 to 700 meters. i. e •• within the limits of variability which we demonstra"",
ted for the length of the around-the-clock range. This is quite natural, since very
often such areas are found precisely along cleared and empty regions between stands
of trees of various ages; this factor permits the verification of the validity of the
hare census by this method.

In speei,fic eases. the practical hunting trade may be completel, satisfied by
data on the number of hares which may be in one region of the forest massif or
another. per unit length of route. It is mOJ'!!I convenient to take 10 km as the unit of
length. since this figure is closer to the around-the-clock circuit of the hunter than
one or 100 km.
In order to organiz.e his business suocessfully the hunter must know htIw many
fresh hare prints may be em::ountered so that he may set snares or traps and know
in what types of terrain to set them. How many hares .can be nushedfrom the
ground by the rabbit hound? The hunter deals not with areas but with trails through
hunting regions. He is completely satisfied by data from linear calculations.
However. areas and the data from them are required in order to plan and
prepare hunting operations on an oblastI or raton scale. Less accuracy is per
missible heJ'e. It is not necessary to be confined to hunting ranges in the forest or
to particular typelil of land.
It is undoubtedly more convenient to combl.De.. the elements which satisfy the
various requirements. As a basis, we may take the calculation of the number of
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hare. along the routes in the forest regions and the forest copp_ces in the region
associated With the particwar type of area and forest terrain and then. OD the basis
of this data, also calc.te 18ft density Qf anln),"" per unit area and the total number
fo~ the region.
'. .
.
.'
.
'.
. What should be the. standard length of the census routes? It is desirable that
it should be one per !Q& hectares (OI:Ie 1rm2) or, that thecllD8lJS routes be laid parall-,
e10ver Qfte kilometer, but this can rarely be done. If thecelllIus is lln),ited to an
area of 16,000-30.,000 hectares a standard length of 5 km per 1,000. hectar.es (lo.lrm2)
could be accepted. H~_ever. for considerable areas (in the region of 10.0.,000 hec
tares) the standard should be lo_ered to 2 km per 1.000 hectares. The daily opera
tion lhould cover 10.-15 km~. depending on local conditions, the abundance of foot
prints, and snow coruU:t~.·· Thl.l.8, the daily oUtp~ of one tracker should be 1,0.0.0.

8,000 h e c t a r e s . : ' , '

.

A very successful solution of the problem of the daily linear census per unit
area was proposed as earlyas 1932 by Professor A. I. Formozov. Unfortunately
the formula which he proposed and discussed numerous times in the press has never
been given an adequate trial.orsu:lfficientlycomprehensive application. Single cases
of appUcation were ba"edoft limited factual material and lacked a well thought out
analysis.
Special studies (S. Malyshev, 1936; S. D. Pereleshin, 1960.) carried out inde
pendently and by different methods'have shown that the formula was mathematically
correct. The accuracy of the res'ui1s obtained depends solely on the precision of the
numerical data used in tht! formula.
The significance ot the formula consists in the fact that the linear census route
with Its data may lie canverted into an areal one, the width of the belt being taken
practically as the average It1Dgth of the arQund-the-clock track .of the animal in
question at the time the eenaus 'Was carried Ollt. Thus, the number of animals
checked 01:1 the route 18. already
refen-ed to , a definite sample area.
1.-1;.' >-

-\,

The formula itsell is . . follows;
z a -S 
.

mod

'Where z is the index of the foodstoc.k per unit area, m the length of the census
route, d the length of tne around-the-clock footpl"int trail of the animal, and s the
number of animal. taken iato account per roqte.. In order to make the results more
acc;1WII,te. S. D. Perel9l$m pro~edintro.mcin, a coetficie~ of proportionality,

f • 1. &T into the fQrmula,

after which it was as follO'W s:
I

z • iii:=d 1.57
This formula waa balled Ql8.inly on the assumption that the number of animals
of a gi:veIl' type was directly prop'orUGnal to the length of the route and inversely
proportional to. the len~ of the I!J."Q1:IPQ...the.,...clock footprint trail. When the num
ber of crossed footprints is equal in~ different speci-es over the same sectiol)of
the route, the numbe!:' of indl.vl~a "ill~einver. .q proportional to the length of
their footpriai

tr.u..

Empirically. it ia easy to establish that the accuracy of the numerical data
for each of the term.• i:rl~e forRU1llt. variably influences '(he accuracy of the index
oI:nained. 'l:bua. in deierminins the l,en,gth Qf the celllIusroute, th.e accuracy may
be ten times leBs tb8/l'Wb.deU!rml.ninB the length of the footprint trail. 1Il0 t.pat the
index bee d~ia~ of «Mlualsise. An error in the calculation of the number of
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in~viduals in.one unit. cl'eat..ps an error in. the bldeX;'hich is leQthan when ca!c_
latutl the length C)f the footprints per Unit. It 1s just here that" the accuracy sllonld
be m a x i m a l . ,
To take the example already p!'esented, 15 hares wet4\\' ~OUIlted on 14.5 km of '
rouW, .the average length of the track of five paths heiDi 0.9 km. ,from whichlt
.
15
.' . .' . . . .
.,.' , "
followstbat ... 14.5. (oJ$); Asa result we obtain lV.88 per 10 !un!. If, Ht ifeter
mining the1eftgth of the track, we have an error of 0.1 km,': ti:lon the error 1Itthe
index over the same 10 km 2 'Will be about one hare per 10 k;m2. OtherwilJean error
in determiniDi the averaaelength of the footprint trail of 11.1". create. an error in
the index of 5~5.,.. In our practice with l_gtha of route, the leDgth of the footprint
trails under .bnilar external envirOnmental conditions had J10 tlqctuations within
limits OVer 100-200 meters. In th1st:ase the fluetuatioD ltill be 22.2.,. and the
differences in. the indexes per 10 km2 will be 6 units in round 1l1lD1bers. i. e., .BOt by
5.5" but now by 33.3". ApparenUy the permissible error. in the determination of
the length of the trail should not be greater than lOft.
We asStliDe that in order to obtain the' averap length ~fthe footprint tr8llu....
der the conditions in which the census is carrie4 out, that is when there are no
sharp chana-s in the atmospheric temperature and in the condition of the snow cover,
1t is enough. to carry out 20 tours for the footprints of the white hare. One coumer
per day can easily follow the daily footprints of two hares,i. e ••.. the preparatory
work will require not more than 10 man-days. ThWl, a llnear.eensWI with the
application of the A. 1. .P'ormozov formula would require 80 man-days for an area of
100,000 hectares, while for 2 censuses 15 days would be.reqmred. Thus. the labor'
involved in obtaininl results which are suft'icienttor practical purposes is perhaps
a quarter or a fifth as areat as that involved in performing the census of the sample
areas by the beater method.
.
In the periOd froiD 10 JanuarY to 28 P'ebrUary1955 an aticlltlOaal series of
white-hare trails were coveJ'ed under the supervision of Candidate of Biological
Sciences, 1. V. Aleksandrova in the Oka TerracePreserve (Serpukhov Balon,
Moscow Oblasti).
According to results of 8 trails the length of the around-the-clock tracks from
one resting area to another averaged 913 meters, fluctuating between 465-1,812 me-<
tel's. However, we must point out that in 4 out of 8 cases the length of the track
fluctuated within small limits, or from 922 to 990 m.
The atmospheriC temperature during this periOd ranged withm the limits of
1.6·15:1· C. These fluctuations had no I.n1portant influence on the length of the datly .
Circuit; at 8.. temperature of 0 to + 1.60 C, fluetuations in this value ranged from 495
to 990 m, while at temperatures of minUII 10.S-C, fluctuations of 981 to 1,812 m
were observed.
The height of the snow cover.fiuctusted between 31 and 46 em, but this. a1ao
not have a significant influence. However, the condihon of the snow prOduced a
different picture. The length of the track increased by a factor of 2 (from 98V to .
1,612) as compared to the same tempera1:Ure a>nditions when the height of the snow
cover was connected with the formation of a c~ust.
.
~id

The length of the 465 m journey was also determined under apecial circum
stances (during heavy snowfall).
One may conciude' from this data. that in order to determ:tM tlU! length of the
around-the-elock footpriftttrail for census purposel, it is necessary to make the
cenlue when there is a similar snow cover structure or when tIlere is no snowfall
(1 or 2 flurries dally).
.
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It was shown above that a considerable decrease in the atmospheric tempera
ture (to minwI 26· C) ca_e. a QOllsiderable increase in the noctW'D&l activity of the
w~ite hare.

The averase leniths of the track were rather similar in our data (0.9 and
0.97 Ian), but several ~ferences were discovered in the dimensions and configura
tion of .the ran,. in the data obtained in the spruce-leafy forests of the Velikie LuIA
Oblaafand the pi,ne-qroadleaf forests sou~ o( the Moacow Oblaai'{Table JV).
Table

IV

Sizes of around-the-clock activity area of the white hare in the
Serpukhov Raion
Size. of reCion (m)
Length

Index
Width

Area of
around-the-clock
activity (in hal

Length of
trail
(m)

224

140

1.60

3.9

946

259

168

1.54

4.3

987

399 .

252

1.58

10.0

990

266

252

1.06

6.6

465

420

336

1.2.5

16.1

922

420

238

1.26

9.3

1.812

:
As in our material. the predominating outlines are those of.8I1 elongated qua
drangle and in only one cue approach the shape of a sql,l8.1'e.. However, the length
of the meridional span!s less clearly marked, while in our material. the ratio of
the size. walil 1:1..,8 fl. A., almo.t 1:3), in the material of the Oka Terrace Prelilerve.
it waa only 1: 1.4. i.. e. f the difference in factor. wa. one-half as large. The width
of the ranges in Our material ranged between 165 and 300 m, in the additional ma
terial(Table IV) trom 140 to 336 m. Thus the differencelil are not very large here.
The lencth of the re,kms i. another matter: in our material it is 450-900 (mean
595 m).but from the data indicated in the table, 224-420 m (mean 328 11:1). There
" not eVllU overl.llJlping between theae two series of dimen~s.

In our material there was no overlapping between the lengths and widths of the
reSions. The sre",*er extension of the range along the 10D, axis in our material Could
be explained by the location of the region on the boundary lines between IiIprllCelil and
leafy-tree stan4B which covered the old felled tortii lU'eas.
The new iDaterial comr1ncelil us that obtaining sufficiently reliable data for the
calculation of the reIJults of relative linear counting is entirely feasible and not ex
cesIJively labo:I:'Jous. NevertbeIess it Is very desirable to compare the data obtaine!i
in tbu, manner _lth data obtained by the method. of beating in the same .area.
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CONCLUSIONS
In Qrder to take a census of white hare over limited areas tor game and com
mercial hunting we may recommend the beater method (V. G. Sta!throvskii).

For the !Jame purposes, but for covering considerable areas trath oblastI)
we m,ay recommend the route census of the footprint trails and the sUbs.quent de
termmation of the D\I~er. of t.ndividuals. For this it is necessary to apply the iri
dex of footprint actiVIty, plottmg encounters with footprints on a map on a determin
ed scale and including data on the sizes of the around-the-clock ranges ot activity
of the hares.
The possibility of calculating the linear census data of the area is given by the
formula of A. L Formozov with the correction (proportionalIty] coefficient. With
this the length of the around-the-clock track may be determined by trackings of the
around-Ute-clock footprints earried out when the census was conducted, and wUl
encounter no practical difficulties.
The number of required trackings should be checked by the experimental
method.
In order to check the methods recommended and the calculations made with a
view to preparing instruct!Ons, it is necessary to carry out a .trial census by means
ot both methods recommended in one d the preserves with an area ot 3,000-4.000
hectares.
A practical eheck of the route census method with the determInation ot the
number of individuals and the calculation of the data obtained per unit area on the
basis of the A. I. Formo%ov formula and also verifying the results by the method ot
beater driving will permit extending this method. with appropriate corrections, JOr
counte ot other game animals. The white hare has a number of advantages as a sub
ject of experimental work which make the work easier in practice, and thus have not
only practical but also methodological influence.
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G. V.Bromley
ECOLOGY OF 'tHE WILD SPOTTED DEER IN THE MARITIME
TERRITORY
. (Ekologiya dlko,o pyatnistogo olenya v·Primorskom Krae)
Many works have been devoted to the 'Wild spotted deer. The majority of
reports in the literature (K. G. Abramov, 1939, 1928; G. A. Menard, 1930;
L 1. MlJ'olyubov and L.P. Ryashchenko, 1948) deal mainly with the problems of
antlered deer breeding in the Far East; there is almost no information on the wild
spotted deer.
A special stUdy of the wild spotted deer was originally begun in the year.
1936-1937 in the former Sudzukhe Preserve by the game specialist O. V. Vendland.
This zoologist carried out a series of field trips in the preserve from the Gulf of
Preobrazhenie to the mouth of the Taukhe River and one expeditiOn into the depths
of the continent along the Kanikheza River. Part of the expedition was carried out
by O. V. Vendland together with the geobotanist B. P. Kolesnikov. As a result of
this. O. V. Vendland published Ii work (1938) on the food plants of the spotted deer
and also established the sex ratios among spotted deer. which are 1:3.

In 1939 K. G. Abramov first indicated that spotted deer are .stenotopie. i. e ••
maintain a definite and constant area of habitation, in the Maritime Territory. He
explained the constancy of the deer in chooaing their habitation site by the condition
of the snow cover on slopes of a certain definite exposure.
A considerably greater number of studies have been published on "domesti
cated- [park deer] spotted deer. which are based on 60 years' experience in deer
breeding. However, the data of these works could not always be applied to the wild
deer. Even a superficial review shows differences in the ecology of the two; the
park deer are constantly restricted in their choice of natural food and they become
fat in the spring by gnawing on plants and by eating the monotonous food, the soya
cakes and barley. which is given to the males only. In the paru the sexual running
takes place abnormally over indefinitely extended periods. with the plll'ticipation of
hornless reproducers and sex ratio which is distorted from the normal one. Be
cause of the protracted running period in parks, fawning extends over long periods
and is shifted to late seasons. In a number of paru sterility is common. reaching
more than 30'110, but despite this it is cUlltomary not to provide additional rationlJ to
female. and fawn. in such establishment.. Casell of diseasit and the deaths of weak
deer are often registered in parks, The average height and weight of park deer is
lower, and deer in captivity, so to speak, degenerate or Ddie outDo
The life conditions of the wild spotted deer are completely dif(ereDt and the
list of phenomena enumerated above in no way applies. Nevertheless. in the pre
seht work, .we considered it possible to apply to wild deer certain results o( obser
vations in parks. We include among such results the duration of gestation (or
example, which in the wild (orms is undoubtedly the same as in the park animals,
i. e., 7.5 months. Apparently only the dates and the types of fawning places change;
we Shall refer to this later. We must presume that the sequence in molting does
not chan«e in captivity, as regards both the spring and the fall molt, but the speed
and duration of molting undoubtedly vary. The same maybe said of the shedding of
antlers.
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The study of spotted deer was continued after the work of O. V. Vendland
m the Sudzukhe Preserve ~ the same ~laces of deer distribution, along the ridges
of Tac~ingchanll"
A serIes of expeditions was carried out starting in 1944 and
continwng to 1948 (407 days) into the main deer habitation areas.
At the time of the new observations the number of deer had decreased as
comp~ed w~th previous studies, which considerably complicated field work.• Des
pite this durmg the above-indicated years, we succeeded in encountering deer more
than 500 times in the most varied areas of the former Sudzukhe Preserve. Over 3
years eleven deer were shot especially for the study. while 19 specimens were dis
covered dead in the taiga from 1936 to 1948. Thus, the actual material consisted
of 30 deer of both sexes,. collected during the years shown below:

Male .
Female
Total

.

1937

19S8

1

1

2

5

1

3

-

2

4

2

1943

1944

1945

1946

Total

4

1

14

3

5

4

16

8

9

5

30

Other information on deer ecology was obtained from observations in nature
and sources in the literature.
Systematic Position of the Spotted Deer
The spotted deer of the Maritime (Primorsk) Territory belongs to the subspe
cies Cervus nippon hortulor\lDl (Suinhoe, 1864), which lives in tile southern Mari
time Territory, Eastern Manchuria, North Korea,and North China. This subspecies
differs from the Japanese spotted deer and the Formosan, Southern China,and Indian
deer in ita larger size, peculiar coloration and small white rump patch.
All attempts to determine any specific subdivisions of the Maritime Territory
spotted deer (R. Maak. 1861; N.1\II. Prezhevalskii. 1867: X.G. Abramov. 1928;
S. V. Baikov, 1915) turned out to be unconvincing and were rejected in the works of
G. A. Menard, (1930) and I. I. Mirolyubov and L. P. Ryashchenko (1949); we cannot
agree with the conclusions of these latter authors.

The stenotopic animals to which the spotted deer belong very frequently have varie
ties of size and coloration (the speciaUst may distingl,liah deer of the following parks:
Sidemin, Gamov, Putyatin, and Askol'd). Externally the deer of each park have features
which are peculiar to it alone. on the basis of which the veteran deer breeders could,
according to the -dry antlers-, determine the ·species-of the deer. Undoubtedly
all previous reports of finding different species of deer on the territory of the Soviet
Union were related to the high individual variability encountered in the deer. On the
basis of these properties hunters differentiated -mountain-, -stony., -meadow-,
and .1owlandD deer. As a result of • detailed examination of 30 deer in the former
Sudzukhe Preserve, and of many encounters with them (over 500t we may assert
with confidence that within the limits of their range, all forms may be encountered
in all regions.
According to reports in the literature (K. G. Abramov, 1928; G. A. Menard,
1930; L I. Mirolyubov, L. P. Ryashchenko. 1948), if the spotted deer and the red
deer are found in the same place, as in the former Sudzukhe Preserve, they produce
a hybrid which in Chinese is called .Chin-da-guiza.. This hybrid is said to be
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fertile but introduces negative features externally in the spotted deer, and also
lowers the value of the antlers. In the former Sudzukhe Preserve where both spe
cies have long inhabited the same area, we have never succeeded
finding such a 
hybrid, Undoubtedly under natural conditions it is a very rare occurrence if not a
complete Whunting fable w, but with human intervention such a cross could ;eadUy be
obtamed in a number of breeding grounds.

in

Morphological Data
The spotted deer of the Maritlme Territory subspecies are large. If we com
pare the spotted dear with a European group of deer we shall see that the females
are equal in size to the deer of Corsica and Sardinia (V. G. Gepiner and
V. I. Tsalkin, 1948), and the males are equal in size to the Scottish specimens
(weight 100 kg). All other subspecies of the group elaphus are considerably larger
than the spotted deer.
The body form of .the spotted deer, as has been successfully demonstrated by
K. G, Abramov (1938), IS wUght and graceful-, Und&ubtedly it is more graceful thaJt
that of the fallow deer and other deer, but less so than that of the roe deer. Accord
ing to A. I. Likhachev (1947), who studied Siberian deer, the spotted deer differ
markedly from the specialized group in which the elk and reindeer are included.
In the proportions of the body parts the spotted deer most closely resemble
the wapiti and are characterized by a long vertically positioned neck with a high
mounted head. In his work A. I. Likhachev indicates that in spotted deer the verte
bral column and the metacarpal section are elongated, in connection with their
highly mobile way of life and the predominance of the gallop in their gait. In connec
tion with this, the joints of the legs are high, as they are in galloping animals.
The tail is longer in spotted deer than in all subspecies of elaphus and, as in
the wapiti. at its root along the vertebral tendons and muscles a dark brown mass
of fat and connective tissue forms. It is possible that this WglandW is a rudiment of
the tail organ of fat accumulation which is found in forms of steppe origin living under
water shortage conditions. Their organism is adapted to using water in the pro
cesses of breakdown of fat reserves which are accumulated for example, in the hump
of the camel and zebu and the fat tail of sheep, and possibly in the rudimentary for
mation of the tail of the wapiti and the spotted deer. Thus, we may assume that
spotted deer at one time inhabited water-scarce areas of the steppe and penetrated
into the forest only later. Encountering new habitat conditions. they retained some
traits alien to this environment. for example the large antlers which make locomo
tion in the forest difficult. fragile hair. which. when catching on the bushes falls
out easily. excessive velocity in running, and fat deposits at the root of the tail.
It is possible that the attraction of spotted deer to burnt-out areas in the forest,
open spaces and regions with a good view and which are convenient for galloping is
explained by their steppe origin. It is also possible that the -fear- of extensive
snow, which.is not characteristic of sylvan species. is derived from this.

In the anterior corner of the eye of the spotted deer the lachrymal fossae are
well marked, and secrete a substance with a peculiar odor. On the lateral side of
the posterior limbs. 2-3 cm below the saltatory joint, there is a small oval region
with long bristlelike hair. possibly a hoof vestige similar to that in the wapiti. The
spotted deer also lacks the coarsened skin on the lips which the wapiti possesses,
This is why they are unable to snap off large. thick twigs.
The color of the spotted deer changes markedly according to the season of the
year. sex. age,and individual variability. In the summer the deer is typically
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colored a primarily reddish tone which is from the bristle part of the hair. In the
region of the nape ridge it is somewhat darker and toward the belly it changes to
hues of clear ocher and dirty-white. The reddish color also spreads over the feet,
where sometimes a pale-brown tone is present. The throat and chin in summer
deer are pale-yellow or dirty-gray. In the region of the head, the hair is more of
ten pale-brown. A dark-gray strip extends from the occiput and along the ridge of
the neck; it is lost on the rump and reappears near the root of the tail, continuing
down the surface of the tail to its tip. The lateral tail hairs are pale-yellow and the
under part of the tail and the part near the anal aperture is totally devoid of hairy
integument. In the spotted deer,below and to the sides of the root of the tail there is
a -mirror- or rump patch of white hair lying in a triangle which points inferiorly
and jOins with the white hair of the belly in the groin. The hairs of the -mirror
or rump patch are long and when the deer is excited or frightened the hair .stands
on end-.
Clean white spots are distributed over the basic reddish color in both males
and females. The spots are small on the back but gradually grow larger toward the
belly. They have distinct outlines. On the sides of the body the edges of the spots
are fused to one another and form wide elongated strips up to 10 cm long. The lo
cation of the spois varies in male and female newborn fawns and in yearlings, and
apparently does not follow any definite laws, since in females of the same age
various spot patterns appear. Nevertheless we may approximately distinguish two
interrupted strips along each side of the ridge and one strip on each flank of the
animal.
The summer pelage of the males is somewhat different from that of the fe
males. Dark-gray hair covel'S the head,and the hairs on the neck and throat regions
are long and of a brown color. On the other paris of the body the coloration is the
same as that of the females,
Toward winter, the spotted deer molt and acquire a gray-brown coloration.
At about this time the head of the female becomes covered by a uniform light, dirty
gray hair-bristle. The inside of the ear is covered with pale-gray hairs and along
the spine a weakly marked black-brown strip is noted, widening toward the rump.
At the base of the tail this strip forms a black-brown ridge which extends down the
sides of the white -mirror-. The tail remains dark-brown above and white on the
sides. The feet in winter are covered by gray-brown hairs, darker anteriorly and
lighter posteriorly. The groin region and the upper medial parts of the feet remain
grayish-white; the lower parts of the chest are a dirty-brown color with individual
white hairs.
In the winter white spots are very rare in the adult deer but in the young we
may often distinguish large merging pale-gray spots on the sides of the body and
down the back. These spois lie in a completely different arrangement from the sum
mer ones and they are considerably fewer in number.

In winter the males, in contrast to females, have long dark hair on the neck
and withers. The hair on the chest is much darker, as is that in the region of the
emergence of the penis, In individual males we may observe a uniform reddening
of all hairs and a darkening to dark-gray hues over the entire neck region.
The spotted deer examined in the former Sudzukhe Preserve showed different
morphometric data (Table
From Table I it is apparent that at the age of 3i
years the females already reach almost the maximum size and weight, i. e.. 168 cm
in length, 98 cm in height and 75.5 kg in weight.

n.

The growth of the young stags follows a somewhat different course. However,
at 1he time 1heir antlers possess only a single tine (spike) they differ little in size
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Table I

The weight and dim@.1ons of wild ,potted d.... in 'he former Sudzu.id)e Preserve
Weight and dimensions (cm, kg) of adul. femal...

-

....
."

~

:;

Date

Age in

manth~

W"ight
MUllI..,."", length

Taille"ph exduding hair
Eat length
H~fIJrt at withen

Ch..:t girth
Sh""lder '.ngth

Preshouldo. length [Antebrachium!
Metacarpal length
Flank lenfl\h
Cann(ll! bMe lomfl\h
Saltatory joint length

~

3'

"'<Xl

~

33

37

76

74.6
149
20
16
92
99
2S
30
33
26
40
44

152

16.5
17,4
-

-

-.
-

-

~

'";::;.'"
;:;:

~

;::;.

'"...
S

'"'"
~

..

;:.-

;;;..

:::N

38

44

46

75.5
158
15
16.5
90
96
23
29
3S
33

67
167
15
17
97

60
168
16
17.s
!lEi

152
IS
17
87

t(l(»

110'

112*

41

28
31
33
33
40

44

45

23
3a
35
2S
37
46

27
28
30
29
38
49

"'-

47

6IJ.S

::il

..

::.
"'-

44

68.2
168
17
16
93
107*
30
36
37

42
47
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N

A_x.
60

~

~

~

a-

<:.
l(l

~

;::;.

'"

62

N

60

Onr
60

60

62
189
16
17.5
98
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26.S

77.4
165
20
17
89
103*
29

28

29

36

33

30.5
38
47

28

81.5
16S
17
18
96
!J9
24
27
37
lJ
38
45

80.5
159
14
17.7
9S
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27
31
33
30
36
48

42
47

~

..'"

>
"'-

::.
"'

85.7
171
16
17.5
9S
111~

31

Min1mwn..iilv~rap. and.

maxinlwn weight :.'lnd
dlme""lons for ft..... l..

21 to 60

60
149
14
16
87
96
23

32
32
28

28
32

43
47

36
44

as

_.Its

73.1
162.4
16.3
17
93.9
lCK.6"
26.6

3O.a
35.2
29.5
39.6
46

old

83.7
174
17
18
98
112""
31

36
18
33
47
43

Weigh' .nd dimensions (em. kg) of male,

:J:

.......

"

=

;;,
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21

M

Weight
Munle-a..us length
Tall length ••c1ncll", halr
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Height at ..nth.,.,
Ole<! glrth
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Metacarpal length
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Ca_ bone Ipgth
Saltatory Joint length
TJIl>e of autl...

74

78.4
156
17
17
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29
30
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2.9
39
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II>

Date

'"

..""..
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32
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40
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-
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~

-
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torn out
18
112
130
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31
39
31
43
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120
180
18
17
104
114
29
28
34
30
39
49

i:f

J3

36
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163
16.S
18
106
115
32
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154
20
19.5
108
108
34

100
163.5
20.5
18
110
!l8

34

33
39

-

39
31
51
40
40
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Thln-bt","ched awl-like

rreatel'~
Females ...lIh embryos-thus the gi"h of tbe chest ;. """,.What 11"

33

~

ill
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N

!;;

.,

~

'"...
=N
><
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-

...'"
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~
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Thick and
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><
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iii
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18.4 20.5
18.1 19.5
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ltO
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31
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38.7 39
31.2 32
3O.S 40
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-

-

104
168
17
17
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29
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34

30
39
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-

117.4
173.2
18
18.6
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30
33.8
38.4
31
42.4
49.6

-

131
180
19
20
112
130
32
38
41

,2

46
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-

2*

from females of
years of age. Toward the age of S years, the young stags
become heavier than the temales. Their average weIght and dimensions at this age
are as f~llo~s: length 163 cm; height at the withers, 116 cm; weight 100 kg.
From thIS time, and sometimes even earlier, they become sexually mature but con
ti~ue to grow. Toward Sf years ot age, the males, which already possess strong
thIck antlers. stop growing when the average weight is 117 kg, the length of the body
173 cm, and the height at the withers 110 cm.
The maximum weight and dimensions (kg, cm) of spotted deer in the former
Sudzukhe Preserve are as follows:
Females
Weight
85.7

Total length
174

Males
Height at
withers

Weight

98

131

Total length
180

Height at
withers
112

The weight of the spotted deer changes conSiderably during different seasons
of the year. In the summer the deer have varied green foods, and because of this
become heaViest toward the fall. By October some deer become so adipose that a
layer of fat 0.7-1.2 cm thick forms over the sternum.
During the sexual running (October) almost all stags grow very thin and by
November completely lose their fat reserves; their weight decreases by 20-25~
at this time.
The females grow less emaciated during the running period and their loss of
weight sets in somewhat later (from January to March) during the periods of heavy
snowfall and the noticeable increase in the size 01 the fetus. Thus, in the spring.
there is also no observable fat accumulation. Only from the first days of July, al
ter the fawns go out to graze. does the female gradually begin to fatten up. The
70ung females and fawns with spike anUers which do not participate in the sexual
run maintain their fall fat reserves for a longer time, in individual cases even untU
April. We have succeeded in finding 0.5 cm of lat in the sternal region of young
one-year-old deer.
Young fawns less than one year old almost always lack fat deposits even in the
fall, before the IIhungry. winter. Such fawns have the same weight toward the
spring that they had in the fall.
Thus all spotted deer acquire their maximal weight by the beginning of October
and their minimal weight toward March.
AnUers and'Panti'"
Only the male spotted deer possess antlers. They appear in the second year
of life. As a rare exception, something similar to small tubercles, somewhat like
small antlers, are formed on the cranium of old females; we succeeded in seeing
such a phenomenon only once in the former Sudzukhe Preserve on the skull of a
lo-year-old female.
In the tenth month of life, in 70ung saika**or saendysh** males, small
3.5 cm long outgrowths appear in the region of the parietal bones which
* Translator's note- Soft, young growing antlers before ossification.
* * Translatorts note-Names of varieties of deer.
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are not easily distinguishable in the fall when there is long winter hair on the head.
In April of the second year of life, at the place of the outgrowth, the first spike of

the antler appears. It Is not branched, but covered with velvet, and at the age of
1 year 4 months (in August). the young stags rub it aga.inst the trunks of trees,
bar.ini t.he bony base. The males at this age are called °shil'niki' [awl-like} as
their thm long antlers are reminiscent of an awl.
The length and width (cm) of the first pair of antlers are given in Table 11.
Table
Length of
antlers

Length of
Usocket V

Width of
·socket-

Width of
crown

Width of tip
of antlers

c

III

s..

"GI III

t..'!:

IIIi':

....
'i
....

...

...

'i
....

;:::

~

41
~

4.4

4.5

11.5

4

4

4.2

4.1

~

;:::
~

...

...

II

--C

,cal

-5 ....
'!j 0
•... 0.
!!:;I

III s..
GI..'!:

t~
,c ....
:sOGI

'i
....

;:::

.:E

41
~

....IlO

;:::

II:

~

1.8

2.4

2.5

1.2

1.3

17.5

6

1.8

1.9

2.6

2.5

1.1

1.4

19.6

6.2

1.9

1.9

2.4

2.0

1.2

1.4

17-18

6.5

'i
....

;:::

11.13

1.13

12

13

14.5

10.2

~

"

~

~

"

'!j

....

III

!!:~

As is seen from the table, the length and width of the antlers are constant.
The average weight of a pair of awls or spikes (Figure la), is approximately
120-190 g. The antlers are often split at the ends and rarely remain symmetrical.
Such small shed or cast-off antlers are not normally found; because of their si7oe
it is difficult to find them in the grass. At the place where the young antlers join
the cranium in the young .•shil'nikill a wide crown is not formed and the Itsockets·
turn evenly into the antlers.

1 yr 5 moo

2. Y'" 5 mOl

3 yrs 5 mOl

ewer 4 Y'"

lO-U! yrs

Figure 1. Antlers of spotted deer at various ages
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The Ilshiltnik,ll or flawl-like" antlered deer retain their fir.t antlers for UW!
entire winter. shedding them considerably later than old stag.. sometimes in May
or even June. Second antlers grow in place of the first-shed !Ultler in the two-year
old stags dur:ing the summer; these are small. but are now branched-young .panti.o
Toward the time of the fall running. in the weeks preceding October, at the age of
2 years and 4 months, the deer start to rob the velvet from their antlers (Figure lb).
The weight and dimensions (g,rom) of the second pair of antlers of the spotted
deer inhabiting the former Sudzukhe Preserve are presented in Table Ino
Table
Weight of
one antler

m

Length

Width of
crown

307

452

47 x 48

29 x 40

23 x 27 left

235

31 x 41

19 x 32

19 x 23 right

292

205
(broken)
370

33 x 42

31 x 38

24 x 25 left

283

376

32 x 48

24 x 38

22 x 26 left

291

332

37 x 44

25 x 31

19 x 23 left

Width of neck
of antler

Width of baSe of
antler

The first branched antlers of the young stag bear four tines: the first supra
orbital or brow antler, the second (bez antler), third (royal antler),and the terminal
(crown antler).
Males at this age, judging from the broken off ends of the antlers, participate
to a certain extent in the sexual running but of course cannot compete with the large,
strong and more mature males.
Toward the end of two year"" the young stag sheds his antlers somewhat ear
lier than the Ifawl-like v antlered stags-at the beginning of May; in their place,
for the first time in !tis life, large, thick, true antlers begin to grow-the ·panU·,
It is as difficult to find the shed antlers ;;If stages younger than three years as it is
to find the smaller lIawl-like· antlers of the shU'niki. This is explained by the fact
that each male possesses only one such pair during his lifetime, and thus it is diffi
cult to find them in nature. In three-year-old stags (horned stags) the antlers
grow rapidly and form bone branches for 120-150 days.
Unfortunately the exact rate of growth of such antlers has never been .uccess
fully determined by observations under natural conditions, and we may establish
their condition only for individual dates. To clarify this, we present various stages
in the antler growth of spotted deer compiled by L I. Mirolyubov (1948) according
to material from experimental breeding grounds in Table IV.
Stages in the development of the growing young antlers ("panti") are pre
sented in Figure 2.
The processes or tines of the ossified antler of the adult stage have corre....
ponding names: supraorbital (brow), second (bay or bez antler), third (royal antl.J"~'
and the terminal (sur-royal or crown) which is the continuation of the main beam.
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Table

.

Stap of
growth

Dates at which
given stap was
observed
in Sudzukhe
Preserve

-.
State of growing antlers
("panti" )

IV

Number of days
from time of
108S olold
antlers

---~

1st

26/N; SO/N; Skin envelops surface of socket-place of
S/V
breakage of old antler

5-'1

and

1l/V

Swelling and buds develop at site of future
"panti" .

10_12

Srd

lS/V-22/V

Fissure divides bud into two portions:
the brow antler grows from anterior one.

20-25

4th

3/VI-S/VI

The brow antler separated from beam;
stage of first division into two.

30-40

5th
(Stage of
cutting
"panti" on
the antler
farm)

lS/VI-20/VI

Thickening form at ends of beam-second
buds. This is considered to be the opt! ~
mal period for harvesting young antlers or
"panti" .

4S-55

2S/VI-4/VII

Second buds grow into two tines. the pas
terior being continuation of beam and an~
ter10r the second tine (bez antler), Ant
lers at this stage lose their prime or firstclass market candition.

60-65

6th

7th

14/VII-18/VII Third buds appear on ends of beama.

65-70

Sth

22/Vll- S/VllI Two tines form from third cones-third
tine royal of the antlers and the continua~
tion of beam.

75-S5

9th

29/Vm-26/IX Growth ends completely and antlers become
ossified. Deer removes soft skin (velvet)
from antlers by rubbing against tough tree
trunks and baring raw bone antler core.

120-150

The time of shedding the old and the growth of the new antler dependS entirely
on the degree of fatness and the age of the males. Well-fattened stags-antlered
specimens-shed them early, and new antlers regrow first in these animals. Some
what later this process also occurs in the thin and young stags. occurring last in
the "awl-11ke" or one-Spiked stags. Thus, under natural conditions. the time of
antler shedding doss not occur simultaneously in all deer but takes place at various
times. The numbers in Table IV illustrate the stages of antler growth for large
stags only, It Is interesting to note that the growth of antlers in wUd spatted deer
lags somewhat behind the growth in the park deer.
Panti~bearlng deer (males with young antlers covered with delicate velvet)
emerge almost daily toward dusk and go to the seashore to lick the foam. During
the daylight hours they seek shelter near secluded springs. and later. as the growth
of the antlers proceeds. they begin to go more and more often to open gral/:1og
grounds. From 29 August to 6 September (our observations) we already could find
places in the preserve where t~e deer had scraped their antlers clean.
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'~-------.---~--!

a
/I

<3~V
1I!.lY

It

Figure 2. Nine stages of antler growth in spotted deer

The deer require the most valuable "panti" (Stage V) from 15 - 20 June. During
this period thfl antlers are extremely distended, of a beautiful semitransparent
blood-red hue and bear sparse, short surface hairs. Such antlers are of great value
in medicine. In Stage V of their development the "panti" are delicate. soft and en
gorged with blood. The end of the supraorbital brow antler tine is blunted and the
principal beam takes the form of a bud with a slight hollow at its tip. From the
subsequent Stage VI. the hornification of the keratinous mass begins and thus the
quality and value decrease.
Antlers of deer which have just become ossified are tuberculated and rough.
with small particles of tree bark caught in the crevices of the antlers. Only the
tips of the tines remain smooth and clear, and have the color of bleached bone.
The antlers of stags at the age of 3 years and 6 months have still not reached
full size and continue to increase, retaining a constant number of tines. At this
age the region af the antler-the crown-as in the majority of deer of the genus
Cervus. has a tuberculated or annular surface from which longitudinal grooves ex
tend along the beam. the £lite of the former blood vessels.
It is known from the practice of raising deer in preserves that by the age of
10-12 years the antlers reach their maximum size and weight. It is difficult to
prove this from our scanty material, since we were unable to make detailed obser
vations of males over six years old. At the end of April. when stags begin to shed
their antlers. we succeeded in finding antlers of various sizes. weights, and shapes.
Data on the weight and dimensions (15, cm, mm) of such antlers are presented in
Tables V and VI.

It is interesting to note that shed antlers that lie about more than 3 or " montha
are usually gnawed by mice, field mice,and hares to various extents. Most fre
quently the tips of the antlers are gnawed, since these are more saturated with
inorganic substances (Figure Ie).
Such differentiation in weight and size of ptlers (Figures lc, d. e) may be
explained only by the age aId the individual variablil1ty and different feeding of the
stags during the growth periods of the antlers.
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Table
Circumference
of neck of
antler

V

Weight

Length

Circumference
of neck of
antler

18.2

1,260

79

14.3

69

18.8

1,063

70

18.8

1,135

77

14.5

1.111

70

17.7

704

65

13.5

1,214

75

15

WeiCht

Length

1,110

70

1,155

Table
Weight

Length

Width of
crown

Width of neck
of antler

Width of
beam

VI

Remarks

840

51.2

57

47

37 x 32

31 x 27

Left: broken

857

58

54 x 51

39 x 37

34 x 33

Right: eroded

1,176

68

62 x 58

46 x 36

38 x 36

Left: eroded

-

61

62 x.61

44 x 38

39 x 37

Left: complete

1,119

59

70 x 62

67 x 49

42 x 36

Left: eroded

1.255

58

73 x 67

62 x 50

49 x 35

Right: eroded

1,072

57

74 x 62

61 x 51

44 x 35

Right: eroded

1,041

69

68 x 61

58 x 38

41 x 3a

Right: eroded

1,887

66

90 x 80

68 x 52

53 xU

Right: six forks

lI.

The differences in the weight of antlers of adult deer as seen from the table
are considerable. am together with antlers which weigh 840 g (Figure 1 c), we may
find antlers which weigh 1,887 g and a pair weighing 3,774 g (Figure 1 e). The
latter antlers even bear an extra terminal tine. as well as an extra tine in the angle
between the brow antler and the beam. Judging by the dimensions of these antlers.
it is clear that they belonged to a very large stag, about 10-12 years old. and in the
prime of life. The antlers of younger stags. 5 to 6 years old do not attain such a
weight but total 1,900-2.100 g and have four tines. We did not su.cceed in finding
any other antlers in the preserve which were similar to the large ones indicated
above. Judging from the white tips of the antlers, the crevices on their surface and
the gnawed areas. these antlers have lain in the open since 1942. that is. five years.
It is rare to find deer antlers which have a distorted form. This is more
often observed in wapiti and deer of the west. which have been well studied. Dur
lng our entire observation period of deer, that is. from 1936 to 1949, we succeed
ed in finding only two such antlers, (Figure 1 e).
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Shedding

In March the winter hair of the deer begins to break off in the region of the
Shoulders and sides. This is particularly marked in pregnant females with fetus
swollen bellies.

de,..

From the first
of March. individual tallen hairs are already found on the
snow, or caught in branches along the trails. This phenomenon increases toward
the end of March. On !feveral occa!fione-from 1-3 April-at stations in the Gulf of
Ta-Ching-Kow near the base of the former preserve, we Observed through' field
glasses grazing deer which had shed their winter hair in the head region. behind
the ears. and in patches on the neck. No shedding was obrious in the young. In all
other parts of the deer's body the winter hair had become very sparse and hung in
tufts. On 12 April we observed deer With almost the same hair cover. By 20 April
the head, chest, back,and neck of the deer became lightly reddened due to the de
velopment of new summer hair. Clusters of winter hair continued to cling only on
the sides and near the rump patch. At the same time, toward the end of April,
together with such deer, we observed some one-year-olds with the full winter pelage,
Which showed no signs of molting.

In the first third of May we still observed deer with winter wool on the sides.
and only toward 20-22 May did healthy adults become completely free of the old
hair and turn a dark color due to new hair. which had not :yet reached full length.
It is interesting to note that on 23 May, in one case, a female drowned in the sea.
we even found completely naked patches on the neck, sides and shoulderB and near
the ears. Examining the carcass of this female carefully, we noted that dlle to the
fact that the growth of the hair was retarded. the coloring was not completely of the
summer type, and in many places the skin was visible through the hair. imparting
to the hide a dirty hue even in place. where the wool was white. In the one-spike
antlered deer found at this time the molt occurred even later. In many sites on the
body a small amount of winter hair remained. but naked places were a180 observed
on the sides. In the station near the Ta-Ching- Kow biology depot we already
succeeded in seeing female deer in vivid summer pelage on 24 May, and by 27 May
all one-year old stags were found to have IfUmmer coats. By 13 June. all the deer
of the former Sudzukhe Preserve. except the weak and the young, had acquired
their summer coats. The molt of the one-spike antlered deer somewhat preceded
the shedding of the antlers, and thus, in June. individual young stags went about in
summer pelage. but with "dry" antlers. By 20 June there was no individual left
among the young and the weak deer even with "dry" antlers, but the summer hair.
which continued to grow, reached its full length only toward the beginning of July.
As may be seen from this data. the spring shedding takes a long time not only in
isolated individuals but in the group of spotted deer in general.
The sUmmer pelage is sparse. almost devoid of an undercoat. and consists
exclusively of the briBtle or guard hairs. which are distributed irregularly over
the body of the animal. The summer bristle is not as frail as the winter type, and
appears through the microscope as a dense hair 0.07 mm thick, without an internal
cavity, but with reddish pigment throughout its length and a dark-brown tip. The
length of the summer hair differs in d1fferent parts of the body. We present data
on the length of the summer hair as compared with that of the winter (mm) in
Table vn.
The orange-red spotted summer pelage is worn by the deer for a brief period
only. and the first appearance of the fresh winter hair may already be noted toward
the end of August.
•
In the fall the change of the hair covering occurs less abruptly than the spring
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change*. the new hair or "costum.e" of the pelage. the winter one. appears during
the first 8 or 9 days of September. and the deer immediately acquire a new ocher
gray and black color. Toward the middle at September. as a rule. all the deer are
already in possession of their winter habit, eVl'~n in caees when the bair has not yet
reached fulliellfil'th and the summer pelage lingere under it in certain places.
Table

VII

-~.~.

Region of the body

_._-
Behind mane

.

Withers

·

Shoulder blades •
Middle of ridge

.

Bump
Side

.

Belly

·
·

.
. · .

· ·

Hind lege

Brush of tail

.

·

.

·

Croup

Forelegs

.

·

.

·
·

·

.

·

Length of bair on callus near saltatory joint

Length of hair
_:summer
Winter
Female
Male
Female 1_

I

30

55

18

40

15

24

20

38

21

35

20

28

33

47

59

16

32

44

8

12

13

6

10

12

132

143

151

18

21

22

I
I
I
I

90
84

26
60
56
30

The winter hair differll markedly from the summer hair. It is arranged in
whorls. and ill considerably longer and thicker. It is very friable. hollow internally
and has a white annulu.s near the tip. The winter coat. in addition to the guard hairs,
is also made up of a fine, downy-hair undercoat. Simultaneously with the growth
of the winter bail' in the male, the antlers become ossified and the deer begin to
scrape them clean in October, prepadng themselves for the eexual run.
Distribution of Spotted Deer and Laws Governing it
According to earlier data, the subspecies of the spotted deer described. ~
nippon hortulorum (swtnhoe, 1864). was once distributed in the Maritime Territory.
ManchuriaII riage of Changkwantsailing. Kentei Alin. Wanglungkow, Northeast
China, and in the maritime portIon of North Korea.
In the Maritime Territory the range of the spotted deer was small. and at the
present time it cannot be exactly defined without special investigation of those parts
at the taiga of the Maritime Territory still inhabited by deer in 1940.
The main features at the distriblltion of the spotted deer have been known
...

Translator's note-Sic in. Russian text-the winter coat grows in about i-l month
while the acquisition of the summer coat may take as long as 3 months.
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from early tilnea, The distribution is explained not by the tmeconomical method of
deer extermiDation in former timea or by the appearance of the gray wolf in the
Maritime Territory, but by cauaes of an ecological nature typical of a species at the
limits of its range. Spotted deer, as a southern form, are located in the Maritime
Territory at the northernmost limits of their range, and for this reason an inaular,
sparse type of distribution was observed. As a group, and In great density, the
deer inhabited the southern part of Manchuria and the maritime areas of Korea.
In the southernmost regions of distribution (Formosa Island, South China, andJapan)
there are different species of spotted deer. Our spotted deer is the most northern
subspecies; it had penetrated into the Maritime Territory from the south and adap
ted itself to the relatively severe climatic conditions.
In the northern limits of their range, our spotted deeX; inhabited only fixed
regions Which were appropriate for a sedentary life. It Is Interesting to follow
the former distribution of the spotted deer In the Maritime Territory, Which was
considerably greater than at present. In 1880 R. Maak collected a number of facts
about the distribution of the spotted deer In the Ussuri River Basin. He has written
that the spotted deer, erroneously called elklike, were frequently encountered in
the valley of the Su1fun River, from where the region of their range traversed the
mountainous water divide towardthe reaches of the Daubikhe and Mulyaikhe Rivers.
R. Maak (1861) reports that, according to the accounts of local inhabitants, the
deer were often encountered along the Daubikhe River itself, beginning from the
point of confluence with the Ulakhe River; below the flow of the Ussurl River, deer
were encountered more and more rarely in those days. R. Maak mentions the ex
treme rarity of the deer along the Ussuri River. He determined the limiting
northern boundary below the mouth of the Iman River to be between the mouths of
the Bikin and the Khor Rivers. M.I. Yankovsk1i (1882) indicated that spotted deer
"inhabit only forests of the littoral belt from Korea to St. Olga Gulf and the Silchote
Alin Passes. They are already completely absent from the interior". Later he
wrote that "even in the valley of the Lefu River and other rivers flowing into Lake
Khanka, this species has been replaced by wapiti" •
The old-timers of the Iman River area affirm that deer later inhabited the
reaches of the TaUbe, Arma and Kulumbe Rivers (tributaries of the Iman). up to
1900. In this century spotted deer have been absent from these areas, which per
mitted G.A. Menard (1930) to reach the over-hasty and Incorrect conclusion that
"spotted deer are undoubtedly a dying species". G.A. Menard did not take into
account the fact that since 1900 man has exterminated spotted deer en masse be
cause of their valuable antlers.
Data on the distribution of spotted deer in 1928 are presented In detail in the
book of K.G. Abramov, which includes an attached rather accurate detailed map,
the first tor the year in question, which was compiled from data of special obser
vations of the entire Vladivostok District. In it. the distribution of deer is clearly
indicated as consisting of isolated islands. From a study carried out in 1926, it
became clear that the deer remained in the most southerly portion of the Khasan'
Region, in the upper reaches of the Ryazanovaya, Adimi, Sidim1, Brus'ya,and
Khedimi Rivers, and mainly in the Kedrovaya Pad'Preserve. In all places men
tioned here there were few deer in the year in question, totaling 1-1. 5 dozens
(K. G. Abramov. 1928). Only in the protected region (the Kedrovaya Pad' Preserve)
did their number Increase from 90 head in 1924 to 200 head in 1928 <I,I. M1rolyubov,
1940). continuing to increase in subsequent years. WhenN.M. Przheval'skii(1867)
was in the Maritime Territory. the Golds from the Ussuri River came especially
to hunt the spotted deer during May and June in all'the places mentioned above.
In the VoroBhilov Raion, in 1928, individual deer were also discovered along the
Supitinka, Kedrovka,and Klepka Rivers, though there was no clear certainty that
these were wild specimens and not specimens escaped from the deer-breeding lo
cations.
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. In the Shkotovo Ralon and near the city of Suchan, wild deer survived along the
MalldIe, Stek11anukhe, Sitl!le, Baicha, and Popup Rivers and the Mamontovaya Pad'
in the SuYorovskaya Pad' slopes near the hatnlet of Yastrebovka. on Joseph Moun
tain (apparently on Its sunny slopes), in the upper reaches of the Suchan River on
the seashore of the Vostok Bay. near the Khualaza and Pidan Mountains and later in
the upper tributaries or the Syao-Sudzukhe River, i.e., along the Tasinkow and
Syaosinkow.
In the southern part of the Lazo Region where the Sudzukhe Preserve was
situated. the deer were encountered in almost the same areas as they are today.
but in larger herds. Here deer survived in the region of the Nizgou, Kwandagou, and
Palengou Streams (Figure 3) and the Kanikheza Syao khinskaya; the Syaokhe. Ta
Chinkow, Syao-Chinkow, Ta-plkow, Syao-Pikow,and Khangan Rivers, the mouth of
the Taukhe River, and the environs of the bays of Tasavai and Tikhaya.

At that time, groups of spotted deer inhabited western slopes of the Taching
chang, on the tribuaries of Sudzukhe-Sandakow, Ta-Pigou,and Elda-gou Rivers.
along the tributaries of the Sandakow. KanikhezaRiver. along the tributaries of the
Sudzukhe River and along the left tributary of the Wankow River. in the vicinity of
the Gerasimov Stream and the Sikhote Alin passes.
More to the north of the Taukhe River. in the Olga Region. deer survived in
small groups along the seacoast up to the mouth of the Phusun River; in the same
area several deer were encountered in the region of Cape Nizmennyi. in the former
Olga Game Preserve.
Still farther north deer were found in the Tetyukhinsk Raton along the reaches
of the Tetyukhe and Akhobe Rivers. and in the Ternel Raton. along the Yodzykhe and

Kema Rivers, near Nayna, along the Chashchevltaya, Yassi,and Momukcha Rivers,
and along the Kolumbe River. We have no information of a more northern distri
bution of the deer.
In the map attached to the work of K.G. Abramov (1933), sites where deer
were found have been indicated of which the text makes no mention. For instance,
a small area is indicated on the left bank of the Tadusha River, north of the city
of Bogopol' •

In 1938, Yu.A. Salmin reported the distribution of spotted deer in the former
Sikhote-Alin Game Preserve in recent years. According to his data a small group
of deer was constantly preserved in the Sikhote Alin Preserve along the Shanduiskii
Spring and the Fata River (a tributary of the Tunsha River). There, far from the
sea, the deer found the necesaary combination of environmental conditions. Today ,
when certain conditions necessary for the survival of the deer are known to us,
we must doubt the exilltence of the Shanduisldi group. particularly since no one has
actually seen the deer ,and their preaence was determined on the basis of their
tracks in the summer. According to the data of Yu. A. Salmin (1938), in the same
area in the Sikhote Alin Preserve. a small group of deer survived on the southern
slopes of the Yodzykhe River. near the settlement of KunaleL
O. V. Vendland (1938) mentions the most northern distribution of deer (in
1935). In his diaries he writes that he heard from the inhabitant of the upper
reaches of the Kkhutsin River. that a small herd of deer dwelt at the mouth of this
river. However,' the local inhabitants themselves doubted whether these deer were
Wild. They were more inclined to consider them as escapees from local ranches.
In any event, north of the Kkhutsin River there were no spotted deer, even those
which had run wild. This was thFi most northern point of the Ma.ritime Territory
where deer had existed at all. for a certain time in HI35 and 1936.
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The approldmate rlUltJe of the spotted deer in 1935-1936 may be vf.suaI1zed in
the following manner; they occupied the southernmost limits of the Sikhote Alin
Range and from there spread westward to the Manchurian boundary in the Khasan
Region. From these special sites, which ..ere almost completely inhabitated by
deer, the boundary stretched northward. where occasionally islands of herd groupa.
of pairs. and even individual animals ..ere distributed along the hills lining the
SulCun and Daubikhe Rivers. The farthest island of deer on the western slopes of
the Sikbote Alin was on the 44th parallel.

Explanation of symbols
., Salt licks
c! Settlements

-

Deer passes to sea

a Research station

::::> Boundaries of climatic zones

Figure 3. Map of distribution of wild spotted deer in the former
Sudzukhe Preserve
The numbers of spotted deer on the eastern slopes of the Sikbote-Alln near
the seacoast were higher than that in the Maritime Basin, and they possibly dwelt
there as far north as 45 0 N. lat. This is the northernmost limit of encounters with
deer in the past near the sea (in the Ternei Region).
Spotted deer have never lived on the heights of the Sikbote Alin, but they

skirted the entire mountain system to the sooth. Thus the herds of deer living on
the seashore bact not dire.ct contact over the r¥l8es with those living near the
Ussurf. lt1ver.
The above-mentlo!1ed 46" parallel [the 45th paralle11s indicated above1
is the ecolog:l.cal limit not onq for deer but alllo for the follOWing species.
mole (Moger), raccoon dOg.the Mikhno pika, wUd Amur eat, pheasant, and oUters.
Wone of theae spedes eRn todaJr cross in this "ecological barrier". In his work
on snakes of the Far East, A.A. Emelyanov (1929) also indicai. . that 460 N. lat.
la the approximate limit divid1n,g the herpetofauna into northern and southern forms.
The distribution of spotted deer in forme;r ;rears was as follows:
A series of snow winters unfavorable for deer, as well as the appearance

of

a large number of wolves (gray) UI the ~ritime Territury and poaching, causes

a radical change in the distribution of the animals and they disappeared from many
places where they had previously been encolJlltered. Examining the contemporary
(1941-1948) distribution of dear along the seashore from north to sooth we may
note that the herd that had been livUlg near the Kktlutsln had been exterminated by
illegal hunters aa early &8 1941.
A deer herd coqslsting of five head formed Ul1936 near the village of Belimbe
(emerging from their breed1n,g grounds). They had increased to 18 by 1941 but they
no longer exist today; they were ~erm1nated by.poachers.
The presence of deer in the region of Shanduisk11 Spring'. a tributary of the
Tunsha River in the Ternei Balon, was not confirmed by.lnvestigations in subse
quent years. The finding of deer in the jetlike Serebryanyi Spring and the Sitsa River in the
Ternei Balon has alllo not been confirmed. In the Sikhote Alin Preserve deer only
survived along the left tributaries of the lodzykheRiver, where, untU 1946. they
were preserved near the settlement of Xunalei. along the Iwankow. Khantakheza,
and I(.urmi Springs. Here the deer occupied the sunny slopes of the Kurumin
Ridponthe "Verblyud" Peak, wlUcb sheltered them from norihern winds. The ex
istenc. of deer in these places has baeD established from tracks and traces of fUr
which were discwered in the excrement of wolves. In thereg:l.ons along the Taket:q.a
aiad Kolumbe RiveJ;"s. and also more to the .outll in the environs of Tetyukhe and
Akhobe. therct are absolutely no deer as .. rs!llultaf the poa.c:blng of recent ;rears.
Deer survived near Cape Nb;mennyi untu 19404, but we were unable to obtain
more recent data. Deer are found between the mouths of .the Wanchin and the
Taukhe Rivers even to this day. numbering several herde in the vicinity of the
Kbantueza Bay. on the littoral sun-warQl.ed slopes. The principal reservoir of
spotted deer at the former Sudzukhe Preserve, of which we shall apeak .somewhat
later, starts somewhat to the south.
In the Laza a..1on. ootside the former Sudzukhe Preserve. a small group of
deer surviv~ along the tributary of the I?UdzultlMl River, the lower Wankow (Sytl.o
SudRkhe). near the health resort there. They were observed here UJltU 1941.
How these. group!! lNc.ceeded in enduring the very snowy winter of 1947-1948 re
mains unknown. .

Individual dear emerged 1n1940 from the former SUdzukhe Preserve and oc
cupied the decl1vito~,lopea of the right bank of the SUdzukhe River. where they
survived near the sett~ents of Kishinevka and ZRzdocbk. up to 19404. We do not
possess more recent dll.i$. on the fate of theae deer.
There are no spotted deer In the :SudellDyi and Shkotovo Baions today. The
last deer were ]dUed ft"OUll941 to 1948.
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AccOJ'dingto iilformiltton byK.G.Am-amov. almost no dee!'aurvind in the
VoroshUov and Khasan Bayou, by 1946, even in the protected areas, and they
almost disap~ered in the Suputinka and "Kedroveya Pad" (whieh tielong to the Far
Eastern Branch of the USSR Academy of Selenees) where approximately 500 head
were counted in 1931.
Thus, mtbe SovietU.ftiob, 1)11948, only three regions remained wbere spatted deer
had definitely been preserved: the Kedravaya-Pad'Preserve, the farmer Sudzukhe
Preaerve, and the Slkhote Atin Preserve (FIgure 4).
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Explanation of symbols

~~_ l?IacetJ were spotted deer were found according

to Maak, 1880.
Places where deer were found according to Abramov (1928)

+,
>Iv

Plaees where deer wer-e supposedly found accol"ding
to Salmin's data, 1940
Data of Vendland. 1935

....

Places of habitation of wild spotted deer in 1948

-.'

Border, 1936

Figure 4. Distribution map of wild spotted deer
in various years
The distribution ors'potted deer In the (ormer Sudzukhe Preserve did not
change much by 1948 m comparison with former years atld the deacription or
K.G. AbrainoV (1928). The deer continued to survive along the Nizgou t Kwandagm.t
and Palengou Spring to the extent of 3-4 herds which passed through the Tol'baevsk'u
Pass in the direction of the western slopes. !oward the villages of, Zvezdochka and.
Kievka. Two sinall separate he.rds were preserved in the upper reaches of the
Nasaidenkov. Makarenkov, and Masloboinyi Springs. Deer alsO SUrvived in small
numbers along Kanikheza Spring (Syaukhinskayahnd the Sye.ukhe River.
Most of the deer SUrvived in the vieinltyot the marititne CUlt. and springs.
Syao-Chingou, MaIankow I Tachinkow,
"Zarys!', and "Kit" Gulfa. Deer also survived 1n regions farther!rom the sea
along the Syao-tyapigou. Ifam,and Khapgan Rivers. and more to the north along

or these we may t;lame the Paahakow.
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the maritime elopes near the Valenttn-Taukhe, Tuavai, and Khontoueza Gulfe
(see Figure 3),
. •
Thus, the coutal groups of spotted deer were distributed as shown in the
figure and were cOmposed of single herds, wbich made short migrations into the
interior of the continent. In the northern part of the preserve the deer settiE!;d
nearer to the seashore, and further they penetrated into the continent even to a
distance of ao km. Let us note in passing that the entire coastal strip occupied by
spotted deer faced southwest and laya1 the ·foot of the Tachingchang Ridge. In
the portion tllat lay far from the sea, along the right slopes of the Kanikheza &ver
(a tributary of the SandakowRiver) and on the hills of the settlement of Ktsh1nevka
'
two completely separate herds of deer which had no connection with the littoral
individuals survived in the former preserve. Here the deer occupied the sunny
slopes of the valleys of the Kanikheza and Sudzukhe &vers, pusing over the
northwestern slopes in the summer.
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., :Remains of trapping pits
Figure 5. Map of former diatribution of Chinese
trapping pits
Almost no deer were found along the tributaries of the Sudzukhe River, the
Sandakow River, the Tapikow, the Big and the Small Eldakow Rivers, and Sukhoi
Spring, nor were they found along the upper reaches of the America River, where
in the fall of 1944, we succeeded in seeing only one print of a young deer. There
are also no deer in the Gerul.mov River Valley (a tributary of the Verkhnyaya
Wankow River). through which II traffic highway now passes.
In all the enumerated places in the former Sudzukhe Preserve. the spotted
deer were unevenly distributed in various groups and herds of various sillies. The
largest herds stayed on the Ilay seashore from the Pashakow Bay up to the
Tachinkow Bay. These "places were prefer~ed by the deer, and they beca.me very
numerous here. The areas occupied by the deer along the seashore from the
Tachinkow Gulf to the Tuavai Bay should be considered next in order as regards
their numbers, and finally the amaliest group of deer were encountered on the
shore slopes of the Tsentralnaya Mountain and the Palengou, Kwandagou,and Nizgou
Valleys, Illong the Masloboiny and NIIsaidenkov Oprings and along the seashore
from the mouth of the. Taukhe &ver to the Khontuelile Gulf. We should also include
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the ~eeerve territory near Kishinevlta Vlll~ in the areas inhabited by deer alorag

the Kanikheza Spring.

In examining the former area of distribution of spotted deer in the Maritime
Territory. we note the following: during his travels, B. Maak(881) proceeded
along the Vssuri River. receiving information on the spotted deer from the
hunters of the small tribes. He did not happen to visit the natural habitatiODS of
the live deer personally, and thus, we should COIUIlder his data '"-th caution.
Deer were undoubtedly very rare along the valleys of the Daubikhe and lllUIlI
Rivers and 1n other places in the northern limit of their range and it is possible that
when he apokewith the hunters from the small tribes R. Maak may not have
understood them well.

During the travels of B. Maak. the Maritime l'erritory was 'inhabited by
Chinese animal hunte rs and traders. who used the p1tfalilnethod for catChing spotted
deerin"ludeu"(Chinesefor"de~rp1t"). Ilweaccept the data of V.K. Arsen'ev.
(1947-1949). of N.M. PrJlhevl\lskii (1887), and of O. V. Vendland (1938), it would
appear that spotted deer were never caught along the Ussuri and lman Rivers by
the pitfall method (Figure 5). For this it is necessary to bave at least a ~mal
number of specimens of this species on the trails. This gives additional proof of
the small numbers of l!lpotted deer during the years of the expedition. of R. Maak
in the places which he described.
The deer-catcbing pits were preserved until 1936 along the eastern slopes
of the Sikhote AUn, in the former Sudzukhe Preserve in the nearby Olga, ShkotO'l'O,
and Budetmyi Ba1ons. and the near the town of Suchan. In some places they were
even seen in 1944, which I.. the best proof of a considerable number of deer in
these places 40-50 years ago. The places where remains of the pitfalls exist
were also the regions preferred by the spotted deer, and the "lu deu" pits are a
clear indication of the large numbers of deer in the past century in this area.
It seems to us that if deer were also numerous in the places which R. Mask
visited along the Ussuri River. then the Chinese hunters would have dug their
pitfalls here as well. For this method of trapping it is enough to have one path
stamped out by a small herd of 5 or 6 head. All this compels us to suppose that
there were so few spotted deer in the valley of the Imanand Ussuri Rivers that
they did not even form herds.
Thus the range of the lilpotted deer in the recent past in the USSR extended from
42 to 45° N. lat. , while their maximal numbers extended in a straight belt along
the seashore between 42 0 30' and 44 0 N. lat., covered on the west by the Sikhote
Alin Range. We should bear in mind that the spotted deer were distributed all
along this range in indivIdual groups which were sometimes very distant from
one another.
Ihfluence Of Climate on the Distribution of Spo1ted,Deer
The cUmateOf the 'Maritime Territory is not uniform and cannot be considered.

as a unit and homogeneous. It issuffieient to indicate that the yearly precipitation
near the Khingan is 350 mm, while in the Sikhote AUn precipitation may reach
1,000 mm.

The average yearly temperature also changes cotWiderably and ranges from
minus 8 0 in the northern part of the Amur Region up to plus 60 in the south of the
Maritime Territory.
If we compare the range of the spotted deer with a series of climatic indexes

ot the territory.

it apPears that the deer liIelect only definite types of climatic indexes
and belts as determined by P. I. Koloskov.
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Thermal Zones
1. The temperate zpne (C) with total annual temperature of 2,000-2,6000 •

2. The warm zone UU. with a total annual temperature of 2,500-3,000 0

•

3. Very warm zone (A), with a total annual temperature of 3,0000.

Precipitation Belts
1. The humittbelt (IV) including relJions with a.nn~al precipitation higher
than 'l00 mm.
2.

The subh\JUlW belt (lII), with almual precipitations of 500-700 mm.

Comparing the areas of the thermal zones and the precipitation belt with the
former range of the spotted deer we become convinced that tbese regions spread
north and west considerably fartber than the limits of the distribution of the
spotted deer. In other words, the deer inhabit only tbe southern regions of tbe
ther.mal zones and the ealltern parts of thl!' humid belts, and their ranges do not
exteno completely over the areas to which thelle climatic illdelttls apply. Nor
were the deer $lcountered in those parts of the continent where these climatic
zones and belts were still clearly marked. Thus, the temperature and precipita;
tion total are not the factors directly regulating the distribution of tl:tis species
in the Maritime Territory.
Influence of Vegetation on the Distribution of Spotted Deer
Comparing the distribution of the deer and that of the plants which are indis
pensable to them as food in the Wintertime, the reason for the limits of the range
of the spotted dN\r js again not explained.
As an example, we present (in Table VIII) data on the range of the principal
plants composing the wimer food of the deer in Maritime Territory.

Plant
Mongolian oak

Linden
Acanthopanax

Time when used as
food by deer

Northward and lateral
limi~ of range

jAlmost the whole year round.
Up to Sovetskaya Barbor. rs
found on Amur Nver. Grows on
mountains to elevations of 'lOOm.
Maritime Territory,A mur Ohlast',
Grows on mountains to elevationE
of 500 m.
.
U.ptoSovetskaya Hr. Grownson
"
mountains to elevations of 'l00 m.
Maritime Territory and eastern AU yeli,l' round.
part of Amur Basin. Region
toward southeast ofBure;ya River

Bush (Japan)
clover

Along entire Manchurian fioristic Almost the whole year round
i··regioo to elevations of 600 m.
Southern. MariUme Territory,
All year round
Vinea-Actinidia
Amur Oblast' to 500 N .lat. ,along
and grapes
the sea coast to Samarga mver.
._ ___.________ Up to elevat1on.s of 400 m . __ ___________________ _
-L~~~~==~~~~~
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From this sm.a1l table it 1s elear that the main winter food plant. • not to
mel'ltiOl'l,other tood planta which a.renot indicated. are diatributed cOJ:I8iderably
more to tbe north than the lIPotted deer. Broadly speaking theae plarltaal'etoundup
to 5()O N. lat., wherae the range of the spotted deer formerly hardly reached
45 0 N. lat.
,

deer

Inadditiorl; it has recently become kDown that8'pOtted
alao lived freely
in places wbere there is abeolutely no Manchurian vegetation. Thus we may say
with certaintl, that the distribution of the deer in the Maritbne Territory is not
related to the food plants. The causes of the more !touthern and insular distribu
tion are completely different, and atatements concerning a relatiOJ:l8bip between the
spotted deer and Manchurian flora are incorrect. Enormous are.. of deciduoua
forests in the Far East were devoid of any trace. of spotted deer habitation, even
formerly. When this species ia able to select its habitation sites. it occupied
regions where the combined complex of conditions enabled it to survive the entire
year for many years in slIceelllsion, safely living through the winters, which are
difficult for it. Weak deer. and sometimes wbole groups of deer. are unable to
survive the winter.
influence' of the Snow Cover on the Distribution of Spotted Deer
We must draw attention to one more faetor-the snow cover which often
constitutes a serious barrier for numerous speciea which radiated from the south
while expanding their range.
The snow cover playa a highly important role both directly and indirectly.
and in the southern Maritim4lil, T4lilrritory is subject to various changes according
to the latitude, the terrain, the proximity of the aea, the prevailing winds)and the
average eloud cover •
.To trace th4lil dataoftb4r first snowfall in the southern Maritime Territory
according to M.M. Partanskii (1923). snow firstappeara in the northern part of
the Sikhote AUn. above 45 0 N. lat. The curve connecting the dates of the first
snowfall proJects southward from the heights of the Sikhote Alin to the 44th parallel.
The snowfalls occur later in the southern parts of the Maritime Territory. The
line connecting the. dat4lils of the first snowfalla extends parallel to the shore. a
slight distance from it, and curves around the southern end of the S1khote AUn
mountain. This line; which delimits the area of the first November snowfalls,
is of the greate.t interest, since here, from the seashore to th4lil line. the majority
of the spotted deer survived jlr4lilv1ously, and today as well. The maritime part
of the Barabash Raion enters this area, as well as the Kedrovaya Pad' Preserve,
the littoral regi.ons near the sea of the Shkotovo, Budennyi, Lazo, and Olga Raion8,
and, retreating somewhat from the seashore at the 45th parallel. a portion of the
Ternei Raion. It is clear that the date of the first snowfall is of great importance
to the spotted deer. for the boundaries of their range coincide- exactly with the
definite isogram of the first snowfalls.
Comparing the range of the spotted deer during the winter. it appears that
the curve describing total precipitation of 1,000 mm al8() surrounds the Sikbote
Alin Range on tbe south. separating the littoral and Khanka lowland from the
regions with low precipitation. A belt with a smaller amount of precipitation
is situated more to the south and nearer to the sea, the precipitation being in the
form of snow (800 mm per year). This belt extends along the Utoral parts of the
Khasan, Barabash. Shkotovo, Budenn:yi. and Lazo Raions. Compsring this
belt along the sea with the range of the spotted deer. one may see that the deer
occupied and occupy just tliose areas where the winter snow precipitation does not
exceed 800-1,000 mm. Thus, the distribution of the deer is closely related to
the snow distribution in the Maritime Territory. K.A. Abramov (1939, 1928)
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was the first to extablish this law and we now also obllerve it.s confirmation in
analyziq the diatribution of the deer in the preserve.
In the former Sudzukhe Preserve. the spotted dl!er occupy the seashore
and repeat the laws govemiJ:l.e: distribution which are obse!'ved throughout the
whole Maritime Territory, They remain in the environs of KhontuHa and Tasavai
Bays, and to the south in a single group near the Valentin Bay. Atter an unoccupied
zone. they occupy the Uttoral parts of the "Xit" and "Zarya" Bays, not mixiq With more
southern herd. from the shores of the gulfs of Tachinkow. Malankow, Syao-chinkow.
and Paahagou. In short, the lilpotteddeer turned out to be distributed according
1I
to the "snow rule. , not evenly along the entire shore but in separate "islands" ~
The cause of this dietrtbution. consists in the fact that deer, as stenotoPic animals,
select for themselv88 these areas wlUch provide the necessary conditions for their
normal eld.stance throughout the entire year. In selecting these areas the snow
cover has great significance.

The climate and the snow cove!' in the former Sudzukhe Preserve are very
complex and require description.
B. P. KolesnikoV describes four ditterent climatic regions in the maritime
area where the preserve is situated (see Figure 3):
1. Coastal relion, which extends aloq the shore to the 500 m contour
2. Olga regionl which is more severe climatically, and often .ubject to
cold summers and winterlil,
3, Continental region, occup,rini the western slope. of the Tachingcba.ng
Ridge up to 500 m elevation,
4. Mountain region, embracing the heights of the Tachingchang

Ridge

and the slopelil higher than 500-aOO m.

Spotted deer in the preserve chiefly occupy the coastal region somewhat
less the Olga one, and only s lightly the continental region. Deer haV., never been.
observed in the region of·tbe mountain clitQate (see Figure 3).
The indexes which favol'"the distribution and numerical1ncrealile of the deer
include the following:
a) 187-197 d~ys of plant growth with 2,400-2,5000 of allDual temperature,
b) 90-140 days of anow c.cwer, with the presence of single small regions .
devoid of constant ~,
c) Height of the
50 em in March I

&nOW

cover from O. 3 to 24 cm in January and from· O. 0 to

d) Absolute temperature minimum in January when there are strOUB winds
not lower than minus 360; average annual temperature higher than +3· •
However. a decrotalile in the numbe1i' of days of plant growth from 170 and 150,
a total annual temperatura of 2,150 0 , 165 days with snow, 34-40 em deep in
January and 65 em deep in )Iar<;h and violent mountain winds when January temper
ature. tall below m1nU!l 40" are unacceptable ~o the. spotted deer even under the
conditions of the Maritime Territory.
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During the l~ to 194.9 period. a number Of obaervaU0ft8 were carried out
in the fOl"mer Sudzukhe Pre.erve OIl the influence of. snow OIl the waT of life
of the spotted deer. The re.ults of the.e observations are pre.ented below:

The flrst.now in the preserve falls toward the end of Ocotber or during the
first days of NovePlber, but melts almost completely at the foot of the Taching
chang Ridge, perSlsting ow,. higher than 600 meters in the re/l101l of the mountain
climate. Permanent snow falls on the preserve later than the end of November,
remaining unchanged in the nOl"thern-western slopes. With the appearance of'snow.
all the food lying on the 1J'0tmd on the northe2"ll elopes becomes covered and ~ not
always accessible to the deer. On the south82"ll ....ide .lope., wbere there is
almost no permanent .now cover during the enti1'8 winter,. enm .now 30 cm hiati
melt. II or 'l da.,.. after it fall. in .ueb amounts that in vari0U8places melted
stretebes are formed, wbtch increase gradually UIltn the next snowfall. On. the north
western slope. at the ridge this phenomenon is nat obeerved. and 10-15 km from
the seasbore even the su.nny slopes are covered with snow for lone periods.
Later tbe repeated snowfalls u.ually add freeb ls-rers of snow to the old la-rer8
IUld toward the end of winter .it accumulated on the northweatern slopes to heighta
at least twice a. great as in the Southern area.. Thu•• from the middle of winter
tbe snow cover i. unevewT distributed throughout the area of tbe preserve.
Strong Mareh winds, which follow each snowfall, effect

chan,..

in the beight

at snow cover. They blow tbe snow from one place to another. On some peaks

or even low hills, and on lee slopes. large snow" cornices" fol"ll1 as high a. 3 m;
and inversely, on the vindy side. part at the 1J'0und i. completely bare at snow.
These "cornices" or drifts, bere called ''blowings'', form a barrier in the passes
from one .lope to another, blocking the deer's aceess to newteeding places.
Sucb drifts are especlally dangerous for those deer wblcb did not manage to pass
to slopes with 11ttle snow in the tall. In this ease they are compelled to seek a
passage through the Snow, or if they remained on the northern _lopes. to suffer
from a lack at food.
The varying beigbt of the ROW cOV"ering under the conditions of the preserve
is caused by tbe rains. Very otten heavy rains fall in the littoral regions at the
preserve before and after snoWfalls. and as a result a narrow belt along the sea
sbore remains completely free of snow. At the same time, wben there is no
rain, a dry snow falls far inland, covering the &ummits and the weste2"ll foothills
of the mountain slopes. On the boundary of the regions covered by the rain. a very
beavy ice crust usually forms. In short, under such climatic conditions, more
snow accumulates a belt extending in a northeast-southwest direction, 1. e., per
pendicular to the prevlaling winter winds. On the nOl"thern side, near the "cornices"
regions appear wbich have little snow or are ab80lutely devoid or snow; apparently
it is blown toward the" cornices" from these areas. Somewhat less snow is de
posited on the northwestern slopes of the moun.in wbleb are slightly warmed
by the sun. Here the height of tbe snow lJ'adually decreases In proportion to the
descent of the rivers to the valleys. Finally. on the southeastern .lopes wbich are
strongly warmed by tbe sun the least Bnow of all remains. Here a thick ice crust
forms from the wtnter rains.
To clarify this we pre.ent a cross section (Figure II) or the Tacbingchan,
Ridge. which shows tbe depth of tbe ROW cover at different beights and slopes.
The small columns in tbe scheme indicate the number or days in each re/l1on
when deer are compelled to take their food from the trees in.tead of from the
ground.
SpOtted deer avoid re/l1OM with a 40 cm snow cOYer and stay in areas with
a low snow cover for 34-44 da.,... In the former 5udzukhe Preserve these area.
are situated only on the sunny slopes wbieb face the sea and the southellstern
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slopes of the mountaina in the interior of the preserve. The height 01. the snow
COV'ltr and the number of days itremaina essentially determine the winter distri
bution 01. the spotted deeI: in the whc:.le Maritime Territory. Those regiona where
a alight anow cover reats on the earth for a short time only are the best areas for
deer habitats. However, where a high snow COV'ltr rematna for along period the
deer cannot exist.
The dynamlcs of the snow in the former Sudzukhe Preserve illl peculiar. By
means of obaervationa over a aeries of years we succeeded in determining that
the first temporary snow at the end of October and the beginning of November does
not greatly hinder the movement of deer in search of food. This snow remains
until the end of February, graduaUymcHting and evaporating (sublimating) in the
dry air, with light snowfalls compensating for the losses. Thus, the normal snow
conditiona during the first half of the winter do not cause any shortages for the
spotted deer.

N.W.lt-

l-U
Co...d ...d olga

climatic rep_

Legend

El Number of days in year when deer tlilar

4 - Height of snow

cover

folJage from the tree.
Places occupied by spotted deer
Figure 6. Schematic section of the Tachlngchang
Ridge.' with indicationa of the snow COlfer.
151m (section taken from the village of
Kishinevka on Mount Goral)
From the end of February or the beginning of March the snow regime changes
sharply. Frequent snowfalls occur associated with cold northeastl!!nt ("hunterall )
winds and the height of the snow cover so'l:t8times increases for 2 or 8 days to
60-80 cm. The most ditficult period of the deerls life begins at this time. For
tunately the March snowfall. coincide with the thaws. and because 01. this the
fallen snow rapidly melts on the sun-warmed slopes. giving the deer wider and
wider areas in which to locomote and search for food. We found that snow even higher
than 80 cm falliQg aft81' 15 March thaws 80 rapidly that as earjy as 5 or 6 daYIli
later no 1011381' hinders the deer in their search for food. A snoweovering whieh
formlll before 15 March is unfavorable for de81', llIince during thilll period there ia
still severe cold. At th:1s time the "now thaws slowly even on the sunny slopeS.
During most year. the dynamics of' the IlInow cover tn the Maritime Territory
is fa.vorable for the deer. They lJuteessfully lIurvive the lIevere winter period,
whicb lasts approximately 30-40 clays. In eom, wint8l's,in 1948-1949 for instance,
the snow-cover cond1.tiona were eapiaciallyfavorable ••s the aOl.!thern slopes were
covered with snow only for 14 days.
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In that winter the deer roained eneftl/ively all over the slope. and did not suffer
at all !rom tile uaual M'arch shortage.. The Snow fell only toward the end of
December end accumulated only on the northern Slopes. in depths of more than
25 mm; the southern exposures remained almostent1rely tree of snow.
Quite different COtI.dftioria were oblJerved !nthe wU:!.ter "rmow catastrophe"
of 194'1-1948 Which was Itke l1OII.e other inthe lUoral area for over 80 :years.
In November 1947 aptll'OXimately 100 em of snow fell on the northern and '10 em
on the southernJllopes. Consequently a heavy la:yer of snow remained in all
cItmatic regions throughout the winter. The snow la,.r (80 cm high) was maintained
during this "catastrophe" up to the end of February even on the precipitous mountain
slopes and increased in March to '15 cm. Only on 24 March for the first time Since
the snowfall, did the deer again find it possible to move freely in any dfHction and
to select Itvlng food trom the earth and the trees in new places. Durllll' this winter
the deer did not have the usual 34-44 "tight"days. but as many as 122 such days.
Sinking up to the chest in the deep 1!IllOW, the deer tried the passes into the valleys
of the streams and rivers and toward the seashore, where they were trapped
in the unfrozen beds of the riveN, rivulets and the BeaBhore, ordinarily convenient
for locomotion. The brancheB of various kinda of trees which in other :years re
mained almost entirely uneaten were completely devoured by the hungry animals
in theBe plaees. Because of the lack of food and the low nutritive value of the diet,
a proportion at the spotted deer died that winter; the first to die .were the young
born in 1947, followed by gravid femalell, and finally the antlered stagll and the
nonpregnant females.
Similar IIsnow catastropheBIf are very rare in the Maritime Territory,
however, deep snoWfall. at the beglnnilll' of March dUrilll' which some weakened
deer die, recur each 6-14 :year••
ThuB, wttIters with a large amount of BDoware a periodic cauae of the reduction
in the numbers of the spotted deer and are an obstacle to their BucceBsful expansions
of their range northward.
The snow cover also brings ·about the peculiar insular distribution of deer
in the Maritime Territory. It mU;8t be admitted that in places where the prempi
tatton in the form of snow doea not exceed 800 mm per winter and where there
is the possihiItty of finding bare spots which are covered with mow only for 50
days during February aDd March, the deer can live without additionsl food. They
are also able to survive even more severe conditions of very Bnowy winterll, but in
lIuch caseB their number will diminish to Bome extent. In days of thaw or rain, an
icy covering may. form on the mow Burface."facil1tating the houndlngof the deer
by wolves. Were it not lor the ice crust and the wolf attacks asllociated"With it, .
the number ofapotted deer in the Far East would possibly increase swiftly. Proof of this
is the increase in the total number of individuals in former years when there were no
wolves. In Sidemi, N. I. Yankovskii WaB able to obtain 2,000 individualsfrom 15 deer In
30 :years when the deer were permitted to roam freely and the region waa kept
under protection. The same WaB also oblJerved in ABkol'd Island, where the
Vladivostok Society of Amateur Hunters simultaneously obtained 2,500 head from
15 deer, while in the :year 1905 the Society already found an overpopulation of deer
on the area of the !aland. A rapid increa.e in deer numbers was obIJerved in the
"Kedrovaya Pad'" Preserve .and in the former Sudzukhe Preserve from 1988 to lIMO.
All this proves that merely protection measures make it poasible to increase the
population of this .pecies.
,~

Ravagea by wolves among the deer start mainly when the snow· cover incre"es
to a depth of 20-30 em. A 60 em anow cover 80mewhat prevents the pursuit of the
deer by the wolves, and they quickly fall behind aB the deer bound ahead. Loose
deep snow without an Ice crust even helps the deer elude the wolves. Unfortunately
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crust forma each yea~ on the southern slope. all through the winter, melting
by day and freezing agaIn at niiht. From mid-March crust formation starts
over the entire slope country Without e:xception, particularly during the night,
This enables the wolvelJ to move freely in the most interior regiOlllll of the taiga
preserves. In certain years, the crust forms during the flrst snowfall and the
deer are doomed 1hroughout the wilUer to constant pursuit by the carnivores.
Ii

Another undesirable element for the deer is the formation of ice on the
rivers and streama. Observation over several years have shown that. its'formation
is in direct ratio to the type of snow cover; the stronger and more frequent the
snowfall the weaker the formation of ice on the river. Thus. there was absolutely
no ice on the river during the very snowy winters of 1947-1948, and the deer were
able to move freely al0Ili the unfrozen beds of stream••
During infrequent and slight snowfa.J.hr, a heavier formation of ice occurs
on the river. lee of great thickness forms a layer upon layer for dozens of kilometers,
not only in the beds of rivers and rivulets, but al80 in their valley. Wolves easily
traverse such ice formations in the uppermost reaches of the rivulets and in any
regions of deer habitation. Thus, the formation of an ice crust and thick ice for
mations al'e sometimes more unfavorable 'for the deer than loose deep snow.

Distribution Along Biotopes
In the Maritime Territory forest massif, the deer occupy the \!lone of decidl:,ous
oak forests covel'ing the southern and southeastern slopes of the Tachingchang
Range. In higher zones, with dark needled fir forests, they enter only the southern;
regions of the Maritime Territory (Kbasan Baion). where a considerable uniformity
of the vegetation under the influence of the sea takes place. Thus, at the latitude
of the former Sudzukhe Preserve deer do not go above 500m.
All forests in the preserve which al'e occupied by deer are "new", i.e.,
have been re-established after systematic fires lit at various times. Amongthem
the deer exercised particular prefel'ence for regions under the constant influence
of cold streams of sea air and which fOl'med underbrush thickets, ,lens. and over
grown groves which formed .ner repeated fires.
The fires changed the forest ve,etation considerably. Cedars. for instance
dis/i!.ppeared completely, although previously forming pal't of the deciduous oak
forests, even neal' the seashore itself and latel', the maple and other deciduous
bl'aadleaf speclea also disappeared. A mass. of young thickets sprang up in place
of the species that had been burnt, end large areas became overgrown with small
groves of oak, Japanese clover, maple, hazel, Manchurian nut, and a number of
vines.
The fires and rellulting vegetation changes did not force the deer to change
their habitat, but on the contrary. in the thickly tangled thickets in the groves
they found good protection agairuJt persecution by wolves and plentiful leafy food.
The deel', as observations have shown,are completely unafraid of fire and quietly
leave a burning area., to return when the green vegetation begins to grow again.
They partic~ly pl'efel' to frequent burnt areas during the summer, when they
begin to eat the young shoots of the treelll and to lick the ashelll remaining on
variOUS stumps.
In summel' during prolonged rains. the spotted deer fan out over the burnt-over
deciduous oak fOl'ests without showing prefel'ence fol' any particulal' slope and roam
in groups down the 'Valley of 'V8.l'lous atreama.
..
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There are usually regions which poseesll heavily sbaded stretches of poplar,
elm, Manchurian nut. ash, and secondary growths of bird cherry trees. alders,
honeysuckle, and other vines.
After the formation of a 45-50 em snow cover. the spotted deer strive to
reach the sun-warmed southern slopes where there is less snow. buttheynever "_
main on sites clear of snow by the wind ("bald SpotS") on the northwestern slopes
of the hills. as do the wapiti, In such areas, the entire foliage is blown away
from the trees and earth in the wintertime and almost no important deer foods
remain.
During the winter the deer remain on the southeastern slopes until the spring
thaws. From these slopes, 'if the snow cover permits , they stamp a series of
trails through the drifts in the passes toward the northern and northweltern Ilopes.
where they gnaw at the choicest oak, 1inden.and maple leavel. As the snow cover
ing increases, the passelil along the mountain paths become more difficult. but
the deer flucceedih gnawin, a considerable part of the leaves of the trees.
In this case it is easier for large herds to maintain the traill for access to the
feeding areas, and gregariousnels becomel an im.portant politlve feature of
the deer. Does and fawns which have strayed from their herds lack the ability
to cross the deep Inow into the neceSliiary feeding grounds.

After heavy snowfalls when snow up to 70 em high accumulates on the northern
slopes and "cornices" to the height of three metere form in the passes, the deer
almost completely stop passing and concentrate in the least snowy places on the
southern slopes • The large snowdrifts are successfully crossed only very rarely.
Thus in winter the deer more readily take poaitions along the open valleys and
the slopes facing the SOl1theast and in the upper levels which are protected from the
northwestern winds of the ridges. In snowless periods of the year, the deer
climb the field-covered southwestern slopes Where vines ~ and Aeanthopana!
grow. They never go onto the slopes covered with fir trees and face north and
northwest.
In winter the spotted deer mainly remain in forests where the following
e:;>ecies of trees preva.il: oak, various maples, Kalopanu pictum. Amur cork
tree, ash, rarely hornbeam, two species of hasel, Japanese clover, honeysuckle,
wild pepper, and jasmine. The more low forms of such vegetation there are with
leaves in good conditionl, the more the deer prefer to remain among the buahes
on the southern slopes.
Thus, during the year, the deer select tM southernmost and most south
easterly slopes of the mountains lying near the shore and protected by the ridges
from the cold winter winds, where the snow is less abundant and the weather Is
warmer,where the sunlight lalts longer and there are more decidous irees. At
the same time. near these places there are fewer botflies, the salt licka are close,
and the deer may easily save themselves from wolves.by entering the sea.
To conclude thil section on the lawl governing the distribution of the spotted
deer we present a number of oharacteristic phenological data registered in the
older Sudzukhe Preserve in the region of the Tachinkow Nver Basin where a
considerable proportion of the spotted deer are concentrated;
First frost: 1·6 October
First subzero ground temperature: 4-8 October
First snowfall: 34 October-1! November.
Formation of ice on the rivers: 30 December-4 February
Last snow near the sea: 2-20 April
Last snow in the mountains: 24 April-May 15.
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Rhododendron blooma: 11 April
Young sedge appears; 27 April
Willow blooaJ$: 1 April
Pear bloo1l1ll: 7-15 May
Bird cherry bloo1l1ll; 4-27 May
Apple blooms: 18-2S May
Oak turns sreen: 15-25 May
Grapevine leaves open: 16May
Maac.kia leaves open; 1 July
Ltnden blOODUl: 11-19 July
Acorns drop: 3 August-S September
Mass yellowing of leaves: 10-Hi September
Leaves fall:· 16-8S October
Numbers elf Spotted Deer in Former Suf3ukhe Preserve
and CharacteriJttea of Berds
In the last century the number of spotted deer in the former Sudzukhe Pre
serve were more widespread than now and were met in the large herds along
almost the entire southern shore of the Maritime Territory. N.M. Prllheval'skii
(1867) colorfully described hunting spotted deer in the vicinity of Vladivostok. Be
writes: "We were not more than two versts away from the city before 1 sighted
seven axis deer .••• calmly roaming near the ravine". On the following day, he
again went hunting and killed one of two deer. At the same time his companion
came across a large herd and "killed two deer with one shot" • Judging from the
data of 1'4.1. Yank-INskii (1882), up to the year 1877 spotted deer were still nu
merou.s in the southern Maritime Territory and herds of them. 40- 50 bead eacb,
were encountered around Vladivostok; in any case their mellt was more easily
obtainable than beef.

After a winter of plentiful snow (1871-1818) and irregular hunting. the deer
disappeared from the vicinity of Vladivostok and venison almost disappeared from
the market. During the entire spring of 1818, on the south of the Maritime
Territory, to Judge from the description of 14:1. Yankovskii. dead deer were
found without signs of violent killing. After the fall fires, the valley around the
frash-water lake near the Slavyanskii Peninsula was strewn with skeletons of
spotted deer, wapiti,and roe deer, whlch periahed during the "snow disaster"
.al that year. Spotted d4;erllltnQlIi d1sappea.red from the southern 11ttoral forests .
The deer Illso became less abundant in ttle area of the former SUf3ukhe
Preserve, where thay began to be bunted somcrwhat lat4;lr. in the year 1907, from
the time of the appearance in the valley ofthe·Suf3ukhe and Taukhe immisrants from
China and the we.t. Andrei Dodo, an immisraru from Moldavia, reported that
in 1909-1910 there we):,. so tnany llpotted deer that in addition to the left shore
they occupl.ed the entire right shore of the Sudzukhe B.1ver. Prom that time on
deer were constantly hunted until 1933 when closed areas were established,
followed in 1936 by the establishment of a game .anctuary. A ccordin&' to A •. Dodo.
in the,years wh81:1. people first appeared he8 deep oftencroesed the ro~ds around
the village of Kisb1nevka and the :;Judzukhe River. while the dogs of the villa,e
Illways took to ru~ them down by their trackll. The year 1914 was unfavorable
for .the spotted deer.
~
An old bunter, I. Gol'dberg. of the Preohrazhenie settlement, called ~t a
year of "deer misery" and supplied a number of interesting facts. AccOTding to
him. in 1914 the shores of the Preobrazhenie Gulf were not yet inhabited and only
the vi.llage ofSokolovka wall in existence. Tile arriving immigrants immediately started
a year-roundhuntof.ulanbnala; e..~ tried to kill all many ali possible to pr.,venUIis
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neighborSfreD:l. getting !!lOme. In the second hallof 1914,. meter of snow fett, and
it became possible to reach any spotted deer on skis, Taking advantage of this cir
Cl1DI.8tance, the entire population launched a deer hunt despite the tact that a ban had
been imposed on hunting.
The Forest Ranger force readily yielded, receiving a large bribe from the
organizers of the deer hunt. Encouraged by the support of the kulaks [wealthy land
owners}, the entire population moved out to the mountains to kin the an1m.als with
out fear. Three days later L Gol'dberg left for asld tour of the ncinity of the Gulf
of Pashakow and Syao-Chinkow, on the territory of the fOrDI.e r preserve, and was
deeply shocked by what he found: in one place alone he saw 25...,.30 dead deer heaped
in II. pile, in other places he found I) or more live deer already placed in cages; at
the mouth of the Syao-Chinkow River he came across It whole mountain of deer sldns
already processed for export and packed for sea shipment.
Seeing such a shambles. L Gol'dberg reported it to the director of the
Forest Rangers, who evidently had also been bribed. Only after the next snowfall
did the forest wardens leave for the poaching areas indicated by Gol'dberg, but it
appeared that the facts regarding the capture and slaughter of deer were impossible
to prove. 1. Gol'dberg himself was accused of making false accusations. Many deer
also perished from lack of food that year, and many old-timers thouglrt that after
1914 only one-tenth remained.
Increased extermination of deer in the region of former preserve also continued
during the years of the Civil War (1910-1920), when people returned from the front
armed with rifles.

Many deer perished after snowfallS in the coastal are'as of the Ta-Chin-Chtan
Ridge (1926-1934)•. when the territory of the future preserve was already declared a.
closed area. However, despite all this, the nl1Dl.ber of spotted deer in the Ta
Chin-Chang Ridp gradually began to increase from the time of organization of
the closed area in 1928, but in adjacent unprotected areas the deer continued to be
slaughtered anc:lconsequenUy were almost completely exterminated.
During World War II. the number of deer gradually began to deerease due to
the increased amount of poaching.
The first information on the number of spotted deer in the former Sudzukhe
Preserve is preslmted by O. V. Vendland, in his diaries. According to his count
(the method of which was not reported by him). 500 head of deer were alive in 1937
1938 In his reports L. G. Kaplanov writes on the number of deer in 1942, indicating
aoo head as an approximate figure. This figure is undoubtedly exaggerated; it
would be more realistic to consider the number of living deer as 400 in 1942.
A quantitaUve censtls Of spotte"d deer by the linear methodwaa also carried
out during the 1944 winter season. But since the principal haunts of the deer were
insufficiently known, the data were only approximate. Only 250 deer were counted
in 1944, which undoubtedly is closer to realit)r than the figure given by L. G. KaplanoY.
A more detailed count was carried out in 1945, with a preliminary examination of
all the places inhabited by deer. We must bear in mind that the vast territory of the
preserve with its dense thickets, its rugged terrain,and its winters with little snow,
do not always permit an aalessment to be made in complete accordance with standard
methods. Thus, in practice we had to use combined assessment methods which were
based on the peculiar characteristics of the deer's mode of life. Of these the follow
ing may be mentioned:
1. Vr&m thefirat days of April to tlielJliddle of May the axis deer readily gO out
out into open meadow spaces., into old wallows and burnt areas where they seek
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young green sedges and leguminous grasses. In these open spaces it is easy to
observe them through binoculars and to note the sex and even the age of the deer.
There are four open spaces in the preserve which are frequented by deer in the
spring; observations were conducted in three of them which were situated close
to the research station.
'
2. Aiter the mass appearance of ticks, and later, during the rainy periods
of the summer, the deer very frequently go to the seashore at dusk to rest and Chew
seaweed. They prefer bays with a sandy shore where there is easy access to the
water. In these areas, it was possible to determine exactly the numbers of deer
which were closest to the seashore by the footprints in the sand. By an annual
assessment of the footprints in the sandy bays, we could also determine qUite
accurately the relative gain and loss in the numbers of the herd in the area in question.

3. In the fall, before the beginning of the main deer calls, it is easy to
determine the running sites near the place of assembly and the mud wallows. Here
it is possible to record the number of roaring stags, thu.s determining their numbers
in the deer regions. By multiplying the number of deer stags heard by the average
number of females near one stag, we may estimate the total number of deer inhabiting
the preserve. The ratio of females per male is determined from total number of
deer encountered during the year.
The chief places occupied by the spotted deer in a given year may be determined
by making use of the three indicated features of the deer's habits; the coming out to
the sedge and grasses, the coming out to the beach, and the fall roaring. This helps
in making a later, more exact count. The next count is carried out in March,
during the period of the year when all the spotted deer are forced onto the lightly
snow-covered coastal slopes by the heavy snows, and distribute themselves in
separate herds which are no more than 3-4 km from each other. The count itself
is carried out after a snowfall from the number of tracks crossing the assessor's
path along the seashore. Tracks of this kind were made from the Lengueva Pad'
to the mouth of the Taukhe River (see Figure 3).
As deer cling stubbornly to the same sites, the census in winter may also be
carried out on successive days after a new snowfall. The heavier the March snows
the closer the deer converge on sunny slopes and the easier it is to count them, but
when there 1s little or DO snow, such a census is impoSSible.
Employing all these possibilities 270 deer were counted 1n the former Sudzukhe
Preserve up to May 1945. They were distributed in the following areas:
In the vicinity of the bays:
Taukhe
Tasavai
Valentin
Kit
Zarya
'Th-Chinkow
Malankow
Syao-Chinkow
Pashenkow

9
20

12
16
8

12
16
24
16

The total number in the environs of the bays was 133 deer (females). In the
regions somewhat removed from the seashore, the count was as follows:
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Ta<:hinkow River
Kameonyt Spring
Kanikheza Syaokhinltltaya
Kanlkher.a River. near KiahJnevka
Ifam River aDd Malaya Tapikow River
Tsentralnaya Mountain
Vbeinity of Sudzukhe Deer Preserve
Total

Z2
8
8

18
11

a

8

83 females

In 1945 we counted the deer which could be. seen and determined that there
was one male per four females. Thus there were 54 males for Z16 females, or a
total of 270 deer,
In 1946, using the same methods, we succeeded in establishing the following
deer numbers in individUal sections of the prelterve:
In the vicinity of 'bays:
Taukhe
Tasavai
Valentin

9
12
11
21
8
23
16
28
18

Kit

Zarya
Tachinleow
Madenleow
Siao-Chinleow
Pashakow
Total in the vicinity of bays

146

In addition to the coastal part of the preServe, the censult was also carried
out in the basin of rivers aDd springI!J 3-4 km from the sea. The results of this census
are presented below:
Tachinkow River
Kameonyi Spring
Kantkheza River below Kishinevka
Ifam and Taipikow Rivers
Tsentralnaya Mountain
Kanikheza River (Syaokhinskaya)
Total

18
9
12
14
6
7
66

According to rough e.timates of the footprints on the new territory of the pre
serve which was added to it in 1946, approximately two herds were found each
possessing 8-10 head, on the regions of the coastal slopes from the Taukhe Bay to
Vanchin Bay, whUe more often the majority of the deer were located near the
Khontueza Bay. Eighteen deer W.1re counted in these places.
A total of 230 does were counted in the places mentioned. Conl!Jiderlng that
there is an average of four does to each buck, the total number of deer is 290-300.
This figure is apparently somewhat less than the actual figure. and also includes
deer of the new territory. In 1946-1947, when there was a profUsion of acorn food,
the spotted deer maintained well during the winter. Thus, by the above method. we
succeeded in coun1 Ig320 deer of various ages and both sexes in the preserve.
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The winter of 1947-1948 was extremely snowy. The snow (84 em) lay on
all mountain slopes from the end of November to the beainning of April. The deer
lacked food on the ground from November and were restricted in their movements
in aearch of food. NumeroWJ deer could not survive the lack of food and began to
die of exhaustion. Judging from the carcasses discovered in this region only.
from the Siao-Chinkow Bay to the Valentin Bay. approximately 50 deer died that winter.
The excessive March snows prevented us from conducting even an approximate count.
but according to the visits of the deer down to the gulfs, to their stations and to their
running sites. their numbers were halved, dropping to 150-160 head.
We should note that the deep snow cover of 1947 formed only near the seashore,
and deer occupying the deep interior parts of the preserve near the village of
Kishinevka did not sl;llfer at all.
In December 1948 no censWJ was carried out because of the complete absence
of snow in the deer regions, and only during several days in January and March of
the following year (1948), after the first snowfall, did it become possible to count
tllem throughout the preserve. The data of the count are presented in Table IX.

Table IX
Deer sites near the
Gulf of Taukhe
Tassval
II
Valentin
II
Kit
If
II
Zarya
II Tachinkow
II
II
II
Malankow
• 11 Slaochinkow
Pashakow

. •

•

•

• •

Total
Tachingou River
Kanikheza on Imishinskaya Village
[fam and Taipikow River
Tsentralnaya River
Kanikheza and Syaoukhe River
1Ch0ntueza Bay and Red Cliffs
Glazkovskii Pass
Total

Females

Young

::I

2
3
3

4
5
3
4
4
4

"

1
1
2

1
2

Males

2
3

1
2
4

1

Total
5
9
11

5
7
10
6

8

3

2

2
2

34

17

17

68

1
I
3
3

3
20
10

-

2
11
5
6
3
5

6
6
3
2
3

2
34

-

7

12

1

5
9

2

1

5

19

11

64

In the preserve. including the additional portiOns, the following deer numbers
were counted: 68 females, 36 fawns up to the age of one year. and 28 antlered stags
which remained aput: a total of 132 deer. It is possible that single deer in places
remote from the slta were not included. It would thus be more correct to aay that
there were 150-160 he.ad.

The number of spotted deer in the former Sudzukhe Preserve in vuious
years ia indicated in Table X.
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Table X
Year

Surface occupied
by deer (hectares)

Number of
individuals

1936
1937
1938-1941
1942

38000
36000

500
500

36000

800

1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

36000
36000
36000
42000
42000
42000
42000

400
250
270
300
320
150
160

-

Remarks
Data by O. V. Vendlaud (1938)
11

-

II

11

If

.

No data
AcCOrding to L. G. Kaplanov;
the fiillre is not very accurate;
500 head ts more exac;rt
Data by L. G. Kap1anov
Our count
It

11

Including deer of new territory
a
II

•

•

"

•

11

11

II

11

11

•

The totalnwnber of white spotted deer In the Soviet Union in 19411, not including
those acclimatized in new regions. was not hiaher than 300 head, including those in
the former Sudzukbe Preserve (160). the Sikilote Alin Preserve (20), the Kedrovaya
Pad' Preserve (30), aud the Suputinskii Prelllerve (30), and deer roaming aroundthe
preservelll in unprotected regions (60). Thua, the former Sudzukhe Preserve is now
the largest prelllerve of wild spotted deer in the Soviet Union and possibly in the whole
world.
The area occ'UPied bythe lllpotted deer in the former Sudsukhe Preserve covers
approximately 42. 000 hectares. On this basis, we may .calculate that the deer
density in the pre8erve in recent yearlll has been 8.5-12 head per thousand hectares.
A density of 12 deer per thousand hectares in areas where there 1111 noltupp1ementary
food, should normally be considered near the maximum saturation point of the
region as in winter the deer are grouped more closely together on the southern slopes.
This is apparently the natural density, and in case of increase.. the deer will begin
to occupy nearby regions.
Structure of Herds
In the time of N. III. Przheval'skii (1867), deer herds of 80 head each were
observed in the Maritime Territory. Old-timers who entered the Maritime Terri
tory in 1905 affirm that deer herds with 20-30 head were extremely common phenomeaa
in the old days, but at the present time such large herds are not observed~ the larlest
herd seen in 1944 consisted of 14 head. After the snow disaster of 1948 in the
Kanikheza River area, wbere the deer had survlved fairly well, we succeeded in seeing
8~9 head of deer together in herds. Near the seashore of the preserved herds were even
smaller. no more than 5 head. Apparently the number of deer in the herd depends directly
on their total nUDlber, which is why a diminution of the herds was now observed.

The composition of the deer herd does not remain cODStant but changes with
the seasons. The most numerous deer herds form towat'd the winter; particularly
in yearl!l of large acorn crops. The winter herd usually consists of males, fawns
born in the past year, and one-spike antlered d_r. Stags with slender branching
antlers 2t - 3 years of ate rarely graze with the herds, but llke the large
climbing to beiahts of 300-400. meters
the southern slopes of the mountain.
where they remain the entire winter. The members of herds almost lUlVer climb

alon,
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staa-.

to such heights, but keep to the low foothill regions, where less snow accumulates.
Toward the time of plU'turltioll in May, the female. leave the herds for several
mouths in the summer, and Qonaequently in the spring the number of deer in the herd
decreases cOllsiderably. only the one-tined yearlings a:nd nonpregnant females
rema1nin,.
Toward the period ofrunnmg, the spotted deer reassemble into herds, and
remain in the enlllrgedherdsuntU the time of deep snow. Only the larre stage sepa
rate after the end of the r_inl, and leave to pass the winter together with the yOWlg
males. The old males are the most cautipus members of the herd, Their cry
(whistlin,) 1s a signal of the appearance of danger. The femal~ usually leads the
herd through paths and snowdrifts and thus we may regard the experienced old
females of the leaders of the herd.
To judge from recorded data on observed deer. the sex ratio does not remain
conatant.The sex ratio of the deer is preHDted for variouS years in Table Xl.
From this table aBe can see that a,ge and sex ratios cha:n,e, according to the
nWDber of males, from· O. 8-1. 5 for young and from 2. 7-3. 4 for females. It is
obvious that these datil are not absolutely e:x:act.
Table Xl

Year

NWDber
of
males

NWDber
of
females,

Fawns
(up to
1 year)

1834

126

4Q9

101

20
9
24
16
15
22
18

64
32
64
45
42
64
62

-14

27
277

1935
1836
1937
1938
1944
1845
1946
1948
1949

Total

Ratio of
Ratio of
males to
males to females and
females
young

Remarks

30
28

1:3.2
1:3.5
1:2.7
1:2.8
1:3.7
1:4.5
1:5

1:3, 3:0.8 Data of hunting
trade
After
1:3.2
O. V. Vendland
1:3.5
<,1938)
1:2.7
1:2.8
1:2. 9:1
1:3; 1.5
1:3,4: 1. 5

6S

33

1:3.6

1:2, 4:1.5

847

206

1:4

--

1:3

1:3; 1

Note: The totals in the table include ratios in which all three groupe are
presented.
Reproduction
Old-timers and hunters of the Marltime Territory say that running was clearly
.een in spotted deer at the bepnning of this eentury and took the same form as in some
larre park esta.hlisbnl.ema, with frequent buglin, and li. .ts between stags.
Apparently th1s information is not devoid of truth and where there were more deer
we undoubtedly succeed in seeing and hearinl them durm,Ule rtIDIlin, periods.
When the deer .Dumbers are wbat they are tod&y, the signs of runnm, become
le•• apparent. We do not always succeed in observing the deer durin, thertlDl1in,
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periods,ablce'they lose almost none of thell' caution. Indications that timid males
become lmCauUoaa during running and sometimes. even dangerous refer apparently
to specimens in parks. Under natural conditionB the wild spotted. deer are as
difficult to approach during the running period as at other times.·
During running periods usually silent males beJin to produce a peculiar roaring
sound which most commonly resembles a whistle with a coarse 11'0wling roar. It
is easy to determine the start of the general running of all spotted deer from this
cry. Under the conditions of1be former Sudzukhe Preserve from 1944 to 1948
the beginning of the running period takes place at various times, as shown in
Table XII.
From thiS table it is difficult to draw any conclusiollS 8bout a. .ociations between
running periods and individual natural phenomena, but undoubtedly a good, large acorn
crop on whieh the IiIpOtted deer fatten well in tht: fall causes a vilOrous runnln, period.
To some extent the running period is connected with the first appearance of frost.
In 1944. average running wu :recorded only in regiollS far from buman habitation
- in the viCinity of the Siao-Chinkow Bay where up to 3 roaring stags could be heard
at once. On the slope. of the Ta-Chil'lkow and Kit Bays, where the buUdlnp of
the preserve administration were located. the roarin,B were weaker and heard not
more than 2 or 3 times daily. This permits us to describe the running of 1944, pre
sented in Table
as weak running. We succeeded in hearing the roarin, of a
total of 14 stap during the 8;utumn of the year in question.

xn.

In 1944, the first stag called on 10 September, atter which there was sporadic
running qntil 5 October. Continuous roaring started after this, the temperatures
being as follows: at 0800 hours the temperature was minus 1. 2 to plus 4°; at 1300
hours the temperature rang. was 180 - 21 0 , at 2000 the temperature was 5°. The
weather was cloudless, without precipitation, and foglY on certain days. Among
phenological data we may indicate the following: first frost 1 October; first cold
(water frozen in stagnant pools to a depth of 5-8 mm), 9 October; by 15 October,
all the leaves had fallen from the trees and bushes, except for the alder. In the
daytime, mass swarming of bloodsucker gnats was observed.

The most powerful roaring in the year in question occurred in the period
from 11-17 October, particularly in the Siachinkow Gulf area. The last stag
was heard on 31 OctOber. The running of 1944 was described by old-timers as late
and slight, aSintheopinion of local inhabitants the peak sbould baveoccured on 7-10
October. when the yellow leaves have not yet fallen froPl the trees. Apparaently
this is erroneous, since in 1936, when a large number of deer was present in the
preserve, O. V. Vendland determined the normal run as occurring in the 11-31
October period, the peak occurring on 23 October, while in 1936, running occurred
in the vicinity of certain rutfs even at 1800 hours.
In 194~ there was a large accumulation of persons at exactly the places where
spotted deer running usually occurred. That year all stags and does were compelled
to move to unfamtl1a:r areas, wbere they voiced no signs of running. In the entire
fall of that year, the stags were heard roa:ring oniy twice. Nevertheless, despite
the slight external manifestations of running, in the subsequent year no nonpregnant
females were found. Pregnancy was universal.
In the fall of 1946, a large ha:rvest of acorns was seen in the narrow half
k1lometer-widecoastal belt of the preserve. All spotted deer concentrated in the
oak foreats on the northern slopes of the mountains from the first days of September.
staying there aImoBt throuahout thE!' snow-free period of the year. In 1948 running
started early. on 39 September, and increases from October, the morning temperature
being minus 1. 5° and the daytilne temperature plus 16-.
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Table XII
RoarinJr of deer
Year

Peak

End

T1Pe

-

1944
1945

23 X ac
31 X
cordinato
data by
O. V.Vend
land
5X
15 X
31 X
No roaring heard

1946

29 IX

19 X

6XI

Good'"

1947

10 X

?

4XI

Very
weak'"

1948

No roarjg herd

1936

...

::

Start

Type

First

11X

Weak'"

Mass
First per- yellow- Mass
leaf
frost Imanent
m,of shed
. leaves
cold

-

-

-

of weather

Summer

-

14 X

15 X
9X

2S X

•

crop

-

-

10 X
8X

8-12 X UX

Fall

-

15 X Rainy, warm
20 X Very rainy,
cold
23 IX 13 X
14 X
20 X First cold,
damp, later
dry, warm
6X 12-11 X 1011 X
? Warm, dry
1 X
5 X

First.snow
Acorn

•

Dry, warm
Cold, dry

None

.

PermaTempo nent on
rary northern
slope

-

28 X
18 X

""

9XI
8 XII

Damp,warm Large
crop

8-10 X 1 XII

Warm,dry

7XI

10 XI

20 XII

20 X

•

II

None

.

'" Weak: 1 or 2 cries of lltags heard in roaring area; avera,e: 2-3 stag calls; good: 3-4 stag calls heard in roaring area,

I

There was neither' wind nor precipitation throughout the period. The weather was
clel'r by day and stars were Visible at night. Among the cllmatological phenomena
in nature, we may cite the beginnin, of extensive yeUowin, of grapevines, linden
leaves, marigolds, etc. On 14 and ao October almost all the leaves feU to the
ground. On 28 September, at the very ~ginninl of the roaring, gnats appeared,
and on 17 October frosts began. With the formatlOn of ice crusts in stagnant water
pools from 15-19 October, the roaring was most intensive; on 6 November we heard
the last whietllng of the male. Old hunters described the 1946 running as late. delayed
by 5 or 6 days.
In the fall of 1947 the roaring was poor, despite the faet that meteorological and
phenological conditions were favOrable; we could not deterDl:1ne the cause of the poor
running. In the fall of 1948 almolrt no t'Unning occurred. With great difficulty we
were able to discover single "waUows- of the stags in the preserve. The heavy
snowfall of 1947 -1948 considerably reduced the number of deer bead and as a result
running became imperceptible. In the period f:rom 14 October the beginning of the
first frost, to 31 October, we heard only two whistles in two qultedifferent areas.
After a very careful search we were unable to find even a single area where running
occurred, or a single group of a stag with does. Apparently the deer were extremely
scarce, forming small herds of 2-4 indiViduals, which waa reflected in the nature
of the running.
Running takes a Violent course only when a large number of deer
is present.
The first roaring (29 September- 5, 10, 11 ()etober), is preceded by the
males l preparation for it. The stags, which remain aloof thrOUJhout the summer
around shady streams and rarely come out into the open, bring their summer mode
of existence to a halt from the moment their antlers ossify (23 August) and begin
emerging farther and farther from their preVious haunts, movinS:into the damp river
valleys and coastal slopes. Thus, when the stags begin to clean their antlers (17
September), they are already close to the streams where the running wiU eventually
take place.
From the middle of September near such streams we may often find trunks
of cedars and maples with the bark stripped off'. a sign that a stag bad been there to

prepare himself for running. Somewhat later the time of running may be ascertained
from other Signs, particularly the appearance of the ground. where an area 2 m
in diameter is cleared to the bare earth. To make such platforms the deer select
damp regions in the valley. where they tear up with their hoofs and fling aside the
fallen bark and foliage; nearby the stag scrapes his antlers on the tough trunks of
trees. At the time such platforms appear the females do not seem to participate
in the running. but a number of parturition dates indicate tnat mating sometimes
occurs even before such platforMS are erected.
At various distances from the platform, depending on the type of ground water,
the males search for one, or more rarely. two marshy tracts in which to form
wallows - called urine-wallows and press plotS-in which they periodically roll and
smear themselves with filth and muddy urine.
The number of platforms which a stag pos.esses varies. If he is undisturbed
during his seasons' run they may number 6 or 7 in a single stream or river valley.
lying 15-18 m apart. Such a region of small platforms may cover a total of 4 km
when the herd contains 4 or 5 deer. A larger herd numbe:t'ing 14-16 head occupies
an area of 8-9 square km usually with a path leading down to the seashore.
If the group of deer is frequently frightened, then the number of platforms
constructed by the stag increases. and he may change them almost daily. By
overfrequenting regions of running sites. one may drive the deer out completely to
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new areas in different river valle,.. with the same Idnd of terrain. Together with
the stags more often dig up the ground of the platform
wlth thelr hoofs and<frequent their mud baths. Males which are immaculate at
other times of the year take on an odd appearance, wallowing in the mud to such
a degree that their entire hairy coat becomes matted with a thick layer of dirt.
Such excited staga may more often be found in. tbeSudzukhe Preserve from 15-20
October. Females in heat approach theae platforms but do not change their appear
ance or behavior.

1h:e incr~ase of running,

At the height of the running. at the time of maximum roaring, the stage seek
out and perSistently follow the nearest females by their tracks and try to drive them
to their platform 'areas. where mating takes place. In several daye one stag suc
ceeds in driving to his platform some 2 or 3 does, Which subsequently continue to
loiter around the stag's running sites. Large harems are not formed by wild
spotted deer in the preserve as they are in the parks. The stag guards and protects
only his own small herd consisting of 3 or 4 does, not permitting tbem to depart
from the valley sel~ted.
We were not successful in observing battles or the encroachment of a strange
male on any stag's running sites, and it is very possible that the males test their
strength even before running, and later. recognizing each other by scent and call
do not give battle to each other. The one-spiked fawns do not participate in the
running and the adults constantly drive them off. Young females Ilpproaching the
region of the platforms also fear the large excited staBs.
Mating itself always takes place during the darker times of the day and thus
it is not poasiblil to present any exact data on the deta:l.1s of copulation; the behavior

. of the deer during mating can be deduced only from traces. Sometimes 2f-year
old deer invade tbe platforms of the old stags wbere couplings have taken place.
They urinate there, dig up the ground with their hoofs, and ,attempt to roar.
The best running sUes for spotted deer in the former Sudzukhe Preserve are
situated in the Syao cbinkow-Valley and Gulf, encircled on aU eides by mountains
and rarely visited by humans. Here the roaring of the deer is undoubtedly nat
ural (see Figu~e 3). In other places on the coastal slopes of the preserve near
theTasaval, Valentin, Ta-Chingou, and Pasbaiou Bays and also on the slopes,
the running is less animated. In all these regions, the places selected for run
ning are small taiga rivulets which flow into the Sea of Japan from northwest to
southeast and are sheltered by a stpall ridge from the northwestern winds.
In the valleys stretching from northeast to southwest, along tbe northern and
northwestern slopes of the precipitDlls water divides or in the zones at the dark
needled fir forests 400-500 meters above sea level. deer do not engage in running.
which almost alw,,.. take8place in the deciduous oak forest zones, containing oak.
linden, various maples, ash, ICa10penax pietum, l'IIanchurian nut, and Amur cork
trees, and in the undergrowth, Japanese clover, maple shrubs, and oak seeklinge.
Damp areas among nch forest stands along river terraces with soft ground near
the mouths of rivulets are the best regions for these platforms when the exposure
is appropriate. It is of interest that after the running these same places are the
best sites for the deer to winter on and when they are trapped by the heavy snows
in such valleys the deer rarely stir from them. The snow here thaws qui.ckly,
leaving bare large areas of earth with leafy and arassy food.

Despite the fact that from 1944 to 1946 we succeeded in seeing herds of
8-14 head each in the preserves. these do not form during running. This 1s ex
plained by the fact that at thts timeyoungindividuals detach themselves from the herd
and roam apart, not participaUng actively i~ the running.
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Dul"f.ng the rtI!lnine the lemales gt"a!te normally i roaming from one place to
another in the v!chlity of the atap. The stags eat very little, constantly listen
to noises in the taiga, dig platforms, wallow in the mud, and rub their antlers
against the hard trunks of trees. Strong stags from the age of 5 years start
roaring somewhat earlier than the young deer. and leave the group of females
only toward the end of the running .period. The one-spiked fawn. do not gen
erally roar at all, while young males (2t years). roar inexpertly and weakly.,
rarely mating with young females which wander away from the herd.

At the beginning of running the antlered staga bugle 2 or 3 times every
evening. Toward the peak of running. staying with the group of females. they roar
30-40 times per evening and 10-15 times during the morning. Toward the end of
the year (November). the roaring almost stops, and the antlered staga often five
voice to only one final groaning call. At the end of the run, on 5-8 November,
the stap become completely ind1fi'erent to females and gradually depart for the
high cosstal slopes, leaving the females with the fawns on the foot-hilll!I of the
mountains.
In the first days of January (3 January, 1944), after approximately 60 days
ofpregnsncy. the fetus in the female deer reaches a weight of 6.3 g and a length of
52 mm. At this stage the embryo completely resembles the deer. Almost at th.1.8
time (8 January, 1946), an embryo was discovered in the uterus of II female,weigh
ing 51 g Qnd measuring 112 mm, apparently a,t the age of 85 days. Around this
time we may discover embryos of various shapes and sizes. This is explained by
the fact that the running period in the deer fiuctuates greatly. Toward the end of
January ( 2:8January. 1946), embryos reach a length of 250 mm, and a female
uterus with the embryonic fiuida weighs 2: kg. The January embryos are still com
pletely naked and possess no pigment or tactile hairs on the body. All this appears
in later months. The size of the embryo in the first half of March is considerably
larger, and when i18 weight is 645 r the length of its body is 310 mm, length of
tan 26 mm, length of ear 32, height at withers, 180mm, and girth of chest 224 mm.
The period of gestation of such an embryo has been determined as approximately
150 days. Another March embryo was obtained which was considerably larger,
weighing 1,303 g and baving the follOWing dimensions: total length 890 mm, length
of tail 35 mm, length of ear 44 mm, height at withers 230 mm, and firth of cheat
210 mm. This large embryo, approximately 170 days old, was absolutely naked,
but had small dark pigmented spots near the. nostrils and long tactile hairs on the
chin, upper lip and near the eye. The skull of this embryo was well ossified and
could be well prepared. Its dimensions were as follows:

Maximum length
Condylobasal length
Width of supraocular bulge

99.4 mm;
85.9 mmj
48.9 mtn;

Toward the end of March un March, 1948) a larger embryo was extracted
from a 3 year-old female; it weighed 1,610 g and had the following dimensions:
total length 440 mm, length of tail 34 mm, length of ear 52 mm, girth of chest
260 rom, and height at Withers 280 mm. Such an embryo may be estimated as
180 days old; it already possessed long vibrissae on the facial parts and faint spots
on the surface of the skin in the region of the vertebral ridge and rump.

In April almost all embryos have a spotted coat of hair, the longest hairs lo
cated on the edges of the "mirror" or rump patch or along the spine and in the tactile
zone of the muzzle.
The dimensions and weight of the large April embryO (4 April, 1945) are as
follows: weight 2,715 g; total length 510 mm, length of tail 45 mm, length of ear
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65 mm, height at withers 380 mm, and weight of uterus and embryonic fluids
4,200,. Tbis fetus, apparently 190 days old, possessed a well-formed skull with
deve loP1nl' milk molars and incisors beneath the IfUDls.
Its skull bad the following
dimensions:
Total length
Condylobasal length
Width of supraoCl.llar bulge

125.3 mm;
108.8 mm;
55.8 mm;

At the beginning of May, parturition commences in those females wbich mated
first. In individual rare eases parturition also occurs before this. Thus, in
1944, as early as 28 April, we succeeded in seeing a female with a trotting fawn.
More often the young appear from the beginning of May. when the tree, underbrush,
and herbaeeoUII vegetation begins to bloom profusely. We did not sl.lcceed in catch
ing and measuring a newborn fawn, but judging from the material of the park hus
bandries (1.1. Mirolyubov, 1936) the young should bave the following weight
(Table XIII).

Table
Maximum (kg)
Weight of males (8 specimens)
Weight of females (6 specimens)

Average (kg)

.Minimum (kg)

5.55
5.44

6.95
6.2

:xm

4.75
4.8

According to data from park husbandries the males are somewhat heavier
than the females. Table XIV presents the sbes (cm) of newborn fawns.
Table
Males (4 specimens)

Females (5 epecimens,

.Maxi-

Min!

mum

Avvaile

mum

mum

17.5
9.S

18
10.1

18.5
10.7

17

Ear

Body along vertebral
column
Tail excluding hair
Chest girth
Height at withers

54.0
8
40
50

57.5
8.5
42.5
51

61.0
9.2
44
52,5

Mini

Muzzle

XIV

Average

Maxi-

9.7

17 .5
9.8

18
10.2

54.2
6.5
39.5
45

56.7
7.3
41.0
46

59.0
8.1
42.0
48.2

mum

As is seen from tbis table there is little difference in the size of fawns of dif·
ferent sexes.
Spotted deer almost always give birth to one fawn only, but according to data
in the old Sudzukhe Preserve a case was recorded of findillg two embryos in one
female (27 April, 1938).
The sex ratio among the embryos and newborn fawns. according to our ma
terials (7 descriptions) was five males to two females. According to the data
published by 1.1. Mirolyubov (1936), the exceu of males was found to be the same,
with eight males PfU' six females, i. e., 1l times as many males as females.
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Before fawning, the females leave the herd, abandoning their one-year old
fawns and seek shaded spots in the taiga. According to careful obaervations at
nine places of parturition discovered, these areu are stretches thickly overgrown
With trees. and bushes and situated alone springs on the northern and northwestern
slopes of the mountains with a good cover of high sedgel. In such places on Mount
Tumannaya. particularly in May. we suceeeded in startling fawns. In all. on the
slope of Mount Tumannaya. we eneountered u many as 16 fawns of various agel.
the fawns in the majority of cases permitted men to come right up to them, then
suddenly leaped to their feet and Icampered to their dam••
ThS. selection of cool shady rivulets by the does is explained by the fact that
in such places there are almost no gnats or rues. In addition. the fawn is concealed
here from predatory birds and crows.
Newborn fawns lie quietly for a long time while the female prowls about at
a diltanee of 20-40 m. Atter 10-20 da,.. the fawns begin to graze independently
and roam 1ar from the. mother. At this period, on the Ilopes of the mountain, we
may often hear the mothers eall1ng to thetr young at dawn. ThS female stays With
the fawn at the place of birth until the fawn starts to graze on green fodder but does
not lag behind nor lose the mother. At this time, approximately in the middle of
June, on Mount Tumannaya, we succeeded in encountering fawns of large size,
approximately 60-65 em in height at the Withers.
The female is very attached to her fawn and in the event of its Ion continues to
call in the region where it disappeared. It is very difficult to chase away the female
from the area of the forest where her faWn is lying or grazing even with the help of
dogs. When predators attempt to attack the fawn the female strivel to divert the
pursuer and lead it away from the fawn. In thil event, in order to save herself,
she otten makes use of her ability to swim in the sea. The same is also true of
females which have beeome heavy in the last monthe before parturition. As a
result, in Ipring and summer, the majority of the deer which enter the lea, fleeing
from wolves or Itray dOglll, are either pregnant or those nurling young, which have
been temporarily lett on the shore.
Toward the middle of June, the fawns have grown vilibly in the withers (by
10-12 cm)and doubled tlleir weight. Such a fawn was caught by chance in the for
merSudzukhe Preserve on 16 June. 1944. We present below data on its weight and
dimensions~

790 cm
620 cm

Total length
Height at withers
Length of tail
Chest girth
Length of ear
Weight
Sex

12 em
530 cm
107 cm

12 kg
female

In the stomach of this fawn a curd of coagulated milk and a mass of unidentified
sedge were discovered.
We did not succeed in obtaining data of the weight, dimensions, and stomach
contents of older fawns, but to judge from the size of the udder of a female thrown
up by the sea still warm in Kit Bay on 25 August, 1946 (the udaer weight was
980 g) , we may assume that the does still nurse their fawns at this time. Even
later (in November) on an open field we {)baerved. through binoculars, a fawn suck
ing its mother's udder. We may suppose that in rare individual cases the fawnl
suck the udder even at later dates, for on S January. 1944, a female was opened
which possessed a nursing udder weighing 580 g(a non-nursing udder weighs 360 g).
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Apparently such late nursing is a rare exception, and the majority of dissected
fawns 'l months of age pos.esaed no milk clots in the stomach. We may supPOl/e
that on the average the female deer nurses her fawn for 4-1i months.
In the summer. the wild fawns grow rapidly,; feeding on the abundant green
fodder and the fat milk of the female (according to 1.1. Mtrolyubov, 1936, the milk
of the spotted deer has a 13", fat content after giving birth and 30')!, toward the end
of lactation). Table XV shows the weight and sizes (kg, cm) of the deer at the age
of 9-12 months:

Table
Females
Age
Date
Weight

XV

Males

9 months
5.n.44
4:8

10 months
2.m.38
49

132

138

127

134

130

141

16

18

14

15

15

12

18

15.5

14.7

15

15.5

15

90

95

87

89

96

87

90

92

87

89

88

79

11.5 months
12.IV.38
55

Length of

body
Length of

taU

8 months 12 months 12 months
8.1.45
12. V.38
1. V.45
54
59
49

Length of

ear
Height at
withers
Girth of
chest

To compare the weight of wild fawns with that of young of the same age from
husbandries !:n parka (I. I. lItIirolyubov. 1936), it becomes apparent that the latter
are lighter (Table XVI).
Table
Domestic Fawns
r:i'
~

8.5 months
9

II

XVI

Wl1d Fawns

8.5 months

36 kg
41

9

II

"

54 kg
48 "

The March fawns are llghter in the husbandries, weighing 38-46 kg, wbile
wild fawns of the same age weigh 48 and even 59 kg. Such a difference in weight
may be explained by the earlier parturition of females in the preserve. and by the
abundance of natural foodil.
In two summer seasana young fawns gt"ow considerably and young females
are mated in the first running at the age of 1 year and 4 months. At this time theit'
weight reaches 65-70 kg- Male fawns at this age are somewhat heavier (70-75

kg).
After the fall change of the hairy coat in fawna. as in adult animals, the spotty
pelage disappears and in its place gt"owa a new one with a long fragile bristle
and down which keeps them warm on cold nights.
Such a pelt does not protect the yoUIlg fawruJ well from the strong winds. and
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as a result they avoid the windy valleys in the winter and try to keep to slopes and
valleys sheltered from northwesterly winds, To conclude this section, we should
point out that running in the wild deer. as compared to park individuals. occurs
earlier and continues for a shorter period. In turn this causes early parturition
and as a result the young have time to attain a large size and weight by winter.
Such wild fawns are more adapted to the snowy period of February and March and
endure the cold winters better. Park fawns become weaker ih winter. The periods
of running. gestation,and parturition established in nature constitute a reproductive
rhythm regulated by natural selection. We should strive to attain such a natural
rhythm in the park husbandry.
Judging from the embryos and dates· of parturition in wild forms. the maximum
occurrence of roaring, running and other indications of sexUal activity corresponds
to the period of Ume when the females have already been mated. This 1s
explained by the fact that the mating of females often occurs 1n the very first days
of oestrus, sometimes oli 3 October or even 10 October. Late matings occur more
rarely. on 3 November. The maximum number of parturitions in nature occur on
15-16 May. the earliest occurring on 28 April and the latest on 18 June.
No sterility has been encountered among SftUally l'lature wild deer. or 16
females examined in the former Sudzukhe Preserve. 8 individUals examined in the
winter had embryos, 4 summer specimens had nursing udders, and 4 were not sexu
ally matured. not yet being 2 years old. In parks sterility reaches 70 %.
Diet of Wild Spotted Deer and Competition for Food
A work studying the wild foods of spotted deer has been published by
G.I. Ryabova and A.P. Saverkin (1937). in which all the literature of the previous
years is coveTed and a full list of the plants consumed by deer is given. Unfortu
nately, the work does not completely describe the feeding of the wild spotted deer
of the Maritime Territory as it is based on the semiexperimental methods of
park conditions. It is clear from the list of food plants presented in this work that
many plants are consumed by the deer becauae they are compelled to do so but
are not consumed by them in nature. Besides this the natural frequency of the con
sumption of the food is also changed.
The work of O. V. Vendland (1938) carried out by the method of field observa
tions in the former Sudzukhe Preserve characterizes the feeding of wild deer more
accurately. This zoologist,by means of meticulous determinations, classified 45
species of plants eaten by deer in various seasons of the year.
In studying the diet of deer, the places of grazing were investigated and all
the stomachs of deer specially obtained for this work and of those found dead in the
taiga were studied. There is no need to introduce any radical changes into the
comparison of foods compiled by O. V. Vendland. We succeeded only in making
the evaluation given for food plants more precise and in supplementing the list
with new species.

It has been indicated that deer occupy the southern slopes, where there is
little snow and where those deciduous trees grow which deer eat readily. Individ
ual parts of woody shrubs and bushy species of trees constitute 70% if not more of
the food of the spotted deer. Herbaceous food is consumed by them to a lesser ex
tent and only during periods of growth. or the food plants there is usually one lead
ing type which is more readily eaten in large amounts but the deer usually also
eat a group of secondary plants Which they take in passing on the grazing ground.
Although the deer are not 80 particular about natural foods, when there is not
enough of the first choice food. they readily take second-grade food. For instance.
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when there are no oak or sedge leaves. they eat leaves of other trees. It is
very dit1icult to find regions where both first ami second grade foods have been
completely consumed by the deer in summertime. Individual herds spread out
somewhat along the preserve. and a number of days must be spent in finding even
one tree 01' bush whos. edible parts have bean completelT consumed, In winter
it is very easy to find the places where deer fed along the white trails and elilpeeially
~ng' perioda of much snow when the herds are trapped on the southern slopes.
We present in Table xvn a general list of the food plants of spotted deer
which we succeeded in compiling over many years of observation in the former
Sudzukhe Preserve. The plants are grouped in the list according to the degree to
which theT compose the general nutritional balances of the deer.
Group I (preferred foods) includes the chief food species eaten almost daUT
These
constitute 70", of the total food. volume in the winter. These species keep the
deer close to their ,rowth areu for most of the year.
b,y deer in season and sometimes out of season during the entire year.

Group n (second-grade foods) includes species of plants much eaten b,y deer.
but to a lesser degree and dUring almost the enttre yt:tar. These plants attract
deer for a short period in d"inite regions but are not completetT consumed.
Group m (third-grade foods) includes plants eaten in moderate amounts in
various seasons and sometimes with intervals of up to 6 months during the year.
Group IV includes plants eaten more rarely and in individual cases only.
Group V includes plants eaten in small amounts as mineral foods.
Group VI includes plants rarely eaten by doer. The dates and volumes of
their cOl1sumption remain unelucidated.
Group vn includes agricultural crops eaten by change. The "grading" in
the table indica.tes the proportion which the plant constitutes in the total food in
take of the deer during the, g!ven month. By the grades we understand the .following:
Grade O. The plant is eaten accidenta.lly. the deer rarely tear off tbe leil-ves
without causing appreciable loss to the plant.
Grade I. The plant is eaten very rarely and thus has no great significance
in the diet of deer.
Grade 2. The plant is eaten frequently but in small amounts. There are
almost no places in which a.ll' the plants were eaten .. OnlT leaves are torn from
the plant.
Grade 3. The plant is eaten in moderate amounts. Grazed regions may
be discovered with dit11culty through small patches of eaten leaves.
Grade"'. The plant is widely eaten by the deer. but it is not the principal
food in any single sea.on. Gra:z;ed patches are observable but are not very close
together. Very otten only leaves and bud8 are cons.umed. the branches remaining
untouched.
Grade 5. The plant is very extensively eaten by the deer and without discon
tinuity in certain regions • It constitutes the main bulk of the food in certain months.
All parts of the plant are used down to the bark and branch 1.5- 2. cm. thick.
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The climate of the Maritime Territory and ita influence on the development
of plante and the anaw cover are highly variable. Aa a reault. the deer have at
their diapoaal variable amounta of natural foods.
Most favorable for the deer ia a good crop of acornill, . which recurs every
3-4 years. In certain eaaes, after a dry apring, the acorn crop may be ao abun
dant that for 5-8 months, from September to March, they provide all apotted deer
and their competitors with a nutritious diet.
Eating acorns. the deer rapidly fatten during the fall and ao enter into the
period of heavy anows in winter. Even after the firat light snowfalls. the deer
auccessfully continue to dig up acoma from under the snow, preferring them to
all other natural fooda. Only after a anow cover of more than 30 cm high has
formed, which usually occuratoward the end of February and in March. do the
deer become unable to pick up the acoma from the ground; when.they begin to
make short excursiona into leas snowy areaa. Only in caaea when heavy anowfalla
alternate with rains, as a result of which a heavy ice crust forms, is access to
the acorns denied to the deer for two or more monthe.
Another highly unfavorable extreme of feeding conditions ta Blseciated with
the formation·ot an exceaaive and sometimes disaatrous IlIbow cover. The heavy
snow compels the deer to remain near the channels of the nonfreezing rivuleta and
rivers and the belt of tidewater. In such caselli, the principal and obligatory
winter foods for deer "trapped" at the rivulets are species of treelll and bulliheill
which incline over the banks of the rivers and atreams and are almost uneaten in
ordinary winters. In such years the exhauated deer, moving with difficulty through
out the winter. completely gnaw up all branches accesaible to them, even those
on trees which are not eaten in normal years, for example. the willow. the birch
cl1erry tree, and chozenia*. Toward the end of February and in March, when ail
food on branches along the beds of the flowing streams have been destroyed, the
weakest individualill auccumb. A great influence on the diet illl alao exerted by the
winter "mountain gales" which start in the fall. They hurl the follage of the trees
to the ground, which,as a result,decays and loses its nutritive value. Thus. violent
unseasonal "mountain gales" prematurely deprive the deer of important winter food.
Sometimes the cold Winds atart in the fall after the November rains, as a
reault of which heavy foliage and IlImall branches encruated with ice break off and
fall to the ground. During one auch windy night In 1945, the entire arboreal and
buahy vegetation in the c~stal part in the former Sudzukhe River was stripped
80% bare not only of foliage but also of small branches 3 mm thick. This occur
renee. despite the favorable snow cover of the winter. caused a food shortage and the
deer were compelled to weather the entire winter without leaves or buds, using
much bark. There were no acorns in the year 1n question.

rt is seen from the above that the deer diet is not constant but varies from
year to year. They must ofteil consume plants which in "full" years are never
eaten by them. The degree of consumption of any plant for food also depends on
the extent of its occurrence in nature. Many trees, e.g., apples and pears, would
probably be eaten in greater quantities in May, but unfortunately there are not
many of them in the coastal forests of the preserve.
A relationship also exists between the dates of the foliage ahed from the
trees and the times it is eaten by the deer. Thus, it is known that the foliage on
the crown of the oak remains on the tree longer. This tree sheds its old foliage
• TranSlator's note- The Russian name "chozenie" is given in the text.
been unable to find any Latin name for this plant.
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We have

only after the buds open. Apparently this property is the cause of the low consump
tion of its foliage in winter not only by the deer but by most ungulates - wapiti,
gorals, and roe deer.
The leaves of other trees and bushes are all shed and become covered by
anow by the end of December. However, if the deer discover a fallen tree in the
summer with the foliage still on its branches, they will unquestionably prefer it
to the ubiquitous oak. In such cases they even prefer aspen and birch to any other
winter food. For this reason the deer stamp out large plots near such fallen
trees in winter. stripping their crowns naked not only of leaves but also of small
twigs. In the summer the fresh veptaUon of the birch and aspen is completely
avoided by the deer.
From what has been said here it follows that the grades applied in the list
of food plants cannot be associated with any given year, and to provide an invariant
scale of food evaluation is apparently impoSsible. It must be noted that the deer
eat the most varied perts of the trees. Shrubs are fully consumed, as are the
foliage of trees and the buds, branches, bark and the spicy st8ma of Arali,.

At the beginning of October the first frosts occur and all grassy vegetation
perisbes.compelling the deer to change to winter foods-dry stems of bushes,
buds of trees, small branches, and perticularly the yellowing foliage of the trees.
What remains green at this time is the foliage of alders and individual species of
sedge (the latter retain their chlorophyll throughout the winter). All other vegetable
foods become sere, coarse, and of little nutritive value.
In the middle of October after light frosts, the foliage of the trees finally
becomes yellow and is shed. Thereafter the last green foliage of the alders is
excluded from the food of the deer and from November untn the heavy snowfalls
,they are compelled to feed on yellow leaves and the tope of dry herbage. At this
time green food may be found by the deer only among t,he rough sedges not covered
by snow.
During December and January the deer continue to eat leaves, buds, small
branches of arboraceous species, dry herbage. protruding from the snow. and hi
bernating sedges in nonsnowy regions. February and March are the snowiest
months of the year, and during this time more and more buds. twigs,. and shoots are
included. in the deer's diet.
Toward the end of March, from the onset of the first warm days, if there is
an insufficiency of other food, the deer begin to gnaw the bark of the linden ash,
and Aralia on the sunny side of the tree where the sap first begins to flow. The
bark--ore:rma. which is rarely gnawed by the axis deer, as some think,!s eaten
readily only by the wapiti. More rarely the deer in March gnaw the lichens from
the various fallen trees.
In the beginning of April, young sedges appear on the southern slopes near
the seashore. Later in April grasses grow out a8 well as a number of other her
baceou8 plants which are readily eaten by the deer. Later, together with the growth
of the grassy vegetation, deer leave for new grazing areas on the shady slopes,
obtaining greater and greater amounts of new green foods. From the end of
April the deer almost cc;.mpletely stop eating dry leaves and shoots, buds. and the
remains of steme.
In May, after the buds open on the trees, the deer gradually change to greEln
arboraceous leaves, first while continuing to u"e the young.edges and gruses on
open fields and meadows.
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xvu

Table
Seaaon of year
Wlntel'

Food plant

Spring

n

XlI

I

Oak acorns

5

5

5

Oak

5

5

·5

r

~
lJ.nden

IV

Summer

V

"

X

XI

'"5

-

3

5

5

Inheav;J
<:rop
yea 1"8

5

"

1

1

4

5

1. b, t, '"

1

2

2

1

2

3

l,b.bk

1

2

1

2

2

3

l.b.bk

2

1

I, t

5

4

3

1

4

5

4

5

1

3

-

1

~
A canth0I!!!:Da:x 1

-

-

2
2
- . - - -

1

3

Sedge

1

1

.1

Elm

2

5

4

Manchurian
pecan

3

3

2

Maple

3

2

1

..Akatnlk"'"*

2

Dropwort

-

2

5

5

4

5

5

"
3

2

1

1. s

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

I, t

4

5

5

1

1

1

- -

- -

4

1

1

1

1

2

2

- - - -

1

1

2

3

1

-

1. t,
shoots

1

II

2

1

3

I, t,
small

1

2

2

3

3

I, b, bk
rarel1'

4

4

1

-

2

-

-

2

2

3

I, t, b,
bk,
rare11'

3

I, t,

3

-

1

- - - - - - - 3
.
2
4
- - 1

rarel1'
bk

Plants eaten often (Secondary)

2

2

Remark.

IX

-

4

1

Fall

vn vm

- - -

1

Ash

VI

Principal food Specie. (primary)

~n

Japane.e
clover

m

-

1

I, •

1: t.
rarel1'

I, s,

mSpecies of plants eaten in moderate amounts (tertiary)
Elder.

2

2

1

2

- -

-

1

1

1

2

Wild
pepper

-

- - -

"

2'

2

3

2

1

-

1

1

2

4

1

- -

2

2

-

-

Hazel

1

2

1, t, b,

Actin1dia
vines

-

-

- -

-

1

1

2

2

1

-

-

1

2

'" I-leave.; bk-bark,·. s-stem; b-buds; t-twigs.
"'''' TranSlator's note-Those plants for which we have been unable to find English
equivalents have been left transliterated. some with appropriate notes.
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Tab 1 e

lI'ood plant
Bird
cherry

m
XII

Species of plants eaten in moderate amount. (tertiary)
I

II

m

Mulberry

- - - - - - -

Raspberry

1

2

LUy of the
valley

2

1

IV

V

VI

4

2

:&

1

I

I

2

4

-

1

2

1

1

:&

4

4

3

2

f!es:lran~!lull

1
-

Honeysuckle

1

- - - - - - 1
- - - - - - 1
- - - 1
- - -

Ashberry
leaves

-

1

-

- -

1

-

-

-

I

1

-

-

-

I

1

1

Various
Vlcia
Jasmine
Hawthorn

Rose

-

1

WormwQod

1

I

Burnet
bloodwort

- -

Lilac
Cacalia
plants

-

-

Alder

- - - - - - - - 1
- - - - 1
- - - 1 :&
I
1
1
1
-

Bed
currant

-

-

1

1

Apple
Pears
Speedwell

Coltsfoot

XVII (continued)

1

-

VII

vm

IX

- - - - I, b
I
1 I, •
- - - 1 I, s
:&
- - - I,
- - - - I, s
1
1
- - I, t
1
I
- -1
3

:&

II

2

4

:&

:&

1

1

-

1

4

3

1

1

-

1

I

1

2

1

1

-

-

1

1

-

I, t

- - 1
- I 1 1 2
1
- 1
2
1
- - 3
I
I
- 2
1
- - 1
2
- - :&
1
- - - - - - . - I
:&
- - - - -

-

- -

X

Re
marks
XI

2

I

1

I

2

1

- 1

1

1 I, s

- - - - - -

I, s
1

1,&
1
1

- - All

:&

.

-

1 1

-

.

1

s,be
neath
snow

- - - - - . I, s
1
Lichens
- - - - - - -s
1
3
3
1
1
.. Syusyuraya"*
- -1
1
- - - - -1
Beeds
- - - - 1 4
1
- 1
Vines
- - 2 :& 1 1 I 1 1 I, b
3
1
2
1
- - - - - 1. b
Beedbent
- Smooth
anleUca
- - - - - 1 2 1 1 - - -s
Ouelder
rOile
- - - - - :& 3 1 - - - - 1
Grasses

.

- I
1
-

1

-

2

.
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xvn (continued)

m Specie. of plants eateb in moderate amounts (tertiary)

n

m

Food plant

XII

David's
grasapea

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Tatar1a.tl
aster
Saw wort

Cow wheat

I

IV

1

Bel1fiower
(AdenO'Dhora)
Balsam
Spindle
tree

"Kralllodev''* - JiUbwort
- - -

- - - 3
4
- -

1

1

3

1

1

-

.. Chozen:1ya"*
1
willow

1

S

1

Corktree

4

2

S

:I

CowparsniJ?

-

-

- - -

II

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

IX

X

:I

1

1

1

2

3

2

1

2

:I

1

1

1

2

2

-

1

:I

3

4

3

-

1

Z

2

1

1

1.
nowera

Ali

2

- - - -

1

3

2

2

1

- - -

-

Young
plant

1

1

XI Remarks

- - - - -

- 1 2 :I 1 - - - - - 1
- - - - - 1
- - - - - 1
- - 1
- - 1

1

Willow

VII

1

S

tvm

VI

V

3

1, a
All

-

1

1

1. b. t

1

1. b. t

1

I, b.

3

I, t •• ,
b,bk

III

-

I, II

1

Middle
part

1

Middle
part

- - -

-

1

--

-

2

1

IV Plants eaten rarely

I

''Black mustache"
fern
Oamunda (royal)
1
ferns
Chinese
magnolia
vine
Birch
European
hornbeam
Barberries
Buckthorn
Reeds
Violet

- -

-

-

- -

- - - - -

-

- - - 1 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 1 - - 1
- - - 1- 11 - -- -- -

-

-

1

>

Iris

-

- - - - - - -
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-

- - - - -

-

1

1

1
1
1

All
1
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Food plant

XVU (continued)

V Plants eaten for mineral content

xu

I

1

2

1

2

II

m

IV

V

VI

VII

VIIIrx

x

Remarks

XI

Ellgrass
(Zoster~)

Laminaria
(Kelp)

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

- Mutlcated
Insununer.
eaten In
winter
_

u

"

U

If

VI Plant. eaten rarely by spotted deer
(Exact time of use could not be determined)
Fern; onion; Greek valerian; buttercup; false hel1eborne; geranium; bedstraw;
flowering "diadrena".; Siberian " spodiopogen".: Ber,en1a; marsh marlgold;
Siberian speedwell; ..prilipalo.... (adhesive); Dahurlan lily: meillot; "lapchatka".
(shoe-like); clnquefoll; pinks; rhododendron; marsby meadow grass; cedar.
All plants listed are eaten in small amounts during the summer. It was
impossible to ascertain the proportions of these plants eaten by the deer.

VII Agricultural plants
Corn
Oats

-

-

-

•

0

0

o

o

Buckwheat
Soybean

1

1

o

Beans

1

1

o

-

Young
leaves

-

Young
plant

_

II

-

Leaves

n

"

Foxtail
millet

1

o

Young
plant

Bristle
l!cbinochloa
grass

1

o

Young
plant

In the summer season, when almost the entire green vegetation has appeared
the deer eat the most varied species, but as formerly they prefer the leaves of
trees.
In certain months of winter and summer, the deer accurately select two
genera eelgrass and kelp-Zollera and kmmaria. They eat them chiefly in the
intervals between the long rains of June and July at dusk or during dense fogs.
More often. as may be noted, the deer frequent for these purposes the Tasavai.
Kit, Zarya. Ta-Chinkow; Siao-Chinkow, and Pashakow gulfs whicb are completely
uninhabited, and with ready access to the seashore (Figure 3).
Judging by the seawee4 remains the deer hardly eat them but only liCk. suck. and
cbew them a little. Tbe deer use seaweeds also in the winter. but to a lesser extent.
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In this season. Zostera and Wminaria are completely consumed. Thus. in winter
these plants may be included among the food plants. If there are no salty algae,
the deer satisfy their hunger for minerals by licldng anything thrown up by the sea;
holothurians, sea urchins, driftwood. pebbles with salt incrustations, and sea
foam.
Groups of deer which inhabit the deep interior of the preserve frequent the
warm mineral springs which are located in the taiga. Five such springs are known,
but'deer select only three of them, situated nearest to the chief points of their
inhabitation.
Only rarely, from July to August. do we observe the deer to frequent the
fields of oats, buckwheat, beans, "chumiza!'*. and "paba"*. where they penetrate
to protect themselves from the gnats, and in passing tear off small amounts of
leaves, which cat:ses absolutely no damage to the crops. All previous communica
tions concerning damage by deer apparently refer to those times when the Chinese
inhabited fanza (Chinese houses) along the seashore and planted vegetable gardens
in the taiga. The deer visited these planations after rains, trampling down the
plants but not eating the crops.
The spotted deer particularly like to visit the sites of spring fires where.
during the summer season. young vegetation grows up around each burnt out tree,
with tender, soft stems,and large leaves. The leaves of such low-growing vegeta
tion are very delicate and are sOJirmly attached to the stems that they seldom fall
in strong winds. remaining in place during the entire winter. Because of this,
these areas are preferred the first year after the spring burning not only by the axis
deer but also by wapiti and roe deer.
The process by which the deer graze is of interest. They never ran on food
with avidity or eat grassy, dendrous and woody parts all together, but instead they
tear off individual leaves, the tips of racemes. and the finest branches and twigs.
languidly, as if not interested, not touching the thickly wooded portions. Even when
the delicate. tender parts are absent and when necessity compels them to eat the
bark. they gnaw it without haste. frequently passing from one tree to another.
After early disastrous November snOWfall. the deer begin to gnaw on branches 1-2
cm thick from the beginning of winter, later changing over to the bark of trees.
By biting the small shoots and twigs of trees. they undoubtedly damage the
crowns. inhabiting their growth (the Amur cork tree. linden. oak. Aralia and other
species). If the trees are gnawed several years in succession they begin to grow
in a deformed manner. never reaching full height. This phenomenon is particularly
marked in the coastal deer sanctuaries. The gnawing of the trees is so rarely
noticeable in the preserve that no damage worth mentioning is done to the forest.
The deer eating the tree bark seldom damage the trees. as they rarely gnaw
off the bark over the entire circumference but restrict their gnawing to one or two
longitudinal grooves.
The competitors of the wild spotted deer may be considered the wapiti. gora1.
roe deer, and. in years of abundant cropS. all animals which feed on acorns. How
ever. the territory of the former preserve is so large that all ungulates are pro
vided with food for the greater part of the year.
In snowless periods of· the year. there is no competition at all for the good
food. as there is abcndant vegetation. Even in the good acorn seasons so many
fall that there are enough not only for ungulates but for other mammals and birds
as well.

*

Translator'S note-We have not been able to find English equivalents for these
plants and present the transliteration-"Chumiza" Setaria italica subsp. maxima.
"piaza" " Echinochloa frumentacea.
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Competition for food begins only with the reduction of the feeding areas (1. e. ,
after frequent snowfalls). Proportionallyto the increase in the snow cover the deer
obtain their food with greater and greater difficulty on the northern slopes and they
exert the effort to cross to the less snowy southern regions of the hills. These
passages are carried out gradually during the first half of the winter, and by the
first March snowfall they have already reached those places. where the snow thaws
8ystematically and no deep snows exist.
Individual wapiti emerge on these slopes at the height of the March snow,
hastening the depletion of food over small areas. The competion becomes greater
after "sn9wfall disaster" which compel the deer to inhabit common plots in less
snowy regionar and. as mentioned before, unfro;:en streams of water, at a distance
of 200-500 meters from each other. In these cases the close proximity of the two
species may prove fatal for the spotted deer, as they are unable to find food after
the long-legged wapiti consume all branches to a great heipt.
The roe deer usually select regions occupied by deer while there is still no
snow, and only in the snowy period of the year, when there is inarufficient food,
do they enter into common areas with the spotted deer.
The gorals keep to different ranges when the snow is ablmdant, selecting
declivitous cliffs where the snow cover slides from the steep slopes and leaves
bare various patches of turfy sod. However, rare individual encounters on regions
common to the spotted deer and goral also occur in the winter. It is of interest that
in such encounters the spotted deer always drive the goral away from the feeding
grounds. but in turn give ground before the wapiti. Spotted deer graze peacefully
and without quarrels with roe deer, as a result of which inexperienced observers
may frequently confuse the two.
Examining the species composition of plants eaten by spotted deer, wapiti,
goral. and roe deer, we find severalspecie.s which are common food to all, includ
ing acorns, small oak branches and leaves, A.t.ilii, elm, several species of sedge,
two species of wormwood, ash, Plectranthus, vines, and others. Some of these
plants, as explained previously. consit1tute summer food and thus may be eaten by
ungulates in any amount. We may say that there wa. almost no competition in the
Maritime Territory in snowless seasons of the year in the case of the former den
sityof ungulates prevalent in the preserve.
To conclude this section on the food of deer, we should mention the following:
deer COll8ume up to 1.39 species of food plants, of which they greatly prefer 14 of the
first grade. If a shortage in the choice of food is experienced, they readHy switch
to other types. This fiexihility concerning foods should be considered a poSitive
quality for acclimiti.ation in other parts of the Soviet Union. Thus the deer ve ry readily
switch over to strange forms in areas where they are newly released.
A definite food rhythm characterizes the diet of deer, which may be described
briefiy as follows: in the summer they eat the green portions of the herbs, leaves
of bushes and trees. and mineral food.; in the fall they eat acorns, herbs Which
have turned yellow. and yellowing leaves of trees; in the winter they consume acorns,
sedges, the topa of grass .tems, branches, and buds; in spring they eat young
sedges, buds, bark, branches, leaves, late green herbs, and leaves of various
trees.
Indicatl.ons of Activities ancl Habits of the Deer
Hearing, sipt,and smell are keenly developed in the wild spotted deer to a
higher degree than in the goral, musk deer, elk,and roe deer. but to a lower degree
in the wapiti. It is difficult to approach the deer; usually recognizing a human
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at a distanc.e of 150 me-ters,the adult females give vent to a cautioning cry
(whistle), after which the entire herd runs off at a gallop. Deer can hear hu
man footlltaps during the fall in good visibility periods of the year, at a distance
of 300-350 meters, but they continue to graze, looking back continuously. At a
distance of 200-250 meters, they stop grazing and uneasily look around for a direc
tion in which to flee .
Sometimes they may successfully be approached to within a distance of 80-70
paces on loose soft snow if care is taken not to make a noise and provided that
dense vegetation does not prevent this.
This applies to individuals of herds, and females with young.
The male'of the spotted deer, Which remains aloof and almost always alone,
is COnSiderably more cautious, particularly during the antler-grOWing period.
The footprints of the spotted deer are smaller than those of the wapiti but
Larger than those of the roe deer. The small hootprint of one-year-old fawns is
difficult to distinguish from the male roe deer. The track of the wapiti fawn one
year of age is easy to confuse with that of the stag of the spotted deer, but it Is
always easy to determine whether the print belongs to the spotted deer or other
ungulates from the track it makes among the bushes and trees.
Table

xvm presents the

average dimensiona of the hoorprlnts of spotted deer

of various ages (em).

Table
Anterior hoofs
Length

Width

3.2

4.8

3.9

Sex and age
of deer

Posterior hoofs
Length

Width

XVllI

Approximate
wt (kg)

3

4.5

Fawns. 1 year

47

5.4

3.5

5

2 years

85

4.4

8.0

4.2

8

3

4.5

8.3

4.3

6.1

4

4.8

6.9

4.4

6.8

5

II

74
86

..
..

4.0

5.5

3.6

5.5

2

11

4.8

6.0

4.7

8

3

II

5.2

7.8

5.0

6.5

4

"

6

8

5.8

8

5

"

70
Females

77

81

Males

110
130

We must bear in mind that various ratios may exist between the size of the
hoof and the age, and the table
not absolutely exact.

is

Various load coefficients have been obtained for various ages of the spotted
deer. According to our calculations, based on measurements of the compressed
hoofs of 30 different deer, the following figures were obtained (Table XIX).,
It is clearly seen from this table that the maximum coefficient is shown by the
up to the age of 2 years, later with an increase in age, it decreases, reach
ing a minimum at the age of 5 years. On the average the coefficient is 980, Which
is mnch greater than that of the wapiti, in which in the compressed hoof it is 440.

yo~:ng
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Table XIX
Sex and age
Fawns (l

Males

I

I

Wt (kg)
yr)

2 years

Area of
fore hoof
(cm2 )

Area of
hind hoof
(cm 2 )

Total area iLoad coeff.
(cm 2)
per cm2
(g)

4'1

11

10

42

1110

'14

18

14.5

6.5

1140

3

"

88

22

20

84

1020

4

II

110

30

28

116

91)0

5

"

13.0

41

3'1

156

830

Average

F'-~'l

2 years

980

64

17

13

60

10'10

3

II

70

20

18

76

920

4

IJ·

'17

22

20

64

920

5

"

81

25

23

96

640

Average

940

The length of the stride of the s}?Otted deer in calm movement is 45-65 cm,
according to the age of the individual; usually the forepart of the hoof is somewhat
twisted outwardly. When the deer moves at a trot, the stride increases somewhat
up to '15-110 cm, and if the deer ilil'highly excited its hoof is widely splayed when
placed on the ground, and extended at the end ... in the roe de8l" and the wapiti.
The deer run swiftly with an awkward gallop, making boundS 3-3.6 m in
. length and leaping over obstacles 1.2-1.3 m in height. When moving more rapidly
they switch to a careering motion. In this case they fling their hind legs in front
of their forelegs and execute bounds up to 6 m in length, easily clearing obstacles,
ferns, windfallen trees and high bushes up to 1.7 m in height. The deer flash into
a career only when Featly alarmed, sometimes crashing into dense bushy under
Fowth and hewing a path through it with the chest. The young JIIOmetimes have no
time to pass to the side when careering and smash themselves against tree trunks.
Such II case was observed in the vicinity at Pashagou Gulf.
While crossing sUppery frozen ice surfaces the deer move cautiously, plac
ing their feet wide ap8.rt and hardly lifting them from the ice • They fear such
cros8inga, and on the ahore. on feeUng not the sUppery ice but hardground under
their feet they run off at a career. Deer traverse declivities of stream boulders
poorly held together by lichens and mosses. However, they avoid large conglomera
tiOl18 of stones.
Deer make the passage from one feeding ground to another over fixed trails,
They travel along streams, and always pass around the steep slopes of hills· or
cliffs at the same place, Thus, in areas which they inhabit, good trails are formeli
which are used for many years. Similar trails are stamped out by the deer in
places of passage from. sOl.lthern to north.rn slopes. particularly at the exits to
the sea gulfs. The deer paths are so permanent that they are preservt.d unchanged
for 15-20 years in .~ccellsion, and only extensive landsUdes or falling treeS com
pel the deer to seetnew paths.
From the time the acorns appear on the ground en masse, the deer discontinue
their use of paths and commence roaming under the crowns of the oak in an orderly
manner. one after the other.
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They also Use the pafha leI's frequently in winter after heavy snows, and try
to stay on less snowy slopes. The spotted deer sw1m well and can Cl'OIIS any river
even at high nood or when rapids are encountered. They also swim a lone dirianc~
out to sea. It is known, for inriance, that durine the runn1ne period individual
stags have swum to the mainland from tbe Askold Islands, a distance of 9 km.
The place. wher. deer grazed in the summer are difficult to discover and
rarely maya crown of gnawed bush clover ,Pltctrantbn•• and sedge be seen: It is
considerably easier to find the deer from the traces of their t.ood in wintertime
when they feed on branches, buds, and more rarely tree bark. In this case, we
may always find broken branches of lindens and AI:alJ.I. with stripped bark in their
dwelline places, while the time lapse since eating may almost invariably be judged
by ,the degree of freshness of the bark vestiges. The bark is removed from the
trees differently by the spotted deer than by the wapiti. The spotted deer do not
eat it completely or lay bare all or half of the circumference of the tree but make
some small chillleled grooves, then pass over to the next tree.
In certain years when an abundance of acorns and leaves are strewn On the
ground through the action of winds, deer seek their food from under the snow from
the beginning of winter, partly helping themselves by their hoofs (they do this in
regions where there are depleted natural foods'. When searchine for acorns they
loosen the ice lying under the oaks with their feet over areas of several hectares.
They also do this when they obtain the fallen foliage of the lindeD, oak, ~,
willow, etc. Digging in the snow is sometimes so extensive that inexperienced
persons confuse the signs with those made. by boars.
The excrement of the spotted deer is of the same tYPE! as those of other species
of deer, smaller than that of.the wapiti but larger than'that of the roe deer. In
winter, when dry food is eaten, it is always dense, dark-olive or black-brown in
color, composed of separate "nuts" of various sizea and shapes in males. females,
and young. The largest excrement is that 9f the males. It is blunted at the end.
The female ex<:rement is narrower, more elongated and rounded at the edges.
The excrement of the yOung is som!l!What larger than that of an adult deer. and thus
it is easy to confuse them. After 6-10 May, from the time that su<:<:ulent green
food appears, the excrement loses the form of aeparate nutll and fuses into a gene~
ral mass of an olive color, somewhat divided into lobes on the surface. In the fall,
when the deer transfer to dry food, the excrement again takes on the winter form,
and when they eat acorns it turns black.
The nature of the resting sites of the spotted deer 1s varied. In snowless
periods they lie dOWn on green grass or leaves a small distance from each other,
The deer never lie down close together. In periods when midges. gnats. and bot
flies appear. the stags of the spotted deer select places to lie down which are swept
by the wind. on the seashore or in the saddles of the passes. If smaIl hazelnuts or
oaks grow around the place and leaves are plentiful on the ground. the deer make
the resting site permanent, not changing it for 10-15 days in succession. In the
seasons of the mass swarming of gnats. the deer lie down in the shady regions near
streams, where,in the air cooled by the water there are few insects pests. In the
faIl, when there are almost no ectoparasItes, the deer lie down anywhere, select
ing spots convenient for jumping up and runn1ng off in cllse of attack by predatora.
Such sites are usually found at the foot of the hills, on slopes overgrown with hazel
nuts, or near steep declivities near these sites.
In hot times of the year. they sometimes paw up the earth and the foliage
before lying down, throwing it off to the side to a distance of 2~S meters. They
also dig their resting sites after the first snows, when the snow covers the earth
with a damp blanket and quickly thaws. Later, in cooler and frosty times of the
winter, they lie down directly on the snow (which is 15-20 cm high), without any
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preparatory work. If atter heavy snow in March the layer of snow reaches 60-70
em, they stamp out a bed, which is why it assumes the appearance of a hollow.
On the sunny slopes devoid of snow, the deer lie down directly on the naked foll
age.
On windy or frosty days all the deer begin seeking sites protected against the
cool northwestern winds, the "hill winds". In such quiet places we sometim.es suc
ceed in finding several resting sites on which they had spent several days.

When the deer dispose themselves on their beds, they lie with their heads
upwind and their rumps toward the entering footprints. They do not lie with their
heads pointing upslope, but lle down the slope. trying to keep a dense bush behind
their backs. All these rules are not invariable, and in windless regions of the
valleys of the springs they lie down haphazardly.
In periods of tick onslought, the spotted deer scratch themselves vigorously
against tree trunks (in the region of the shpulder blades and neck). Trunks of trees
with deer wool on the bark may be seen in almost any park range. but under pre
serve conditions we ~ve never observed this.

Female spotted deer make a loud whistling, abruptly interrupting it with a
snort. Young males also whistle, but without adding the rouB'h snort at the end.
Stags usually do not emit any calls whatsoever and begin roaring only during the
running periods, as mentioned earlier. Deer also emit rough largyneal coughing
rattling sounds when they are strangled by wolves. This cry, which is hoarse and
raucous, is quite different from the ordinary call.
It is interesting that the deer are not at all startled by the falling of a large
stone or the noise made by a tree trunk splitting asunder on cold days at the river'S
edge, but are extremely alert to the slightest alien noise in the taiga, even the soft
footfalls of man bringing them immediately to the alert. Deer are extremely
alarmed at the sound of rapidly running dogs on dry leaves (apparently also the
sound of the wolves) and prepare themselves for tmmediate flight.

Parasites, Natural Mortality, and Enemies of the Spotted Deer
. Ectoparasites. In exs,mining SO deer from the former Sudzukhe Preserve, ticks
of the genera :Dermaceptor and Ixod,s were found on 23 (90%). The ticks were not
found only on individuals thrown into the sea which had laid for a long time in the
frost up to the moment of the detailed examination. Deer obtained especially for
detailed scientific work and examined while still warm all bad the ticks of these
genera or their larvae to various degrees.
In the winter, from the beginning of December to the middle of March, not
many ticks are encountered on deer. Most often these are individulils of
Dermacentor sylvarum, attached in groups to the helix of the ear. After thawing
and the formatiQn of targe thawed areas on the earth, new ticks of the same species
begin crawling on the deer.
In April, spotted deer. feeding on young sedges, often frequent spots devoid
of trees and bushes. The ticks remain on them in the previous quantities. These

parasites maintain themselves chiefly in woody regions with a dense lichenoQ
forest, but there are considerably fewer of them in open areas.
In May, after the appearance of the young tree leaves, the deer remain longer
in the forest, when a large number not only of Dermacentor sylvarum but also of
Ixodes persulcatus crawl on them. At this time, the spring tnoltingatarts and the
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deer'lose their winter bail' on the anterior rubbed parts of t!be body. and ofted to
ward the time of new bail' growth, the sldn becomes almolt naked on the helixes
muzzle, neck and shoulderl. , Ticks attack primarily regions of the skin with s~se
bail', and at the beginning of June we may discover 200-500 individual parasites on
the head, neck.and helixel. In one case the accumulation of ticka in the region of
the neck WU' iro great that there were two per cml • In the placel bitten, small
swellfnlfB form, which the deer BCratch vigorously. Becauae of thia their skin be
comes free oHIle shedding winter hair and easy access to new regions of the body
is given to the ticks.
Individual deer. e8~ial1y ata.fl!l, which are greatly disturbed by ticks, begin
to go to the sea at this time, often immersing themselvea to the chest in sea water,
while they throw water over the muzzle, neck, and ears.
Old inhabitants of the Maritime Territory affirm that tick bites affect the
deer severely and lome individuals even die from theM. Such a fact baa apparently
been observed in the breeding sites near thttrillage of SokOlovka in 1935. Loss of
the deer has not been registered among the wild spotted deer of the former Sudzukhe
Preserv., even when ticks denllely covered the bodies of the deer. Only small lo
cal swellings were formed. Thus we may corurider that wild deer tolerate hitel of
these parasites very well and do notsu!fer as much lUI park deer.
As' aald aboVe, another tick, I~ perll1ilcatus, appears si,nultaneOt.tsly with
D. sylvaru'min
This species attacks the deer in even greater numbers.
Both species also attack the young (from the moment at birth). some of theD;1 crawl
ing from the belly of the mother, while later the young deer cdlect them as they
graze in the bushes. Newborn fawna do not move about much, but lie down for a
long time. Thus fewer ticks are found on them than on the adults. In June, con
siderably mar-e ticks appear and therefore more attack the d_r. Later, with the
onset of the first war'tD days. from July to September, their number decreases,
and only several dozena may be discovered on the deer, distributed sparsely on
various parts of the body.

Me,.

From the time of the first fl'Ofrt and beginning of winter. the ticks apread
evenly over the body of the deer, and later in winter, from the end of February to
March, they appear in groups around the ear helixes, chiefly D. sylva.rum remain
ing on the body, whereas I. persulcatue almost disappears.
The tick U.emophiealiS coocinna is encountered rarely aDd in inaignficant
numbers on wild deer as compared to the previous species. Notwithstanding the
profusion of ticks on wild deer in various seasons, diseases from piroplasms were
not noted in them.
In March 1938, the scientific worker O. Vendland found malopbages in the
region of the ear helixes at a 2-:ye~ld female deer. but did not succeed in deter
mining the species. However. it was apparently the usual form of Allantotrichu.
cervi, which are found on deer kept under park conditions.
In the last days of May. gnats appear in the coastal stretches at the Sudzukhe
Perserve. mainly in the "buffalo gnat" or" black fiy", Simulium maculatum. and the
midge Culit'!9ides obsolett!$. Later, in the rainy season of the year. in June and
particularly July. the number of these ectoparasites increases consIderably~
Gnats anduiidges disturb the deer greatly. The deer stop their placid grulng &lid
begin to approach the seashore or the cold beds of the streams. where there are
almost no midges or gnat. in the cold air. The large stags at this time go up to the
passes in the heights of the mountains or emerge on the sea slopes strongly swept
by the cold sea winds~

:no

When at~ked by gnats and flies the deer often shake their heads violently,
flap their ears, and scratch thClir mo.n accessible parts-the ears, lips, and around
the eyes, with their hind hoofs.
The swarming of the gnats comes to a halt during the first half of August
and all the scratched places on the deer heal up completely.
"
On dry. sultry Julydays, many botflies make their appearance, particularly
along the open valleys leading from the sea. To avoid their bites the deer try to
move in the cold streams of air from the sea or try to go into the shaded regions
of the taiga, stopping to graze during the hot bright period of the day. The mass
swarming of botflies continues for a brief time, and toward the end of July their
"numbers decrease perceptibly.
Single specimens of the bloodsucker Zlpoptema cervi appear toward the end of
August in places where tbere are more deer and where the most trails are stamped
out by them. From the end of September to October, this swarming increases
markedly and all deer examined at this time show numerousblood&uckers in the re
gion of the neck, chest,and groins. The mass swarming of bloodsuckers some
times continues in the warm days of October until the beginning of the first frost.
In November. when on the stagnant pools of water an ice crust 0.5-1.0 cm thick
forms during the night, not many bloodsuckers fly about, but they can be found
during the warm parts of the day on the southflrn slopes of the mountains. From
15 November, flying forms cannot be found. However, on all deer killed throughout
the winter up to M;arch, we succeeded in finding, deep in the hairy coat, a small
number of bloodsuckers which had cast off their Wings.
According to the data of investigations by A.I. Shpringolts-Shmidt (1937), the
mas. attack by bloodsuckers produces an intense cachexia in the deflr. Observing
wild dflflr in the former Sudzukhe Preserve and examining those killed. we did not
succeed in noting this. In periods of the fall swarming of the bloodsllckers. all
wild deer are plump and in winter the number of blOodsuckers on the body of the
deer is so small that they cannot cause pathological phenomena.
In wild spotted deer of the former Sudzukhe Preserve. we also did not suc
ceed in discovering the nasal botflies (Pharyng0mia hicta) common in park speci
mens. Thus, the rare finds of this parasite in two "wild" deer from the former
Sikhote Alin Prflserve is highly interesting (Yu.A. Salmm and P.D. Shamykin).
The finding of the nasal pharyngeal bot in wild deer appears so improbable to us
that we are inclined to believe the afore-mentioned two deer have been not wild btlt
specimens which escaped from the deer pres.rve of the village ·of Belimbe of the
Ternei Raion. In the deer park in this village. on 26 June 1937. a swarm of bots
wu in fact observed, and on 3 June, in two sacrificed deer, bot larvae were found in
the choana! apertures (K. Ya. Grunin, 19(7)these possibly being the Slime two deer
observed by Yu. A. Salmin and P.D. Shamykin, as these were the only two cases
of dissection of spotted deer by scientific workers in the Ternei Ba.io~.

Endoparasites. On dissecting 25 deer, they proved to be mainly affected by
the liver 3tStoma. :mcroceUum l!!pceolatum. which is parasitic in the large biliary
ducts which take the place of the gall bladder (the latter is lacking in deer).
Approximately 75 S of all adult deer on the preserve are infected by these distomfls.
and they sre ab&ent only in the young, at the age of 3-5 monthe-the "syandyshlt
[deer fawns]. The 1i18me species of diatome has also been found in the roe deer
and wapiti, and apparently the manner of infection of all these species is the same.
In certain deer we found nematodes of undetermined species in the abomasum
and in the anterior portion of the intestine ,anQ in one case, the bladder form
CytlticercWII tenuicolue-and setaria in theaMominslcavity. In "wild" deer dissected
in the S1khote AUn Pi'e.erve( perhapjl the pme femalas mentioaed by K. Ya. Grtlnin( 19(1),
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1. e.. the.1IIlrK specimeluJ) ~,.aticercos~ of the liver was noted. In the experience of
parklll, the spotted deer have many more endoparasites.

In.~lode of runninl tmder the cramped park c~d1t1ons. liltaga usually in
flict blOW'If IUtddeep wounds on one another, causing diseases such as pleuritis and
peritonitis •. Under natural conditions. battle wounds were not discovered in the
deer. A. number of infectious disease. characteristic of park speCimens were not
noted in the wild animals.
Natural Mortallty
After fires. against. the background·of black.· charred grasses. bushes, and
tree trunk., white bones are clearly liIeen through binoculars-the remains of deer
which perished at various times. The age of. the deer which had lived there may
be determined tram various parts of the wel1-preserv4ild skull.
As a r&sult of determinations on 38 collected remains. it transpired that they
Were of the following ages (Table XX):
.
Table
Age
Up to 1 year

. · .
· .

3-5 years

•

5-10 years

Over 10 years

·

Females

12

-

-

1-2 years
2-3 years

Fawns

.

-

Males

XX

Total
Abaolute
Per cent

-

12

31.8

"

5

9

23.'1

3

2

5

13.5

-

4

3

.,

18.2

2

1

3

7.9

-

2

-

2

5.1

12
lit.5"

15
39.5 "

11
29"'

38

100"

100;'

J.\'rom this table it ilJ clear that in nature the first to die of various causes
are deer apto 2 year old (55,,); older individuals are more reSistant.
We succeeded in finding few skulls of old deer-apparently thelile are very
rarely found in nature •. For the entire period of the study, 1944-1946, we succeed
ed in finding only two 1000er jaws from 11-. and 14-year-old lemalee, all teeth in
the latter being triturated down to the gums.
Enemielil of Spotted Deer
There are many enemies which ~ on the lilpotted deer: they include the
gray wolf. Stray dOgIJ, yellow-throated marten, lynx. wildcat, tiger, and leopard.
However, not all predators mentioned deBtroy the deer to the Bame extent. Some
predators do not touch the deer.
The gray wolf must be conaidered thechlef enemy of the spotted deer. There
are no red wolves in the regions now inhabited by deer •. The numbers of wolves
are gradually increding throughout the Maritime Territory, despite all combat
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measures and bounties. In 1904, the Chinese, Korean, and Russian inhabitants of
the coaat of the Sea of Japan encountered almost no gray wolves. They knew only
tpe red wolves. which were rare at that time, and which were known locally as
"shakalka". The first case of the death of a spotted deer caus.ed by wolves was re
corded in 1924, and from that year the losses of the ungulates from this predator
continuously increased.
Wolves later began to make their homes near large villages, feeding on car
casses of fallen cattle, attacking poorly guarded herds, and more rarely seizing
wild ungulates in the forest. In 1934, deer losses from wolves assumed a con
stantly recurring character. but because of the lack of a government bounty almost
no one fought them. An insignU'icant number of wolves were destroyed only by
workers on the former Sikhote .Alin Preserve and its Sudzukhe branch.
Statistical material on deer losses from wolves in the former Sudzukhe Pre
serve was collected from March 1936 to June 1938 by the scientific worker
O. V. Veodland (Table XXI).
Table

XXI

Deer losses
From wolves

15
60,"

rom stray dogs From poachers
4

16,"

5
20,"

Unknown causes
1
4,"

Total

25
lOa,"

As seen from the table, deer losses in 1938 were considerable. In subsequent
years registration of deer deaths in the preserve was not carried out, but the
struggle against wolves proceeded successfully.
The figures for later years (from 1944 to 1948 inclusive) indicate that the
number of deer killed by wolves, a.s previously, remained high, despite the yearly
work carried out in the preserve in combating this predator (Table xxn).
Table

xxn

Deer losses
From wolves

From stray dogs

From poachers

From lynx

Total

These figures do oot include deer which perished in heavy snowfalls from
1947 to 1948. The data indicate that the percentage of losses from wolves is still

hiah.
It is difficult to fight the wolves, as all the former territory of the preserve
is surrounded by 19 inhabited points in which cattle breeding is considerably de
veloped, which causes the wolves to collect around the settlements. Thus a wolf
cordon formed along the settlements around the boundary of the former preserve
where this predator constantly concentrated. App¥ng any combat measures
(particularly poison) consequently ran the risk of poisoning a dog with the bait or
catching a calf or sheep in the traps. The struggle against the predator on the
preserve territor;yonIy is insufficiently effective, asiD regions of the main stretches
of unbroken taiga. which are devoid of open thHds, there are not many wolves.
In the preserve we usually observed the tracks of wolf movements on the rqads.
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frozen ice surfaces. and ice-crusted snow. 1. e., along courses convenient for
travel.
If aU cases of death of spotted deer from wolves from 1938 to 1948 are dis
tributed by months, it develops that they kill most deer in March and April
(Table XXIII).

Table

Number

'II>

I

II

ill

9

9

21

15.2 15.2 36.5

IV

V

Months
VI VII VW IX

22.4 10.2 12

6

- - -

-

- -

XXIII

Total
1936-1948

X

XI

XII

-

-

2

59

3.6

100

- -

The great percentage of lOBS in March and April (58) is explained by the fact
that deer exhausted during the winter find it difficult to elude tracking by wolves
on the snow crusts. Besides, at this time of the year fetuses are growing in some
of the females, thus hindering Iree movement. We must keep in mind that it is ea.,.
to discover signs of the pursuit of the deer and find their carcasses on the white
paths, while a considerable portion of the deer killed during the snowless periods
of the year remain undiscovered even according to the cries of the hovering ravens.
In late spring and summer, it is already difficult for the wolves to reach and
seize the deer in the high grass, and in addition they are less hungry and do not
pursue their victim so tenaciously. For this reason no loss of deer from wolves
is Observed in this period.
.

Wolves have several methods of catching the deer, and the deer have several
methods of eluding the wolves. The wolves move along the trailS on the ice or snow
crust, attentively considering each rustle and smell. Perceiving their vidim by
scent or sound, without even stealing up on it, they charge or even gallop up to the
deer and try to seize the exhausted vicUmas it halts at some obstacle. To do this.
the wolves attempt to drive the deer into open areas in the river valley toward the
gulf of the sea or the mouths of rivers and the decllvitous sea cliffs. The most
succesaful movement fOr the wolf and the mOiSt fatal for the deer comes when the
deer slips and falls. If it does not succeed in rising quickly it is eaten on the
spot, hot and half-alive. If it succeeds in leaping off wounded, streaming blood
and losing strength, after 1-3 kilometers it again falls victim to the pursuing wolf.
It should be noted that more usually 2-3 wolves pursue a deer, trying to cross its
path, which considerably hastens the time of its death. From wolves' hunts re
corded in the preserve from footprints from 1936 to 1948. the described method of
pursuit by wolves (driving the deer on to the frozen river ice). constituted 46".
In other cases, the wolves seize the· deer as the,. emerge from the sea where
they had been swimming to Save themselves from wolves. and 24" of all victims
are killed in this way. More rarely, the wolves drive the deer onto cliffs, com
pelllng them to jump from the abrupt edge (2'11> of cases,. More often, the wolves try
to reach and catch the deer in the thick bushes when there is a crust on the snow

(28 '110).

Young deer perish from Wolves more often, whereas the adults, which are
stronger, avoid capture by the following methods:
Hiding;in the thick underbrush, and jumping over the top of it;
Entering deep spots in rivers 8l'ld springs;
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Entering the sea and trying to leave the water at a different spot; entering
human habitaticma where there are buUdings, hurling themselves into the water from
steep cWfa.
In the m:;.jority of cases the deer succeed in eluding pursuit and escaping the
wolves by means of these meth(lds.
Running into thick bushell is the most common method the deer have of eluding
wolves; using this method, only 40'11> of the pursued deer fall victim to the preda
tors if there was no ice crulft. When a crust forms, almost none of the deer
succeed in escaping the wolves.
Old stags, which because of their large antlers cannot' maintain the speed of
careering through the thick bUllhes, more often adopt a different method. They
stand in pools in deep streams. This ttethod is employed in regions of the preserve
far from the sea where they may enter the deep streams up to the chest. This
method of eluding the wolf is very lIuccessful. and if the wolf does not watch closely.
its victim always escapes alive. The number of losses in this case amounts to 3 %.
Deer which inhabit the sea slopes of mountains where there are almost no
rivers or springs. run,in case of pursuit, to the gulfs and throw themselves into
the sea. In the warm periods of the year, such a deer, swimming a distance of
400-1.000 meters in the sea in 30-40 minutes. reaches the shore at a different spot
and is saved. In Winter, when the temperature of the sea is below zero, and the
air temperature minus 200 , a mohile ice shelf forms in the tidal belt. Deer fright
ened by the pursuit of the wolves throw themselves into stretches of open water in
the ice and swim from the seashore to a point 150-300 meters away. Coming upon
a floating ice floe they often perish from blows by the ice. However, even when
ice is absent not all deer succeed in reaching firm ground again and some drown in
the ice waters and gales of force 6, Of 12 cases recorded of deer swimming into
the sea, three perished. Two females did not return to shore and one large stag
was crushed by the coastal ice flo!,s.
The Syao-Chingou Gulf is a natural trap for deer which throw themselves in
to the sea to save themselves from wolves. This gulf has an open shore 80-100
meters long composed of large smooth pebbles. The edges of the gulf terminate
in the steep cliffs of Mount Goral and Mount Pashagou, which sweep down to the
sea. All deer inhabiting the nearby mountains have but a single path to the sell, in
the Syao-Chingou Bay. They come her.. for the salt licks and also to bathe them
selves and rest from the gnatl! pestering them. Individual deer also enter the gulf
in flight from wolves. saving themselves by swimming into the Ilea. Returning,
they searcb for a new spot to emerge from the water. and thus swim for a long
time aimlessly along the precipitous cliffs at the above-mentioned mountains, until
they drown from lack of strength. Usua1l;y after several hours their carcasses
are brought by the tide back into the same gulf. On 12 February 1945, when ob
servers visited this gulf "trap" in the belt of the S_collt, 7 deer carcassescrusbed
by the ice were discovered. In other winters. as a rule. we succeeded in finding
:I or 3 crushed carcas,ell untouched by wolves.
In other gulfs. if no ice forms and there is no violent tossing of the eea, the
tired deer safely emerge from the water.· In April, 1945, we saw a female chased
by a pack of wolves for one hour while it was in the watell' and after it emerged.
It was so tired that it lifted itllelf with difficulty onto the gently sloping pebbly shore.
It rested here for 20 minutes. trembling with cold, and permitted approach to with
in 20 meters.
Some local inhabitants and veterinary lIurgeons of the Sudzukhe deer Sov
kboz [collective farm} report that in winter, atter emerging from the cold water,
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deer Often fall ill withchroD.ic lunB diaeases which are fatal. Acc.ording to them
some pro-pant femal.s.abert from the low temperature, shock, overfatigue, and
blows by the ice. Apparently eluding the wolves does not always end successfully
and in Winter 25-80'j(, of the deer perish.
In places where deer systematically keep to human habitations. for instance
in the former Sudzukhe Preserve, in the Kit and Tachingou Bays. they become
accustomed to buildinga and approach to within 100 m or closer.

The wolves have more fear and do not always resolutely approach unknown
inhabited areas. Exploiting this fact, deer pursued by wolves sometimes purposely
dash through courty'ards of buildings to cut the course of the pursuing predators.
In such cases 90'j(, of the deer remain alive. Large female deer and stags also
sometimes attempt to throw off the wolves by jumping from steep cliffs. In these
cases, individual deer, jumpingunsuccesl!lfully. are mutilated or break their legs
and become the victims of wolves. The number of deer losses in this case equals
20'j(,.
Table xxtv shows the relatlOll8hip between various methods of hunting wolves
and the successful elusion of them (per cent of total number of recorded cases).

Method of pursuit

Driving onto ice

Driving into bushes with
ice cover

Table XXIV
Percentage
Method of elusion chosen of deer throw
ing off
pursuit

Percentage
of total
pursuits

Departing from ice
Entering bushes without
icy crusts

46

Flight into bushes without
ice cover

28

Staying in springs
Waiting for deer to emerge
from sea

Driving to cliff

24

10
60

5-6
97

Swimming in the sea in
winter

70-85

Swimming in the sea in
summer

90-95

2

Flight through inhabited
areas

90

Jumping from cliff

80

100

Total

(62 observations)

(47 observations)

From the table it 18 seen that the. most perilous condition for the deer 1s the
ice cover of rivers and crusts on the snow, for which reason appreciably more deer
perish in winters when these form. The most successful method of eluding the wolves
is that of standing in deep springs, but unfortunately these are very small on the
eastern slopes of the Tachingchang Ridge and completely frozen in winter.
To this day stray dogs from the 19 settlements surrounding the former pre
serve are also the enemies of the spotted deer. The local inhabitants keep dogs not
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to protect their yards but to hunt. and aach tries to keep a hound able to raach a
beast of prey and hold it at b&7. Sated dogs do not enter the taiga on their own, but
if they are not fed for several days in succession they,like the wolves, take the in
itiattve in launching a hunt for animals, going out in packs of 2 Qr 3 to catch any
game available, Coming across fresh deer tracks, they begin to run the deer down.
but cannot catch it if there is no ice cover. The chief harm done by dogs consists
of their driving the deer froJD the taiga to the sea, where Some of the deer, as was
previously mentioned. periSh. When there is a thick ice cover, the dogs reach the
deer without difftculty and feed off their carcasses for 2-3 days. According to the
records of 1936-1938, the loss of deer through dogs was 15,. of alleasea (drown
ing in the sea T'llt. tom to piecfton the ice cover 8"). From 1944 to 1948, only
2 deer perished fromdogl!. as the keeping of dogs decreased among the inhabitants.
Other predators are harmless in comparison with wolvft, Lynxes rarely
Idll deer, and from 1944, to 1948 only two cases of their attacks on deer were re
corded, in the first cue a fawn which ned from the lynx into the small undergrowth
where its head was broken by a tree trunk. in the second a young female which
passed under a tree where a lynx ambulJhed it. Lynxes are rarely able to attack
large males, and when they do, they attack them unwillingly. The leopard and tiger
are very rare species in the former Sud21ukhe Preserve a.rd thus cannot be consi
dered enemies of the deer. Since the preserve was established (1986 to 1948), not
a single case was recorded of loss of deer from these predators.
Such predators as the wildcat. fox, and yellow-throated marten cannot take
the adult deer, but strangle youngfawos up to the age of 2 months. According to
old inhabitants who bred deer, the small predators attacked only the newborn and
one-month-old fawns, wbile the females Walt far tram the biding place of the fawn
and could not hear lUI crill'S.
In the former Sudzukbe Preserve, no real attack of the above-mentioned pre
dators on deer were rellstel'ed,from 1936 to 1948.

Live deer are not taken by the sea eagle and golden eagle because in the period
of parturition the femal•• enter river valle;ys thick with buhes, where the birds
cannot locate the fawn.. However, theae bird. are frequently driven off by lDan
from carcasses of deer killed by wOlves. Carrion crows often injure newborn
fawns in parks. We suc~ded several times in seeing how they peck with their
beaks at the not yet drh~d,umbiltcal eQrd.s. after the females moved of 10-15 meters
to eraze.·· According to 'statements of veterinary surgeons of the Slldzukhe Deer
Sovkho21, the crows sometimes peck the IWlbiltcus to such an extent that it begins to
bleed and the fawn dies.
Occasionally deer perish at the hands of poachers, despite the severe penalty
for killing them. The .actual numbers of animals Idlled by poachers is very diffi
cult to establish, as the crime is usually comJDitted away from inhabited places and
at the times of year when there is no snow. Poachers may succeed in removing
their lDeat completely on hi4den paths. without leaving any signs of the crime at the
site, and it is not always possible to establish the place where the de_bas been
killed according to SOIDe shotabeard in the mountains.
"
In 1986 and 193'1, poaching walHnore bighly developed and each year 5 or 6
slaughtered deer were found. After a series of pr-otective m"easures and educational
work in subsequent years among. the inhabitants in the vicinlt;y, poaching decreased
somewhat.
'
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The Role of Preserves in Protection of Wild Deer
The practice of recem years has shown that wild spotted deer cannot II1U"Vive
in the Maritime Territory without protective measures. Thus the role of the former
Sudzukhe and other preserves in maintaining this important species is very great.
By the year 1948 emIl' small numbers of wild spotted deer remamed m the
Maritime Territory and then only in preserves and adjacent areas. But even here
a gradual decrease in their numbers occurred. especially l:n the preeerve in the
Far Eastern Branch of the USSR Academy of Seiences (Kedrovaya Pad t ) where 30
head out of 300· remained. To a lesser extent the number of deer also decreased in
the large 8tkhote Alin and the former Sudzuk!1e Preserve.
The chief causes limiting the number of head of wild spotted deer is the acti
vity of wolves. poaching, and the effects of deep snow. OUr chief work should be
directed to combating thetue three factor. if we wish to trierease the number of deer.
The number of wolves in the Maritime Territory increases trom year toye&r.
but nevertheless the struggle against them i. conducted very lady. Up to the pre
sent no rational method has been worked Qut to destroy them.lmder the conditions
of the very rugged terrain of the cOlmtryand the methods of huating and ambushing.
luring,and others. The wolf traps manufactured, which are almost impossible to
find on sale. are ususlly not satisfactory for trapping wolves and need additional
mechanical improvement before use. A practical fight againSt wolves is carrIed
out unsystematically by individual hunters in casual encounters and the results are
so negligible that the numbers of predators are not diminishing at all. At any rate
the number of wolves shot is lower than the number of their yearly increase. in
order to successfully preserve the number of spotted deer, it is necessary to wage
a systematic struggle against wolves over the land.
The second factor-poaching-will apparently disappear in time in accordance
with the elevation of the cultural level of the inhabitants.
The final factor in deer losses, the snowfall Wdisaster D is rarely observed in
the Maritime Territory, and as a result. in a number of normal winters with a light
snow cover the herds of deer have sufficient time to restore their numbers. In this
case the best assistance to the deer is the complete elimination of wolves from
their places of winter habitation and guarding against the entry of new wolves.. If
there were a guarantee of the complete destruction of this predator it would be
possible to facilitate the winter survival of deer by preparing small stackll of salted
forest hay in July. in the former Sudzukhe Preserve this measure was effected in
the Pashagou. Syao-Chmgou. Malangau, Ta-Chingou, Zarya Kit, and Tal!lava Gulfs.
Such measures should only be applied in cases when there is complete certainty as
to the absence of wolves. or else convenient hunting spots wUl. appear for the pre
dators aroUlJd the feeding sites.
By making use of .the abUity of the deer to survive in completely new areas,
we must continue the acolimatization work which was successfully b~gun. F::>r
setting deer free, it is necessary to select areaS with hilhly varied leafy trees and
bushes, not fearing the crossing of the spotted deer with the elaphus group. Cases
of such hybridization have pot been observed during the past ten years even in the
Maritime Territory. whera me spotted deer constantly occupy comJnOn ranges with
the wapiti. Places with a rugged topography in the southern pal"ts of the Soviet
Union, where the snow rapidly thaws on the sWIlly slopes, would be appropriate for
the deer.
The first acclimatization experiments with spotted deer in the Khoper, Oka,
Mordov. former Kuibyshev. Ulmen and Tiberda Preserves and in the Buzuluk
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forests (V. A. Arsentev, 1948) luP.ve shown that deer tolerate frosts well when there
is no wind (42")*. In such temperatures as we suceeeded in determining, only very
weak individuals suffer. The limiting factor for deer in new places was snow over
30 cm in height. which did not allow them to root up acorns and compelled them to
eat the bay and straw prepared for them.
Toward 1948, aomeof the deer of the Khoper. Oka,and former Kuibyshev
Preserves went out beyond the limits of their boundaries and inhabited the adjacent
areas.
Knowing the snowy repe of the Maritime Territory coast, it is difficult to
visul/Jize how deer could adapt themselves without the help ot man to natural condi
tions in the EIu'opean part of the Union. The nature of the western preserves
differs greatly fromtlJe Maritime Territory, the birthp~e of the spotted deer.
Thus, we muet assume that increases in the herds ot spotted deer in new areas will
take place VadUlllly, and of course under conditions of constant assillltance on the
part of man. Before releasing· deer into new areas it is absolutely necessary be
forehand to carry 01U a complete annihilation of wolves, conduct veterinary exa
minations, sterilbe the areas which are inttmded for release, and prepare good
food with salt licks for the initial periods.
However. in the Maritime Territory, the best individual spots lor the reha
bilitation of spotted deer are the southeastern 810pes of the 8easaore from the
Sidemi Bay to the Olga Bay. Thebest sites for raising park deer are loc~ed inthose
areas where there ianot much snow and not many ticks, midge•• or gnats. but
where there is alwa;ys salted jetsam from the sea.
It 11.1 quite possible that in all cases of acclimatization the wild forms of deer
whiehhavenotlivedmueh in captivity will display more endurance under the condi
tions of the new environment than those of the parks. Thus the wild deer present
in Maritime Terri10rypreserve ahould be particularly well protected as a prime
resource of the Union.

Fipe 7. Phenolojf.cal date. on spotted deer
CONCL..U S[ONS

1. Spotted deer chiefly inhabit broadleal forests in areas With a temperate
climate. Wapiti go up high in the mountains, occupying even zones altha fir and
sUver-fir taiga and ttle JlelantingfOl"est8". tolerating well the continental climate of
the upper atretcheaol ttle mountaiAa in winter. The spotted deer are leas wen
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adapted to lldisastrous· snow wiater. and in such winters up to 50'110 perish. In
such cases wapiti inhabiting mountain ridges where they find bare. surfaces cleared
of snow by the winds pass the winter successfully. In profuse IItlOW only the young
succumb, and then only a few of them. Spotted deer are also inferior to wapiti
with regard to motion over snow, Wapiti successt1ll1y cross snow 60-70 cm
deep, whereas spotted deer in such eases sink to the belly in the snow, leaving be
hind a continous furrow.
Of natural food, deer cbief.ly eat leaves of trees and, to a lesser extent, her
baceous vegetation, Even light snow prevents their access to most of the food
lying on the ground. Even when there are large amounts of tree leaves in winter,
wapiti
the bark of the elm. willow. linden. and other trees. Nevertheless.
despite being 80 primitive In comparison with the elaphuB group. the spotted deer
should be considered a species with a high degree of vitality and a clearly marked
tendency to further development.

goa"

The absence of stertlity, the cues of giving birth to two fd.WnS, the large
species composition of plants eaten by them in their habitats and acclimatization
areas, the absence of disease resulting from endo- and ectoparasites, the forma
tion of varieties (which compels us to assume the existence of various systematic
subdivisions)-all these factors indicate that the number of deer can be increased.
The initial protective &tepa in the Far East when gray wolves weJ'e absent
have shown that the deer population quickly increases even with minimal protection.
and greatly so when there is a resolute struggle against predators and poachers.
The snow "disaaters"with which the decrease in deer numbers is comtected occur
so infrequently that they cannot be a constant source of decreases in numbers in
protected areas.
The disappearance of .potted deer from the majority of sites in their northern
areas of distribution does not prove that deer are becoming extinct. Undoubtedly
the spotted deer in the past were systematically destroyed by man as a highly
valuable species, and now in the Maritime Territory they are being destroyed in
increaSing numbers by wolves in the protected areas. Provided that predators are
absent, even with snow "disasters" and individual cases of poaching in all broad
leaf forests of the Maritime Territory, the deer may be rehabUitated.
In the "panti" antler concerns, methods have not yet been elaborated to pre
vent the gradual decrease in the size of the deer. The explanation of this occur
rence should be sought in the incorrect feeding standards of the males only in the
parks, in frequently spoiling the best. producers by cutting off the antlers, in the
constant inbreeding of deer within a single herd, and the lack of pedigree work.
In parks all deer are placed under common environmental conditions, which is in
correct from the point of view of m.odern animal breeding. The dwarfing of deer
in the parks has created afttlse impression concerning the deer extinction.

2. MiI.les and females of wlldspotted deer are larier than those In captivity.
Fat specimens simUar to individual fattened deecr in the parks are IIOt found in the
wild forms. The maximum weight of the wUd stag in the former Sudzukhe Pre
.serve was 131 kg. the length 180 em and. the height 112 cm. The maximum weight
of the female of this preserve was 85.7 kg. the length 174 cm and the height at the
withers 98 cm. Wild spotted deer have no tendency to dwarf whatsoever.
3. Under natural conditions the change in antlers in adult stags begins on
the average in the last days of ,April and continues up to the middle of September.
The fifth stage of the growth of antlers begins from 18-20 June, the spring shed
ding, which begins in the first days of March, terminates on 1 JUly. The summer
coat grows in completely by this time. The fall change of hair takes place more

quickly from 15 August to 25 September, the greatest pair of shed "dry" antlers
found in the former Sudzukhe Preserve weiflhed 3.7'1 ktJ.

ran.

4, Spotted deer enlaratnl their
DOrthward, in Manchuria and Maritime
Territory, are at the edge of their nonhern limit of distribution and they they are dis
tributed here in single isolated groups. This kind of distribution of spotted deer in
the Maritime Territory was also kDown in the past century wben they occupied the
southeastern sea slopes in small herds, living on the broadleai oak forests. Indi
cations of the pre.enee of spotted dtter at the mouths of the Kkhutsin, Ta-Kema.
and Belimbe Rivera and in the villap of Sidatun' on the Iman River apparently be
lonred to species whicb had elilcaped froon their breedin,places.

Judging from the fact that Chinese hunters used no "lu-deu· pits along the
Ussuri River and its tributaries, the Iman, Tatibe, and Armu, there were no deer,
or only very few, in this area. Tbe limit of the former nortbern distribution was
here.
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On the eastern sea slop.s of th., Si-kIlote Alin, the deer Were distributed to the
north up to the Yodzykbe River and tbeir numbers near the sea always amounted to

more than those on the western slopes of the Sikhote Alin.
At the present time, the distribution of the spotted deer has greatly decreased
in range and become indeterminate. They have remained in quimUtyonly in the
preserves. In individual forests adjacent to the preserves, the wild deer roamed in
uncoWlted groups of 2-4 individuals.
Spotted deer are exclusive stenotopea.
places, especially in the winter.

They remain constantly in the same

The spotted deer are inhabitants of the forest of the mountain foothills of
the RManchurianntype, which contain Mongolian oak, Amur linden, Kalopanax
pictum. Amur cork. the Manchurian nut and a number of msple trees; in the un
dergrowth there 18 more often Japanese clover, bazel, wild pepper, and of the vines,
grapes, Actinidia,and the Chlnese magnolia vine. On the foothills the deer select
fixed regions DOt biflher than 500 m with ab111y relief and a network of streams
1.5-2 lun long, the hillsides of a slope of up to 40· and facing the southeast. Such
slopes are well heated by the sun in winter and are mostly f.ree of snow.
Tbe soow cov~ is the chief factor influencing the distribution of spotted deer.
The character. time of appearance, thawing, and height of the snow determine the
distribution of the spotted deer in the Maritime Territory. An indirect factor af
fecting the distribution of the deer is the relief and the northwest wind. Deep
snow and wind otten form blgh snow drifUi on the passes whicb "imprison- the deer
in small feedin,llItands on the sunny slopt!ls. Deer avoid places with a permanent
snow cov~ in winter.
The appearance of a thick ice cover is unfavorable to the liIpotted deer, asare
n'llDlerOUlil stationary ice formations on the rivers. Hunting 1s made easier for
wolves by these.
6. The number of spotted deer in the former Sudzukhe Preserve was not
constant ud fluctuated for various reasons between lS0-500 bead. In the area tn
• dieated there were apparently never more than 500 spotted deer. This was the
number that cO'llld be maintained in winter wIthout food shortages in the places of
their choice.
.
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Almost 5a"of the deer perished in the winter of 1947-1948 because of the
disaster-.
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The total number of wild spotted deer in the Maritime Territory in 1949 was
approximately 300 head. The largest herd observed in the last decade in the former
Sudzukhe Preserve numbered 14 head. The average ratio of the sexes among adults
is as follows: three females and one young to one male 0:3:1).
6. Because of their low numbers, sexual running among wUd deer takes place
without battles and within a short period (25-35 days) on more or less fixed days of
the year. The onset of the running starts approximately on 10 September; the peak
is reached at the beginning of October and it terminates on 6 November. Mating
with females occurs during the first days of running, when sUghtroaring of the stags
is yet heard. Early parturition is noted near the end of April, the main period being
in the middle of May and lasting until the middle of June. In 12 years onlyone case
of 2 embryos has been noted. Sterile females are never observed.
7. Selected or choice foods are acorns, the leaves and buds of the Mongolian
oak, and all parts of the linden, Aralia, Japanese clover, and a number of spring
sedges. The species constitution of the plants eaten is very extensive and the deer
readily exchange one species of food for another.
A definite seasonal rhythm is observed in the diet of the deer. Its features
are as follows: in summer, green trees, leaves and foliage; in fall, yellow foliage,
branches, buds; in winter, dry leaves, branches, sedges, buds, small twigs and
bark; in spring. sedges, bark. buds, and later young green grass.
From May to September and from December to March, the deer readily lick
and chew kelp thrown up by the sea. In years of good acorn crops. the deer eat
them in large quantities from September to April if the snow cover allows.
8. Of the ectoparasites. two species of ticks, buffalo gnats. bots, blood
suckers and midges are found on wild spotted deer. Of the endoparasites numerous
liver distomes are found. Loss through endoparasites or ectoparasites is not ob
served in nature. The death rate among deer from various causes is highest up to
the age of 2 years.
The principal causes of the death of deer are attacks by gray wolves and
periodic heavy snowfalls. In certain winters with heavy snows. 10-500/0 of the spot
ted deer may perish. Wolves in the Maritime Territory each year kill 5-300/0 of
the deer. In frequently repeated snowfalls with wolves appearing en masse the
protected herds of deer are liable to complete extermination. Loss of deer from
stray dogs and poachers averages 40/.. The role of other predators in the extermi
nation of this species is negligible.
It was proven long ago that the tiger and wolf are two antagonists in the Mar
itime Territory. They are completely unable to live together on ·common" hunting
regions; thus the presence of a tiger in the deer region is highly desirable, one
tiger causing less damage than even two pairs of wolves. For this reason we should
prohibit the hunting of the tiger.

When the number of spotted deer in the former Sudzukhe Preserve (1948) is
kept in mind, we may consider that there is no competition with other ungulates.
9. Dwarfing of deer is observed in the parks, and thus we should endeavor to
maintain the remnants of the wild individuals by all means, striving to increase their
numbers to the maximum limit: in the'Slkhote AIm to 80. in the Sudzukhe to 500,
and in the "Kedrovaya Pad" (cedar ravines) to 300.
Wild deer are a valuable natural resource for wide acclimatIzation in the
appropriate parts of the Soviet Union and for reproduction in new areas.
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It is possible to carry out these meuurea due to the great adaptabUity of the
species in t1&ture 'IUU'ler coa.dltkms of protection by man.
We must keep in mind that the greatest natural sources of spotted deer are
located in the frontier region. Thus spotted deer should be l'IlOre widely acclima
tized also in more interior regions of the Soviet Union.
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